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1
Evaluation of Robotic Force Control Strategies
using an Open Architecture Test Facility
Michael Short

University of Leicester
United Kingdom
1. Introduction
Industrial robots are currently employed in a large number of applications and are available
with a wide range of configurations, drive systems, physical sizes and payloads. However,
the numbers in service throughout the world are much less than predicted over twenty
years ago (Engelberger 1980). This is despite major technological advances in related areas
of computing and electronics, and the availability of fast, reliable and low-cost
microprocessors and memory. This situation is mainly a result of historical and economic
circumstances, rather than technical considerations. Industrial robots have traditionally
performed a narrow but well-defined range of tasks to a specified degree of accuracy and
whilst new robot arm designs are specified for many years of continuous operation, the
technological development of their controllers has been slow in comparison with other
computer-based systems.
Traditionally, most industrial robots are designed to allow accurate and repeatable control
of the position and velocity of the tooling at the device’s end effector. Increasingly, these
systems are often also required to perform complex tasks requiring robust and stable force
control strategies. In addition, task constraints sometimes require position or velocity
control in some Degrees-Of-Freedom (DOF), and force control in others. Thus, to fulfil these
extra demands, an important area of robotics research is the implementation of stable and
accurate force control. However this is often difficult to achieve in practice, due to the
technological limitations of current controllers, coupled with the demanding requirements
placed upon them by the advanced control schemes that are needed in cases where robots
are operating in unpredictable or disordered environments.
This chapter describes a research project that has been undertaken to partly address these
issues, by investigating algorithms and controller architectures for the implementation of
stable robotic force control. The chapter is organised as follows. In Section 2, the
fundamental concepts of robotic force control are introduced, and the problems inherent in
the design of stable, robust controllers are described. This Section also describes some of the
difficulties that are faced by developers when implementing force control strategies using
traditional robot controllers. It is shown that linear, fixed-gain feedback controllers designed
using conventional techniques can only provide adequate performance when they are tuned
to specific task requirements. In practice the environmental stiffness at the robot/task
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interface may be unknown and bounded, and may even vary significantly during the course
of a specific task. In such cases, performance can be significantly degraded and is often
exacerbated further by the sampling and processing limitations of traditional robot
controllers.
In Section 3, a brief summary of previous work in the area of force control is given. Several
strategies designed to help ameliorate the stability problems described in Section 2 are
covered; two of these novel force control strategies are then discussed in greater depth. The
first of these two techniques is based around an adaptive PD controller implemented using
fuzzy inference techniques. The second technique centres on a model-following force
controller that is robust to bounded uncertainty in the environmental stiffness. General
design principles for both types of controller are discussed; the remainder of the chapter
seeks to further investigate the performance of these two strategies. Section 4 describes a
prototype open architecture robot controller that has been developed to overcome some of
the fundamental restrictions of traditional controllers; this facility allows the direct real-time
implementation of the force controllers.
Section 5 provides comparative results from a series of experiments that were undertaken to
evaluate the performance of the controllers. Several additional measures of real-time
performance and design complexity are also discussed. In Section 6, it is concluded that
although both controllers display comparable performance, the model-based controller is
favourable due to its reduced implementation overheads and reduced design effort, coupled
with the fact that it lends itself to a simpler stability analysis.

2. Robotic Force Control
A typical conventional force control scheme is shown in Figure 1 (Zhang & Hemami 1997;
Whitney 1985; Bicker et al. 1994). In the figure, fr is the reference force, fm is the measured
(processed) force, fe is the force feedback error and fa is the actual applied force. The
‘Position Controlled Robot’ block consists of a robot and its host (proprietary) controller.
The force sensor and related control elements are typically implemented as a physically
separate system from the host controller. A control signal u is generated by the force
controller, and effectively passed to the host controller as a vector of reference positions to
be tracked. The end effector generates the forces and torques through interaction with the
current contact dynamics. When implementing such a strategy, it is common for the external
outer loop controller to pass the position commands to the proprietary joint controller over
some form of communications link; such a feature has been common in most industrial
robot controllers for many years. For example the ALTER command with the PUMA range
of robots allows position setpoints to be sent from an external device over an RS-232 serial
link, using a simple messaging protocol (Bicker et al. 1994).
The contact dynamics are represented by the combined stiffness at the end effector/task
interface in the direction of the applied force (Ke). There is quite often a very short lag in
these dynamics; however this is often neglected as it is many orders of magnitude smaller
than the dominating lags elsewhere in the system. The environmental stiffness gain typically
varies between a minimum value, determined by the objects in the environment with which
the robot is in contact, and a maximum value, limited by the stiffness of the arm and torque
sensor. The latter is dominant when the robot is touching a surface of very high stiffness, i.e.
in a hard contact situation. Designing a fixed-gain conventional controller to meet a chosen
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specification for a specific value of Ke is, in principle, a relatively straightforward task. A
problem arises when Ke is unknown or variable; for example, consider the case where the
system is tuned to achieve a specified performance at an upper limit of Ke. At low Ke the
system will be overdamped, with a relatively high settling time. Conversely, if the system
has been tuned for the desired performance at the lower limit of Ke, significant overshoot
and oscillatory behaviour would occur at higher stiffness values. Figure 2 shows such a
situation, using data recorded for the robotic system described in Section 4. In this figure,
two plots of contact force for a fixed-gain controller tuned for low Ke are displayed. The low
Ke contact situation is as expected; however oscillatory behaviour for the high Ke situation
can clearly be seen. In practical robotic systems, this kind of ‘chattering’ behaviour can have
serious consequences, potentially causing serious damage to the robot and its environment.

Fig. 1. Typical conventional robotic force control scheme
Other major factors contributing to poor, unstable performance include the finite and
relatively low sampling rates of many industrial robot control systems. These problems are
often considerably worsened by the presence of noise, non-linearities and other factors. For
this reason, force controllers of the type described usually require some form of
environment stiffness detection technique to enable the controller gains to be switched
accordingly. The main problem with this process is that it is time consuming, often
involving ‘guarded moves’ to contact in order to enable sufficient data to be collected for the
algorithm to work. Such methods are also vulnerable to the presence of transducer noise,
and are not very effective in situations where Ke is variable or rapidly changing - for
example during a deburring task (Ow 1997). This also has the effect of slowing down task
execution significantly. Problems such as these have motivated much research into
designing efficient force control schemes, and this is the subject of the next Section.
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Fig. 2. Environmental stiffness effects on the performance of a fixed-gain force controller
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3. Advanced Force Control Schemes
A large number of force control techniques of varying complexity have been proposed over
the last twenty years (Zhang & Hemami 1997; Whitney 1985). The most basic direct methods
simply transform joint-space torques into a Cartesian-space wrench, either in an open-loop
fashion (which does not require the explicit measurement of forces and torques) or using
inner and outer closed loops for accurate control of joint torques and Cartesian forces,
respectively. However, since most industrial robots have position control loops that are not
easily modified, indirect methods such as those described in the previous Section are often
preferred. As mentioned, these involve modifying either joint or Cartesian position setpoints
in order to control forces by deliberately introducing position control errors and using the
inherent stiffness of the manipulator in different Cartesian directions.
As mentioned, stable force control is particularly difficult to achieve in ‘hard’ or ‘stiff’
contact situations, where the control loop sampling rate may be a limiting factor. In an
attempt to improve stability various methods have been proposed, the simplest being the
addition of compliant devices at the robot wrist (Whitney & Nevins 1979). Another solution
is to employ ‘active compliance’ filters, where force feedback data is digitally filtered to
emulate a passive spring/damper arrangement (Kim et al. 1992). However, both methods
introduce a potentially unacceptable lag. Recent increases in processing power of low-cost
computers has led to an increased interest in ‘intelligent control’ techniques such as those
employing fuzzy logic, artificial neural networks and genetic algorithms (Linkens &
Nyongsa 1996). Where attempts have been made to employ these techniques (specifically
fuzzy logic) in explicit robot force controllers, simulation studies have demonstrated good
tracking performance despite wide variations in environment stiffness, e.g. (Tarokh & Bailey
1997; Seraji 1998), and for specific contact situations, e.g. deburring (Kiguchi & Fukuda
1997). Improved performance using a hierarchical fuzzy force control strategy has also been
demonstrated for various contact situations, such as peg-in-hole insertion (Lin & Huang
1998). A highly successful and generically applicable force control strategy based upon a
Sugeno-style Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) was proposed by Burn et al. (2003), and will be
described in more detail in Section 3.1.
However, these fuzzy techniques are not without problems. In addition to problems
associated with the ‘curse of dimensionality’, i.e. large numbers of rules that must be
evaluated in the inference process, the performance and stability of fuzzy systems are often
difficult to validate analytically (Cao et al. 1998; Wolkenhauer & Edmunds 1997).
Additionally, when compared to more ‘traditional’ control methods such as LQR (Frankin et
al. 1994), the resulting fuzzy designs are more complex, have larger memory requirements
and larger execution times (Bautista & Pont 2006). Such a technique which has proved to be
popular in recent years has been the use of Model Following Control (MFC). Due to its
conceptually simple design and powerful robustness properties, this type of controller has
been found to be particularly suited to industrial applications such as robotics and motion
control (e.g. Li et al. 1998; Osypiuk et al. 2004). Recent investigations have also shown that
MFC-based techniques can be successfully applied in the force control domain (Short &
Burn 2007). The MFC-based force control technique will be investigated further in Section
3.2.
3.1 Fuzzy Approach To Force Control
A method of designing Sugeno-style fuzzy controllers has previously been developed that
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effectively produces a Proportional + Velocity (PV) controller with variable gains, capable of
maintaining acceptable performance irrespective of Ke (Burn et al. 2003). A block diagram of
the arrangement is shown in figure 3. To design a controller using this method, firstly a
Sugeno-style FIS is created to emulate a conventional PV controller tuned for a high Ke
environment. The FIS is assigned three inputs (fe, Δfe and Δp), and one output (u), where the
input ranges are measured from conventional system data. The output from the FIS is a
velocity demand. In order to create a linear system, initially only a single Membership
Function (MF) for each input and output is required. By assigning names normal to the
input MF's, and u1 to the output MF, a rule of the following form produces the desired
linear control surface: IF (fe, Δfe, Δp) are ‘normal’ then u is u1. Note that a consequence of
employing only one rule is that no defuzzification algorithm is required. By employing a
first-order, Sugeno-style FIS, output u1 is then defined by:

u1 = K 1 ⋅ f e + K 2 ⋅ Δ f e + K 3 ⋅ Δ p + K 4

(1)

where K1 is a positive constant (equal to the forward gain Kp of a PV controller), K3 a
negative constant (equal to the velocity feedback gain Kv), and K2 and K4 are - in this case set to zero.

Fig. 3. Fuzzy force controller
The choice of MF type is influenced by the concept of data ‘spread’, and the measurement or
calculation of standard deviation data σi from step response tests. For the single rule system
each input is assigned a single Gaussian MF centered at zero, each with a σnormal parameter
equal to that of data obtained from tuned step responses at high Ke. Since the single rule
system emulates a conventional PV controller it suffers the same disadvantages in the face
of variable Ke. However, having created the initial FIS, it is now possible to modify the
controller using a combination of analytical and intuitive methods.
With the system tuned for high Ke, during soft contact the maximum value of Δfe is reduced.
This reflects an overdamped response, an undesirable effect that can be minimized by
increasing the proportional gain component of the controller output given by equation (1) if
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lower Δfe is ‘detected’ by the fuzzy controller. This is achieved initially by adding a second
Gaussian MF to the Δfe input set (low), with a smaller standard deviation σΔfelow. In addition,
during a dynamic response of a tuned system to a step input, the maximum value of Δp is
inversely proportional to Ke. In other words, Δp increases during soft contact. A second rule
is thus added to take into account the decrease in Δfe relative to the ‘normal’ (desired)
profile, and the relative increase in Δp. By adding a second output of the same form as
equation (1) it is possible to vary the effective gains. Therefore, a rule is added of the form:
IF (Δfe is low) AND (Δp is high) then u is u2, where u2 has the same form as u1 in equation
(1), but with a modified forward gain component K1a, equivalent to Kp tuned for soft contact
such that K1a > K1, and σΔphigh > σΔpnormal.
The advantage of the method lies in its apparent simplicity, although its success relies upon
the correct determination of the MF parameters, particularly σΔphigh and σΔpnormal. Due to
the structured and well-defined methodology utilized in creating the controller design, as a
related work a software design tool was created that automates the process of designing a
fuzzy force controller. The tool includes an iterative method to tune these MF parameters
until acceptable performance is achieved (Burn et al. 2004).
3.2 Model-Based Approach To Force Control
The robust model-based force controller previously described by Short & Burn (2007) is
loosely based around a robust PID strategy discussed in detail by Scokzowski et al. (2005).
The original strategy is based upon a two-loop MFC, containing a nominal model of the
controlled plant and two PID controllers. The block diagram of a basic MFC controller is
shown in figure 4.

Fig. 4. Robust PID based on MFC
In this type of control, the model compensator Rm(s) is tuned to a nominal model of the
plant M(s); the actual plant P(s) contains bounded uncertainties. The auxiliary controller
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R(s) acts on the difference between the actual process output and the model process output
to modify the model control signal um(s), which is also fed to the plant. In the case of robotic
force control, the model M(s) is simply the second order motion control loop dynamics,
augmented by a free integrator, and a known (base) value of environment stiffness.
Assuming that model is of reasonable quality, the bounded uncertainty in the plant is then
dominated by the environment stiffness Ke, varying between Kemax and Kemin.
If the two loop controllers R(s) and Rm(s) are simple proportional gains, as shown in Figure
5, then the MFC structure is considerably simplified. The model loop gain Kp can be tuned
for Kemax - a relatively trivial task - whilst the auxiliary loop gain Kp’ can be tuned to
provide an additional control signal should the actual value of Ke be less than Kemax.
However, with this type of controller structure it is important to consider the stability
criteria, and provide a bound on the maximum value for Kp’.

Fig. 5. Robust force controller
If the ‘model loop’ controller Rm(s) is tuned for stability using a nominal design method on
the plant P(s) augmented by the maximum environmental stiffness gain Kemax, then the
stability of the overall control strategy is restricted by the roots of the equation:

1 + R ( s ) M ( s )[1 + Δ ( s )] = 0

(2)

Where Δ(s) denotes the model perturbations (uncertainty). The objective is to find for a
given plant and bounded uncertainty in the stiffness gain a maximum bound on |R(s)| that
will maintain stability. In the case where the uncertainty exclusively resides in the
environment stiffness gain Ke, then if the original loop is tuned for Kemax then M(s)[1+Δ(s)]
in (2) reduces to:

M ( s)[1 + Δ ( s )] = P( s ) = G ( s ) K e max

(3)
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Where G(s) represents the nominal robot dynamics and has the form (due to the free
integrator in the forward path):

ωn 2
G ( s) = 3
2
s + 2ξω n s 2 + ω n s

(4)

Since the controller R(s) in this case is a single gain, Kp’, using (3) and (4), equation (2) can be
re-written as follows:
2

2

s3 + 2ξωn s2 + ωn s + ωn Kp' Kemax = 0

(5)

Applying the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion (Pippard 1997) for a cubic equation, the
system will be stable if all the co-efficients in the left of (5) are positive, and the following
criterion is satisfied:
2

2

2ξωnωn ≥ ωn Kp' Kemax

(6)

Re-arranging (6) gives a stability limit for the controller gain Kp’max as follows:

Kp'max =

2ξωn
Kemax

(7)

Thus if the gain Kp’ is chosen between the limits:

Kp < Kp' < Kp'max

(8)

The controller will be stable for unknown environment gains in the range 0 < Ke ≤ Kemax; as
for all gains below Kemax, the stability criteria of (6) holds. Clearly, the formulation of these
two controllers follows two distinct paths. The first is mainly based on an intuitive, heuristic
formulation, while the second is based on a more thorough analytical approach. In Section 5,
experimental results are presented for both controllers applied to an experimental test
facility, which is described in the following Section.

4. Experimental Test Facility
4.1 Description
A research facility, previously described in detail (Burn & Short 2000; Short 2003), has been
developed in the form of a planar robot arm and PC-based open architecture controller. The
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robots joints are manufactured from toughened ABS plastic, and are actuated by brushless
servomotors (with digital servoamplifiers). The control loop for each axis is closed via a
multitasking DSP embedded in a Delta Tau® Programmable Multi-Axis Controller (PMAC)
motion control card, installed into the PC. Each axis has an individual PID controller with
feed forward control to enable accurate velocity and position profile following. A six-axis
force/torque sensor was developed in-house for the project, and is employed in the current
study. The robot arm is shown photographically in figure 6, and schematically in figure 7.

Fig. 6. Robotic test facility

Fig. 7. Schematic of test facility
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Fig. 8. Application software screenshots
The controller for this robot was developed with a completely ‘open architecture’ in mind
(Ford 1984), with a view to the integration and implementation of novel sensor-based
control strategies. The software is based on a three-layered open architecture, as described
by Short (2000 & 2003). It features the ability to design and integrate advanced control
strategies into the controller, and via the use of an ActiveX® link allows the full
functionality of software packages such as Matlab® to be embedded within the controller
software. The sensors required to perform these control strategies in real-time are integrated
into the system using flexible fieldbus technologies. The underlying kinematic and dynamic
models of the robot can be changed to suit the current configuration, allowing the controller
to be tailored to any particular arm configuration or drive system. A modular robot
programming language - named Sunderland ARm Language (SARL) - was developed for
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the controller. Screenshots of the Windows® XP version of the application software are
shown in figure 8.
The force controllers described in the previous Section were coded in the C programming
language, compiled and added into the controller’s modular software component library.
Several experiments were then performed using the resulting software. Each experiment
involved a specific contact situation, where the robot first approached the contact surface
with constant velocity, and subsequently applied a force of 30 N. The contact surface was
varied in each experiment, and two surfaces were used; hard (steel) and soft (plastic). In
order to reliably detect the contact surface, the end effector was fitted with a Baumer
Electric® photoswitch which was calibrated to signal with high accuracy when a solid object
was within a distance of 5mm. The sensor was integrated into the controller architecture
using a Controller Area Network connection (CAN) fieldbus. The robot was programmed
approached the contact surface at a slow jog speed until this signal was made, then switched
to force control mode. The sample rate employed was 200 Hz in each experiment, and the
measured force was prefiltered using a first-order low pass filter with cut off frequency of
0.01 Hz. In the following section, the parameters that were used to design the controllers are
described.
4.2 Controller Design
From a previous identification exercise, the model parameters of each joint of the robot arm
and the environment stiffness limits were determined to be as follows (Short 2003):

ω n = 244 rad / s, ξ = 1,

(9)

K e max = 168 N / mm, K e min = 11 N / mm
Using these parameters, the controllers were designed as follows. In both cases, the nominal
loop gain Kp was tuned to a value of 0.02 to give the desired transient performance – a 95%
rise time of approximately 2 seconds with minimal overshoot. For the fuzzy method, the
nominal gain for contact at low Ke could then simply be calculated as follows:

⎛K
K plow = ⎜⎜ e max
⎝ K e min

⎞
⎟⎟ ⋅ K p = 0.3
⎠

(10)

This information was then used as input to the controller design software (Burn et al. 2004),
and the controller tuning algorithm was run for 200 iterations to produce the final fuzzy
controller that was utilized in the experiment. The highly non-linear I/O surface of the
controller is illustrated by figure 9, which shows a plot of Fe and ΔFe versus controller
output u. In the MFC controller, the value of the nominal loop gain Kp was then used to
design the value of Kp’max calculated as given by (7) to have a value of 2.9. A value of Kp’ =
1.5 was therefore chosen for the experiments, as this gave good performance and remained
well below the stability limit. The experimental comparison of the controllers is discussed in
the following Section.
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Fig. 9. Fuzzy controller I/O surface

5. Experimental Results and Analysis
This section begins by presenting the results of the contact experiments described in the
previous Section, beginning with the FIS-based controller. Figure 10 shows the responses of
this controller when applying a force to the hard (steel) and soft (plastic) surfaces.
Considering now the MFC-based controller, figure 11 shows the responses of this controller
when applying a force to the same surfaces. The very small negative force indicated before
contact with the surface was made (at approx 1s) was due to a small drift in the calibration
of the force sensor whilst moving in free space.
These figures demonstrate the effectiveness of both approaches; comparing these figures
with the responses shown in figure 2, the fixed gain controller, it can be seen that the
responses display little sign of instability. The compensation added by the adaptation of
loop gains in the FIS controller, and the extra loop and forcing gain in the MFC controller
can clearly be seen; in all cases, a very similar transient response is seen. There is a slight
overshoot in the response of the fuzzy method when contacting the hard surface, and it can
be seen that the steady-state behaviour seems to be slightly less stable than the MFC
controller.
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In addition to these response measurements, the Integral of Time by Absolute Error (ITAE)
for each of the responses was calculated and is shown in table 1. The ITAE is a useful
measure of system performance in the time-domain and is given by equation (11) (Franklin
et al. 1994). This table includes additional information pertaining to each method, including
the approximate Source-Lines-Of-Code (SLOC) needed for each implementation, the
measured run-time overheads (i.e. CPU execution time per iteration, in milliseconds) and a
relative measure of the ‘design effort’ needed for each controller. The latter was classified
subjectively into either a LOW or HIGH category.
(11)

ITAE = ∫ e .t.dt
Performance Measures
Controller

ITAE (low)

ITAE (high)

SLOC

CPU (ms)

Effort

FIS

227.1

247.1

1000+

2.05

HIGH

MFC

215.6

220.1

<100

0.15

LOW

Table 1. Summary of controller comparative data

The ITAE data further illustrates the performance of both force control methods. As
expected, the FIS controller had a higher overall ITAE value for both contact situations, and
there was a larger measurable difference between the two response values. This reflects the
observation that the FIS controller demonstrated a faster response with a slight overshoot at
the higher stiffness gain value. Although a slight difference exists between the responses for
the MFC controller, as can be seen from the responses its performance seems more
predictable and it does not ‘hunt’ around the setpoint to the same level as the FIS. This is
best attributed to the fact that close to the setpoint, the model error – and hence the forcing
control signal – are close to zero. The FIS controller, however, seems to be sensitive to noise
in the error signal; especially through the Δfe input, thus allowing small gain adaptations to
take place in the region of the setpoint. These small gain adaptations are magnified by the
resulting changes in the measured Δp, exacerbating the problem slightly. Despite these
observations, it can be argued that the overall performance of both controllers is acceptable
for most practical situations.
The SLOC measure gives a rough indication of the complexity of the code required for the
implementation of the controllers. In this respect it can be seen that the MFC has a huge
advantage over the FIS. As well as the main implementation code, e.g. the calculation of
error signals for the controller inputs, the FIS method requires extensive code to implement
the fuzzification, logical inference and de-fuzzification subroutines. These will – generally –
cause a large increase in the code size, either from the inclusion of specialised library files or
from a direct implementation of the underlying mathematical equations. The MFC
controller, however, simply requires the updating of a third-order equation and simple
addition/subtraction and multiplication to generate the control effort. The increased
complexity of the FIS method is reflected by an almost 14-fold increase in the CPU
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overheads required at each sample iteration to generate the control signal. In addition,
although the design methodology proposed for the MFC controller guarantees its stability at
present, no such guarantee can be placed on the FIS-based controller. To summarize, it was
reflected that the amount of effort required to implement the FIS method was significantly
higher than the MFC, from both the control and software design perspectives.

6. Conclusion
This chapter has been concerned with the practical realisation of robotic force control. It has
been shown that many potential difficulties arise when implementing a force control
method, including stability and robustness problems associated with applications where
environmental uncertainty exists, and with sampling and control limitations related to the
basic operation of many tradition robot controllers.
Force control remains an ongoing area of research; however, in recent years a variety of
efficient solutions to many of these problems have been proposed. This chapter has
considered two novel methods in depth, and has described a series of experiments to
perform a direct real-time comparison of the controllers using an open-architecture test
facility. Whilst the results generated indicate slightly better behaviour for the MFC-based
method, in practical situations both methods were deemed acceptable and a considerable
improvement over a fixed-gain controller. Based on the analysis of design effort, system
stability and incurred CPU overheads, however, this chapter concludes that the MFC-based
controller has significant advantages over the FIS-based design.
Future work in this area will include analysis of situations where PD controllers are used as
the MFC loop compensators, and also consider the effects of model mismatch (which is
inevitable if the methodology is to be applied to larger-scale industrial robots). Further work
will also consider implementation on both controllers on a 6-DOF manipulator to further
investigate and contrast the two approaches.
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Towards a Roadmap for Effective Handset
Network Test Automation
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1. Introduction
In recent years, wireless networks have presented a significant evolution in their technology.
While first-generation networks, based on analog signalling, were targeted primarily at
voice and data communications occurring at low data rates, we have recently seen the
evolution of second- and third-generation wireless systems that incorporate the features
provided by broadband networks (Garg, 2001). In addition to supporting mobility,
broadband networks also aims to support multimedia traffic, with quality of service (QoS)
assurance. Therefore the evolution from 2G to 3G wireless technology bears the promise of
offering a wide range of new multimedia services to mobile subscribers (De Vriendt et al.,
2002).
In this context, handset devices are following this ongoing network evolution and taking
advantage of this technological update to offer a broad variety of resources and applications
to their users. In fact, handset development has evolved into a complex engineering process,
mainly because of the recent network capabilities supported by new mobile communication
and computer technology advances (memory speed and size, processing power, better
resources for information delivery, etc.). This scenario has increased the demand on the test
phase of handset development, which is required to apply more extensive and efficient
evaluation procedures so that the final product meets the fast time-to-market goals and can
compete in the global marketplace.
While the number and complexity of tests are increasing, test centers need to decrease their
test execution time. The quicker a specific handset is evaluated and delivered to the market,
the better will be its chances to compete with other models. Therefore we have a
contradiction: we need to increase the number of tests and decrease the test time.
Furthermore, this contradiction can lead us to reduce the quality of our test processes.
Test automation is one alternative to this emerging scenario, because it enables tests to be
launched and executed without the need for user intervention. Thus, common delays and
errors associated with the manipulation of test parameters by humans can be avoided.
1

The results presented in this chapter have been developed as part of a collaborative project between Samsung
Institute for Development of Informatics (Samsung/SIDI) and the Centre of Informatics at the Federal University
of Pernambuco (CIn/UFPE), financed by Samsung Eletronica da Amazonia Ltda., under the auspices of the
Brazilian Federal Law of Informatics no. 8248/91.
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Furthermore, tests can be continuously run during hours or days, ensuring maximum test
coverage.
Considering such issues, this chapter discusses the steps associated with the specification of
an automation architecture for network tests of handsets. We begin in Section 2 by
presenting the handset test domain and an initial test architecture to support simulation of
real network conditions in laboratory. We then look at techniques for dealing with the
automation requirements for this initial architecture. Section 3 details the semantic definition
and standardization of test cases, so that their content can be used in a common way by
decision-making processes. Section 4 discusses the use of Intelligent Planning as an option
to create appropriate sequences of test cases, based on specific devices, environment
features and semantics. Section 5 introduces the concept of autonomic computing and shows
how knowledge-based systems can be used to create a self-managing test process that can deal
with unexpected situations. During the test performance, it is important to monitor the test
indicators to ensure the process quality and to identify failures and opportunities for
improvements. Section 6 considers this issue and discusses our experience in applying
DMAIC, a Six Sigma framework for statistical monitoring and control of processes, which is
an important part of our automation and control architecture. Section 7 presents the idea of
using test management tools and how they can aggregate value to the process of
automation. Finally, Section 8 concludes this chapter, summarising its main objectives.

2. The Handset Test Domain
Network tests for handsets intend to verify if new devices are able to perform a set of
operations pre-defined by carriers over the network. The majority of these operations, such
as handovers and reselection of cells, are default operations of any network carrier.
However, specific operations can be offered for just one carrier. Note that this kind of
evaluation does not test the user experience features of the device, user interface,
performance of data applications, battery life and others. Network tests are mainly focused
on conformance (protocol performance, application enabler and radio components) and
interoperability testing.
Each of the individual layers (Fig. 1) of a handset implementation requires a different
battery of tests, which are performed in specific scenarios. A scenario is a collection of cell
configurations and other options, which can represent parts of artificial or “real-life”
networks. There are specific tools (e.g., Sagem, Nemo and Tems) for network information
capture, which are able to read and save network configurations so that we can simulate
scenarios of these networks in laboratory.

Fig. 1. Layers of a handset architecture
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The scenarios that we are working with are based on the GSM standard. GSM is a cellular
network, which means that handsets connect to it by searching for cells in their immediate
vicinity. The main feature of this network is its operation frequency ranges. Most GSM
networks operate in the 900 MHz or 1800 MHz bands. Some countries in the Americas
(including the United States and Canada) use the 850 MHz and 1900 MHz bands because
the 900 and 1800 MHz frequency bands were already allocated.
Handsets usually have to be evaluated in more than one scenario. However, some test cases
are not appropriate to every scenario. For example, consider a scenario with two cells: cell1
and cell2. Using only the frequency ranges of 900 MHz and 1800 MHz, we could set three
different scenarios: (cell1= cell2= 900MHz), (cell1 = cell2 = 1800MHz) and (cell1 = 900MHz,
cell2 = 1800MHz). However frequency range is only one of the parameters that can be set to
cells, therefore a considerable variation of scenarios can be specified.
Considering that we have hundreds of test cases to be performed in several different
scenarios, the use of field-testing, which uses real carriers’ networks, can be expensive,
especially in terms of travel cost, time and potential disruption of real networks. The use of
field-testing also makes it impossible to guarantee the reproducibility of the same test
environment in different runs of the same test. Such facts have motivated the development
of simulation environments for wireless networks, which support the performance of a
significant variety of network tests. This section, in particular, describes our experience with
the Anite/SAS network simulator (Anite, 1999).
The Anite/SAS environment enables the handset communication within any network
configuration of up to eight base stations under laboratory conditions. A PC controller runs
the network simulation software and controls the base station modules (in our case, two
Agilent 8960 test sets). The test sets interact with the handset being tested via a normal RF
interface. To test end-to-end communication, the PC can be connected to the Internet,
allowing data to be transmitted to the handset. Using this configuration, for example (Fig.
2), we are able to emulate a two-cell scenario and perform tests that involve handovers, cell
selection and cell reselection for circuit-switched, packet-based and dual transfer mode
(DTM) services over GSM.

Fig. 2. Test simulation environment
An important feature of network simulation environments is their flexibility in configuring
cells. Currently we are creating artificial scenarios via the simulator’s cells editor. Using this
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editor, for example, we can set the cell identity, channel descriptions and frequency list. The
collection of all these parameters defines a cell and the collection of all cells defines a
scenario. Scenarios can be saved, loaded and several different scenarios can be used to test a
handset. In an extension of this project, we intend to use “real-life” scenarios, creating a
database with real network information of several Brazilian cities.,

3. A Semantic Standardization for Tests Cases
3.1 A Classification for Network Tests
The main sources of information to create a suite of tests are the carrier’s requirements.
Indeed, if carriers account for creating and maintaining wireless network services, it is
natural that they also provide the requirements that a handset must implement to operate
over their networks. However, the tests provided by different carriers are not uniform and
present several variations related to their procedures. Thus, we needed to carry out a
process of information extraction and consolidation to create a test suite proposal. There are
some efforts in the direction of unifying the performance of network tests via the creation of
certifications centers. These efforts vary with different technologies and geographies. For
example, the procedure for evaluating the GSM technology (Rahnema, 1993) is managed by
the PCS Type Certification Review Board in the U.S., while the Global Certification Forum
does this in other countries. Furthermore, groups like that also elaborate documents, such as
the 3GPPTS 51.010-1, which contains collections of test cases for handset validation. We
have also used similar documents to support and aggregate content to our test suite.
In order to consolidate all the information from carriers and certification documents we
have elaborated a classification that currently has 25 test batteries. The test cases were
mainly classified according to technological aspects and kind of services that they are
supposed to evaluate. Examples of test batteries are: Air Signaling Tests (RF), Enhanced
Messaging Service, Supplementary Services, Data Connection, Multimedia Messaging
Service and Wireless Application Protocol.
3.2 The Test Case Specification
The next step, after the test cases classification, is to identify and organize the common
concepts related to test cases, so that they can be represented in a unified way. From our
analysis, we have defined the following concepts (Fig. 3):
• Test Case Identifier – a unique key that identifies a test case (TC) among the entire test
case collection. The pattern proposed in our project is <xx_TCyyy>, where “xx” represents
the battery identifier and “yyy” represents the TC number. For example, SM_TC003 is the
third test case from the Short Message (SM) battery;
• Description – a short description of the main function of a test case;
• Preconditions – required initial conditions to the execution of a test case;
• References – indicate the files, such as the test scripts, associated with a test case;
• Estimated time – average time required to perform the test case;
• List of test case steps – steps are represented by the 4-tuple <step-number, technique,
procedure, expected-result>, where step-number is a sequential integer value; technique
specifies if the step is manual or automatic; procedure is the description of the step; and
expected-result is any verification to be performed on the handset display or on the
simulator execution log.
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3.3 Mapping Test Cases to Simulator Scripts
Before running the test in our simulation environment, we need to map each test case to a
script, using the simulator language. An example of a script, which represents the mapping
of the RF_TC005 test case (Fig 3), is illustrated in follow (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. Example of test case specification. This one refers to test case number 5 from the
Radio Frequency battery.

Fig. 4. Simulator playback of the RF_TC005.
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Let’s comment some details about this script and its relation to the test case (Fig. 3). First, the
initial command in the script (LOAD SCENARIO DATA) loads a network scenario, which
must be previously defined in the simulator. Specific parameters of this scenario can be
changed, according to preconditions of the test case (Fig. 3). For example, this script sets the
power value of Cell A to -75dBm and Cell B to -50dBm. Second, automatic steps of the test
case can be directly mapped to simulator commands. For example, step 2 (Set the
LOCATION UPDATE to cell A) is mapped to the LOCATION UPDATE command.
Commands like that are pre-defined in the simulator language. Finally, manual steps are
mapped to USER PROMPT commands. These commands are, in fact, requests to testers so
that they execute some specific command in the handset, such as Switch the handset ON.
3.4 Using a Formal Description
Whereas test cases documentation (Fig. 3) is understandable and simple to human readers,
since they use natural language, scripts (Fig. 4) are defined in a proprietary language, whose
syntax is defined to increase the performance of the simulator. We need a new description
that considers such features together. This means that the description needs to have a good
semantic level and be easily manipulated by computational components. Consider, for
example, the concept of ontology (Gruber, 1995). An ontology defines a set of
representational primitives with which to model a domain of knowledge. The
representational primitives are typically classes (or sets), attributes (or properties), and
relationships (or relations among class members). The definitions of the representational
primitives include information about their meaning and constraints on their logically
consistent application. In this way, an ontology can also be viewed as an abstraction of data
models, analogous to hierarchical and relational models, but intended for modelling
knowledge about individuals, their attributes, and their relationships to other individuals.
For this reason, an ontology is said to be at the semantic level of a system description.
We do not intend to develop a complete ontology for handsets’ network test cases. However
we can use some fundaments to design a test case specification, which support the execution
of a decision process by the test system. One of the main ideas of an ontology is to define the
classes, attributes and relationships of a domain (Guarino, 1995). For that end, consider the
BNF metasyntax, used to express context-free grammars and, thus, a formal way to describe
formal languages. Using BNF we can create the following specification:
<test-case> ::= <tc-head> <list-of-steps>
<tc-head> ::= <identifier> <description> <list-of-preconditions>
<list-of-references> <estimated-time>
<list-of-steps> ::= <list-of-steps> | <step>
<step> ::= <step-number> <technique> <procedure> <expected-result>
This is just the first level of a specification. The complete specification must decompose the
classes to primitive concepts. Note that descriptions like these allow us to abstract away
from data structures and implementation strategies. However we can approximate such a
description to computational structures if we apply a direct mapping from BNF to a marked
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language, such as XML. For example, consider the XML version of the above BNF
description:
TEST-CASE :: = <test-case>
<tc-head > TC-HEAD </tc-head>
<list> <step> STEP </step> </list>
</test-case>
TC-HEAD ::= <tc-head id=”SYMBOL” description=”NAME” estimated-time = “TIME”>
<list> <precondition> PRECONDITION </precondition> </list>
<list> <reference> REFERENCE </reference> </list>
</tc-head>
STEP ::=
<step step-number=”NUMBER” technique=“SYMBOL”>
<procedure> PROCEDURE </procedure> </list>
<expected-result> EXPECTED-RESULT </ expected-result >
</step>
Several ontological concepts are represented in such a description. For example, TEXTCASE, TC-HEAD and STEP are examples of classes. TC-HEAD has three attributes: id,
description and estimated-time. Finally, the definition structure itself defines the relations
among the classes. For example, TEST-CASEs contain one TC-HEAD and a non empty list of
STEPs. Modern programming languages, like Java, provide a strong support for the
manipulation of XML-based descriptions via, for example, packages to create parsers and
objects that represent the classes and attributes defined in the description. The next section
shows how this kind of description can be used during the test process.

4. Planning the Test Suite
As discussed before, test automation is an appropriate technique to deal with the current
handset test scenario. We have observed that the common approach used in test automation
is to employ pre-defined recorded test cases, which can be created and edited in tools
provided by simulation environments. Such tools also enable the building of different and
more complex tests from previous ones. However, this entire process is carried out
manually. Thus, we have an automatic execution of tests, but using fixed sequences of test
cases, so that the sequence is not automatically adapted to specific scenarios.
The idea explored in this section is to develop a mechanism that autonomously creates test
cases based on devices and environment features. This mechanism must specify the most
appropriate sequence of test cases for a specific handset, also minimizing the total test time.
For that end we have investigated the Artificial Intelligence (AI) Planning technique (Ghallab
et al., 2004), which is used to create optimal sequences of actions to be performed in some
specific situation. One of the advantages of AI planning is its modelling language, which has
a similar syntax to the language used for test case description. Furthermore, the language is
open, providing a direct way to represent states (situations of tests), goals (desired results of
tests) and actions (steps of each test case). This section details these issues, starting with a
brief introduction to AI planning and its fundamentals.
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4.1 Fundamentals of AI Planning
AI Planning can be viewed as a type of problem solving in which a system (Planner) uses
beliefs about actions and their consequences to search for a solution over a space of plans or
states. The key idea behind planning is its open representation of states (e.g., test case
scenarios), goals (e.g., expected results of test cases) and actions (e.g., steps of a test case).
States and goals are represented by sets of sentences, and actions are represented by logical
descriptions of preconditions and effects. This enables the planner to make direct
connections between states and actions. The classical approach to describe plans is via the
STRIPS language (Fikes & Nilsson, 1971). This language represents states by conjunctions of
predicates applied to constant symbols. For example, we can have the following predicates
to indicate the initial state of a handset network: FreqRange(cella,900) ∧
FreqRange(cellb,1800). Goals are also described by conjunctions of predicates, however they
can contain variables rather than only constants. Actions, also called operators, consist of
three components: action descriptions, conditions and effects. Conditions are the (partial)
mandatory states to the application of the operator and effects are the (partial) final state
after its application. Using these basic definitions, the representation of plans can be
specified as a data structure consisting of the following four elements (Wilkins, 1994):
• A set of plan steps, each of them representing one of the operators;
• A set of tasks ordering constraints. Each ordering constraint is of the form Si » Sj, which is
read as “Si before Sj” and means that step Si must occur sometime before step Sj;
• A set of variable binding constraints. Each variable constraint is of the form v = x, where v
is a variable in some task and x is either a constraint or another variable; and
• A set of causal links. A causal link is written as {Ti→Tj}c and read as “Ti achieves c for Tj”.
Causal links serve to record the purpose(s) of steps in the plan. In this description, a
purpose of Ti is to achieve the precondition c of Tj.
Using these elements, we can apply a Partial-Order Planning (POP) algorithm, which is able
to search through the space of plans to find one that is guaranteed to succeed. More details
about the algorithm are given later.
4.2 Test Case as Planning Operators
Let us consider now the process of mapping a test case to a planning method. One of the
parts of this research is to codify each of the user cases in a plan operator. As discussed
before, a plan operator has three components: the action description, the conditions and the
effects. Therefore we need to find information inside user tests to create each of these
components. Starting by the action description, this component is just a simple and short
identifier that does not play any active role during the decision process of the planner. For
its representation we are issuing identifiers that relate each action description with a unique
test case TC. Second, we need to specify the operator conditions. The test case definition has
an attribute called precondition that brings exactly the semantic that we intend to use for
operator conditions. Note, however, that this description is a natural language sentence that
must be translated to a logic predicate before being used by the planner. Finally, the effects
do not have a direct mapping from some component of the test case descriptor. However,
each step of the test case (e.g., Table 1) is one action that can change the current state of the
domain. Consequently, the effects can be defined by the conjunction of the expected results
of each step, if this step has the feature of changing the domain status. Another observation
is that sequential steps can change a given status. Thus, only the last change of a status must
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be considered as an effect. As discussed for preconditions, this conjunction of plan steps
results also must be codified in logic predicates.
Step

Procedure

Expected result

01

Switch handset on.

“G-Cell B MS->SS RACH

02

Set the LOCATION UPDATE to
cell B.

“G-Cell B
SS->MS
UPDATING ACCEPT”

03

Make a voice call.

“G-Cell B SS->MS SDCCH/4 CALL PROCEEDING”

04

Execute HANDOVER to the cell A.

“G-Cell B SS->MS FACCH

05

Execute HANDOVER to the cell A.

“G-Cell A
COMPLETE”

06

Deactivate voice call.

“G-Cell A MS->SS FACCH

07

Deactivate the handset.

“G-Cell A
MS->SS
INDICATION”

08

Deactivate cells and B.

“Verdict : PASS”

CHANNEL REQUEST”
SDCCH/4

SS <- MS

LOCATION

CALL CONNECT”
FACCH HANDOVER
DISCONNECT”

SDCCH/4

IMSI DETACH

Table 1. Partial specification of a test case.
A close investigation into the test cases shows that they are not dealing with operations
related to changes in some of the network domain parameters, such as frequency band or
number of transceivers in each cell. To have a complete automation of the handsets’ network
tests, the planner needs special operators that are able to change such parameters.
Considering this fact, the set of automation operators can be classified into two groups: the
Test Case Operators (TCO) and the Domain Modify Operators (DMO). The use of both
operators is exemplified in the figure below (Fig. 5).
S2

S1

TCO

T1

T4

TCO

Test
Begin

T2

DMO

TCO

T5

Test
End

TCO

TCO

T3

T6

TCO

Fig. 5. Test case for a handover between two cells of 1800 MHz.
During the planning process, a planner should normally consider all the test case operators
(TCO) of a scenario S1 before applying a DMO and change to S2. Actually the number of
changes between scenarios (or use of DMO’s) can be a measure of the planner performance.
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A complete test case plan is a sequence of these operators in which every precondition, of
every operator, is achieved by some other operator.
4.3 Planning Algorithm
The reasoning method investigated during this project is described via a Partial-Order
Planning (POP) algorithm (Nguyen & Kambhampati, 2001). A POP planner has the ability of
representing plans in which some steps are ordered with respect to each other while other
steps are unordered. This is possible because they implement the principle of least
commitment (Weld, 1994), which says that one should only make choices about things that
it currently cares about, leaving the other choices to be worked out later.
The pseudocode below (1 to 4) describes the concept of a POP algorithm, showing how it
can be applied to the handsets‘ network test domain. This pseudocode was adapted from
the original POP algorithm (Russel & P. Norvig, 2002).
function POP(testBegint,testEnd,operators) return plan
plan ← Make-Basic-Plan(testStart, testFinish)
loop do
if Solution?(plan) then return plan
Ti, c ← SELECT-SUBGOAL(plan)
CHOOSE-OPERATOR(plan,operators, Ti,c)
RESOLVE-THREATS(plan)
end

(1)

Code (1) shows that the POP is a loop that must create a plan from a testBegin state (no tests
performed) to a testEnd state (all tests performed). For that end, the loop extends the plan by
achieving a precondition c of a test case Ti, which was selected as a subgoal of plan.
Code (2) accounts for the selections of this subgoal:
function SELECT-SUBGOAL(plan) returns Ti,c
pick a test stateTi from TEST_STEPS(plan)
with a precondition c that has not been achieved
return step Ti,c

(2)

Code (3) details the choice of an operator Tadd (TCO or DMO), which achieves c, either from
the existing steps of the plan or from the pool of operators. Note that the causal link for c is
recorded together with an ordering constraint. If Tadd is not in TEST_STEPS (Ti), it needs to
be added to this collection.
We can improve the SELECT-SUBGOAL function by adding a heuristic to lead the choice of
a test goal. During the test process, if one of the tests fails, the problem must be fixed and all
the test collection carried out again. Imagine an extreme scenario where a problem is
detected in the last test. In this case, the test process will take about twice the normal time to
be performed if any other problem is found. Considering this fact, the SELECT-SUBGOAL
function could identify and keep track of the tests where errors are more commons. This
could be implemented via a module of learning (Langley & Allen, 1993), for example. Based
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on this knowledge, the function should give preference to tests with a bigger probability to
fail because then the test process will be interrupted earlier.
procedure CHOOSE-OPERATOR(plan,operators, Ti,c)
choose a step Tadd from operators or TEST_STEPS (plan) that has c as an effect
if there is no such step then fail
add the causal link {Tadd→ Ti }c to LINKS(plan)
add ordering constraint Tadd » Ti to ORDERINGS(plan)
if Tadd is a newly added step from operators then
add Tadd to TEST_STEPS (Ti)
add Start » Tadd » Finnish to ORDERINGS(plan)
end

(3)

The last procedure, Code (4), accounts for resolving any threats to causal links. The new
step Tadd may threaten an existing causal link or an existing step may threaten the new
causal link. If at any point the algorithm fails to find a relevant operator or fails to resolve a
threat, it backtracks to a previous choice point.
procedure RESOLVE-THREATS(plan)
for each Tthreat that threatens a link {Ti→Tj}c in LINKS(plan) do
choose either
Promotion: Add Sthreat » Si to ORDERINGS(plan)
Demotion: Add Sj » Sthreat to ORDERINGS(plan)
if not CONSISTENT(plan) then fail
end

(4)

POP implements a regression approach. This means that it starts with all the handset
network tests that need to be achieved and works backwards to find a sequence of operators
that will achieve them. In our domain, the final state “Test_End” will have a condition in
the form: Done(TC1) ∧ Done(TC2) ∧ … ∧ Done(TCn), where n is the total number of test cases
(TC). Thus, the “Test_Begin” has a effect in the form: ¬Done(TC1) ∧ ¬Done(TC2) ∧ … ∧
¬Done(TCn). In this way, all TCOs must have an effect in the form Done(TCi), where i is an
integer between 1 and n. The other effects of each TCO change the current plan state,
restricting the operations that can be used. If there is a fail, this could indicate that a DMO
must be applied to change the scenario (network parameters).
According to [VanBrunt, 1993], the test methodology to handset network, which is based on
GSM, are focused on conformance evaluations used to validate the underlying components
of the air interface technology. However, the launch of new technologies, such as the
WCDMA (Wideband Code Division Multiple Access), could change the current way that tests
are performed, requiring, for example, a more progressive and integrated approach to
evaluation of user equipments. Considering this fact, features like maintenance and
extensibility must be considered during the development of test automation. In our
approach, any new requirement can be easily contemplated via the creation of new
operators. New network configurations could also be defined via the definition of new
scenarios and DMOs that change the conditions of test applications.
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5. Automation and Autonomic Architectures and Autonomic Computing
Automation test architectures intend to support the execution of tests by computational
processes, independently from human interference. This automation considers a pre-defined
and correct execution, so that concepts such as adaptation and self-correction are not
generally contemplated. The second and more complex level of automation is characterised
by systems that present some level of autonomy to take decisions by themselves. This kind
of autonomic computing brings several advantages when compared with traditional
automation and several approaches can be employed to implement its fundaments. All
these issues are detailed in this section.
5.1 The CInMobile Automation Tool
We have implemented an automation environment by means of CInMobile (Conformance
Instrument for Mobiles). This tool aims to improve the efficiency of the test process that is
being carried out over the network simulation environment. The CInMobile architecture is
illustrated in follow (Fig. 6), where its main components and their communication are
presented. As discussed before (see Fig. 4), simulator scripts can have prompt commands
that request some intervention from human testers. The first step of our approach was to
lead such commands to the serial port so that they could be captured by an external process
called Handset Automator (HA), running in a second computer. In this way, the HA receives
prompt commands, as operations requests, and analyzes the string content to generate an
appropriate operation, which is sent to the handset in evaluation. The HA can use predefined scripts from the Handset Script Base during this operation. The HA also accounts for
sending synchronization messages to the SAS software, indicating that the requested
handset operation was already carried out.

Fig. 6. CinMobile Architecture.
Both SAS and HA generate logs of the test process. However, results of several handset
operations, over the simulated wireless network, can be identified via comparisons of
resulting handset screens to reference images. Our architecture also supports this kind of
evaluation and its results are considered together with the SAS and HA logs. In fact, each of
these results (images comparison, SAS and HA logs) brings a different kind of information
that must be analyzed to provide useful information about a particular test case.
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One of the functions of the Automation Controller (AC) process is to consolidate all the test
process resulting information, performing a unified analysis so that a unique final report can
be generated (Fig. 7). The advantage of this approach is that we are passing the
responsibility of reporting the test results from the human testers to an automatic process.
Furthermore, the Final Report Generator (see Fig. 7) can be used to customize the final report
appearance (e.g., using templates) according to user needs.

Fig. 7. Test report generation process.
A second important AC function is associated with the control of script loading in simulator.
This is useful, for example, because some of the tests must be repeated several times and
there is an associated approval percentage. For instance, consider that each test is
represented by the 3-tuple <t,η,ϕ>, where t is the test identifier, η is the number of test
repetitions for each device, and ϕ is the approval percentage. Then a 3-tuple specified as
<t1,12,75%> means that the t1 must be performed 12 times and the device will only be
approved if the result is correct at least in 9 of them. However, if the 9 first tests are correct,
then the other 3 do not need to be executed, avoiding waste of time.
A last AC core function is to manage the performance of several handsets automators. Some
tests cases, mainly found in the Bluetooth battery, require the use of two of more handsets to
evaluate, for example, operations of voice conference (several handsets sharing the same
Voice Traffic Channel) over the network. In this scenario, the AC accounts for the tasks of
synchronization, among simulator and handset automators, and consolidation of multiple
handset logs during the generation of test reports.
5.2 Autonomic Computing
The test process, carried out by our Test Center team, currently provides a percentage of
about 53% of automation. However the level of automation provided to such tests is not
enough to support a total autonomic execution, that is, without the presence of human testers.
Considering this fact, our aim is to implement new methods that enable a total autonomic
execution, so that tests can be executed at night, for example, increasing the use time of the
simulation environment per day and, consequently, decreasing the total test time and
operational cost. Our fist experiment was carried out with the E-mail battery. This battery
was chosen because it is currently 100% automatic and represents about nine hours of test
time. Thus, we could decrease in about one day the test process if such a battery could be
performed at night. These new sets of tests, that can run without the human presence, we
call autonomic tests.
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The study of autonomic computing was mainly leaded by IBM Research and a clear
definition is (Ganek & Corbi2003): “Autonomic computing is the ability of systems to be
more self-managing. The term autonomic comes from the autonomic nervous system, which
controls many organs and muscles in the human body. Usually, we are unaware of its
workings because it functions in an involuntary, reflexive manner -- for example, we do not
notice when our heart beats faster or our blood vessels change size in response to
temperature, posture, food intake, stressful experiences and other changes to which we're
exposed. And, by the way, our autonomic nervous system is always working“.
An autonomic computing paradigm must have a mechanism whereby changes in its
essential variables can trigger changes in the behavior of the computing system such that the
system is brought back into equilibrium with respect to the environment. This state of stable
equilibrium is a necessary condition for the survivability of a system. We can think of
survivability as the system’s ability to protect itself, recover from faults, reconfigure as
required by changes in the environment, and always to maintain its operations at a near
optimal performance. Its equilibrium is impacted by both the internal and external
environment.
An autonomic computing system (Fig. 8) requires: (a) sensor channels to sense the changes
in the internal and external environment, and (b) return channels to react to and counter the
effects of the changes in the environment by changing the system and maintaining
equilibrium. The changes sensed by the sensor channels have to be analyzed to determine if
any of the essential variables has gone out of their viability limits. If so, it has to trigger some
kind of planning to determine what changes to inject into the current behavior of the system
such that it returns to the equilibrium state within the new environment. This planning
would require knowledge to select the right behavior from a large set of possible behaviors
to counter the change. Finally, the manager, via return channels, executes the selected
change. Thus, we can undersdand the operation of an aunomic system as a continuous cycle
of sensing, analyzing, planning, and executing; all of these processes supported by
knowledge (Kephart & Chess, 2003).

Fig. 8 – The classical autonomic computing architecture.
This classical autonomic architecture (Fig. 8) acts in accordance with high-level policies and
it is aimed at supporting the principles that govern all such systems. Such principles have
been summarized as eight defining characteristics (Hariri et al, 2006):
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• Self-Awareness: an autonomic system knows itself and is aware of its state and its
behaviour;
• Self-Protecting: an autonomic system is equally prone to attacks and hence it should be
capable of detecting and protecting its resources from both internal and external attack
and maintaining overall system security and integrity;
• Self-Optimizing: an autonomic system should be able to detect performance degradation
in system behaviour and intelligently perform self-optimization functions;
• Self-Healing: an autonomic system must be aware of potential problems and should have
the ability to reconfigure itself to continue to function smoothly;
• Self-Configuring: an autonomic system must have the ability to dynamically adjust its
resources based on its state and the state of its execution environment;
• Contextually Aware: an autonomic system must be aware of its execution environment
and be able to react to changes in the environment;
• Open: an autonomic system must be portable across multiple hardware and software
architectures, and consequently it must be built on standard and open protocols and
interfaces;
• Anticipatory: an autonomic system must be able to anticipate, to the extent that it can, its
needs and behaviours and those of its context, and to be able to manage itself proactively.
An autonomic manager component does not need to implement all these principles and the
choice for one or more depends on the kind of managed element that we are working with.
For example, the implementation of the Self-Protecting principle only makes sense if we are
working with systems that require a high level of security, such as Internet or network
systems. In our case, in particular, we are initially focusing our investigation on three of
these principles: Self-Awareness, Self-Healing and Contextual Awareness.
We can find several similarities if we compare the classical autonomic computing
architecture to the structure (Fig. 9) of an intelligent utility-based agent (Russel & Norvig,
2002). First, both systems present specific components to sense (sensors channels) the
environment (or managed element) and to execute operations (return channels) on such an
environment. Second, the knowledge of autonomic computing architectures can be
compared to the knowledge of agents (knowledge about its state, how the world evolves,
what its actions do and utility of decisions). Finally, in both cases, such knowledge supports
the process of analysis and planning of actions, which are going to be executed on the
environment.

Fig. 9. Utility-based agent structure.
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The autonomic manager module, which is in development by our team, is based on this
agent approach. For that end, we are specifying the five components of the autonomic
architecture (monitor, knowledge base, analyzer, planner and executor) in the following
way:
• Monitor – this component is a listener of exceptional events (e.g., Java exceptions),
variable content updating (e.g., serial port identifiers) and temporal references (when
specific no-exceptional start events are flagged, a timer is started to check if such events
finish within pre-defined intervals) ;
• Knowledge base – set of objects that represent both a collection of facts and rules. Facts
abstract the current status of the managed element, whereas rules mainly indicate what
the systems must do if some event is flagged;
• Analyzer – events received by the monitor need to be analysed in a holistic way. This
means, rather than analysing some event individually, we must perform such analysis
considering the current status of the knowledge base. For this analysis we use a set of
analysis rules, which are part of the knowledge base;
• Planner – analysis rules insert new facts into the knowledge basis, which are used by the
planner to decide the actions that are going to be performed. The planner is in fact a set of
rules, which we call decision rules;
• Executor – this component has a set of methods that are able to modify the state of the
managed element. This set of methods is limited and must be predefined, according to a
previous study of the system.
The knowledge base, analyzer and planner are being specified as a production system and
for that we are using JEOPS - Java Embedded Object Production System (Filho & Ramalho,
2000). The main reason for its use is its first-order forward-chaining inference approach,
which starts with the available facts and uses inference rules to extract more facts until an
appropriate action is reached. Another reason is its complete integration with Java, which is
used in the development of our software. Such components together provide the
mechanisms to support the principles of Self-Awareness (knowledge base represents an
internal state and updates it), Self-Healing (rules identify problems and trigger recovering
methods) and Context Awareness (rules consider the current context once events are
analysed in a holistic way).

6. Automation Monitoring and Control via DMAIC Concepts
This section discusses the use of DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control)
(Simon, 2007), a Six Sigma (Harry, 1998) framework based on measures and statistical
analysis, which has commonly been applied during several stages of software development
(Biehl, 2004). We show that, using DMAIC, we could be able to both find out automation
process failures and identify potential points in a test process that require a review.
Furthermore, we could monitor the quality of the test process, as discussed below.
6.1 Six Sigma and DMAIC Concepts
Six Sigma is a set of practices to systematically improve processes by eliminating its defects.
For that, Six Sigma stresses two main points: processes can always be measured, analyzed,
improved and controlled; and continuous efforts to reduce variation in process outputs are
essential to business success.
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In this discussion we are interested in the statistical fundaments of Six Sigma. In fact, one of
the features of its frameworks is the use of measurements and statistical analysis. However,
it is a mistake to view the core of Six Sigma frameworks as statistics; an acceptable Six Sigma
project can be started with only rudimentary statistical tools. The Six Sigma idea is very
similar to SPC (Statistical Process Control) analysis (Florac & Carleton, 1999), which
identifies both the location of problems (producing defectives) and whether or not you can
cost-effectively fix them.
Six Sigma provides two main frameworks, which can be better applied according to the
scenario that we have. Such scenarios are: (1) there is no process at all (note that a bad
process is as good as no process); and (2) there is already existing process(es) that is working
reasonably well. In the first scenario, whose focus is on process design, Six Sigma suggests
the use of the DMADV framework. DMADV is summarized by the following ideas:
• Define the project goals and customer (internal and external) deliverables;
• Measure and determine customer needs and specifications;
• Analyze the process options to meet the customer needs;
• Design (detailed) the process to meet the customer needs;
• Verify the design performance and ability to meet customer needs.
In the second scenario, whose focus is on significant process improvements, Six Sigma
suggests the use of the DMAIC framework. DMAIC stands for:
• Define process goals in terms of key critical parameters (i.e. critical to quality or critical
to production) on the basis of customer requirements;
• Measure the current process performance in context of goals;
• Analyze the current scenario in terms of causes of variations and defects;
• Improve the process by systematically reducing variation and eliminating defects;
• Control future performance of the process.
Sometimes a DMAIC application may turn into a DMADV application because the process
in question requires complete re-design to bring about the desired degree of improvement.
Such a discovery usually occurs during the improvement phase of DMAIC. In our case we
have decided for DMAIC because we already have a process and our intention is the
improvement of this process and detection of its problems.
6.2 DMAIC Phases Application
As discussed before, Six Sigma specifies more than one problem-solving framework, as
processes and situations can vary on their nature. We have decided for DMAIC because it is
more appropriate for existing processes. In this way, this section summarizes the role of
each DMAIC phase and details how we have specified each of these phases to work during
the measure and analysis of our test process.
Define Phase
The main role of the Define phase is to formally specify the DMAIC project, its elements,
context, importance and purpose. For our test process, in particular, the most relevant
output from this phase is the definition of what is the issue that we intend to improve. This
issue is the prediction of total test time or test effort for a handset.
To better understand this problem, consider a partial list of handset features (MMS,
Bluetooth, EDGE, etc.). Each handset that is going to be evaluated supports a subset of such
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features, which are used to compose its test suite. For example, if a handset does not support
Streaming, all the tests related to this features are removed from the evaluation set. Thus, we
can conclude that the total test time is not the same for all handset models.
When the development unit sends a handset to our test team, they need to know the total
test time so that they can plan their next actions. To deal with unpredictable problems, we
can add an error limit to our estimations. For example, if we estimate that a battery is
performed in 120 minutes, we can add 20% of error and say that it performs in 144 minutes.
This approach can generate delays in the development unit process and, consequently, in
the process as a whole. To exemplify the problem of simple estimations, i.e. estimations
without a real statistical investigation, observe the graph below (Fig. 10) where the Y-axis
represents time and X-axis represent the test batteries. This graph represents the results of
our first evaluation running and it brings information about the estimated time for each test
battery and the real time of its execution2.

Fig 10. Relation between estimated and execution time.
All our estimates were too high and in some cases (e.g., MM - Multimedia Messaging Service and WP – Wireless Application Protocol) the estimates were very deficient. All these
estimation problems raise collateral effects to the development unit, which could have
defined a better operational plan if they had more effective test time estimates.
Measure Phase
The most important output of the Measure phase is the Baseline, a historical measurement of
indicators chosen to determine the performance before changes made by the DMAIC
2

Zero Execution time means that the related battery was not applied to the handset in test (e.g., ST – Streaming).
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application. These indicators are also measured to assess the progress during the Improve
phase and to ensure that such an improvement is kept after the Control phase. The lead
indicator, in our case the prediction of the total test time, is used to track variables that affect
its value. Our investigation in this phase is separately performed on each test battery, so
that we can perform a more granular investigation on the results. This approach is justified
because the batteries have very particular features, which can be better identified and
understood if they are analysed in this way. For simplifications, let us consider that there
exists only one battery and the total test time is the time to perform this battery. Considering
this premise, The Shewhart Graph (Florac & Carleton, 1999) (Fig. 12) shows the results related
to initial test executions, which were manually carried out in the simulator environment.

Fig. 12. Shewhart Graph for total time of test runs.
The Shewhart graph contains a Central Line (CL), a Lower Control Line (LCL), an Upper
Control Line (UCL) and values related to the issue that we intend to control or improve. In
our case, these values are related to the total test time of initial test runs. These data is
sequentially plotted along the time, so that we have a historical registry of this information.
This is a continuous process and the more data we have, the better will be our Baseline. The
CL represents a central value or average of the measures performed on the issue. Both
control limits, which are estimates of the process bounds based on measures of the issue
values, indicate the limits to separate and identify exceptional points (Humphrey, 1988). The
control limits are placed at a distance of 3-sigma (or 3σ) from the central line (sigma σ is the
standard deviation).
This graph is an appropriate resource to clarify our objectives in using DMAIC. These
objectives and their relation with the graph are:
• More accurate prediction of total test time: this is indicated by the distance between LCL
and UCL. The shorter this distance is, the more accurate our prediction will be;
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• Test process improvement: the central line (CL) represents our current prevision for the
performance of a test run, considering the complete set of test batteries. Test process
improvements mean to reduce such a prevision. Our goal is indicated by the red bound
line in the graph (goal line);
• Better control: if all total test times are between the control limits, then the test presents
only common causes of variation and we can say that the test is in a statistically
controlled state (stable test). Differently, if a total test time is out of the control limits, the
test presents special causes of variation and we can say that the test is out of statistical
control (unstable test).
Before continuing to the next phase, it is important to understand the meaning of common
and special causes of variation. Common causes of variation are problems inherent in the
system itself. They are always present and affect the output of the process. Examples are
poor training and inappropriate production methods. Special causes of variation are
problems that arise in a periodic fashion and they are somewhat unpredictable. Examples of
special causes are operator error and broken tools. This type of variation is not critical and
only represents a small fraction of the variation found in a process (Deming, 1975).
Analysis Phase
The Analysis phase accounts for raising and validating main causes of problems during the
handsets network test process. Table 2 summarizes examples of such problems for our
domain.
#

Cause

(I)

(C)

(P)

1

New testers/operators

L

M

L

2

Operational errors

H

L

H

3

Later found incompatibilities

M

L

M

4

Infra-structure support

M

H

M

5

Bugs in network simulator

H

H

L

6

Test version no longer compatible

M

L

H

Table 2. Summary of problems for the handset test domain
Three parameters are associated with each cause of problems: influence on lead indicator (I),
theoretical cost to fix this cause (C), and priority to apply some solution (P). These
parameters can assume three qualitative values: low (L), medium (M) and high (H). Such
values were set based on our first test experiments and discussions with the technical team.
For example, for the first cause we have concluded that the insertion of new testers
(externals and trainers) has a low impact on the test process, despite the fact that they only
have an initial experience in this process. The cost to carry out a special training is medium,
once that we need to allocate a tester engineer to this task. Thus this task is not a priority.
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Improve Phase
The Improve phase accounts for selecting and implementing solutions to reduce or
eliminate the causes of problems discovered during the Analysis phase. During the Analysis
phase, we have already started the discussion about potential solutions for these causes. The
following actions are examples of solution that could be implemented in our process:
specification of a more granular and formal test process, which focuses mainly on avoiding
loss of data (e.g., extensive use of backups) and finding the points where we can carry out
tasks in parallel to eliminate dependences and producer-consumer like errors. Solutions are
not fixed and they must be adapted to new causes that may appear. This is also one of the
reasons to monitor the process even after the application of solutions.
Control Phase
The Control Phase accounts for maintaining the improvement after each new cycle. In our
case, this cycle represents the execution of a complete test run. This phase is also related to
the process of monitoring the execution of each test, so that new problems can be detected.
According to DMAIC, a new problem is raised when the lead indicator, in our case the total
test time, is out of the control limits. The graph below (Fig. 13) shows an example of new
limit controls that could appear after the application of some solutions. We can observe that
the central line is not reached. However we can see some improvement in terms of a new
central line (shorter total test time) and narrower control limits. From now on, all the
measures must respect such limits.

Fig. 13. New values after the application of solutions
Our test suit is not complete. Currently we are executing 60% of the total number of tests,
already specified by our telecom test team. Furthermore, the evolution of new technologies,
such as 3G, will certainly bring the need for new test cases. All these facts also contribute to
a continuous and dynamic change of the indicator values, which can be monitored via the
use of statistic methods such as the ones used in this work.
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6. Test Management Tools
A last point to be discussed in this chapter is the use of test management tools as an
alternative to complete some functions required by an automation test architecture. Current
tools3 can provide one or more from the following features:
• Specification for plans of tests - considers definition of test cases to be applied, test
priority, test strategies, test schedule and resources to be allocated;
• Test evaluation support - considers specification and customization of test evaluation
documents and summary of tests (test results, test cases coverage, process test
environment);
• Extraction of statistical indicators - considers the capture of statistical indicators,
specification and customization of statistical reports;
• Test cases creation - considers the edition and maintenance of test cases;
• Integration support - considers the existence of an API to enable the integration of a tool
platform with external applications;
We can observe that several of these features are already considered by our proprietary
solution. For example, the specification for test plans is covered by the test suit planner
(Section 4). The main advantage in using external test management tools is the quality
provided by several existing commercial systems. However, we must consider if such
systems are flexible enough so that we can make adaptations and customizations in some of
their functions.

7. Conclusion
The purpose of this chapter was to discuss several aspects related to the process of test
automation. With this objective, we have introduced our domain and initial simulation test
environment. Using this environment we have discussed several solutions and concepts that
are currently under investigation by our research team. Furthermore, we have also
discussed a statistical technique for controlling the process during its continuous evolution.
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1. Introduction
Acoustical communication is one of the fundamental prerequisites for the existence of
human society. Textual language has become extremely important in modern life, but
speech has dimensions of richness that text cannot approximate. From speech alone, fairly
accurate guesses can be made as to whether the speaker is male or female, adult or child. In
addition, experts can extract from speech information regarding e.g. the speaker’s state of
mind. As computer power increased and knowledge about speech signals improved,
research of speech processing became aimed at automated systems for many purposes.
Speaker recognition is the complement of speech recognition. Both techniques use similar
methods of speech signal processing. In automatic speech recognition, the speech processing
approach tries to extract linguistic information from the speech signal to the exclusion of
personal information. Conversely, speaker recognition is focused on the characteristics
unique to the individual, disregarding the current word spoken. The uniqueness of an
individual’s voice is a consequence of both the physical features of the person vocal tract
and the person mental ability to control the muscles in the vocal tract. An ideal speaker
recognition system would use only physical features to characterize speakers, since these
features cannot be easily changed. However, it is obvious that the physical features as vocal
tract dimensions of an unknown speaker cannot be simply measured. Thus, numerical
values for physical features or parameters would have to be derived from digital signal
processing parameters extracted from the speech signal. Suppose that vocal tracts could be
effectively represented by 10 independent physical features, with each feature taking on one
of 10 discrete values. In this case, 1010 individuals in the population (i.e., 10 billion) could be
distinguished whereas today’s world population amounts to approximately 7 billion
individuals.
People can reliably identify familiar voices. About 2-3 seconds of speech is sufficient to
identify a voice, although performance decreases for unfamiliar voices. One review of
human speaker recognition (Lancker et al., 1985) notes that many studies of 8-10 speakers
(work colleagues) yield in excess of 97% accuracy if a sentence or more of the test speech is
heard. Performance falls to about 54% when duration is shorter than 1 second and/or
distorted e.g., severely highpass or lowpass filtered. Performance also falls significantly if
training and test utterances are processed through different transmission systems. A study
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using voices of 45 famous people in 2 seconds test utterances found only 27% recognition in
an open-choice test, but 70% recognition if listeners could select from six choices (Lancker et
al., 1985). If the utterances were increased to 4 seconds, but played backward (which distorts
timing and articulatory cues), the accuracy resulted to 57%. Widely varying performance on
this backward task suggested that cues to voice recognition vary from voice to voice and
that voice patterns may consist of a set of acoustic cues from which listeners select a subset
to use in identifying individual voices. Recognition often falls sharply when speakers
attempt to disguise their voices e.g., 59-81% accuracy depending on the disguise vs. 92% for
normal voices (Reich & Duke, 1979). This is reflected in machines, where accuracy decreases
when mimics act as impostors. Humans appear to handle mimics better than machines do,
easily perceiving when a voice is being mimicked. If the target (intended) voice is familiar to
the listener, he often associates the mimic voice with it. Certain voices are more easily
mimicked than others, which lends further evidence to the theory that different acoustic
cues are used to distinguish different voices.
From the performance point of view, automatic speaker recognition by speech signal can be
seen as an application of artificial intelligence, in which machine performance can exceed
human performance e.g., using short test utterances and a large number of speakers. This is
especially true for unfamiliar speakers, where the training time for humans to learn a new
voice well is very long compared with that for machines. Constraints on how many
unfamiliar voices a person can retain in short-term memory usually limit studies of speaker
recognition by humans to about 10 speakers.

2. Verification and Identification of Speakers
Speaker recognition covers two main areas: speaker verification and speaker identification.
Speaker verification is concerned with the classification into two classes, genuine person and
impostor. In verification, an identity claim is made by an unknown speaker, and an
utterance of the unknown speaker is compared with the model for the speaker whose
identity is claimed. If the match is above a certain threshold, the identity claim is verified.
Figure 1 shows the basic structure of a speaker verification system. A high threshold makes
it difficult for impostors to be accepted by the system, but at the risk of rejecting the genuine
person. Conversely, a low threshold ensures that the genuine person is accepted
consistently, but at the risk of accepting impostors. In order to set a threshold at a desired
level of user acceptance and impostor rejection, it is necessary to know the distribution of
customer and impostor scores.
Speech
Input

Speaker ID

Feature
Extraction

Similarity

Decision

Reference
Threshold
Template
(Speaker # )

Threshold
Threshold

Fig. 1. Basic structure of speaker verification system.

Verification
Result
(Accept / Reject)
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There are two corresponding types of errors, namely the rejection of genuine speakers, often
called false rejection, and the acceptance of impostors, often called false acceptance. The
most common performance measure used for comparing speaker verification systems is the
equal error rate. The equal error rate is found by adjusting the threshold value until the false
acceptance rate is equal to the false rejection rate. In most cases, this value must be
determined experimentally by collecting the recognition scores for a large number of both
accepting and rejecting comparisons. This involves applying an a-posteriory threshold. An
illustration of an error rate graph is shown in Figure 2. The use of an equal error rate implies
a perfect choice of threshold, which is not possible in a real application since the threshold
would have to be determined a-priory. This problem can be solved using probability theory.
The threshold for speaker verification must be updated with long-term voice variability
(Matsui et al., 1996).
False Rejection
Error Rate

Equal
Error Rate

False Acceptance

0

Threshold

Fig. 2. False rejection rate and false acceptance rate as a function of the decision threshold.
In speaker identification, a speech utterance from an unknown speaker is analysed and
compared with models of known speakers. The unknown speaker is identified as the
speaker whose model best matches the input utterance. Figure 3 shows the basic structure of
a speaker identification system.
S im ila rity

Speech
In p u t

F e a tu re
E xtra c tio n

R e fe re n c e
T e m p la te o r M o d e l
(S p e a k e r # 1 )

M a xim u m
S e le c tio n

Id e n tific a tio n
R e s u lt
(S p e a k e r ID )

S im ila rity
R e fe re n c e
T e m p la te o r M o d e l
(S p e a k e r # N )

Fig. 3. Basic structure of speaker identification system.
There is also the case called “open set“ identification, in which a model for the unknown
speaker may not exist. In this case, an additional decision alternative, “the speaker does not
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match any of the models“, is required. The fundamental difference between identification
and verification is the number of decision alternatives. In identification, the number of
decision alternatives is equal to the size of the population, whereas in verification there are
only two decision alternatives (accept or reject).

3. Text-Dependent Speaker Recognition
Speaker recognition methods can also be divided into text-dependent and text-independent
methods. The former require the speaker to provide utterances of the key words or
sentences having the same text for both training and recognition trials, whereas the latter do
not rely on a specific text being spoken. The text-dependent methods are usually based on
template matching techniques in which the time axes of an input speech sample and each
reference template or reference model of registered speakers are aligned, and the similarity
between them accumulated from the beginning to the end of the utterance is calculated. The
structure of text-dependent recognition systems is, therefore, rather simple. Since this
method can directly exploit the voice individuality associated with each phoneme or
syllable, it generally achieves higher recognition performance than the text-independent
method.
3.1 Effectiveness of Various Phonemes for Speaker Recognition
The speaker-specific information contained in short-term spectra was used in the initial
experiments. Twelve male speakers read the same text twice. The signal was sampled at 22
kHz with 16-bit linear coding. The speech signals were labeled using own tool (Sigmund &
Jelinek, 2005), and a log-power spectrum (128 point FFT) was calculated in the centre of
continuant sounds. The spectral channel containing maximum intensity was then set at 0 dB.
The reference samples were created by averaging three spectra. Finally, the spectra were
compared by a distance measure derived from a correlation based similarity measure

d =1−

< x, y >
x y

(1)

where x and y represent the spectral vectors. Each phoneme in the test was compared with
each of the corresponding reference phonemes. The reference sample with the minimal
distance was considered to be identified. The identification rate varies from 11% to 72%. The
results obtained indicate that an individual analysis of each phoneme is impossible but that
the data can be reasonably grouped into phonetically defined classes. Table 1 gives average
identification rates. Thus, in terms of speaker-recognition power, the following ranking of
phoneme classes results:
vowels, nasals > liquids > fricatives, plosives.
As expected, vowels and nasals are the best phonemes for speaker identification. They are
relatively easy to identify in speech signal and their spectra contain features that reliably
distinguish speakers. Nasals are of particular interest because the nasal cavities of different
speakers are distinctive and are not easily modified (except when nasal congestion). For our
purposes, Table 1 gives a preliminary general overview of the results.
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Phoneme Class

Identification Rate (in %)

Vowels (a, e, i, o, u)

68

Nasals (m, n)

67

Liquids (l, r)

53

Fricatives (f, s, sh, z)

46

Plosives (p, t, b, d, g)

32

Table 1. Speaker identification rate by phoneme classes.
Two experiments were then performed on the data set within the vowel class. Because of the
formant (i.e. local maxima) structure of vowel spectra the identification rate for each vowel
can be estimated. In Table 2, individual vowels are compared in terms of speakerrecognition power.
Vowel

No. of Vowels in Test

Identification Rate (in %)

i

117

52.7

o

106

61.4

u

85

68.2

a

121

74.8

e

122

76.2

Table 2. Speaker identification rate by individual vowels.
It is known that different speakers show not only different formant values but exhibit
different arrangements in their vowel systems. The general distribution patterns of vowels
in formant planes can be used to build up a feature matrix for the vowel system of
individual speakers. Table 3 shows the identification rate for various numbers of different
vowels. The test started with only one vowel (the most effective) and successively other
vowels were added one by one according to their individual effectiveness as ranked in Table
2. The identification rate increased almost logarithmically from 76.2% using the one
individually best vowel “e“ up to 97.4% using all the five vowels simultaneously.
No. of Vowels

Vowels

Identification Rate (in %)

1

e

76.2

2

e, a

88.7

3

e, a, u

93.8

4

e, a, u, o

95.6

5

e, a, u, o, i

97.4

Table 3. Speaker identification rate depending on number of vowels used.
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3.2 Effectiveness of Speech Features in Speaker Recognition
In order to see which features are effective for speaker recognition, we studied here the
following six parametric representations: 1) autocorrelation coefficients; 2) linear prediction
(LP) coefficients; 3) log area ratios; 4) cepstral coefficients; 5) mel-cepstral coefficients; 6) line
spectral-pair (LSP) frequencies. More details how to compute these parameters could be
found in (Rabiner & Juang, 1993). Although all of these representations provide equivalent
information about the LP power spectrum, it is only the LSP representation that has the
localized spectral sensitivity property. As can be seen in Section 3.1, the vowel phonemes
result the best in recognition performance regarding the speaker identification rate. Thus,
the vowels as speech data used for this purpose were derived from utterances spoken by
nine male speakers. These utterances were low-pass filtered at 4 kHz and sampled at 10
kHz. The steady-state part of the vowel segment was located manually.
For each speaker and for each feature set the first ten coefficients were used. The Euclidean
distance was obtained by comparing a test vector against a template. A match was detected
based on the minimum distance criterion, if the intra-speaker distance was shorter than all
the inter-speaker distances. Otherwise a mismatch was declared. These matches and
mismatches were registered in the confusion matrices for each parametric representation.
Table 4 shows recognition rates for all six parametric representations mentioned above.
From these results, it can be seen that for text-dependent speaker recognition the
autocorrelation coefficients are not very effective, the log area ratio coefficients set generally
surpasses any other feature sets, and mel-cepstral coefficients are comparable with LSP
frequencies in recognition performance. In order to compute the text-dependent speaker
recognition performance for each feature set, the following procedure was used. For each
vowel, five repeats were used as the training set and about thirty randomly chosen vowels
were used as the test set; all this for a given speaker. The training set and the test set were
disjunct.
Parameters

Test Patterns

Recognition Rate (in %)

Autocor. coeffs.
LP coeffs.
Log area ratios
Cepstral coeffs.
Mel-Cepstal coeffs.
LSP frequencies

270
268
254
262
249
241

61.3
83.7
94.1
87.5
91.2
90.8

Table 4. Performance of vowel-dependent speaker recognizer using various parametric
representations.

4. Text-Independent Speaker Recognition
There are several applications in which predetermined key words cannot be used. In
addition, human beings can recognize speakers irrespective of the content of the utterance.
Therefore, text-independent methods have recently been actively investigated. Another
advantage of text-independent recognition is that it can be done sequentially, until a desired
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significance level is reached, without the annoyance of repeating the key words again and
again. In text-independent speaker recognition, the words or sentences used in recognition
trials cannot generally be predicted. For this recognition, it is important to remove
silence/noise frames from both the training and testing signal to avoid modeling and
detecting the environment rather than the speaker.
4.1 Long-Term Based Methods
As text-independent features, long-term sample statistics of various spectral features, such
as the mean and variance of spectral features over a series of utterances, are used (see Fig. 4).
However, long-term spectral averages are extreme condensations of the spectral
characteristics of a speaker’s utterances and, as such, lack the discriminating power included
in the sequences of short-term spectral features used as models in text-dependent methods.
The accuracy of the long-term averaging methods is highly dependent on the duration of
the training and test utterances, which must be sufficiently long and varied.
C alculation:
Speech
Input

D ecision
Voiced/
U nvoiced

* M eans
* Variances
* C orrelation
* H istogram s
of Features

Features
Extraction

C om parison
w ith Threshold

Speaker
Identification

Store

Fig. 4. Typical structure of the long-term averaging system.
4.2 Average Vocal Tract Spectrum
In a long-time average spectrum of a speech signal the linguistic information (coded as
frequency variation with time) is lost while the speaker specific information is retained. In
this study, a speaker analysis approach based on linear predictive coding (LPC) is
presented. The basic idea of the approach is to evaluate an average long-time spectrum
corresponding to the anatomy of the speaker’s vocal tract independent of the actually
pronounced phoneme. First, we compute the short-time autocorrelation coefficients Rj (k),
k=1,...,K for the j-th frame (20 msec) of speech signal s (n)

=
Rj ( k )

N −k

∑ s( n) s( n + k )

(2)

n =1

where N is the number of samples in each frame, and then we compute the K average
autocorrelation coefficients

R (k ) =

1 J
∑ R j (k )
J j =1

(3)
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corresponding to the whole utterance formed by J frames. Thus, from the average
autocorrelation coefficients, we get the average predictor coefficients a m e. g., via the
Durbin algorithm (Rabiner & Juang, 1993) and finally the normalised average LPC-based
spectrum using
2

S(f )=

for m = 1,...,M

1
1 − ∑ a m z −m

(4)

m

where z = exp (j 2πf/fs) , fs is the sampling frequency and M is order of the LPC model equal
to the highest autocorrelation order K. More details how to compute the LPC coefficients
and corresponding spectra on short frame of speech signal can be found in (Rabiner &
Juang, 1993). The speech signal was sampled at 22 kHz using a 16-bit A/D converter under
laboratory conditions over a period of five months. A group of 26 speakers (19 male, 7
female) aged 20 to 25 years took part in the tests.
A comparison between intra- and inter-speaker variability in long-time spectrum is shown
in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 illustrates two vocal tract spectra of the same speaker
corresponding to two different texts. The difference between both curves is 12%.

`

3.5
3
2.5
2

S [dB ] 1.5
1
0.5
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

F requency [kH z]
Fig. 5. Long-time spectrum difference of one and the same speaker (LPC order 6, speech
duration 100 sec).
Vocal tract spectra obtained from two different speakers saying the same text is shown in
Figure 6. The difference between both curves increased to 22% in this case. The average
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intra-speaker difference over all speakers was 12.6%, while the average inter-speaker
difference (gender-specific) reached 23.4%. In accordance with the inter-gender differences,
the estimated difference between the two groups of speakers (male and female) was more
apparent (29.6%) than within the groups (Sigmund & Mensik, 1998).

2.5
2
1.5
S [dB]

1
0.5
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Frequency [kHz]
Fig. 6. Long-time spectrum variability between speakers (speech duration 100 sec).

5. Automatic Gender Recognition
Some studies show that speaker identification as well as speech recognition would be
simpler, if we could automatically recognize a speaker’s gender (sex). For example, in the
“cocktail party effect“, the voices of two or more speakers may be mixed. If the speakers are
of opposite sex and if sex identification can be made on short segments of speech, the voices
can be at least partially separated. Sex identification was used primarily as a means to
improve recognition performance and to reduce the needed computation. Accurate sex
identification has different uses in spoken language systems, where it can permit the
synthesis module of a system to respond appropriately to an unknown speaker. In
languages like French, where formalities are often used, the system acceptance may be
easier if greetings such as “Bonjour Madame“ are foreseen. In the past, automatic gender
identification has been investigated for clean speech by Wu and Childers (Wu & Childers,
1991). Clean speech and speech affected by adverse conditions are evaluated for a variety of
gender identification schemes in (Slomka & Sridharan, 1997). Using speech segments with
an average duration of 890 msec (after silence removal), the best mentioned accuracy is
98.5% averaged over all clean and adverse conditions. There is some evidence that sexrelated speech characteristics are only partly due to physiological and anatomical
differences between the sexes; cultural factors and sex-role stereotypes also play an
important part.
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The main feature which can speaker’s sex distinguish is fundamental frequency F0 with
typical values of 110 Hz for male speech and 200 Hz for female speech. The pitch of children
is so different that they are often treated as “the third sex“. Most values of F0 among people
aged 20 to 70 years lie between 80-170 Hz for men, 150-260 Hz for women while 300-500 Hz
for children (Baken & Orlikoff, 2000). There are Gaussian distributions of these ranges, so
that dispersion is wide and we often could not categorize the acoustic signal reliably by
using this criterion only. Figure 7 (Titze, 1989) illustrates the inverse relationship between
fundamental frequency of speech F0 and length of glottal membrane Lm .

Fundamental Frequency (F0 ) in Hz

500

1

F0 = 1700 / Lm
400
2

300

females

2
3

3

10
14

200

males

10

20

14
16
20
years

100

0

0

4

8

12

16

20

Membranous Length (Lm) in mm

Fig. 7. Mean speaking fundamental frequency F0 as a function of membranous length Lm.
5.1 Cepstral Analysis
The most commonly used short-term features in speech signal processing are cepstral
coefficients and their frequency-warped alternative coefficients. Thus, the mel-frequency
warped cepstral coefficients were taken for our experiment to identify the sex of a speaker.
First, a Hamming window was applied for each speech frame (20 msec) of the recorded
vowels and the FFT spectrum was computed. Then, the spectrum was mel-warped and the
inverse Fourier transform of the logarithm of the warped spectrum produced the vector of
cepstral coefficients. The mel-frequency scale is linear below 1 kHz and logarithmic above 1
kHz (Rabiner & Juang, 1993). Using a set of 41 mel-cepstral coefficients c0 through c40 and
their various differences, the performance of these individual features as identifiers of the
sex of a speaker was measured. Table 5 summarizes the selected suitable coefficients which
had the lowest variation calculated individually for Czech vowel phonemes and then
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averaged for both genders separately. The best individual feature seems to be the coefficient
c24 followed by c26 and c25, respectively. On the other hand, the differences of cepstral
coefficient pairs are not reliable for sex identification (Kepesi & Sigmund, 1998).

Male

Female

Male

Female

c0

c1

c2

c6

c9

c17

c18

μ

-828,0

-326,0

338,0

28,0

94,0

21,0

31,0

σ

181,0

122,0

141,0

73,0

52,0

65,0

39,0

μ

-1150,0

-597,0

164,0

182,0

-20,0

129,0

112,0

σ

125,0

88,0

137,0

70,0

53,0

45,0

47,0

c22

c23

c24

c25

c26

c35

c36

μ

20,0

-35,0

-1,2

4,6

-42,0

20,9

60,1

σ

46,0

51,0

39,0

57,0

47,0

41,0

45,0

μ

109,0

37,0

98,0

158,0

101,0

-119,0

-84,0

σ

57,0

55,0

29,0

28,0

34,0

80,0

91,0

Table 5. Mean μ and standard deviation σ of selected mel-frequency cepstral coefficients ci.
5.2 Gender Identifiers
Two sex recognition approaches were used in our test. The first approach was based on an
individual cepstral coefficient. Applying an empirical formula to the coefficient c24 we get
the gender identifier D24 in the form
D24 = ⏐c24 – 80⏐–⏐c24 – 40⏐– 120 + 2c24

(5)

This indicator gives a negative value for male and a positive value for female speakers. The
second approach used a set of selected cepstral coefficients according to the Table 5. For
both sex classes the reference mean vectors were formed as follows:
Male reference:
Female reference:

M = [-326, 338, 28, 94, 21, 31, 20, -35, -1, 5,…]
F = [-597, 164, 182, -20, 129, 112, 109, 37,…]

and the Euclidean distances d1 and d2 were calculated in each test
d1 (X,M) = [(X-M)T (X-M)]1/2

(6)
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d2 (X,F) = [(X-F)T (X-F)]1/2

(7)

where M and F denote the reference vectors mentioned above, X is the tested vector formed
by the same coefficients ci as the reference vectors, and T denotes transpose. Computing the
difference of the two distances
D = d1 (X,M) – d2 (X,F)

(8)

we get a measure which gives similar polarity result as the identifier D24 (negative for male,
positive for female).
Both procedures described above were evaluated for Czech vowel phonemes, which
provided an identification accuracy of more than 90%. Especially for vowel “a“ almost no
error occurs. Table 6 shows the recognition rate obtained for all individual vowels cut out
from a normally spoken speech.

Identifier

Test Vowel
a

e

i

o

u

D24

99

92

97

93

91

D

99

94

98

92

94

Table 6. Gender recognition rate in percent testing all individual vowels.
The used speech data consisted of 420 sentences in total, 5 sentences by each of the 84
speakers (53 male and 31 female). All speakers in the database were subjective in good
physical and psychical condition and have no speech, language or hearing difficulties. Most
of the speakers are student aged 20 to 25 years. All speakers are Czech natives speaking
with standard accent. The speakers were not informed of the objectives of the study before
the experiment. The speech signal was sampled at 22 kHz using a 16-bit A/D converter
under usual conditions in an office room.

6. Applications of Automatic Speaker Recognition
Law enforcement and military security authorities were among the first to make use of
speaker recognition technology. The first type of machine speaker recognition using
spectrograms of their voices, called voiceprint analysis or visible speech, was begun in the
1960s. The term voiceprint was derived from the more familiar term fingerprint. Voiceprint
analysis was only a semiautomatic process. First, a graphical representation of each
speaker’s voice was created. Then, human experts manually determined whether two
graphs represented utterances spoken by the same person. The graphical representations
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took one of two forms: a speech spectrogram or a contour voiceprint (Baken & Orlikoff,
2000). The more commonly used form consists of a representation of a spoken utterance in
which time is displayed on the horizontal axis, frequency on the vertical axis and spectral
energy as the darkness at a given point.
At present, the increase in commercial application opportunities has resulted in increased
interest in speaker recognition research. The main commercial application for speaker
recognition seems to be speaker verification used to the physical entry of a person into a
secured area, or the electronic access to a secured computer file or licensed databases. Such
voice-based authorization is often a part of a security system that also includes the use of
PIN number, password, and other more conventional means. The most immediate challenge
in voice-based authorization is a caller authentication over the telephone network that will
be accurate enough so that financial transactions could take place under it aegis. Car access
is yet another popular area where voice-based security systems are gained ground. Some
automobile manufactures are testing a speaker identification system to control door locks
and ignition switches. An interesting twist to this application is that the ignition switch can
be programmed not to work if the driver is under the influence of drugs or alcohol, since
intoxication is detectable in the speech signal.
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2%4%02%0.%3 )$ -(% 4+).%2&+% 9%/01 /08):%26 I$-%+;#+23 ;% 3&93-/-&-% -(% 4+).%2&+%T3
$)+*#' 4#+#*%-%+3 95 -(% #.-&#' )0%36 M% .#4-&+% +%.&+3/8% /08).#-/)03 95 .)*4&-/01 -(%
-+#03/-/8% #02 +%$'%?/8% .')3&+% )$ -(% 4+).%2&+%T3 9)25 #02 3&93%U&%0-'5 1%- +/2 )$
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2%4%02%0.%3 /02&.%2 95 ').#' 8#+/#9'%36 =/0#''5J ;% #22 -()3% 2%4%02%0.%3 .#&3%2 95 -(%
4+).%2&+%T3 +%-&+0 8#'&%36
L0 =/16 V6J '/0% 0&*9%+ R ;% .#'' -(% *%-()2 p*X"r ;/-( 3)*% 4#+#*%-%+36 C(% 34%./$/.#-/)0
)$ *%-()2 /3 !"#$%&'()"$%&'(*)"#$%&'()"'+*)""#$%&'()",+*"-6 M(%0 .)*4&-/01 -(% 2%4%02%0.%3
$+)* -(% *%-()2 ;% 2%+/8% -(%3% 2%4%02%0.%3 !"#$%&'()"$%&'(*)"#$%&'()"'+*)"#'+)"'+*"-.
L0 -(%3% 2%4%02%0.%3 -(% 8#+/#9'% 4#/+ J"+1)"+N #+% 0)- /*4#.-/01 )8%+#'' 2%4%02%0.%36
") ;% (#8% $/0#' 2%4%02%0.%3 )$ *%-()2 #+% !"#$%&'()"$%&'(*)"#$%&'()"'+*"-6
M% (#8% -) *#4 $)+*#' -) #.-&#' 4#+#*%-%+3 $+)* -(%3% 2%+/8%2 2%4%02%0.%36
0%1232&2(3 4 56/$/7%&%$ 8'9)&2&'&2(3:
P%- 8 9% -(% 2%4%02%0.%3 )$ -(% # *%-()2 ' #02 '%- + 9% # $)+*#' 4#+#*%-%+ #02 $ -(%
.)++%34)02/01 #.-&#' 4#+#*%-%+6 C(% 2%4%02%0.%3 #$-%+ *%-()2 /08).#-/)0 #+% 1/8%0 95
/01"; 5/< =: > 51< =: ! ? @ " ; 5A< /: > 5A< 1: ! ? @I$-%+ *#44/01 4#+#*%-%+3 ;% 2%+/8%2 2%4%02%0.%3 #234)"$%&'(*)"#234)"+*") (%+% ;% $/02 #
.)0-+#2/.-/)0 ;/-( -(% 4)3- .)02/-/)03 !"#234)",*)"#234)"+*)"#234)"$%&'(*"-6 L$ 4)3- .)02/-/)03
#+% .)03/3-%0- ;/-( .)*4&-%2 )0%3 -(%0 ;% /0-+)2&.% *)2%' 8#+/#9'%36 M% &3%2 &0/U&%
*)2%' 8#+/#9'% $)+ %8%+5 #33&*4-/)06 C(% ,%$/0/-/)0 Y 3-#-%3 -(#- (); -) %3-#9'/3( -(%
+%'#-/)03(/4 9%-;%%0 -(% +%-&+0 8#+/#9'%3 #02 -(% -#+1%- 8#+/#9'% )$ .#''/01 .)0-%?-6
0%1232&2(3 , 5B%&'$3 C/D'%) (1 / E%&F(?:
#I9D? c 4+).D#QJ #YJ dJ #0FF $
,D- c 4+).D#QJ #YJ dJ #0FF c
e-f % e#&D?J #F ! ,D4+).D#QJ #YJ dJ #0FFJ ? ! +%-&+0D4+).Ff

DQF

I9D- c 4+).D#QJ #YJ dJ #0FF $
,D- c 4+).D#QJ #YJ dJ #0FF c eD-J $'FJ D1J $H'F &1 ! gf

DYF

;(%+% - 2%0)-%3 -(% -#+1%- 8#+/#9'%J 1 1')9#' 8#+/#9'% /0 4+).D9)25F #02 +%-&+0D4+).F /3 #
$&0.-/)0 +%-&+0/01 -(% +%-&+0 8#'&%3 )$ -(% 4+).%2&+% 4+).6 M(%+% I9 3();3 #90)+*#' #02
hI9 3();3 0)- #90)+*#' .)02/-/)036
C(% 2%$/0/-/)0 V 3-#-%3 (); -) %3-#9'/3( 2%4%02%0.%3 )$ -(% -;) .)03%.&-/8% 3-#-%*%0-3 )$
-(% 4+)1+#*6

')

0%1232&2(3 G 5H(7#()2&2(3:
g/8%0 -;) 2%4%02%0.5 +%'#-/)03 OQJ OY ! , )0 E #02 76 C(% .)*4)3/-/)0 )$ OQ #02 OY /3
2%$/0%2 #3 $)'');3a
OQ % OY c

e D?J5F i (D?J>F ! OY ) (D>J5F ! OQf "
e D?J5F i (D?J5F ! OQ ) j(D?J>F ! OYf "
e D?J5F i (D?J5F ! OY ) j(D5J>F ! OQf

DVF
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C(/3 2%$/0/-/)0 %03&+%3 -(#- 0) /0$)+*#-/)0 /3 ')3- 2&+/01 .)*4&-/01 -(% )8%+#'' 2%4%02%0.5
+%'#-/)0 $)+ # 4+).%2&+% )+ *%-()26 b%0.%J -(% $/+3- '/0% )$ -(% 2%$/0/-/)0 )$ .)*4)3/-/)0
(#02'%3 -(% .#3% ;(%+% -(%+% /3 # -+#03/-/8% 2%4%02%0.56 C(% 3%.)02 '/0% 3-#-%3 -(#- #''
2%4%02%0./%3 -(#- #+% 0)- +%B2%$/0%2 /0 56 #+% 3-/'' 8#'/26 L0 -(% -(/+2 '/0% #'' 2%4%02%0./%3
-(#- #+% 2%$/0%2 /0 56 #+% /0 -(% 0%; 2%4%02%0.5 3%- 4+)8/2%2 -(#- -(%+% /3 0) -+#03/-/8/-5
+%'#-/)06
=)+ .)*9/0/01 -(% 2%4%02%0./%3 )$ -;) .)03%.&-/8% 3-#-%*%0-3 ;% 2%$/0% -(% $)'');/01
.)*4)3/-/)0 )4%+#-)+ #3 1/8%0 /0 2%$/0/-/)0 V $)+ 2%4%02%0.5 +%'#-/)03 -) )9-#/0 -(%
$)'');/01 2%4%02%0.%3 7" #" 234" 1" $%&'(#" ," )" +" *" *" 1" !" #$%&'()" $%&'(*)" #$%&'()" '+*" -6 I$-%+
3&93-/-&-/01 $)+*#' -) #.-&#' 4#+#*%-%+ 2%+/8%2 2%4%02%0.%3 )$ '/0% 0&*9%+ R #+% !" #234)"
$%&'(*)"#234)"+*"- 9&- -(% 4)3- .)02/-/)03 #+% !"#234)",*)"#234)"+*)"#234)"$%&'(*"-6 b%+% ;%
$/02 .)0-+#2/.-/)0 9%-;%%0 9)-( 2%4%02%0.%3J 2%+/8%2 )0%3 #02 34%./$/%2 )0%36
L0 )+2%+ -) .)*4#+% # .)*4&-%2 2%4%02%0.% 3%- ;/-( -(% 34%./$/.#-/)0 ;% (#8% -) $/02 #
3&93-/-&-/)0 -(#- *#:%3 -(% .)*4&-%2 2%4%02%0.% 3%- %U&/8#'%0- -) -(% 34%./$/%2 )0%6 L$
-(%+% /3 0) 3&.( 3&93-/-&-/)0 -(% 3%-3 #+% 3#/2 -) 9% /0.)03/3-%0-6
I 3&93-/-&-/)0 ! /3 # $&0.-/)0 ;(/.( *#43 *)2%' 8#+/#9'%3 -) # 3%- )$ 4+)1+#* 8#+/#9'%3J /6%6J
!a 7 ! YE6 C(% +%3&'- )$ -(% #44'/.#-/)0 )$ -(% 3&93-/-&-/)0 ! )0 # 2%4%02%0.% +%'#-/)0 5 /3 #
2%4%02%0.% +%'#-/)0 ;(%+% #'' *)2%' 8#+/#9'%3 , /0 5 (#8% 9%%0 +%4'#.%2 95 !"#,*6
M% #33&*% -(#- 3-#-%*%0- R /3 #90)+*#'J ;% -#:% -(% -#+1%- 8#+/#9'% $+)* -(% #33/10*%03-#-%*%0- #02 /0-+)2&.% # *)2%' 8#+/#9'% D3&*J $RF 6 L0 )+2%+ -) .)*4&-% 2%4%02%0.%3
;% 2%+/8% !"#234)"$8*)"#9)"9*)"#9)"2:%$*""- #02 -(% 3&93-/-&-/)0 8#+/#9'%3 #+% !"#",)"+)"$%&'(*"-6 M%
0); .)*4#+% -(% 34%./$/.#-/)0 ;/-( -(% .)*4&-%2 2%4%02%0.%3 )9-#/0%2 95 3&93-/-&-/01 $R"
;/-( !"#",)"+)"$%&'(*"-6 "/0.%J ;% .#0 0)- 2%+/8% #0 /0.)03/3-%0.5 #05*)+%J 3) '/0% 0&*9%+ I /3
# 9&1 .#02/2#-%6
")*% #33&*4-/)03 $)+ )-(%+ '/0%3 )$ *%-()2 .#''a
L$ ;% #33&*% 3-#-%*%0- G -) 9% /0.)++%.- -(%0 ;% .#0 -#:% -(% '%$- 8#+/#9'% $+)* -(%
#33/10*%0- 3-#-%*%0- #02 /0-+)2&.% # *)2%' 8#+/#9'% -) #++/8% #- #$%&'()" $;*6 I$-%+
.)*4&-/01 2%4%02%0.%3 ;/-( -(/3 *)2%' 8#+/#9'% ;% 2%+/8% !#$%&'()" $;*)" #'+)" '+*- #02
3&93-/-&-/)0 8#+/#9'%3 #+% !" #"$%&'()" ,+)" '+*" -6 L$ ;% 0); .)*4#+% -(% 34%./$/.#-/)0 ;/-( -(%
.)*4&-%2 2%4%02%0.%3 )9-#/0%2 95 3&93-/-&-/01 $; 95 !"#"$%&'()",+)"'+*"-) ;% .#0 0) ')01%+
2%+/8% /0.)03/3-%0.56 ") '/0% 0&*9%+ G $+)* *%-()2 /3 # 9&1 .#02/2#-%6
I33&*/01 '/0% , -) 9% /0.)++%.-J -(% 2%4%02%0.%3 2%+/8%2 ;/-( *)2%' 8#+/#9'% #+% !#"#$%&'()"
$%&'(*")"#$%&'()"$"6*)"#'+")"'+*"*"-6 N); ;% 3&93-/-&-% -(% *)2%' 8#+/#9'% $+)* 3%- )$ 4+)1+#*
8#+/#9'%3J /6%J $" 6"1"!"'+)",+)"$%&'("-6 I$-%+ 3&93-/-&-/01 ;% 2%+/8%2 !"#$%&'()"$%&'(*")#$%&'()"
,+*)"#$%&'()"'+*)"#'+")"'+*"-6 L0 )+2%+ -) #''); -(% 2/+%.- .)*4#+/3)0 )$ 34%./$/%2 2%4%02%0.%3
;/-( -(% .)*4&-%2 )0%3J ;% /0-+)2&.% # 4+)]%.-/)0 )4%+#-/)0 ;(/.( 2%'%-%3 #'' 2%4%02%0.%3
$)+ 8#+/#9'%3 ;(/.( (#8% 0) /*4#.- )0 -(% )8%+#'' 2%4%02%0.%3J '/:% #0 /0-%+0#' 8#+/#9'% 4#/+
#'+)"'+* $+)* =/16 V6
I 4+)]%.-/)0 /3 2%$/0%2 )0 2%4%02%0.% +%'#-/)03 5"""7 #02 # 3%- )$ 8#+/#9'%3 <" !""=">"?6
C(% 4+)]%.-/)0 )$ 5 )0 < ;+/--%0 #3 &I DOF /3 2%$/0%2 #3 $)'');3 /0 #0 %U&#-/)0 Va
&I DOF c e D?J5F i D?J5F ' O * ? ! I

DSF
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b);%8%+ ;(%0 #33&*/01 3-#-%*%0- 0&*9%+3 $+)* *%-()2 L121W1Y ;% )9-#/0 -(+%%
2/#10)3%36 P/0% 0&*9%+3 L121W #+% 3#/2 -) 9% $#&'-5J 9&- '/0% 0&*9%+ ^ 2/2 1%- 3&93-/-&-/)0 3)
'/0% 0&*9%+ @ /3 0)- $#&'-56
0%1232&2(3 J 5K$%/&7%3& (1 LD(9/D C/$2/9D%):
C) )9-#/0 2%4%02%0.%3 $)+* 1')9#' 8#+/#9'%3 ;% #+% 2%#'/01 ;/-( -(% $)'');/01 $%#-&+%3
A.!BC%DEC"FE(9EDC'2"94$EG:"HC%DEC"FE(9EDC'2"

L$ # 1')9#' 8#+/#9'% 2%4%023 &4)0 1')9#' 8#+/#9'% /0 # 4+)1+#* -(%0 ;% &3% 3/*/'#+ +&'%3 -)
2%+/8% 2%4%02%0.%3 $+)* 3/*4'% 3-#-%*%0-36
=)+ #0 #33/10*%0- 3-#-%*%0- H"1"E"I"H -(% 2%4%02%0.%3 #+% #H)"E*)"#H)"H*6
6.!J%GEC"FE(9EDC'"94$EG:"HC%DEC"FE(9EDC'2"
"

L$ # 1')9#' 8#+/#9'% 2%4%023 )0 # ').#' 8#+/#9'% )$ # *%-()2 #02 -(% +%-&+0 8#+/#9'% #'3)
2%4%023 &4)0 -(% 3#*% ').#' 8#+/#9'% -(%0 ;% .#0 .)*4&-% 2%4%02%0.%3 #3a P%- / 9% -(%
2%4%02%0.%3 )$ -(% *%-()2 4 #02 '%- C 9% # ').#' 8#+/#9'%J H -(% .)++%34)02/01 1')9#'
8#+/#9'% #02 , 9% -(% +%-&+0/01 8#+/#9'% 6 C(% 2%4%02%0.%3 #$-%+ *%-()2 /08).#-/)0 /3 1/8%0
95 !"#H)",*"K"#H)C*""-J ;(%+% , /3 #,""!""(':3(L* 6
;.!M%(4EC"FE(9EDC'2"94$EG:"HC%DEC"FE(9EDC'2"/'$'L/'LG'2"
"

P%- / 9% -(% 2%4%02%0.%3 )$ # *%-()2 4 #02 '%- + 9% # $)+*#' 4#+#*%-%+J E 9% #0 #.-&#'
4#+#*%-%+ #02 H" -(% .)++%34)02/01 1')9#' 8#+/#9'%6 C(% 2%4%02%0.%3 #$-%+ *%-()2
/08).#-/)0 /3 1/8%0 95 !"#H)"E*"K"#H)"+*"!""/"-6
L$ ;% #33&*% #0 /08).#-/)0 -) 9% #90)+*#' ;% /0-+)2&.% # 3/01'% 8#+/#9'% $)+ %8%+5
)..&++%0.% )$ # .%+-#/0 4+).%2&+%6 =)+ +%.&+3/8% /08).#-/)03 D/0 #'' .#3%3 ;(%+% ;% )9-#/0 #0
.5.'/. .#'' 1+#4(F ;% (#8% -) 4%+$)+* # $/?B4)/0- .)*4&-#-/)06 L0 )+2%+ -) 1&#+#0-%% -(#- -(%
.)*4&-%2 2%4%02%0.%3 /0.+%#3% *)0)-)0/.#''5 ;6+6-6 -(% 3&93%- +%'#-/)0 '/:% 20 c 20 k Q6
K)*4&-/01 $/?%2 4)/0- ;% #22 -(%3% 2%4%02%0.%3 -) )8%+#'' 2%4%02%0.%36

M2N- J 3();3 -(% $/?%2 4)/0- .)*4&-#-/)06
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!
"#$%&#:#while#C#do#9BL#end#
'%&$%&:#D#EDependencesG#
initialize#d#B#d0#
initialize#dPrev#B#null#
do#
9#
####dPrev#B#d#
####d#B#dPrev#"#EdPrev#!#d0G#
L#
while#EWd.eQualsEdPrevGG#
alldep#B#Ealldep#!#dG#
#
=/16 ^6 I'1)+/-(* )$ =/?%2 \)/0- K)*4&-#-/)0!
L0

M2N- J 8M1) 81) 8Er"5 #+% 8#+/#9'%3 ;(/.( #+% 3-)+/01 4#/+3 )$ 2%4%02%0.%3J ;(%+% 8 .)*4&-%3
0%; 2%4%02%0.%3J 8Er"5 3-)+%3 4+%8/)&3 2%4%02%0.%36 8 .)*4+/3%3 )$ 9').: 2%4%02%0./%3
$+)* ;(/'% '))4 OF2D% H ?( ; P @ %3?6 C(% +%-&+0 3-#-%*%0- 3-)+%3 )8%+#'' 2%4%02%0.%3 /0-)
8 #$-%+ $/02/01 $/?B4)/0-6 =&0.-/)0 -(0*( #223 9)-( 2%4%02%0.%3 dPrev#"#EdPrev#!#d0G6 C(%
.)*4)3/-/)0 )4%+#-)+ ! %03&+%3 -(#- 0) /0$)+*#-/)0 /3 ')3- 2&+/01 .)*4&-/01 -(% )8%+#''
2%4%02%0.5 +%'#-/)06 @0/)0 )4%+#-)+ /0 -(% #'1)+/-(* 3();3 -(#- 2%4%02%0./%3 #+% #22/01
#$-%+ %8%+5 /-%+#-/)0 )$ '))46 C(% .)02/-/)0 )$ -(% 8*) Z[) X>03" '))4 %03&+%3 -(#- ;(%0%8%+
4+%8/)&3 #02 0%; 2%4%02%0.%3 #+% 3#*% ;% +%#.(%2 $/?B4)/0- ;/-( $/0/-% 0&*9%+ )$
/-%+#-/)036 I$-%+ +%#.(/01 $/?B4)/0- ;% (#8% -) -%+*/0#-% '))4 #02 #22 .)*4&-%2
2%4%02%0.% 4#/+3 /0-) )8%+#'' 2%4%02%0.%3 86
KF%($%7 4 5M2A%? 6(23& H(7#'&/&2(3 KF%($%7:
C(% $/?%2B4)/0- .)*4&-#-/)0 #'1)+/-(* .)*4&-%3 # $/?B4)/0- $+)* +%4%-/-/8% /08).#-/)0
;/-(/0 # $/0/-% 0&*9%+ )$ /-%+#-/)036
N(%%+." M% 4+)8% -(/3 -(%)+%* /0 -;) 3-%43a =/+3- ;% 4+)8% -(#- -(% 2%4%02%0./%3 #+%
/0.+%#3/01 *)0)-)0/.#''56 "%.)02 -(%3% 2%4%02%0./%3 3()&'2 9%.)*% %U&#' ;/-(/0 $/0/-%
0&*9%+ )$ /-%+#-/)03 #- )0% 4)/0- ;(/.( /3 # $/?B4)/0-6
+

+

,%4%02%0./%3 #+% /0.+%#3/01 *)0)-)0/.#''5 /6% ,0 2/kQ - 2/6
=+)* -(% #9)8% #'1)+/-(*J ;% :0); -(#- 2/kQ c 2/ "# 9di# !# "L6 C(% .)*4&-%2
2%4%02%0.%3 )$ 9').: 3-#-%*%0-3 #+% 3-)+%2 /0 26 <%.#&3% )$ -(% &0/)0 )4%+#-)+ /- /3
)98/)&3 -(#- 2/kQ - 2/6 C(/3 Edi#!#"G #+% -(% 0%; 2%4%02%0.%3 ;(/.( #+% #22%2 -)
-(% )'2 2%4%02%0.5 3%-6 C(/3 '%#23 -) # *)0)-)0/.#''5 /0.+%#3/01 #*)&0- )$
2%4%02%0.%36
=/? \)/0- K)*4&-#-/)0 /6%6 (0 2/kQ c 2/6
M% :0); -(#- 3%- )$ 8#+/#9'% 8 /3 $/0/-%6 b%0.%J 2/ c E % E /3 $/0/-% #02 -(% &44%+
9)&02 )$ -(% 2%4%02%0.5 .)*4&-#-/)06 =+)* -(/3 $)'');3 -(#- /-%+#-/)0 #0 / %?/3-3
;(%0 2/kQ c 2/6
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DM/%'#02H3 YZZQ D=/?B4)/0- K)*4&-#-/)0FF K)*4'%?/-5 )$ .)*4&-/01 2%4%02%0.%3 $+)*
;(/'% '))4 -) +%#.(%2 $/?B4)/0- /0 # $/0/-% 0&*9%+ )$ /-%+#-/)036
C(%)+%* Q 3();3 -(% .)*4'%?/-5 )$ ;(/'% '))4 $)+ .)*4&-/01 -(% 2%4%02%0.%3 &3/01 -(%
#9)8% #'1)+/-(*6 L0 lM/%'#02 YZZQmJ -(% #&-()+ 4+)8%3 -(% -(%)+%* 2%4%02/01 &4)0 -(%
0&*9%+ )$ 8#+/#9'%3 &3%2 /0 2%4%02%0.%3 3%-6 C(/3 %?#*4'% +%4+%3%0-3 -(% ;)+3- .#3%6
L0 =/16 S ;% .#'' *%-()2 +%% +%.&+3/8%'56 b%+% ;% 3(); -(#- -(% 2%4%02%0.%3 )$ +%.&+3/8%'5
*%-()23 #+% /0 -(/3 $#3(/)0 ;/-( &3/01 $/?%2 4)/0- .)*4&-#-/)06 C(% 2%4%02%0.%3 )$ .#''/01
*%-()2 +%% (#3 $)'');/01 2%4%02%0.%3 !" #O),*)" #P)" O*)" #P)" ,*)" #('2)" P*)" #('2)" O*)" #('2)" ,*" -6 C(%
2%$/0/-/)0 ^ %03&+%3 -(#- ;% 3&93-/-&-/)0 )$ ').#'J 1')9#' 8#+/#9'%3 #+% 2%+/8%2 .)++%.-'56M%
&3% $/?%2 4)/0- #'1)+/-(* -) $/02 8()G)8()H)L6 L0 -(% +**"F$'p3" *%-()2 '/0% 0&*9%+ S (#3 #0
#33/10*%0- 3-#-%*%0- &)G)+**J$1)\N -(#- .#''3 # *%-()26 N); ;% (#8% -) 3&93/-&-% $)+*#' /0-)
#.-&#' 4#+#*%-%+3 $+)* .)*4&-%2 2%4%02%0.%3 )$ .#''/01 *%-()26 I$-%+ 3&93-/-&-/)0 ;%
2%+/8%2 $)'');/01 2%4%02%0.%3 J&1)$N1J&1)\N1J&1)r"6N6

1.####pu6lic#int#fooeKample#9#
2.#
##
int#t;#a;#6<#
3.#
##
?#
4.#
##
?#
5.#### ##
t#B#fooEa;#6G#
5.#
##
$$9Et;aG;Et;6G;Et;resGL# #
#
private#int#fooEint#K;#int#yG#9# #
6.### ##
int#resB0<#
7.## ##
int#zB1<#
8.#
##
if#E#K#F#0#G#
9.#
#### ###y#B#K<#
#
##
else#
10.# #### ###z#B#fooEK-1;#yG<#
#
#################
res#B#z#J#y<#############################
11.# ##
12.## ##
return#res<#
12.####9((!)*+!,-+!).+!*-+!).+!,-+!)/01+!.-+!)/01+!*-+!)/01+!,-2!
12.##L#
=/16 S6 O%.&+3/8%'5 .#'' $)) $&0.-/)0

4. Example applying on fixed point computation
M% 3(); -(% 3*#'' %?#*4'% -) $/02 $/?%2 4)/0- )8%+ -+#03/-/8% +%'#-/)036 L0 #0 %?#*4'%
4+)1+#* /0 =/16_ ;% .)*4&-% 2%4%02%0.%3 3-%4 95 3-%4 $#3(/)0 -) 3(); -(#- (); ;% +%#.(
$/?%2 4)/0- 95 &3/01 -(% #'1)+/-(* /0

M2N- J6 C(% 9)25 )$ ;(/'% '))4 /-%+#-%3 / -/*%36
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L0 4#+-/.&'#+ ;% #+% /0-%+%3-%2 -) .)*4&-% 2%4%02%0.%3 $+)* -(% 9)25 )$ '))4 #02
3&**#+/>%2 -(% '))4 2%4%02%0.%36 A98/)&3'5 #'' 8#+/#9'%3 #+% &3%2 /0 -(% -(% 9)25 )$ '))4
J$1) \1) /1) 8) $(8) 0NJ ;(/.( 2%4%023 )0 8#+/#9'% 0J 9%.#&3% 0 #44%#+3 /0 -(% .)02/-/)0 )$ ;(/'%
'))46 M% 2/2 0)- 3(); -(% .)*4&-%2 2%4%02%0.%3 )$ / 8#+/#9'% /0 =/16_ #02 -(% 1+#4(H3 =/16
X6 C(% 2%4%02%0.%3 )$ / #+% %?4'/./-'5 .)*4&-#9'% #02 2) 0)- *#:% #05 .(#01%3 2&+/01
/-%+#-/)0 )$ '))46 C(/3 /3 -(% +%#3)0 ;% #+% 0)- 4+%3%0-/01 -(%3% 2%4%02%0.%36 C(%
2%4%02%0.%3 )$ )-(%+ 8#+/#9'%3 #+% 4+%3%0-%2 /0 -(% 9%');6 C(% #'1)+/-(* 4+%3%0-%2
4+%3%0-%2 %#+'/%+ )&-'/0%3 -(% *%-()2 )$ .)*4&-/01 2%4%02%0.%3 $+)* +%.&+3/8% /08).#-/)06
C(% 2%4%02%0.%3 )$ -(% 8#+/#9'%3 #n 9n . #02 2 #+% 2%4/.-%2 /0 -(% $)'');/01
.#3%3a
+
D/ c ZFa #02 2Z c eD#J 9FJ D9J .FJ D.J 2FJ D2J %Ff
+
D/ c QFa #02 2Q c eD#J 9FJ D9J .FJ D.J 2FJ D2J %FJ D.J %FJ D#J .FJ D9J 2Ff
+
D/ c YFa #02 2Y c eD#J 9FJ D9J .FJ D.J 2FJ D2J %FJ D.J %FJ D#J .FJ D9J 2FJ D#J 2FJ D9J %Ff
+
D/ c VFa #02 2V c eD#J 9FJ D9J .FJ D.J 2FJ D2J %FJ D.J %FJ D#J .FJ D9J 2FJ D#J 2FJ D9J %FJ D#J %Ff
+
D/ c ^Fa #02 2^ c eD#J 9FJ D9J .FJ D.J 2FJ D2J %FJ D.J %FJ D#J .FJ D9J 2FJ D#J 2FJ D9J %FJ D#J %Ff
+

C(% 1/8%0 34%./$/.#-/)0 $+)* =/16 _ #02 .)*4&-%2 2%4%02%0.%3 #+% %U&#'6 ") ;%
+%#.(%2 $/? 4)/0- ;/-( $/0/-% 0&*9%+ )$ /-%+#-/)06 M% $/02 2V c 2^ /3 # $/?B4)/0;(%+% 9)-( 2%4%02%0.%3 #+% %U&#'6 M(/.( %03&+%3 20 c 20kQ6
I'' 8#+/#9'%3 )$ #33/10*%0- 3-#-%*%0-3 #+% 2%4%02 &4)0 8#+/#9'% / . D#J 9J .J 2F6

86QH ;5/< 9:<59< *:<5*< ?:< 5?< %:< 5*< %:< 5/< *:<59< ?:< 5/< ?:< 59< %:<5/< %:@
#
1.#pu6lic#int#YhileEKample#9#
2.## int#a;#6;#c;#d;#e<#
3.## int#i#B#0<#
4.## ....#
5.## ....#
6.## while#Ei#/#5G#
7.## 9#
8.## #
a#B#6<#
9.## #
6#B#c<#
10.## #
c#B#d<#
11.## #
d#B#e<#
12.## #
i#B#i#J#1<#
#
L#
####L#
=/16 _6 `?#*4'% 4+)1+#* 3();/01 -+#03/-/8% 2%4%02%0./%3 /0 # '))4
C(% 1+#4( 3();3 -(% 2%4%02%0.%3 )$ -(% ;(/'% '))46 C(%+% #+% $/8% 0)2%3 /0 g+#4(
/0.'&2/01 /0.)*/01 #02 )&-1)/01 %21%36 <#3%2 )0 C(%)+%* Q ;% .#0 4+)8% -(#- #$-%+ # $/0/-%
0&*9%+ )$ /-%+#-/)03 ;% +%#.(%2 $/?%2 4)/0-6 ;% %?4'#/0 #3 $)'');3a
,%4%02%0.%3 #+% /0.+%#3/01 *)0)-)0/.#''5 /6%6 ,0 2/kQ - 2/6 M% 4+%3%0- -(% #'1)+/-(* /0
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M2N- J $)+ .)*4&-/01 2%4%02%0.%3 )$ 9').: 3-#-%*%0-36 <%.#&3% )$ -(% &0/)0 )4%+#-)+ /- /3
)98/)&3 -(#- 2/kQ - 2/6 C(/3 '%#23 -) # *)0)-)0/.#''5 /0.+%#3/01 #*)&0- )$ 2%4%02%0.%36
;(/.( /3 4+)8%0 /0 C(%)+%* Q6 I$-%+ .#'.&'#-/01 0 ;% $/02 $/?B4)/0- ;/-(/0 $)&+ /-%+#-/)030 c
^6 C(%+%$)+%J ;% +%#.(%2 #- $/?%2 4)/0- #$-%+ # $/0/-% 0&*9%+ )$ /-%+#-/)03 ;(/.( /3 2%3.+/9%2
/0 -(% #'1)+/-(*6 C(% 1+#4( 3();3 -(% 1+#4(/.#''5 +%4+%3%0-#-/)0 )$ $/02/01 $/?%2 4)/0-6

=/16 Xa C(% ,/#1+#4( )$ -(% M(/'% P))4 $+)* =/16_

5. Experimental Results and Discussions
C(% 4+)4)3%2 *)2%' (#3 9%%0 /*4'%*%0-%2 /0 G#8# &3/01 -(% `.'/43% 4'#-$)+*6 L0 -(/3
3%.-/)0J ;% 4+%3%0- -(% %?4%+/*%0-3 -(#- %8#'&#-% -(% +%3&'- &3/01 2%4%02%0./%3 /0 G#8#
4+)1+#*3 ;/-()&- &3/01 )9]%.-B)+/%0-%2 $%#-&+%36 `?4%+/*%0-3 ;%+% 4%+$)+*%2 )0 # L0-%'
\%0-/&* ^ M)+:3-#-/)0 DV gboJSQY 7< 7%*)+5F +&00/01 g%0-)) P/0&? Dg%0-)) <#3%
"53-%* E%+3/)0 Q6^6RJ [%+0%' 8%+3/)0 Y6_6SF6 C(% +%3&'-3 #+% +%4)+-%2 /0 C#9'% Q6
=)+ 8#+/)&3 %?#*4'%3 4+)1+#*3J ;% /0-+)2&.%2 # 3/01'% $#&'-J #02 #$-%+;#+23 .)*4&-%2 #''
3/01'%B$#&'- 2/#10)3%36 C#9'% Q 4+%3%0-3 %*4/+/.#' +%3&'-3 )$ 4+)1+#*3 ;/-( *%-()236 M%
.)03/2%+%2 *%2/&* 3/>%2 4+)1+#*36 C(% 3%.)02 .)'&*0 3();3 -(% '/0%3 )$ .)2% $+)* Y_ -)
SZR6 C(% -(/+2 .)'&*0 .)&0-3 -(% 0&*9%+ *%-()23 /0 -(% 4+)1+#*36 C(% $)&+-( .)'&*0
+%4)+-3 -(% 0&*9%+ )$ 2/#10)3/3 .#02/2#-%36 C(% S-( .)'&*0 1/8%3 -(% 0&*9%+ )$ /04&8#+/#9'%3 #02 -(% '#3- .)'&*0 3();3 -(% 0&*9%+ )$ )&-4&- 8#+/#9'%36
L0 C#9'% Q -(% -%3-%2 4+)1+#*3 .)03/3-/01 )$ 3/*4'% #02 *&'-/4'% 3-#-%*%0-3J '))43J *%-()23
#02 1')9#' 8#+/#9'%36 \+)1+#* 34%./$/.#-/)0 .)03/3-3 )$ #'' 8#+/#9'%3 /6%6J /04&- 8#+/#9'%3 #02
)&-4&- 8#+/#9'%36 L0 =/16 ;% 3(); #'' -(%3% 4+)1+#*3 ;/-( */0/*&*J *#?/*&* #02 #8%+#1%
)$ 2/#10)3%36
L0 =/16 W ;% 4+%3%0-%2 # 1+#4( )$ 4+)1+#*3 ;/-( -(% 0&*9%+ )$ $#&'-3 2%4%02/01 )0 )&-4&8#+/#9'%3 D4+%3%0-%2 /0 C#9'% QF6 M% &3%2 (&02+%2 /-%+#-/)0 $)+ %8%+5 4)33/9'% .)*9/0#-/)0
)$ )&-4&- 8#+/#9'%36 L- 3();3 -(% */0/*&*J *#?/*&* #02 *%#0 )$ 2/#10)3%3 /0 +%34%.- -)
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-(% )&-4&- 8#+/#9'%3 #02 -(% $#&'-36 L0 #'' 1+#4(3 $&'' '/0% +%4+%3%0- -(% */0/*&*J 2#3( '/0%
-(% *#?/*&* #02 2)--%2 '/0% -(% 0&*9%+ )$ 2/#10)3%3 .#02/2#-%36
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7#-(=&0.-/)03

SZR
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V

QY

Q^

QQ

7%-()2C%3-Y

XS

S

Y

YY

Q_

7%-()2C%3-V

^_

S

V

YZ

Q^

6$(N$/7)

RSH

E%&F(?)

02/N-T(

U3#'&VCWB

S'&#'&VCWB

7%-()2C%3-^

YQW

QS

V

SV

^^

C#9'% Q6 ,/#10)3/01 .#02/2#-%3 )9-#/0%2 95 #0 /0-+)2&./01 # 3/01'% $#&'N)-%J /0 -(% 1+#4( ;% .)03/2%+ )0'5 -()3% 2/#10)3%3 ;(/.( (#3 .)0-+#2/.-/)06 C(/3 *%#03
-(#- ;% 0%8%+ 4/.: 8#'&%3 ;(/.( '%#2 -) 0) .)0-+#2/.-/)06 =&'' '/0% /02/.#-%3 -(#- ;(%0 ;%
/0.+%#3% -(% 0&*9%+ )$ )&-4&- 8#+/#9'%3 &3%2 /0 -(% 34%./$/.#-/)0J #02 -(%0 -(% 0&*9%+ )$
2/#10)3/3 /0.+%#3%36 C(% +%3&'-3 /02/.#-% -(#- )&+ #44+)#.( /3 $%#3/9'% $)+ 2%-%.-/01 #02
').#'/>/01 +%#' .#&3% )$ */39%(#8/)&+6 C(% +%3&'-3 4+%3%0-%2 -(%+% 3)'%'5 3-%* $+)*
4+).%2&+#' 4+)1+#*36

6. Limitation
@0'/:% 4+%8/)&3 #44+)#.(%3 DM/%'#02 YZZQJ 7#5%+6 M p "-&*4-0%+ 7 YZZVF J -(% 2%9&11/01
#44+)#.( /0-+)2&.%2 /0 -(/3 .(#4-%+ 34%./#''5 /0-%023 ').#'/>/01 3-+&.-&+#' $#&'-36 L0 #0
#..)&0- )$ -(/3J ;% $).&3 -(/3 2/3.&33/)0 )&+ *)2%'H3 ;%#:0%33%3 /0 2%-%.-/01 #02 ').#'/>/01
-(%3% $#&'-36
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=/+3-J -(% 4+)4)3%2 *)2%' /3 0)- ').#'/>/01 $#&'-3 .#&3%2 95 # %++)0%)&3 -#+1%- 8#+/#9'%6 =)+
%?#*4'%J -(% $)'');/01 .)2% 30/44%- #33/103 -(% 8#'&% )$ 8#+/#9'% =) -) -;) 2/$$%+%08#+/#9'%3J 0#*%'5J F #02 7<
4,-

= " X !! )F('D? 9% A " X
="X

,&% -) D3-+&.-&+#'F %++)+ /0 '/0% QJ ;% )9-#/0 J71) =N #3 # 3/01'% 2%4%02%0.%J 9&- )&+
34%./$/.#-/)0 %0&*%+#-%3)Z)JF1)=N1)J71)=N)[ #3 2%4%02%0.%36 "/0.% ZJ71)=N[ /3 0)- 3&4%+ 3%- )+ %U&#'
-) ZJF1)=N1)J71)=N)[J ;% :0); 3)*% -(/01 *&3- 9% ;+)016 C(&3J )98/)&3'5J ;% .#0 2%-%.- -(/3
9&16 L0 ').#'/>/01 -(% 2%-%.-%2 */39%(#8/)&+H3 .#&3%J ;% #33&*% 3-#-%*%0- Q -) 9% #90)+*#'
#02 )9-#/0 ]L)G)Z)JF1)!LN[<)]2)G)ZJF1)=N[1)$(8)]L)")]2)GZJF1)=N[6 C(/3 +%3&'-3 3();3 -(#- ;% .#0 0)$/02 #05 3&93-/-&-/)0 ( -(#- +%*)8%3 -(% 1/8%0 .)0-+#2/.-/)06 E/+-&#''5J ;% .#0 0)- .)++%.)&+ 4+)1+#* 95 *)2/$5/01 3)'%'5 -(% +/1(-B(#02 3/2% )$ 3-#-%*%0- Q6
I'');/01 $)+ *)2%' 8#+/#9'% '%$- (#02 3/2% ;% .#0 1%- +/2 )$ -(/3 2%$/./%0.5a OQ c e D!LJ >Ff OYJ
c e D5J >F fJ ;(/.( 5/%'23 -) OQ ) OY c e D!LJ >FJ D?J >F f6)I44#+%0-'5J -(% 3&93-/-&-/)0 (D)!LF c ?
$&'$/'3 eD!LJ >FJ D5J >Ff /3 3&4%+ 3%- )+ %U&#' -) ZJF1)=N1)J71)=N[)#02 -(&3 ;% .#0 ').#'/>% -(/3 $#&'-6
b);%8%+J -(/3 /3 #44+)8%2 3)'%'5 /0 -(% +#-(%+ #+% .#3% -(#- -(% 3&93-/-&-%2 8#+/#9'% 2)%3 0)#44%#+ /0 #05 )$ -(% 3-#-%*%0-3 D)0 -(% +/1(- (#02 3/2%F 3&93%U&%0- -) 8#+/#9'%3
3&93-/-&-/)06 C(&3J -(/3 #44+)#.( /3 0)- #44'/.#9'% /0 # 4+#.-/.#' 3%--/016
=&+-(%+*)+% )&+ *)2%' /3 )0'5 #44'/.#9'% -) #'/#3B$+%% 4+)1+#*36 C(/3 /33&% /3 $&+-(%+
2/3.&33%2 /0 DG#.:3)0 QRRSF6 L0 3&**#+5 ;% .)0.'&2% -(#-J 4+)8/2%2 -(% $#&'- #44%#+3 )0
-(% +/1(- (#02 3/2% )$ #0 #33/10*%0-J )&+ *)2%' #'');3 $)+ .)++%.-/01 -(%3% :/02 )$
3-+&.-&+#' $#&'-3 #3 ')01 #3 ;% .#0 #'3) 2%-%.- -(/3 $#&'- /0 -%+*3 )$ -(% 34%./$/%2
2%4%02%0.%36
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=/16 W6 "%03/-/8/-5 I0#'53/3 )$ I'' \+)1+#*3 )$ C#9'% Q6

7. Related Research
C(% #&-()+ )$ DG#.:3)0 QRRSF 4+%3%0-3 ;)+: ;(/.( /3 .')3%3- -) -(% ;)+: 4+%3%0-%2 (%+%/06
C(/3 ;)+: %*4')53 #93-+#.- 2%4%02%0.%3 $)+ 2%-%.-/01 +#-(%+ -(#0 $)+ ').#'/>/01 # $#&'-6
=&+-(%+*)+% /0 D[&4%+ QRWRJ M/%'#02 YZZQF -(% #&-()+3 %*4')5 -(% 0)-/)0 )$ 2%4%02%0.%3
$)+ $#&'- ').#'/>#-/)06 L0 .)0-+#3- -) -(% '#--%+ #44+)#.( ;% 2) 0)- %*4')5 2%-%.-%2
2/$$%+%0.%3 /0 8#+/#9'% 8#'&%3 #- # .%+-#/0 '/0% /0 .)2% 9&- *#:% &3% )$ 2/$$%+%0.%3 9%-;%%0
34%./$/%2 #02 .)*4&-%2 2%4%02%0.%3 #02 -(&3 #'3) /0.)+4)+#-% -(% 3-+&.-&+#' 4+)4%+-/%3 )$
4+)1+#* #02 34%./$/.#-/)06
L0 -(% +%.%0- 4#3- -(% #&-()+3 DM)-#;# YZZZJ M)-#;# %-J #'6 QRRRJ [)%9 #02 M)-#;# YZZ^J
7#5%+ #02 "-&*4-0%+ YZZVF 2%8%')4%2 *)2%'3 $)+ 2/$$%+%0- '#01&#1%3 #- 8#+/)&3 #93-+#.-/)0
'%8%'3 /0 -(% *)2%'B9#3%2 .)0-%?-6 L0 1%0%+#'J #93-+#.- *)2%''/01 #44+)#.(%3 3#.+/$/.% 2%-#/'
/0 $#8)&+ )$ .)*4&-#-/)0#' .)*4'%?/-5 ;(%+%#3 *)+% 2%-#/'%2 8#'&%B'%8%' *)2%'3 DM)-#;#
YZZYJ \%/3.(' #02 M)-#;# YZZVF 4+)8/2% #..&+#-% $#&'- ').#'/>#-/)0 .#4#9/'/-/%3 9&- )0 -(%
)-(%+ (#02 +%U&/+% .)03/2%+#9'% .)*4&-#-/)0#' +%3)&+.%3 /0 -%+*3 )$ 34#.% #02 .)*4&-/01
4);%+6
I'-()&1( 4+)1+#* 3'/./01J #3 # '/1(-;%/1(- -%.(0/U&%J (#3 3%%0 3&..%33$&' #44'/.#-/)0 /0
$#&'- ').#'/>#-/)0 DI1+#;#' %-J #'6J QRRVJ =+/->3)0 %-J #'6J QRRRJ P5'% #02 M%/3%+ QRWX F /-3
2/3.+/*/0#-/)0 '/:% 7<", DM)-#;# YZZZF6 L0 D[&4%+ QRWRJ M/%'#02 YZZQF -(% #&-()+3
%*4')5 -(% 0)-/)0 )$ 2%4%02%0.%3 $)+ $#&'- ').#'/>#-/)06 L0 .)0-+#3- -) '#--%+ #44+)#.( ;% 2)
0)- %*4')5 2%-%.-%2 2/$$%+%0.% /0 8#+/#9'% 8#'&%3 #- # .%+-#/0 '/0% /0 .)2% 9&- &3% )$
2/$$%+%0.%3 9%-;%%0 34%./$/%2 #02 .)*4&-%2 2%4%02%0./%3 #02 -(&3 #'3) /0.)+4)+#-% -(%
3-+&.-&+#' 4+)4%+-/%3 )$ 4+)1+#* #02 34%./$/.#-/)06 C(&3J -(% *)2%'3 /0-+)2&.%2 /0 D[&4%+
QRWRJ M/%'#02 YZZQF .#0 0)- 2%#' ;/-( #33%+-/)03 )+ 4+%B #02 4)3- .)02/-/)03 /0 #
3-+#/1(-$)+;#+2 ;#56
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C(% #&-()+3 )$ DM)-#;# YZZZJ =+/%2+/.( %-J #'6J QRRRJ M/%'#02 YZZQF 3)'%'5 *#:% &3% )$
.)0.+%-% 8#'&%3 /0 /0.)+4)+#-/01 .)++%.-0%33 /0$)+*#-/)06 C(%3% *)2%'3 2) 0)- #''); -#:/01
#28#0-#1% )$ #+9/-+#+5 +%'#-/)03(/43 9%-;%%0 3%8%+#' 8#+/#9'%3 )+ 8#+/#9'%3 #02 .)03-#0-36
C(% #&-()+ D"-&*4-0%+ YZZQF 3();3 -(#- ').#'/>/01 3-+&.-&+#' $#&'-3 +%U&/+%3 %?4')/-/01
2%3/10 /0$)+*#-/)0 '/:% #33%+-/)03J #02 4+% #02 4)3- .)02/-/)036
A-(%+ #44+)#.(%3 '/:% DG)(03)0 QRW_F $).&3 )0 0)8/.% 4+)1+#**%+3 #02 *#:% &3% )$
*%-()23 -(#- (%'4 -) $/02 $#&'-3 /0 -(% .)2% 95 .)*4#+/01 -(% .)2% ;/-( 4+%B34%./$/%2
4+)9'%* $)+*&'#-/)036

7. Conclusion
L0 -(/3 .(#4-%+ ;% %?-%02 #02 4+%3%0- -(% 0)8%' *)2%' ;(/.( 2%-%.- #02 ').#'/>% +%#' $#&'-3
$+)* 4+)1+#*3J .)*4+/3/01 *%-()23 /08).#-/)03 #02 1')9#' 8#+/#9'%36 C(% .)*4&-#-/)0 )$
2%4%02%0.%3 $+)* +%.&+3/8% /08).#-/)0 ;% $)&02 -(#- %8%+5 /-%+#-/)0 (#3 #22%2 0%;
2%4%02%0.%3 #02 -(% 0&*9%+ )$ 2%4%02%0.%3 /0.+%#3/01 *)0)-)0/.#''56 L0 )+2%+ -)
1&#+#0-%% -(#- -(% .)*4&-%2 2%4%02%0.%3 #+% /0.+%#3/01 *)0)-)0/.#''5 ;6+6-6 /-%+#-/)03J ;%
$/02 $/?%2B4)/0- ;(%+% #'' 2%4%02%0.%3 #+% %U&#' ;/-( $/0/-% 0&*9%+ )$ /-%+#-/)036 M%
4+%3%0-%2 #0 #'1)+/-(* #02 4+))$ $)+ $/?%2 4)/0- .)*4&-#-/)0 ;(/.( %03&+%3 -(#- 0)
2%4%02%0.%3 ')33 2&+/01 /-%+#-/)0 #02 ;% #';#53 +%#.(%3 $/?B4)/0- #$-%+ # $/0/-% 0&*9%+ )$
/-%+#-/)036 7)+%)8%+J -(% #44+)#.( /3 2/$$%+%0- -) )-(%+ #8#/'#9'% 2%4%02%0.5B*)2%'3 #02
4+)8/2%3 9%--%+ +%3&'-3 $)+ *%2/&* 3/>%2 4+)1+#*36
I $&-&+% +%3%#+.( .(#''%01% /3 -(% $)+*#' #02 %*4/+/.#' %8#'&#-/)0 )$ -(% *)2%''/01
#44+)#.(%3 ;(%0 #44'5 /- -) +%#' )9]%.-B)+/%0-%2 4+)1+#*36
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1. Introduction
Throughout the course of human progress from prehistoric times until now the
technological world was characterized by the development and improvement of new
methods to control the environment. One of the most obstacle to overcome in order to reach
the complete automation of machining process within the integrated and flexible
manufacturing systems is the development that can be named a non-human-assisted
machining, that is, a process in which the moment for tool change, the tool change itself and
the change of the grinding conditions no longer need the human being assistance. Thus, the
development of monitoring and control systems in real time is of great importance. High
temperatures in grinding process are the main source of thermal damages to the ground
surface, which is a visible manifestation in steels known as grinding burn. Depending on the
temperature reached in the grinding zone a burn degree on the part surface can be observed
which is due to temper color from very thin oxide layers. One of the challenges found in the
implementation of intelligent grinding process is the automatic detection of surface burn of
the parts. Several systems of monitoring have been assessed by researchers in order to
control the grinding process and guarantee the quality of the ground parts. However,
monitoring techniques still fails in certain situations where the phenomenon changes are not
completely obtained by the employed signals.
Several monitoring systems which use force or power and acoustic emission sensors have
been assessed by researchers to control surface burn in grinding (Aguiar et al.,2002; Aguiar
et al., 1998; Kwak & Song, 2001; Wang et al., 2001; Kwak & Ha, 2004; Dotto et al., 2006;
Aguiar et al., 2006a; Aguiar et al., 2006b). However, those techniques still need
improvements where the phenomenon variations are not entirely acquired by the signals
used.
High temperatures in grinding are the main source of thermal damages to the ground
surface. A visible manifestation of this damage in steels is grinding burn – a discoloration of
the ground surface often visible directly to the naked eye or brought out by etching of the
surface. Depending on the temperature reached in the grinding zone a burn degree on the
part surface can be observed which is due to temper color from very thin oxide layers on the
part surface. This layer of ferrous material is composed of Fe2O3, Fe3O4, and FeO membranes
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from the free surface. At the onset of a grinding burn, the grinding force and the rate of
wheel wear increase sharply, and the surface roughness deteriorates (Kwak & Song, 2001;
Badger & Torrance, 2000). Other type of thermal damage is referred to as rehardening burn,
which is caused by a metallurgical phase change in the material when the grinding
temperature exceeds the austenizing temperature, creating a thin layer of hard, brittle,
untempered martensite. To further exacerbate the problem, rehardening burn is also
accompanied by secondary residual stress, because the newly formed material has a greater
density than the original material (Badger & Torrance, 2000)
In this study, the neural network has been applied to classifying the burn degrees obtained
on the surfaces of the parts in grinding. The parameters of acoustic emission (AE), power
signals and others derived from these signals have been used as the inputs of the neural
network. The characterization of the surface quality of the ground parts was done by visual
analyses with the naked eye and also by the software developed ( Dotto, 2004).
What makes this work distinguished from others is the use of grinding parameters as input
to the neural network, which have not been tested yet in burn classification by neural
networks. Besides, a high sampling rate data acquisition system was employed to acquire
the raw acoustic emission and cutting power.

2. Grinding Burn Monitoring
High temperatures generated in the grinding zone can cause several types of thermal
damage to the part, for instance grinding burn in the case of steels, excessive tempering of
the superficial layer with possible rehardening and increase of the brittleness, undesirable
residual stress of tension, decrease of fatigue-life performance and micro-cracks. The
decrease of grinding power is needed in order to minimize the restriction of thermal
damages. This can be obtained by utilizing a softer grinding wheel or a rougher dressing
operation but both present disadvantages (Malkin, 1989)
Grinding burn occurs during the cutting process when the amount of energy generated in
the contact zone produces an increase of temperature enough to provoke a localized phase
change in the material of the part. Such occurrence can be visually observed by the
discoloration of the part surface (Malkin, 1989; Kwak & Song, 2001; Kwak & Ha, 2004). The
burning is expected to occur when a critical temperature is exceeded in the grinding zone.
He estimated a temperature rise of 720°C for burning to occur (Malkin, 1989).
Burn in steels is characterized by a visible bluish temper color on the ground surface. In
steel, due to the burning phenomenon, the temper color changes from light brown to dark
brown to violet to blue, in that order, depending on the severity of burn (Malkin, 1984;
Nathan et al., 1999; Badger & Torrance, 2000; Liu et al., 2005).
The root mean square value (RMS) of the acoustic emission signal has been the main
parameter studied in previous grinding researches over a frequency band carefully selected.
This signal has been a good parameter because it is rich in sound waves carrying a lot of
useful information (Lee et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2006).
Aguiar et al. (2002) has demonstrated in their investigation that the combination of the
acoustic emission (RMS) signal and the electric power signal of the electric motor that drives
the wheel can provide meaningful parameters to indicate when grinding burn takes place.
From the combination of these signals they obtained the parameter referred to as DPO for
burn detection in grinding. This parameter consists of the relationship between the standard
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deviation of the RMS acoustic emission and the maximum value of the electric power in the
grinding pass. The equation (1) describes the mentioned parameter.

DPO = S EA Pmax

(1)

Where SEA is the standard deviation of the RMS acoustic emission; and Pmax is the maximum
value of the electric power.
In the hope of more sensitivity to detect grinding burn, Dotto et al. (2006) has proposed a
new parameter referred to as DPKS, which also utilizes the RMS acoustic emission and the
power signals. This parameter is defined according to equation (2).
⎛ i= m ( P O T (i ) − S ( P O T )) 4 ⎞ ⋅ S ( E A )
⎟
∑
⎝ i =1
⎠

DPKS = ⎜

(2)

Where i is the power index that varies from 1 to m samples per grinding pass; m is the
number of samples of the pass; POT(i) is the instantaneous value of the power; S(POT) is the
standard deviation of the power in the pass; S(EA) is the standard deviation of the RMS
acoustic emission in the pass.
The statistics known as Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) and Mean Value Deviance
(MVD) were employed successfully for detection of grinding burn (Wang et al. 2001; Aguiar
et al., 2006b). The equation 3 represents the CFAR and the equation 4 the MVD.
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Where Xk is the k-th is the magnitude-squared FFT bin, υ is a changeable exponent and 2M is
the total number of FFT bins (due to conjugate symmetry, only half of the magnitudesquared FFT bins need be interrogated). Respectively υ =1 and υ=∞ correspond to the energy
detector and max{Xk}; 2<υ<3 provides good performance in a wide range.
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have the same meanings as in the CFAR

3. Neural Network and its Application to Grinding
Neural networks are composed of many non-linear computational elements operating in
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parallel fashion. Neural networks, because of their massive nature, can perform
computations at a higher rate. Because of their adaptive nature in using the learning process,
neural networks can adapt to changes in the data and learn the characteristics of input
signals. Learning in a neural network means finding an appropriate set of weights that are
connection strengths from the elements of this layer to the elements of a next layer (Kwak &
Ha, 2001).
There are three layers in a network, namely the input layer (which receives input from the
outside world), the hidden layer (between the input and the output layers) and the output
layer (the response given to the outside world) (Nathan et al. 1999). The neurons of different
layers are interconnected through weights. Thus, a neural network is constituted by
processing elements at different layers, interconnections between them, and the learning
rules that define the way in which inputs are mapped on to the outputs. The usefulness of
an ANN comes from its ability to respond to an input pattern in a desirable fashion, after
the learning phase. As such, the processing units receive inputs and perform a weighted
sum of its input values using the connection weights given initially by the user. This
weighted sum is termed the activation value of the neuron, given by:
u =

N

∑wx
i

i

(5)

+θ

i =1

where wij is the weight interconnecting two nodes i and j; xi is the input variable; and u is the
threshold value. During the forward pass through the network, each neuron evaluate an
equation that expresses the output as a function of the inputs. Using the right kind of
transfer function is therefore essential. A sigmoidal function can be used for this purpose,
and is given by:
f (x) =

1

(6)

(1 + e )
−u

Depending on the mismatch of the predicted output with the desired output, the weights
are adjusted by back-propagation of error, so that the current mean square error (MSE)
given by the following equation is reduced:
M SE =

1

N

K

∑ ∑ (b

2 N K =n

nk

− S nk

)

2

(7)

k 1
1=

where N is the number of patterns in the training data, K is the number of nodes in the
network, bnk is the target output for the n-th pattern and snk is the actual output for the n-th
pattern.
Still, it should be noted that the MSE itself is a function of the weights, as the computation of
the output uses them. During this learning phase of the network the weights and the
threshold values are adapted in order to develop the knowledge stored in the network. The
weights are adjusted so as to obtain the desired output. The problem of finding the best set
of weights in order to minimize the discrepancy between the desired and the actual
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response of the network is considered as a non-linear optimization problem (Nathan, 1999).
The most popularly used learning algorithm, namely the back-propagation algorithm, uses
an interactive gradient-descent heuristic approach to solve this problem. Once the learning
process is completed, the final set of weight values is stored, this constituting the long term
memory of the network, which is used later during the prediction process.
Previous investigations have proved the efficiency of the artificial neural networks in the
prediction of grinding burn (Wang et al., 2005; Kwak & Song, 2001; Kwak & Ha, 2001;
Nathan et al., 1999; Aguiar et al., 2005, Spadotto et al., 2006). Thus, this technique is very
promising and can also be applied successfully to industrial automation in a flexible and
integrated fashion.

4. Methodology and Results
A surface grinding machine from Sulmecânica manufacturer, Brazil, model RAPH-1055 was
used in the grinding tests. The grinder was equipped with an aluminum oxide grinding
wheel, from Norton Manufacturer, Model ART-FE-38A80PVH. A fixed acoustic emission
sensor from Sensis manufacturer, model DM-42, placed near the workpiece and an electrical
power transducer for measuring the electrical power consumed from the three-phase
induction motor that drives the wheel were employed.
The workpieces for the grinding tests consisted of laminated bars of steel SAE 1020 ground
in the shape of a prism with 150mm length, 10mm width and 60mm height. The grinding
process took place along the workpiece length.
The power transducer consists of a Hall sensor to measure the electric current and a Hall
voltage sensor to measure the voltage at the electric motor terminals. Both signals are
processed internally in the power transducer module by an integrated circuit, which
delivers a voltage signal proportional to the electrical power consumed by the electric
motor. The acoustic emission and the power signal are further sent to the data acquisition
board from National Instrument, model PCI-6011, which is installed onto a personal
computer. The LabVIEW software was utilized for acquiring the signals and storing them
into binary files for further processing and analysis. The acoustic emission sensor used has a
broad-band sensitivity of 1.0 MHz. Its amplifier also filtered the signal outside the range of
50 kHz to 1.0 MHz. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the grinding machine and
instrumentation used.

Fig. 1. Experimental setup.
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The tests were carried out for 12 different grinding conditions, and subsequently the burn
degrees (no-burn, slight burn, medium burn, and severe burn) could be visually assessed for
each workpiece surface. Dressing parameters, lubrication and peripheral wheel speed were
adequately controlled in order to ensure the same grinding condition for each test. The
workpiece speed was set up at 0.033 m/s and the wheel speed at 30 m/s. The latter was
maintained constant by adjusting the frequency of the induction motor on the frequency
inverter, as the grinding wheel had its diameter decreased along the tests. The G-ratio,
which is the volume of material removed per unit volume of wheel wear (Malkin, 1989), was
set to 1, maintaining the dressing condition the same for all the tests. A water-based fluid
was used with 4% concentration. Each run consisted of a single grinding pass of the
grinding wheel along the workpiece length at a given grinding condition to be analyzed.
The acoustic emission and cutting power signals were measured in real time at 2.0 millions
of samples per second rate, and then stored onto binary data files for further processing. It is
important to mention that the raw acoustic emission signal was acquired instead of the root
mean square generally used.
The digital signal processing phase started after all the 12 tests were carried out and the data
files stored. The digital signal processing of acoustic emission and power generated 7 new
statistics as previously described, that is, the parameters DPO and DPKS, and the statistics
CFAR and MVD. Seven structures were used for the neural network implementation as
shown in Table 1. It can be noted in this table that besides the signals and statistics
aforementioned the depth of cut a was also used as input of every structure.

Structure

Inputs

Structure

Inputs

I
II
III
IV

Pot, AE, a
DPO, a
DPKS, a
MVD, a

V
VI
VII

CFAR, a
AE, a
Pot, a

Table 1. Neural network structures.
In this work, the back-propagation algorithm of neural networks, which is one of the
learning models, was used. The following parameters were also found more suitable:
downward gradient training algorithm; all data in the neural networks were normalized;
training for 1000 epochs; square mean error value of 10-5. Cross-validation was used to
estimate the generalization error of the model.
The outputs of the neural network was configured in a binary way according to the degree
of burn obtained, that is, 0001 for no-burn, 0010 for slight burn, 0100 for medium burn, and
1000 for severe burn.
Each statistic was represented by a vector of 3000 samples for each test subsequently the
digital processing of the acoustic emission and power signals. Initially, a visual analysis was
carried out by naked eye on the part surfaces. Then, a quantification of the grinding burn on
every part surface was done by a specific software for that purpose, which assessed the
surface of a given part regarding the burn level through its digitalized picture (Dotto, 2004).
Thus, a precise characterization of the burn levels occurred on the part surfaces was
achieved. From the results of this characterization, input vectors were separated and
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assigned to the corresponding type of burn. The input vectors were again divided into
training, validation and test vectors. Then, the process of optimization for the neural
network was carried out.
The architecture of the neural networks was determined according to the tests of number of
neurons of the hidden layer, learning rate and momentum. As the problem dealt in this
work consists of pattern classification, only a simple hidden layer was chosen (Haykin,
1994). With learning rate equal to 1 and momentum fixed to zero the neurons of the hidden
layer were varied at steps of 5 up to 50 neurons. The optimum number of neurons of the
hidden layer was estimated according to the mean square error of the validation set of each
structure calculated in the training phase. Figure 2 illustrates the comparison of errors
obtained for each number of neurons considered for the structure 2 (DPO and depth of cut).

Fig. 2. Mean square error versus number of neurons of the hidden layer for structure 2.
In order to obtain the best values for learning rate and momentum the training was carried
out for all aforementioned structures by varying these parameters. The proceeding for
choosing the best pair momentum and learning rate was performed by fixing initially a
value for momentum, varying the learning rate from 0.1 to 0.7 with step of 0.1. After the
error curves were obtained, the pair momentum and learning rate was chosen based on the
curve which presented the smallest oscillation with the smallest number of epochs. This
process was repeated for values of momentum from 0.2 to 0.7, with step of 0.1. Thus, the
best six pairs were obtained in the end of this process, choosing among these pairs the one
which presented the smallest oscillation with the smallest number of epochs.
Figure 3 illustrates the process of choice of the pair momentum and learning rate from
comparisons between two curves of the mean square error in function of the number of
epochs. These curves were obtained following the training of the structure 4.
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Fig. 3. Comparisons between two curves of the mean square error for a given pair
momentum and learning rate for structure 4.
It can be observed in Figure 3 two curves of mean square error in function of number of
epochs showing different behaviours, that is, the curve with momentum 0.2 and learning
rate 0.4 presented more oscillation than the curve with momentum 0.7 and learning rate 0.3.
Thus, the latter curve was chosen because it provided the smallest oscillation. This criterion
is suggested by Haykin (1994) which states the learning rate and momentum lead to a local
minimum in the error surface of the network with the smallest number of epochs.
On the other hand, the hidden neurons make the network to learn complex tasks by
progressively extracting more significant characteristics of the input patterns (vectors).
Moreover, because the change of the synaptic weight of the network is proportional to
derivative of the activation function, it turns out that for the sigmoid activation function the
synaptic weights are changed more intensely for those neurons of the network where the
functional signal is in the middle of its interval. Based on these remarks, and also due to the
previous experiences gotten from trial and error, the logsig activation function was chosen
in this work for the neurons of the hidden and output layers.
On the basis of the optimization process of the neural network previously described in
addition to the tests carried out for each structure, the best results for the all structures were
obtained and presented in Table 2.
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Structure

Neurons

Learning rate

momentum

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII

3 – 35 – 4
2 – 50 – 4
2 – 45– 4
2– 30 – 4
2 – 50– 4
2 – 40 – 4
2 – 20 – 4

0.7
0.7
0.5
0.3
0.7
0.7
0.5

0.6
0.3
0.7
0.7
0.3
0.7
0.3

Table 2. Configuration for the 7 neural network structures studied.

The neural networks of each structure were adjusted to have the correct parameters in the
test phase for obtaining the number of neurons of the hidden layer, learning rate and
momentum. The cross-validation method was employed with the training afterwards. The
results for each structure were generated by inputting the corresponding data (signals
and/or parameters) along with the depth of cut information, and the network output was
interpreted in a bar graph fitting the form of the ground workpiece according to each burn
level obtained. The digital picture of the workpiece with the corresponding bar graph for
each structure was put all together for comparisons.
Figure 4 shows the results obtained when the signal vectors of test 2 not used in the training
were inputted to the neural network. Thus, the data given to the neural network are
different from those it was used to, testing this way its ability of classifying the burn levels.

Fig. 4. Results obtained for Test 2; (a) Workpiece picture; (b) Structure 1; (c) Structure 2; (d)
Structure 3; (e) Structure 4; (f) Structure 5; (g) Structure 6; (h) Structure 7.
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It can be observed in Figure 4 that the structures were able to detecting well the changes in
the burn levels occurred in the test 2. Some minor errors of classification were also observed
as is the case of the structure 4, Figure 4(e), which has failed in classifying severe burn in the
end of the workpiece, and the medium burn has been classified instead.
Following the classification performed for all structures, the percentage of success was
calculated. Based on the comparisons of success percentages found for each structure, it was
possible to determine the structure among all studied the one that presented more efficient
at classifying the degrees of burn in the surface grinding process. Figure 5 shows the success
rates in percentage illustrated by a bar graph as well as the grading of each structure. This
ranking was carried out based on the general success rates for each structure, that is,
considering the success of classifying workpieces with slight burn, medium burn, severe
burn and no-burn.
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Fig. 5. Rate of success for each structure and the ranking obtained.
It can be observed in Figure 5 that all structures have presented a success rate quite good,
with the exception of the structure 4 which has presented a success rate of only 52.9%. The
structure having acoustic emission, power and depth of cut was supposed to own a better
position in the grading since these signals are widely employed in the grinding process
monitoring. On the other hand, structure 2 composed by DPO parameter and depth of cut
has presented the best result. This fact demonstrates the parameter DPO proposed by
Aguiar et al. (2002) actually have a great sensitivity when thermal damage takes place in
grinding, and therefore it shows up an excellent input to the neural network for solving
classification problems of burn degrees. It can be emphasized that all structures detected
slight burn quite well, and the grading showed in Figure 5 was built based on the success
rate for all degrees of burn studied.
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5. Conclusion
The utilization of neural network of type multi-layer perceptron using the back-propagation
algorithm guaranteed very good results. Tests carried out in order to optimize the learning
capacity of neural networks were of utmost importance in the training phase, where the
optimum values for the number of neurons of the hidden layer, learning rate and
momentum for each structure were determined. Once the architecture of the neural network
was established with those optimum values, the mean square error obtained during the
training phase for the validation set proved that the neural network configuration was
optimized, reaching values as lows as 1.0e-6. Moreover, the usage of cross-validation in the
training phase was very important to right stop the training without overfitting occurrence,
and then assuring a better generalization of the problem.
As all structures have detected correctly the degree of slight burn which is the first stage of
change on thermal damage, it can be concluded that all structures worked well for
classification of burn or non-burn occurrence.
The structure 2 with DPO and depth of cut as inputs presented the best results in
comparison with the others studied. This can also be explained due to the parameter DPO
combines the variations of the RMS acoustic emission and the maximum amplitude of the
electric power during the grinding pass, resulting in an excellent tool for detection of burn
degrees.
The differences of errors found among the structures 2, 6 and 7 are quite small, that is, less
than 1% for the set of input #7, and 6.6% for the set of input #6 with respect to structure 2.
Therefore, the acoustic emission and electric power signals can also be employed
successfully as inputs to the artificial neural networks for classification of burn degrees in
grinding.
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Motivation in Embodied Intelligence
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1. Introduction
Before artificial intelligence set its mind on developing abstract intelligent agents which can
think, Alan Turing suggested training embodied machines equipped with sensors and
actuators to accomplish intelligent tasks like understanding spoken English (Turing, 1950).
Looking at intelligence from a different perspective, philosopher, and neuroscientist
Francisco Varela (Maturana & Varela, 1980), (Varela et al., 1992) proposed the embodied
philosophy of living systems which argues that human cognition can only be understood in
terms of the human body and the physical environment with which it interacts. What may
seem to be a revelation from a historical perspective, early robots built on cybernetic
principles demonstrated goal-seeking behavior, homeostasis (the ability to keep parameters
within prescribed ranges), and learning abilities (Walter, 1951), (Walter, 1953). These were
precursors for embodied intelligence. Perhaps the most influential figure in developing
embodied intelligence as a methodology to design intelligent machines is Rodney Brooks.
He suggested the design of intelligent machines through interaction with the environment
driven by perception and action, rather than by a prespecified algorithm (Brooks, 1991a).
Like Hans Moravec before him (Moravec, 1984), Brooks suggested that locomotion and
vision are fundamental for natural intelligence. He also observed that the environment is its
best model and that representation is the wrong “unit of abstraction”. These simple
observations revolutionized the way people think about intelligent machines and created a
field of research called “embodied intelligence”. The growth of interest in embodied
intelligence that followed Brooks’ works can be compared to the increase in research
activities in artificial intelligence that followed the famous Dartmouth Conference of 1956
(McCarthy et al., 1955) or the revival of neural network research in the 1980s. His approach
revived the field of autonomous robots, but as robotics thrived, research on embodied
intelligence started to concentrate on the commercial aspects of robots with a lot of effort
spent on embodiment and a little on intelligence.
The open question remains: how to continue on the path to machine intelligence? Today,
once again, artificial intelligence research is focused on specialized problems, such as ways
to represent knowledge, natural language and scene understanding, semantic cognition,
question answering, associative memories or various forms or reinforcement learning. In
recent years, the term “general artificial intelligence” was coined as something new,
incorrectly implying that the original idea of AI was something less than to develop a
natural intelligence.
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Brooks decided to build intelligent autonomous creatures that work in a dynamically
changing environment. He pointed out that he is not interested in finding how humans
work, nor in philosophical implications of creatures he creates. He let them find their own
niche to operate in. Although he would like humans to perceive these creatures as
intelligent, he does not define what this would mean. He would like these creatures to be
able to adapt to changes in the environment by gradual changes in their capabilities. Each
creature should have a purpose of being; it should maintain and pursue multiple goals,
choosing which goal to implement based on the environmental conditions. In addition, the
complexity of a creature’s behavior would reflect the complexity of the environment in
which it operates rather than its own.
Proposed by Brooks, subsumption architecture leads to independent sensory-motor control
structures that work concurrently and are designed such that lower level skills are
subsumed by the higher levels. Thus multiple parallel sensory-motor paths must be
implemented to control the creature’s behaviour. He argues that no central control or
representation is needed. Instead individual robot skills are built layer after layer each one
composed of a simple data driven finite state machine with no central control.
Brooks seems to reject the connectionist (and implicitly neural network) approach. The
finite state machines he uses to control his creatures must be explicitly programmed to
perform certain actions.
However, this explicit engineering approach that works
successfully on very low levels of subsumption architecture does not have a natural
mechanism for self-organization from which higher level skills could evolve. Machine
learning, which may be a critical element of intelligence, is almost left out of consideration.
Indeed, the only learning that takes place in embodied agents is based on simple neural
network structures. But years of development of classical neural networks failed to deliver
acceptable forms of learning due to the catastrophic interference observed in generic neural
networks (McCloskey & Cohen, 1989). Yet, in my opinion, learning distinguishes the
intelligent from the unintelligent. Thus, subsumption architecture may be a clever way to
design autonomous robots with reactive control, but it is not a mechanism that may scale up
to human level intelligence. I claim that many years after Moravec’s article, subsumption
architecture has still failed to solve fundamental problems of embodied intelligence and
needs a major revamp.
Brooks requires that machine uses multiple, data driven, parallel processing mechanisms
that control machine’s behavior. Yet, he clearly differentiates his approach from this of
neural networks. He claims that there is no obvious way to assign the credit or blame in
neural networks for a correct or incorrect action. He pointed out that the most successful
learning techniques for embodied robots use reinforcement learning algorithms (like Qlearning) rather than parallel processing neural networks. He stressed dense connectivity
of neural networks that are in striking contrast to his system of loosely connected processes.
By rejecting the connectionist approach and self-organization of machine architecture,
Brooks denied his subsumption architecture the flexibility to integrate evolved lower level
functions into more complex levels without explicit interference of a human designer. From
a system engineering point of view, each subsequent step in system complexity requires
exponentially harder design effort and understanding of what the creature can do and how
it does it. Yet as Brooks observed, this was not the case in nature. It took nature over 3
billion years to create insects from the primordial soup, but it took only 200 million more
years to create mammals, and only 15 million years for the transformation of great apes to
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modern man about 3 million years ago, with all major developments of the civilized world
within the last 10,000 years. It seems that in nature it is easier to append a primitive brain to
create a complex brain capable of abstract thought, than it is to learn locomotion and
survival skills in primitive brains. While this may justify an approach in which a machine’s
reflexes are developed first, the lack of a mechanism to add complexity at a low design cost
is a major problem that cannot be left to chance.
Brooks rightfully indicated that development of intelligence should proceed in a bottom-up
fashion from simpler to more complex skills, and that the skills should be tested in the real
environment. He rightfully criticized the symbolic manipulation approach for requiring
that a complete world model is built before it can be used. He also rejected knowledge
representation as ungrounded. However, instead of proposing an approach that bridges the
gap between processing raw sensory and motor signals, symbolic knowledge representation
and higher level manipulation of symbols, he assumed a constructionist approach with no
hint of how to develop natural learning. This denying the need for representation was
criticized by Steels (Steels, 2003), who pointed out that representations are internal
conceptualizations of the real world and thus ought to be acceptable to the embodied
intelligence idea. So, in spite of its great success in building creatures that can move in a
changing environment, subsumption architecture failed to create foundations for
intelligence. To paraphrase Brooks’ own words - the last seventeen years have seen the
discipline coasting on inertia more than anything else.
In this chapter, I will present a path for further development of the embodied intelligence
idea. First, I will directly address the issue of intelligence. The problem with Brooks’
approach is not that he did not define intelligence, leaving it to philosophers, but that he
accepted any autonomous behaviour in a natural environment as intelligent. While it is
true that survival-related tasks form a necessary basis for development of intelligence, they
alone do not constitute one. Is an amoeba intelligent? How about virus or bacteria? If we
expect an intelligent behaviour, we need to define one. Instead of defining embodied
intelligence, Brooks wants to design creatures that are seen as intelligent by humans. Still,
he knows very well that a complex behaviour may result from a very simple control process.
So how will he decide if an agent is intelligent? In fact, he is not interested in designing
intelligent agents but instead in building working autonomous robots. Yet he claims that
those reactive machines are intelligent.
Why might this be important? For a number of years in embodied intelligence, process
efficiency dominated over generality.
The principle of cheap design in building
autonomous agents promoted by Pfeifer (Pfeifer & Bongard, 2007) supports this philosophy.
It is cheaper and more cost effective to design a robot for a specific task than it is to design
one that can do several tasks, and even more so than to design one that can actually make its
own decisions. A computer can compute many times faster and more accurately than man,
but it takes a human to understand the results. A machine can translate foreign speech, but
it takes a human to make sense out of it. Thus there is a danger of using the principle of
chip design to design a robot with no intelligence and call it intelligent as long as it does its
job. This must not happen if we want to continue on the path to build more and more
intelligent machines. So the question is what traits of embodied intelligence development
must really be stressed, and where must the design effort concentrate?
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2. Design Principles for Embodied Intelligence
The principles of designing robots based on the embodied intelligence idea were first
described by Brooks (Brooks, 1991b) and were characterized through several assumptions

that would facilitate development of embodied agents.
The first assumption was that the agents develop in a changing environment which they can
manipulate through their actions and perceive through their senses. An important
assumption was that there was no need to build a model for the environment; instead we
could use the environment the way it is. These assumptions constrain the dynamics of
agent-environment interaction. Based on Wehner’s work (Wehner, 1987), Brooks suggested
that evolutionary development led to the right form of interaction between sensory inputs
and motor control provided by the nervous system. This led him to a design principle
based on an ecological balance that must exist between the amount of information received,
the processing capability and the complexity of the motor control.
Brooks rejects the need for explicit representations of environment or goals within the
machine. Instead he uses active-constructive representations that permit manipulation of
the environment based on graphically represented maps of environments. His statement
that he does not represent the environment may be misleading. Just saying that this
representation is different than traditional AI representation is not enough – a robot builds
and maintains representations of the world. The fact that instead of planning ahead what to
do next, an iterative map is used does not change the fact that some form of environment
representation is needed. A local marker telling the robot where he is with respect to the
map is also a form of environment representation.
Additional principles of designing embodied intelligence were characterized by Rolf Pfeifer
(Pfeifer & Bongard, 2007) and include:
1)
Principles of cheap design and redundancy. According to these principles design
must be parsimonious and redundant. This means that by exploiting an ecological niche
design can be simplified, while redundancy requires functionality overlap between different
subsystems. Although these principles were not explicitly stated in Brooks’ work, he
stipulated them in his description of the design process.
2)
Principle of parallel, loosely-coupled processes. This requires that intelligence
emerges from interactions of lower level processes with the environment. This principle
was in fact a foundation of internal organization of subsumption architecture based on
Brooks’ ideas and led to implementations of embodied agents that integrated many reactive
sensory-motor coordination circuits using finite state machine architectures.
3)
The value principle. This principle stands out among those adopted by Pfeifer as
the one that tells a robot what is good for it. The agent may use this principle to decide
what to do in a particular situation. In Brooks’ work this is decided by competing goals but
the goals are predetermined by a designer, and deciding which goal to pursue is also preset.
It was demonstrated that subsumption systems based on embodied intelligence ideas can
anticipate changes in the environment and have expectations, can plan (Agre & Chapman,
1990), can have goals (Maes, 1990) and can do all of this without central control or symbolic
representations.
In Brooks’ article (Brooks, 1991b), an important issue related to learning in the subsumption
architecture remains unsolved: how to develop methods for new behaviors, and change the
existing behaviors. Brooks indicated that the performance of a robot might be improved by
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adapting the ways in which behaviors change as a result of experience, however he does not
say how this might be accomplished. He claims that thought and consciousness will emerge
from interaction with the environment. While such a general statement is definitely true,
based on nature’s success in creating people who think and are conscious, there is no
indication of how these may emerge in the subsumption architecture.
Pfeifer indicated that by allowing an agent to develop its own behaviors rather than having
them programmed, additional properties may emerge (Pfeifer & Bongard, 2007). Although,
unlike Brooks, Pfeifer admits that learning is an essential part of intelligence, he dismisses
successes of machine learning fields as “almost entirely disembodied” and therefore not
interesting. In addition he seems to deny the possibility of building embodied intelligence
in the virtual world, and instead points out the necessity to bring it up entirely in
mechanical robots. Yet there is nothing in the concept of embodied intelligence that
precludes existence of a virtual embodied agent, as long as it has well-defined sensors and
actuators. A virtual agent will be situated in a dynamically changing environment. Such an
agent will perceive its environment through its sensors and act on it in a way similar to a
robot that acts in the real world, and such an agent may do this in an intelligent way. In
fact, considering the significant cost and design effort of building and maintaining robots,
virtual agents should be the first rather than the last choice to develop ideas of embodied
intelligence. And yes, development of good ideas and structural organization principles of
signal processing elements in intelligent machines are what we need to solve the intelligence
puzzle.
One of the motivations that Pfeifer uses in support of a developmental approach to
cognition is the ontogenetic development of humans from children to adults, and he would
like to see some form of implementation of the physical growth process. I see no such need,
as a child may fully develop psychologically without the physical growth of its body. It’s
the brain of a child that needs to develop by experiencing the world, and the brain
development is accomplished by learning proper behaviors rather than by a physical
growth. In fact, the opposite may be true regarding topological complexity of the networks
of neurons in the brain, as the brain of a young child has many more neural connections and
therefore may have a higher ability to learn than the brain of an adult.
Pfeifer is right when he suggests that representing lower level attractor states as symbols
provides a grounded way of bottom-up building of cognitive systems. This is in contrast to
earlier views by Brooks, who denied that symbol manipulation may play a useful role in
development of embodied intelligence. The symbols used in this bottom-up representation
building are known only to the machine that holds them and cannot be explicitly defined
and entered from outside (for instance by a programmer). Thus they are grounded in the
machine’s way to perceive and history of interactions with the environment.
Pfeifer acknowledges that the value system in embodied intelligence is murky to a similar
degree as it is in biology, psychology or artificial intelligence. However, he states that the
value is in the head of the designer rather than in the head of an agent. This approach to
value learning is acceptable only for simple reactive systems that require external
reinforcement to learn values and may not be sufficient for intelligent systems.
In reinforcement learning (Sutton, 1984), values are either associated with the machine’s
states or with activation of neurons in neural network implementation. However, statebased value learning is useful only for the simplest systems with a small number of states.
The learning effort does not scale well with the number of states. If a system uses neurons
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to learn and control its operation, then its number of states grows exponentially with the
number of neurons and learning the values associated with all these states is difficult. In
addition, a system that uses only external reinforcement to learn its values suffers from the
credit assignment problem where credit or blame must be assigned to various parts of the
system for an action that resulted in a reward or punishment (Sutton, 1984) , (Fu &
Anderson, 2006).
Optimal decision making of human activities in a complex environment was rendered
intractable by reinforcement learning. To remedy this deficiency of reinforcement learning,
a hierarchical organization of complex activities was proposed (Currie, 1991). Expecting
that a hierarchical system will improve reinforcement, Singh analyzed the case in which a
manager selects its own sub-managers (Singh, 1992) who are responsible for their subtasks.
Sub-managers had to learn their operation and their system of values. In a similar effort,
Dayan (Dayan & Hinton, 1993) developed a system in which a hierarchy of managers was
used to improve the reinforcement learning rate. It was demonstrated (Parr R. & Russell,
1998) that dividing a task into simpler tasks in reinforcement learning significantly improves
learning efficiency. Based on these ideas, Dietterich used decomposition of the Markov
decision process and developed a hierarchical approach to reinforcement learning
(Dietterich, 2000). This divide and conquer approach requires evaluation of internal states
of the machine and close supervision by a designer. In its extreme case of controlling each
step, it will converge toward a supervised learning. Such a system is incapable of setting its
own system of values.
A fundamental question that Pfeifer asked in his book (Pfeifer & Bongard, 2007) is what
motivates an agent to do anything, and in particular, to enhance its own complexity. What
drives an agent to explore the environment and learn ways to effectively interact with it?
According to Pfeifer, an agent’s motivation should emerge from the developmental process.
He called this the “motivated complexity” principle. But isn’t this like the chicken and egg
problem? An agent must have a motivation to learn (and therefore to develop into a
complex being), while at the same time, its motivation must emerge from this same
development. Another idea for handling the motivation problem was presented by Steels
(Steels, 2004), where he suggested equipping an agent with self-motivation that he calls the
“autotelic principle”. According to this principle the idea of “flow” experienced by some
people when they perform their expert activity well would be used as motivation to
accomplish even more complex tasks. However, no mechanism was proposed to identify
“flow” in a machine or to implement the flow as a driving force for learning.
Many people in the embodied intelligence area ask (Steels, 2007) – where do we go now? In
spite of many successes of embodied intelligence, fundamental problems of intelligence still
remain unanswered. So it is quite surprising that the suggestion put forth by Pfeifer and
Bongard (Pfeifer & Bongard, 2007) is to concentrate on advancements of robotic technology
like building artificial skin or muscles. While this may be important for development of
robots, it diverts attention from developing intelligence.
I hope that this discussion will help to bring focus back to the critical issues for
understanding and developing intelligence. In the next few sections I will show how an
agent may develop and maintain its system of values that controls its behavior. Such values
are directly related to higher level goals and are only partially controlled by the
environment. Higher level goals are established and their values learned by the machine.
The machine is motivated to accomplish goals by the way it interacts with the environment.
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3. Intelligence
In his seminal paper (Brooks, 1991b), Brooks pointed out that it does not matter what is
intelligence and what is environmental interaction. Instead he stressed the utility of an
agent’s interaction with the environment and determined intelligence through the dynamics
of this interaction. While this assumption helped to simplify the design of intelligent robots
and justified a bottom-up approach to building intelligent machines, it also introduced a
dangerous possibility of confusing a complex behavior with synonyms of intelligence. The
question of intelligence is an important one if one wants to design an intelligent machine.
There is no universal agreement about how to define intelligence. However, there is a good
understanding of what an intelligent agent (biological, mechanical or virtual) must be
capable of. Scientists list such capabilities as abstract thinking, reasoning, planning,
problem solving, intuition, creativity, consciousness, emotion, learning, comprehension,
memory and motor skills as traits of intelligence. They use various tests and intelligence
measures to compare levels of intelligence and differentiate between the intelligence of
humans and nonhuman animals. In fact, passing various tests for (human level) intelligence
was used as a substitute for its definition. Complex skills and behaviors were used to define
how intelligence manifests itself. This skill based approach was inconsistent, because once a
machine that was obviously not intelligent satisfied one test, another test was used in its
place. This was a result of poor understanding of what is needed to create intelligence.
3.1 Definition of embodied intelligence
Existing definitions of intelligence focus on describing the properties of the mind rather than
describing the mind itself. It is like defining a TV set not by how it is built and how it works
but by what it does. Yet in order to design a mind we must agree on what we are designing.
Perhaps driven by similar needs John Steward defined cognitive systems as follows
(Stewart, 1993):
Definition: A system is cognitive if and only if sensory inputs serve to trigger
actions in a specific way, so as to satisfy a viability constraint.
In a similar effort I propose an arbitrary and utilitarian definition of intelligence with the
aim to present a set of principles and mechanisms from which necessary traits of intelligence
can be derived. I hope that this definition is general enough to characterize agents of various
levels of intelligence including human. To avoid a general discussion on intelligence I will
utilize this definition to design embodied agents suggested by Brooks (Brooks, 1991b) and
described in more detail by Pfeifer (Pfeifer, 1999).
Definition: Embodied intelligence (EI) is defined as a mechanism that learns how
to survive in a hostile environment.
A mechanism in this definition applies to all forms of embodied intelligence, including
biological, mechanical or virtual agents with fixed or variable embodiment, and fixed or
variable sensors and actuators. Implied in this definition is that EI interacts with the
environment and that the results of actions are perceived by its sensors. Also implied is that
the environment is hostile to EI so that EI has to learn how to survive. This hostility of
environment symbolizes all forms of pains that EI may suffer – whether it is an act of open
hostility or simply scarcity of resources needed for the survival of EI. The important fact is
that the hostility is persistent. For example, battery power level is a persistent threat for an
agent requiring it. Gradually the energy level goes down, and unless the EI replenishes its
energy, the perceived discomfort from its energy level sensor will increase.
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Hostile stimulation that comes from the environment towards EI is necessary for it to
acquire knowledge, develop environment related skills, build models of the environment
and its embodiment, explore and learn successful actions, create its value system and goals,
and grow in sophistication. Thus perpetual hostility of environment will be the foundation
for learning, goal creation, planning, thinking, and problem solving. In advanced forms of
EI it will also lead to intuition, consciousness, and emotions. Eventually all forms and levels
of intelligence can be considered under the proposed definition of EI.
A critical element of the EI definition is learning. Thus an agent that knows how to survive
in a hostile environment but cannot learn new skills is not intelligent. This will help to draw
the line between developmental systems that learn from those that do not and perhaps will
help to differentiate intelligent and non-intelligent animals. In this definition, purely
reactive systems that do not learn are not intelligent, even if they exhibit complex behavior.
A system must maintain its learning capability for us to continue calling it an intelligent
system.
Notice that this definition of EI clearly differentiates knowledge from intelligence. While
knowledge represents the acquired set of skills and information about the environment,
intelligence requires the ability to acquire knowledge. Knowledge is a byproduct of
learning, thus it is not necessary to include a pre-existing knowledge base in the machine
memory. In turn, learning requires associative memories capable of storing spatio-temporal
information acquired over various time scales. Learning to survive requires not only
memory but its management, so that only the important memories are retained. Learning
also requires the ability to associate the sensory and motor signals, so that action outcomes
can be linked with causes.
3.2 Embodiment and intelligence
Intelligence cannot develop without an embodiment or interaction with the environment.
Through embodiment, intelligent agents carry out motor actions and affect the environment.
The response of the environment is registered through sensors implanted in the
embodiment. At the same time the embodiment is a part of the environment that can be
perceived, modelled and learned by intelligence. Properties of the motors and sensors, their
status and limitations can also be studied, modelled and understood by intelligent agents.
The intelligence core interacts with the environment through its embodiment, as shown in
Fig. 1. This interaction can be viewed as closed-loop sensory-motor coordination. The
embodiment does not have to be constant nor physically attached to the rest of a body that
contains the intelligence core (brain). The boundaries between embodiment and the
environment change during the interaction which modifies the intelligent agents’ selfdetermination. Because of the dynamically changing boundaries, the definition of
embodiment contains elements of indetermination.
Definition: Embodiment of EI is a mechanism under the control of the intelligence
core that contains sensors and actuators connected to the core through communication
channels.
A first consequence of this definition is that the mechanism under control may change.
When the embodiment changes, the way that the embodiment works and the intelligent
agent interacts with the environment will be affected. Second, embodiment does not have to
be permanently attached to the intelligence core in order to play its role of facilitating
sensory-motor interaction with the rest of the environment. For instance, if we operate a
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machine (drive a car, use a keyboard, play tennis), our embodiment dynamics can be
learned and associated with our actions to an extent that reduces the distinction between the
dynamics of our own body and the dynamics of our body operating in tandem with the
machine. Likewise, artificially enhanced senses can be perceived and characterized as our
own senses (e.g. glasses that improve our vision or a hearing aid that improves our hearing).
Another example of sensory extension could be an electronic implant stimulating the brain
of a blind person to provide visual information. Third, not all sensors and actuators have to
probe and act on the environment external to the body. While those that do, allow the EI to
interact with the external environment, internal sensors and actuators support the
embodiment. When its body temperature rises, a machine may activate an internal cooling
mechanism. When an animal is threatened, its heart beats faster in preparation for a fight or
an escape. The body experiences internal pain that communicates a potential threat. Thus a
flow of signals though embodiment is as shown in Fig. 1.

Embodiment
Sensors

Environment

channel
Intelligence
core

Actuators

channel

Fig. 1. Intelligence core with its embodiment and environment
Extended embodiment does not have to be of a physical (mechanical) nature. It could be in
the form of remote control of tools in a distant surgery procedure or monitoring the Martian
landscape through mobile cameras. It could also be our remote presence at the soccer game
through received TV images or our voice message delivered through a speakerphone to a
group of people at a teleconference.
An extended embodiment of intelligence also may come in the form of organizations and
their internal working mechanisms and procedures. A general directing troops on a battle
field feels a similar power of moving armies as a crane operator feels the mechanical power
of the machine that he operates. In a similar way, a president feels the power of his address
to his nation and the large impact it makes on people’s lives.
This extended embodiment enhances EI’s ability to interact with the environment and thus
its ability to grow in complexity, skills and effectiveness. If the President learns how to
address the nation, his abilities and skills to affect the environment grow differently than
that of a woman in Darfur trying to save her child from violence.
Our knowledge of embodiment properties is a key to its proper use in interaction with the
environment. We rely on this knowledge to plan our actions and predict the responses from
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the environment. A change in the way our embodiment implements desired actions or
perceives responses from the environment introduces uncertainty into our behavior and
may lead to confusion and less than optimal decision making. If a car’s controls were
suddenly reversed during operation, a user would require some adaptation time to adjust to
the new situation and might not be able to do it before crashing. Therefore, what we learn
about our environment and our ability to change this environment is affected not only by
our intelligence (ability to learn, understand, represent, analyze and plan) but by correct
perception of our embodiment as well.
3.3 Designing an embodied intelligence
Learning is an active process. EI acquires information about its environment through
sensors and interacts with it by sensory-motor coordination. The motor neurons fire in
response to excitations according to desired actions associated with the perceived situation.
Learning which actions are desirable and which are not makes the learning agent more fit to
survive in a hostile environment. There are several means of adapting to the environment
that an agent can use to survive: evolutionary - by using the natural selection of those agents
that are most fit, developing new motor skills like sweating in the hot weather or new
sensors like cell sensitivity to light; and cognitive - by learning, using memory and
associations, performing pattern recognition, representation building, and implementing
goals. Here we address only the latter form of adaptation for the development of EI as the
one we associate with an agent’s intelligence. Another important form of intelligence group intelligence - is left for future consideration, as it depends on the individual
intelligence of the group members.
All spatio-temporal patterns that we experience during a lifetime underlie our knowledge,
and lead to internal models of the environment. The patterns have features on various
abstraction levels, and relations between these features are learned and remembered.
Abstract representations are also built to represent motor actions and skills. The perceptual
objects that a person can recognize, the relations among the objects, and the skills that he has
are all represented in his memory. The memory is episodic and associative. It is distributed,
redundant, and parallel, short term or long term. Various parts of memory are
interconnected and interact in real time.
Another critical aspect of human brain development is self-organization. By self-organizing
their interconnections, neurons quickly create representations of stored patterns, learn how
to interact with the environment, and build expectations regarding future events. A six year
old child has many redundant and plastic connections ready to learn almost anything. After
years of learning, the connection density among neurons is reduced, as only the most useful
information is retained, and related memories and skills are refined.
Although existing neural network models assume full or almost full connectivity among
neurons, the human cerebral cortex is a sparsely connected network of neurons. For
example, a neuron projecting through the mossy pathway (of a rat) from the dentate gyrus
to subregion CA3 of the hippocampus has been estimated to synapse on 0.0078% of CA3
pyramidal cells (Rolls, 1989). Sparse connections can, at the same time, improve the storage
capacity per synapse and reduce the energy consumption of a network.
For the purpose of building intelligent machines, it seems useful to develop a neural
network memory that allows the machine to perceive and learn in a manner similar to that
of humans. The memory should use a uniform, hierarchical, and sparsely-connected
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structure with the capability to self-organize. EI with this type of memory will learn
predominantly in an unsupervised manner by responding to stimuli from the environment.
The learning process is deliberate, perpetual, and closely related to the machine’s goals in
the environment.
Having the general purpose of surviving and certain more specific goals, the machine can
efficiently organize its resources to process the incoming information and learn the
important skills. The creation of goals should result from the machine’s interaction with its
environment. Therefore, an intelligent machine must have a built-in mechanism to create
goals for its behavior and such a mechanism will be called the goal creation system (GCS).
The main role of GCS is to develop sensory-motor coordination, goal-oriented learning of
perceptions and actions, and to act as stimuli for interaction with the environment. Like the
machine’s memory, GCS is based on a uniform hierarchical and self-organizing structure.
The structure grows in complexity as goal hierarchy evolves. Meanwhile, the goal creation
stimulates the growth of the hetero hierarchy representing sensory inputs and a similar
hetero hierarchy representing actions and skills.
3.4 Pain signals as motivation
In embodied intelligence research a fundamental question is what motivates a machine to
develop into an intelligent, knowledgeable being (Pfeifer & Bongard, 2007). It is an
important question since a machine with intelligence is different from a robot that does only
the tasks it was designed to do. An intelligent machine must be able to learn and execute
various tasks, but the question is what makes it do any of them and in particular what
motivates it to strive for excellence in executing these tasks?
To answer this question we may want to ask ourselves what motivates us to get up every
morning and go to work. An attempt to formulate an answer to this question was suggested
by Csikszentmihalyi (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996), who introduced “flow” theory which states
that humans get internal reward for activities that are slightly above their level of
development. Stimulated by the “flow” idea, Oudeyer et al. (Oudeyer, et al., 2007)
developed an intrinsic motivation system for autonomous development in robots. A robot
explores the environment and activates learning when its predictions do not match the
observed environmental response. This leads to exploratory learning of the environment
and basic sensory-motor coordination. The motivation in such systems comes from the
desire to minimize the prediction error and is related to “artificial curiosity” presented by
Schmidhuber (Schmidhuber, 1991). A variant of this type of learning was proposed by
Barto et al. (Barto et al., 2004). Although artificial curiosity helps to explore the
environment, it leads to learning without a specific purpose. It may be compared to the
exploratory phase in reinforcement learning - internal reward motivates the machine to
perform exploration. It is obvious that exploration is needed in order to learn and model the
environment. But is this mechanism the only motivation we need to develop intelligence?
Can “flow” ideas explain goal oriented learning? Can we find another more efficient
mechanism for learning?
I suggest a goal-driven mechanism to motivate the machine to act, learn, and develop. I
suggest that it is the hostility of the environment, as expressed in the definition of EI
adopted here, that is the most effective motivational factor for learning. It is the pain we
receive that moves us. And it is our intelligence determined to reduce this pain, which
responds to the pain and motivates us to act, learn, and develop. The two conditions are
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needed together - hostility of the environment and intelligence that learns how to “survive”
by reducing the pain signal. Thus pain is good. Without pain there would be no
intelligence, and without pain we would not be motivated to develop.
Thus in some strange step in the process of designing a foundation for intelligence, we come
back to great philosophers like Plato who stated “if a pain is good, it is because it prevents a
greater pain, or leads to a grater pleasure.” (Moore, 1993). In philosophy, pain and pleasure
are related to motivation for our own actions, as was eloquently stated by Robert Audi
(Audi, 2001) - “There are general standards of rationality, including widely held standard of
pleasure and pain as generating good prima facie reasons both for action and desire”.
The same view that pain is good is shared by medical doctors (Yellon et al., 1996). Brand
stated that pain is one of the ways that your body tries to tell you that something is wrong
(Brand & Yancey, 1993). Pain can serve as a safety guard and action trigger; for example
when exposed to a danger like fire or electric shock, if pain is felt, the body's immediate
response is to pull away - a pain action trigger. Many people would die from the infection
of a ruptured organ if they did not feel the pain! Leprosy patients lost their body parts not
due to leprosy, but their inability to feel any pain at all. Pain also is a great tool for
instruction, from the toddler learning to avoid the hot stove, to weight lifters working out
and straining muscles, etc. In life, pain serves as a protector against danger or triggers a
person to grow spiritually or intellectually after experiencing a cognitive pain.

4. Goal Creation for Embodied Intelligence
In human intelligence, the perception and the actions are intentional processes. They are
built, learned and carried out attempting to meet certain goals or needs. Based on primitive
needs, people first create simple goals and learn simple actions. Subsequently, by using the
learned perception and skills, they build complex perceptions and actions to meet complex
goals. It is postulated that this bottom-up process enables a human to find relevant subtasks
for a complex task, dividing it into procedures that can be finished step-by-step. The
process also generates human needs and these needs or expectations affect human attention
to sensory information. In human learning, the rewards are more subjective than objective,
and are given by the environment as well as being internally generated.
Pain, as a term for all types of discomforts and pressures, is a common experience to all
people. On the most primitive level, people feel discomfort when they are hungry so that
they learn to eat and to search for food. They feel pain when they touch burning charcoal so
that they learn to stay away from extreme heat. Although, on more abstract levels,
individuals experience different motives and higher-level goals, the primitive pains
essentially help them to build this complex system of values in order to survive in the
environment and to develop skills useful for successful operation.
Neurobiological study facilitated by neuro-imaging techniques, such as positron emission
tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) etc, supports the
suggestion that there are multiple regions of the brain involved in the pain system which
form the neomatrix, also called the “pain matrix” (Melzack, 1990). Experiments using fMRI
have identified that such a matrix includes a number of cortical structures, the anterior
insula, cingulate and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices (Peyron, et al., 2000), and subcortical
structures including the amygdala (Derbyshire, et al., 1997) and the thalamus and
hypothalamus (Hsieh, et al., 2001).
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Two concurrent systems are identified in the pain matrix - the lateral pain system, which
processes the physical pains, and the medial pain system, which processes the emotional
aspects of pain, including fear, stress, dread and anxiety (Tölle, et al., 1999). The physically
harmful stimuli activate neurons in the lateral pain system, and the anticipation of the pains
can induce stress and anxiety, which activates the medial pain system. It has also been
demonstrated experimentally that the anticipation of a painful stimulus can activate both
pain systems (Porro, 2002).
It has been widely accepted for decades that pain has sensory-discriminative, affective,
motivational, and evaluative components (Melzack, 1968). The work presented by
(Mesulam, 1990) on a neurocognitive network model suggests that the cingulate cortex is the
main contributor to a motivational network that interacts with a perceptual network in the
posterior parietal cortex. In this work it is proposed that the pain network is responsible for
the goal creation process and affects motivation, attention and sensory perception.
In the proposed learning paradigm, the EI machine will use neuronal structures to selforganize the proposed goal creation system (GCS). GCS stimulates the creation of goals on
various abstraction levels, starting from the given primitive goals. It is responsible for
evaluating actions in relation to EI goals, stimulating learning of useful associations and
representations for sensory inputs and motor outputs. It finds the ontology among sensory
objects, associates actions and input stimuli, creates needs and affects the agent’s attention.
Accordingly, instead of computing a global value system by a typical reinforcement learning
(RL) of the embodied machine, the value system is essentially embedded in the hierarchical
GCS. In a classical actor-critic RL paradigm, the action is chosen by the action network
based on the present sensory (state) input. The critic network evaluates the state-action pair
to determine how the action network may improve the selection of actions. However,
learning values of state-action pairs in RL is a long and slowly converging process.
Using the GCS, the machine’s learning through interaction with its environment becomes an
active process since the machine finds the optimum actions according to its internal goals
and pain signals. The machine uses internal reinforcement signals, which make learning of
state-action pairs’ values more efficient. Since internal rewards depend on accomplishing
goals set internally by the machine, learning is organized without reinforcement input from
the teacher. Once the machine learns how to accomplish lower level goals, it develops a
need for sensory inputs required to perform a beneficial action, and this need is used to
define higher level goals. Thus the EI agent evaluates and chooses its actions through an
integrated system of goals and values that have only loose relations to the primitive goals
and external rewards.
In the following sections the concept and structures for the goal creation system will be
further developed.
4.1 Goal Creation System
The built-in goal creation and value system triggers learning of intentional representations
and associations between the sensory and motor pathways. When the EI machine realizes
that a specific action resulted in a desirable effect related to a current goal, it stores the
representation of the perceived object involved in such action and learns associations
between the representations in the sensory pathway and the active action neurons in the
motor pathway. If the produced results are not relevant to the current goal, no intentional
learning takes place. Since this usually happens during the exploration stage, such a
deliberate learning process protects the machine’s memory from overloading with less
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important information. This is not to say that a machine cannot learn during the
exploratory phase. However, learning in this phase is less intensive and can be based on
finding novelty in perceived environment response to EI actions.
Neurons in the goal creation pathway form a hierarchy of pain centers. They receive the
pain signals and trigger creation of goals, which represent the needs of the machine and the
means to solve its pains. Lower level pains and associated goals are externally stimulated
through primitive sensory inputs. Neurons’ activation on these inputs may represent a
large number of situations that the EI encounters while interacting with the environment.
Higher level pains and goals are developed through associations between neuron activities
in the sensory-motor pathways that reduce lower level pains. Goals on the lower levels
correspond to simple, externally driven objectives, while those on the higher levels
correspond to complex objectives that are learned through the machine’s actions and are
related to finding the best ways to accomplish the lower level goals.
4.2 Fundamental Characteristics of the Goal Creation System
In the proposed goal creation system for intelligent machines, the advancement of EI value
and action systems is stimulated by a simple built-in mechanism rooted in dedicated
sensory inputs, called “primitive pain”. Since the pain signal comes from the hostile
environment (including the embodiment of the EI machine), it is inevitable and gradually
increases unless the machine figures out how to reduce and avoid it. Pain reduction is
desirable while pain increase is not. Thus, the agent has a desire to reduce the pain or
equivalently to pursue pleasure/comfort. EI is forced by the “primitive pain” to explore the
environment seeking solutions to achieve its goal - reduction of the pain. In this process, the
machine will accumulate knowledge about the environment and its own embodiment, and
will develop its cognitive skills.
The EI machine may have several primitive pains, and each one of them has its own varying
intensity, and requires a distinct solution. At any given time, the machine suffers from the
combination of different pains with different intensities. Pains vary over time and the agent
needs to set reduction of the strongest pain as its current goal.
We can make references to human learning systems where a similar mechanism is used to
induce activity-based exploration and learning. The “primitive pain” inputs for a human
include pain, hunger, urge, fear, stress, anxiety, and other types of physical discomfort. The
pain usually happens when something is missing. For instance, we feel hungry when we
lack the sufficient sugar level in our blood. We feel anxious when we lack enough food or
money. We feel fear when we have no protection, etc... This postulation of deficiency in
satisfying our goals as a trigger for action and learning makes the proposed goal creation
mechanism biologically plausible even at the level of human intelligence. For example, in a
newborn baby, a hierarchical goal creation system and value system has not yet been
developed. If the baby is exposed to a primitive pain and it suffers, it will not be satisfied
until some action can result in the pain reduction. When the pain is reduced, the baby
learns to represent objects and actions that helped to lower that pain.
We also need to find and eat food to sustain our activities. A gradually increasing
discomfort coming from the low “sugar level” tells us that we must eat. The pain gets
stronger and forces us to search for solutions. Similar urges pressure us to go to the
bathroom, put on clothes when we feel cold, or not touch a burning coal. The pain warns us
against incoming threats, but also forces us to take an action. We feel relief if we take an
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action that reduces this pain. Thus pleasure and comfort can be perceived as a reduction of
pain and discomfort.
The intensities of the perceived pains prioritize our actions and are responsible for goal
creation. For example, the urgent need to go to the bathroom may easily overtake our desire
to eat, or even more so to sit through an interesting lecture. In general, the strongest pains
will determine the most pressing goals. Thus the pain-based GCS yields a natural goal
management scheme.
A primitive pain leads the machine to find a solution and then the solution is set as the
primitive goal. Afterwards, the primitive pain will also trigger development of higher level
pain centers and create higher level goals. This is based on a fundamental mechanism for
the need to act in response to pain and a simple measure for satisfying such a need. I would
argue that this simple need to act motivates machine development and may lead to creation
of complex goals and means of their implementation. The mechanism of goal creation in a
human, and specifically how the human brain controls human behaviors, is not yet fully
established in the field of behavioral science or psychology. It is quite likely that the
proposed mechanism is different from the way people create their goals. However, it is
feasible, simple, and it satisfies our need to establish the goal creation and to formulate the
emergence of a goal hierarchy for machine learning. In addition, this goal creation system
stimulates the machine to interact with its environment and to develop its skills.
4.3 Basic Unit of GCS
The proposed goal creation mechanism is based on evolving uniform, basic goal creation
units. A GCS unit contains three groups of neurons that interact with each other, including
the pain center neurons, reinforcement neuro-transmitter neurons and the corresponding
connected neurons in the sensory and motor pathways. The basic goal creation unit (GCU)
structure is shown in Fig.2. Although as demonstrated in (Starzyk, et al al., 2008),
representations of sensory objects or motor actions are best built using distributed groups of
neurons in sensory and motor pathways, they are illustrated here as a single neuron for
simplicity.
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The pain detection center is stimulated by the pain signal IP and represents the negative
stimulus, such as pain, discomfort, or displeasure. Since the pain exists due to the absence
of certain objects, denoted as “missing objects” in Fig. 2, the perceived object can inhibit the
pain signal through the “inhibition” link. Thus the pain detection center is activated by the
silence of this sensory neuron. A dual pain memory center stores the delayed pain level, IPd.
The currently detected pain signal and the previous pain signal (in the previously
completed event) are compared in the second group, which contains reinforcement neurotransmitter neurons.
Neuro-transmitter neurons register a decrease or increase in the pain level by comparing
signals from the pain detection center and the dual pain memory center. They do not
physically connect to any neuron but send positive or negative reinforcement signals to
build the associations. The “pain decrease” neuro-transmitter neuron gives a positive
reinforcement while the “pain increase” neuron gives a negative reinforcement. The
reinforcement signal is calculated in (1).

r = I P − I Pd

(1)

The third group of neurons in Fig. 2 contains the corresponding active neurons in the
sensory and motor pathways that these pain center neurons connect to.
In a GCU, initially, the pain detection center directly stimulates multiple motor neurons. A
gradually increasing pain level forces the machine to explore various motor actions by
stimulating the motor neurons through initially random connection weights WMP. The
machine explores starting from the action with the strongest activation (strongest weights
connecting to given pain stimuli). To carry out such action, certain objects which will be
involved in this action must be available. Initially, a motor neuron may be associated with
multiple sensory neurons by activation weights WMS. The available (active) sensory neurons
send activations to the motor neurons so that a certain sensory-motor action pair can be
implemented. The direct links from the pain center to the motor neurons force exploration
or the implementation of certain motor actions as long as the selected pain persists.
After the action is taken, once the pain reduction or increase is detected by the second group
of neurons, a learning signal r is produced to reinforce or weaken the value of an action and
the value of the sensory-action pair by strengthening or weakening the stimulation links
from the pain detection center to the motor neurons and the activation links from the
sensory to the corresponding motor neurons. Pain increase will make the links more
inhibitory, while pain decrease will make links more excitatory, as shown in (2)

WMP = WMP + r ⋅ β n
WMS = WMS + r ⋅ β n

(2)

where β denotes a smaller than 1 learning rate and n denotes how many times the link has
been adjusted.
Meanwhile, since the active sensory neuron representing the object which was involved in
the action helps reduce the pain, a “need” link, with weight WSP will be created to connect
the active pain detection center to the active sensory neuron using Hebbian Learning. On
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the other hand, the object, which was missing and produced the abstract pain signal,
becomes available and the neuron representing the object becomes active after the motor
action; an “expectation” link with weight WSM will be created to connect the motor neuron
and the missing object.
The “need” link and the “expectation” link will be updated by reinforcement learning. The
stronger the change in the pain level is, the stronger are the reinforcement signal and the
weight adjustment on the involved links. The described interaction of various groups of
neurons in the goal creation mechanism and the “stimulation”, “activation”, “expectation”
and “need” links are illustrated in Fig. 2.
This simple mechanism is easy to expand and generalize. In order to generate abstract and
complex goals, we will incorporate basic goal creation units into a hierarchy of the goal
creation pathway as discussed next.
4.4 Building Goal Hierarchy
A primitive pain is a signal received from the primitive pain sensors. It stimulates the
primitive pain detection center. In solving the pain on the primitive level, the machine is
stimulated to explore for actions or to exploit the action that relieves the primitive pain. The
exploration at first is based on the random stimulation and activation links, or links that
were initially (genetically) set to help reduce the primitive pains. Such genetically set links
facilitate learning of higher level skills and correspond to built-in skills. Genetic setting of
lower level skills may be useful in designing machines that need to develop complex skills.
Genetically set associations between the primitive pain centers and actions also exist in
animals. We have genetically wired sensory-motor circuits to sustain basic bodily functions
like heart beating, breathing, digestion, etc. A baby cries when it is wet or hungry; it also has
well developed skills to eat.
A burning pain from touching a hot plate triggers an automatic pull back reflex. These
sensations and actions become gradually associated with the circumstances under which
they occurred, leading an intelligent agent to learn basic skills or improve upon them.
To solve the primitive pain from low sugar level, after several random trials, the action
“eat”, connected with perception of “food”, will be rewarded. As a result, the strength of the
stimulation link from primitive pain detection center to “eat” and the activation link from
“food” to “eat” will be increased. The “need” link is connected from the pain center to
“food” and reinforced when such successful action is exploited and rewarded several times.
In addition, the “eat” action will trigger expectation of sufficient “sugar level” on the
sensory input. Thus, whenever the “low sugar level” pain center sends out pain signals, the
“eat” will be excited, prompting the machine for this action.
Since “food” is needed for solving this primitive pain, its absence will lead to anxiety or
stress for the machine. A second level pain center representing such stress is created and is
called an abstract pain center. An abstract pain center is not stimulated from a physical pain
sensor; it only symbolizes a real pain or represents the discomfort of not having the object
that can prevent the primitive pain.
When “food” is available and the agent “eats”, the primitive pain is relieved. The pain
signal disappears and the agent goes back to its normal painless state. As a result, an
inhibitory link is developed between the sensory signal representing presence of “food” and
the abstract pain center, which means that the existence of the “food” can inhibit the abstract
pain.
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When “food” is not available, the agent cannot reduce the physical primitive pain. Then, he
tries to find a solution to reduce the “abstract pain”. Although reduction of the abstract pain
does not directly reduce the primitive pain on the lower level, it may be a prerequisite for
such reduction.
As specified in the example of a primitive pain center, the agent is forced to explore to
reduce the abstract pain. Again, exploration is done based on the initial associations
between the abstract pain center and motor actions, and associations between sensory
representations and motor actions. The reinforcement neuro-transmitters connected with
this abstract pain center update the interconnection weights. Eventually, the reduction in
the abstract pain resulting from the action “open” combined with sensory object
“refrigerator” indicates that the pain from absence of “food” will be associated with the
sensory-motor pair “refrigerator ”-“open”. It does not matter whether such action (opening
refrigerator) was found by pure exploration or by instruction from a teacher. Since once the
machine opens the refrigerator, it sees the food and the abstract pain is suppressed, the
action will be reinforced. In addition, an expectation link from the motor action “open” to
the sensory neuron “food” is built; thus “food” will be expected as the result of the action
“open”. This expectation link will be used for planning future actions in which a certain
action’s result can be expected. This process can be illustrated using Fig. 3.
This goal hierarchy can be further expanded vertically. If the agent “opens” the
“refrigerator”, but the “food” is not found, the machine needs other options to suppress the
abstract pain, and subsequently the primitive pain. It may explore the environment by
random search, or use instruction. Once it “spends” some “money” (in a store), food is
available and then the abstract pain (no food) is reduced. Such action is rewarded and in the
future will be more strongly stimulated by the abstract pain center. The “food” is eaten, the
primitive pain is suppressed, and the pain signals are reduced. However, when “money” is
not available, an abstract pain center on level III is activated with an inhibitory link from
“money”. Subsequently, the machine needs to learn how to solve the abstract pain on level
III related to lack of “money”.
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In the proposed GCS, at every step, the machine finds an action that satisfies its goals, and
this action and the involved representations may result in creating further goals. Therefore,
in this mechanism, the machine simultaneously learns to associate the goals with deliberate
actions, the expected results of actions, the means to represent and obtain objects, and
relations among objects. It learns which objects are related to its goals. This helps to
establish higher level goals and the means of their implementation. The machine governs
execution of actions to satisfy its goals and manages the goal priorities at any given time.
We need both – artificial curiosity and goal creation - to create intelligent systems. We need
the first one to explore, and the second one to learn efficiently with a purpose. They
complement each other in motivated systems as exploration and exploitation complement
each other in reinforcement learning. However, unlike in reinforcement learning, they
develop a complex structure of internal goals and rewards that makes learning more
efficient, and gives the machine freedom to decide how to approach a given problem. This
brings the machine’s self-organizing structures a step forward towards general intelligence.
In the proposed model EI uses a hierarchical self-organizing learning memory (HSOLM) for
representation building, goal creation, and learning. HSOLM is organized as a hetero
hierarchical system of sparsely connected processing units (neurons and their connections).
Neurons on different levels of hierarchy handle different tasks. Lower-level neurons are
either activated by the sensory neurons and extracted features, or activate motor neurons
that control the machine’s behaviour. Subsequent level neurons combine the extracted
features and represent elements of more complex entities, goals and skills. Information is
gathered, associated and abstracted (in an invariant form) as it flows up the memory
hierarchy. Top-level neurons represent perceived entities, ideas, goals, skills, and actions.
HSOLM uses three basic pathways – a sensory pathway responsible for perception, a motor
pathway responsible for actions, and a goal creation pathway responsible for goal creation,
evaluation of actions in relation to goals, learning of useful associations and motivation to
act and learn. These three pathways interact on various abstraction levels.

5. The Goal Creation Experiment
The purpose of this experiment is to compare the effectiveness of learning based on the goal
creation (GC) system, and reinforcement learning (RL). In order to have a fair comparison, a
similar initial neural network topology is used in both learning methods. Networks have
similar complexity expressed by the number of input, output and hidden neurons; they also
have a similar number of links between neurons and a similar depth of the network. The
difference is in how the weight adjustment takes place. While in the RL system, weights are
adjusted based only on the external reward/punishment signal, in the GC system, learning
is triggered by the local pain centers associated with sensory inputs. In this experiment we
assume that both sensory inputs and motor outputs are symbolic, which means that they
represent a source (sensory) or action triggered by this output (motor).
The goal creation system built in this experiment is a simplified implementation of the
embodied intelligence idea. Thus the system interacts with the environment and is
informed about the quality of its actions by an external pain signal. This pain signal is a
foundation for setting internal abstract pains and goals to remove these pains.
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5.1 Network Organization
Let’s assume that the network has to learn how not to go hungry in an environment in
which there are limited food resources and advanced skills are required to get them.
The machine has six sensory inputs that represent: toys, food, grocery store, bank, office and
school. In addition, six motor outputs represent: play, eat, buy, withdraw (money), work,
and study. The current state of the environment is determined by the availability of the
resources.
A single primitive pain input r(t) that represents hunger is the sugar level in the blood. This
primitive pain automatically increases if the machine does not eat for some time. Initially
there are plenty of resources around, indicated by a high probability of firing of all the
sensory inputs. This allows the machine to learn by exploration how to satisfy its primitive
goal (reduce hunger). However, as the machine uses them, the original resources are
gradually depleted and need to be replaced. Thus the machine needs to learn how to do so.
It will use the GC system to set higher level goals and learn how to accomplish them.
Desired sensory-motor pairs and their effect on the environment are listed in the following
Table 1. All other sensory-motor pairs are either undesirable or have no effect on the
machine’s perceived success.
PAIR #

SENSORY

MOTOR

INCREASES

DECREASES

1

Food

Eat

sugar level

food supplies

8

Grocery

Buy

food supplies

money at hand

15

Bank

Withdraw

money at hand

spending limits

22

Office

Work

spending limits

job opportunities

29

School

Study

job opportunities

-

Table 1. Meaningful sensory-motor pairs and their effect on the environment
At each time step the primitive pain increases by 0.1 from its previous level unless it is reset
by eating the food. A sensory input probability of various items of category ci (availability of
resource) is described by the function:
fci(kci) = 1 /[ 1+(kc/τc)]

(3)

where: τc is a scaling factor (resource decline rate), kc stands for the number of the times a
resource was used (initially set to zero). In this experiment τc=10. Each time a specific action
is taken by the machine (for instance the machine withdraws money from bank account) the
corresponding kc is increased by 1 decreasing the likelihood of this particular resource. This
resource can be renewed by invoking a higher level goal after which kc at a particular level
is reset to 0. For instance if grocery was bought, the counter for food was rest to zero and at
the same time the counter for money increased by 1.
First, the goal creation experiment is implemented using the reinforcement learning (RL)
scheme. The machine must not only learn proper actions, but must adjust its actions to
changing environment. Then the same environment is used to test the goal creation system.
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5.2 Reinforcement Learning Results
The algorithm of RL used is Actor-critic architecture as shown in Fig. 4. In this scheme, the
optimal mapping from states to actions is to be learned during interaction with the external
environment based on the primary reinforcement.

X(t)

ec(t)

X(t)
Action
Network

u(t)

Critic
Network

J(t)

�

ea(t)

X(t+1)

α

�

Primary
Reinforcement

r(t)

J(t-1)

Environment

Fig. 4. Actor-critic architecture for RL

Uc(t)

The actor-critic architecture contains two components: the action network and the critic
network, and both networks are implemented by a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) in this
experiment. The action network determines the action u(t) based on current states X(t). The
critic network evaluates the state-action value J according to {X(t), u(t)}. The J(X(t), u(t)), also
denoted as J(t) value is defined as
∞

J ( X (t ), u (t )) = Rt = rt +1 + γ rt + 2 + γ 2 rt +3 + L = ∑ γ k rt + k +1 ,
k =0

(4)

where γ ,0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, is the discount rate.
The critic network is trained using the temporal difference method (Sutton & Barto, 1998).
The critic network directs the action network to produce better action so that J(t) is
maximized; thus the action network is trained. A more detailed implementation of this
algorithm can be found in (Si & Wang, 2001).
Since the agent has no prior knowledge, the reasonable associations among different objects
and actions are not yet built; therefore all possible object- action combinations are
considered. The algorithm is described as follows.
Reinforcement learning using AC method:
Step 1). The agent receives input information X(t) and the reward signal r(t) from the
environment. X(t) shows the availability of the resources as a binary vector, with
“1” indicating being available. The reward signal r(t) is related to the state-action
pair taken.
Step 2). The action network (AN) determines the action u(t) from 36 possible action-object
combinations based on current input vector X(t). The u(t) is in the form of a binary
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vector as well, with “1” indicating the selected action and “0” for all other actions.
Step 3). The critic network (CN) determines the value of this state-action pair J(t).
Step 4). Using the reward signal r(t), CN is trained by TD method. The error function of CN
is show in (5).
ec (t ) = γJ (t ) − [ J (t − 1) − r (t )]
1 2
Ec (t ) = ec (t )
2

(5)

Step 5). The weights in CN are updated according to gradient descent,

wc (t + 1) = wc (t ) + Δwc (t )
⎡ ∂E (t ) ⎤
Δwc( 2) (t ) = lc (t ) ⎢− (c2) ⎥
⎣ ∂wc (t ) ⎦
⎡ ∂E (t ) ⎤
Δwc(1) (t ) = l c (t ) ⎢− (c1) ⎥
⎣ ∂wc (t ) ⎦

(6)

where lc (t ) is the learning rate of CN.
Step 6). The CN reevaluates the value of J(t).
Step 7). The AN is trained in order to produce action u(t) which has a desired value
ea (t ) = J (t ) − U c (t )
1 2
Ea (t ) = ea (t )
2

(7)

where Uc(t) is the desired value. The updating algorithm is similar to that
in CN and is based on a gradient descent rule,
⎡ ∂E (t ) ⎤
Δwa (t ) = la (t )⎢− a ⎥
⎣ ∂wa (t ) ⎦
∂Ea (t ) ∂Ea (t ) ∂J (t ) ∂u(t )
=
∂wa (t ) ∂J (t ) ∂u(t ) ∂wa (t )

(8)

where l a (t ) is the learning rate of AN.
Step 8). Apply the determined action u(t) to the environment, and the environment will give
new states X(t+1). Repeat steps 1) to 8).
In a simulated trial, the agent runs for 600 time steps. The pain input (hunger) during this
trial is shown in Fig.5.
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Initially the RL agent learns how to control the input pain by performing the “eat food”
action, but as the food resource is depleted the agent needs to learn another action (“buy
food”). The agent learns this action in 103 iterations, and restores the food supply resetting
the food counter to 0. After that, it can find food more easily and perform the “eat food”
action that reduces the input pain. It repeats the “buy food” action again in iterations
number 309 and 407. However, after iteration 299 it never returns to the “eat food” action
even though the food is available and the primitive pain increases.
The overall performance by the RL scheme on this experiment can be evaluated from
multiple trials. As is evident from the simulation results, it takes a long time for the RL
mechanism to adjust to the changing environment and to learn efficient actions. As the
system learns, the environment changes requiring higher skills. If the system is not capable
of learning these higher level skills in the limited time, it may fail to perform well, since the
environment conditions will change and the model initially learned will no longer be
satisfactory. In several runs, the changes in the environment happened too quickly for the
RL system to keep up with them. In addition to the large number of iterations required in
RL, each iteration was more time consuming than the corresponding iteration in the GCS.
5.3 Goal Creation System Results
A goal creation system can be implemented in a general learning scheme similar to the AC
method, as shown in Fig 6. In addition to the blocks used in the AC method, it contains a
pain network that affects the operation of the critic network, produces abstract pains, and
internal reward based on detected inhibition of the abstract pains. These pain detection, goal
creation and learning mechanisms were previously illustrated in Fig. 2. The pain network
receives sensory input from the environment, including the primitive pain signals r’(t).

Pain
Network

External
Pain

r’(t)

X(t)
X(t)

ec(t)

Critic

Action
Network

J(t)

Network
u(t)
ea(t)

�

Environment
X(t+1)

Uc(t)

Fig. 6. Goal creation system architecture.

α

�
J(t-1)

Internal
Reinforcement

r(t)
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As soon as the machine learns how to satisfy a lower level pain, it identifies the
environmental condition that helps it to remove the pain (for instance by supplying food),
and creates an abstract pain that activates when these conditions are not met (for instance no
food is present). These abstract pain centers have their own bias signals that indicate the
importance of this pain compared to other pains. Each time an abstract pain is reduced, it
increases the bias weight of the pain center associated with the sensory input that was
required to reduce this abstract pain.
A very small decrease is applied simultaneously to all of the bias weights. This small
reduction of biases allows the machine to forgo some abstract goals, in the case in which
either the environment changed in a significant way and the machine needs to adapt, or the
machine learned more effective ways to interact with the environment and replaced former
less effective goals with new ones. The machine uses its goal creation approach to learn
what to do, and how to adjust to changing environmental conditions. It does so by
adjusting pain biases and weights between the pain signals and the critic network.
A typical result of CGS simulation is shown in Fig. 7. This figure shows dynamic changes in
the pain signals (including the primitive pain) over several hundred iterations. At first the
only pain that the machine responds to is the primitive pain. Once the machine learns that
eating food reduces the primitive pain, the lack of food (as observed in the sensory input)
becomes an abstract pain. As there is less and less food in the environment, the primitive
pain increases again (since the machine cannot get food) and the machine must learn how to
get food (buy at the grocery). Once it learns this, a new pain source is created and so on.
Notice that the primitive pain is kept under control in spite of changing environmental
conditions. On an average run, the machine can learn to develop and solve all abstract
pains in this experiment within 200-300 iterations. In all the experiments, the pain threshold
was set to 0.1. Below this threshold level no pain is detected.

Pain

Primitive Hunger
1

Pain

0
0

200
300
400
Lack of Food

500

600

100

200
300
400
Empty Gorcery

500

600

100

200
300
400
Discrete time

500

600

0.5
0
0

Pain

100

0.5
0
0

Fig. 7. Pain signals in CGS simulation

Fig. 8 shows a scatter plot that illustrates the selection of a specific action (specified by the
sensory-motor pair) in 5 different runs of the GCS. As seen in the attached figure, the
machine learns to select useful actions while exploring the environment and selecting the
most useful actions repeatedly after it learns a proper interaction scheme.
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Fig. 8. Action scatters in 5 CGS simulations

The average of all abstract pain signals obtained on the basis of 100 such experiments is
shown in Fig. 9. As can be observed, the machine learns to contain all abstract pains and
maintain the primitive pain signal at a low level in demanding environmental conditions.
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Fig. 9. The average pain signals in 100 CGS simulations

7. Conclusions
This chapter presented a goal creation system that motivates embodied intelligence to learn
how to efficiently interact with the environment. The system uses artificial curiosity to
explore, and the creation of abstract goals to learn efficiently and purposefully. It develops
higher level abstract goals and increases the internal complexity of representations and skills
that it stores in its memory. It was demonstrated that this type of system learns better and
faster than traditional reinforcement learning systems.
In a striking contrast to classical reinforcement learning, where the reinforcement signals
come from the outside environment, GCS generates an internal reward associated with the
abstract goal that the machine was able to accomplish. This makes the reinforcement
process not observable, and to some degree makes the machine less controllable than one
whose operation is based on classical reinforcement learning. The machine’s actions are
more difficult to understand and explain by an external observer, thus the machine behaves
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more like an independent intelligent being rather than a well trained robot.
Instead of the computational-based value system used in typical reinforcement learning, the
value system is essentially embedded in the GCS. Initially, the agent acts on very primitive
goals and learns the sub-goals or higher level goals through interaction with its
environment. At every step, the agent finds an action that satisfies its goals and this action
may result in creating further goals. Gradually, the agent learns values of various states for
implementing goals. It also learns to associate the primitive goals with its internal states
and learns to create higher level goals. At more advanced levels, the agent will be able to
understand external instructions and use them as its primitive goals to find the intermediate
subgoals or a sequence of abstract goals.
In this scheme, learning that occurs on a higher level of the memory structure to satisfy a
higher level goal may have no direct relationship with actions that may satisfy the lower
level goals. For instance, an abstract goal of earning money might have been stipulated by a
need to buy food or by a need to pay the heating bill or both. In a similar way,
accomplishing this higher level goal does not necessarily remove hunger or heat the living
space. The only externally observable “primitive pain” may remain unaffected.
This differentiates an externally administered reward related to a “primitive pain” and a
reward that satisfies a higher level goal. While we can measure (and thus optimize) the total
external reward received to satisfy the primitive goals, it is impossible to measure (and
therefore to optimize) the total amount of reward received for higher level goals, as these
goals remain mostly unknown to the external observer. This fact differentiates the proposed
GCS from the RL scheme, in which the total amount of reward is assumed to be measurable,
so that a system can be optimized to maximize the reward. Legg & Hutter demonstrated
(Legg & Hutter, 2006) that a mathematically optimal intelligent agent can be built by
optimizing the total amount of the rewards that a RL receives. Since the total amount of
reward in the proposed GCS cannot be measured from outside, the mathematical proof of
optimality presented in (Legg & Hutter, 2006) does not apply. An important question can
be formulated as follows – is it an internal reward system and motivation to act, that
differentiates an intelligent being from an unintelligent one? I claim that this is true.
In summary, the presented goal creation system motivates a machine to act and develop its
cognitive skills in response to externally applied pain signals. It also helps the machine to
perceive its environment, learn with a purpose, and respond to changes in environment.
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1. Introduction
Fuzzy set theory, originally developed by Lotfi Zadeh in the 1960’s, has become a popular
tool for control applications in recent years (Zadeh, 1965).
Fuzzy control has been used extensively in applications such as servomotor and process
control. One of its main benefits is that it can incorporate a human being’s expert knowledge
about how to control a system, without that a person need to have a mathematical
description of the problem.
Many robots in the literature have used fuzzy logic (Song & Tay, 1992), (Khatib, 1986), (Yan
et al., 1994) etc. Computer simulations by Ishikawa feature a mobile robot that navigates
using a planned path and fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic is used to keep the robot on the path,
except when the danger of collision arises. In this case, a fuzzy controller for obstacle
avoidance takes over.
Konolige, et al. use fuzzy control in conjunction with modeling and planning techniques to
provide reactive guidance of their robot. Sonar is used by robot to construct a cellular map
of its environment.
Sugeno developed a fuzzy control system for a model car capable of driving inside a
fenced-in track. Ultrasonic sensors mounted on a pivoting frame measured the car’s
orientation and distance to the fences. Fuzzy rules were used to guide the car parallel to the
fence and turn corners (Sugeno et al., 1989).
The most known fuzzy models in the literature are Mamdani fuzzy model and TakagiSugeno-Kang (TSK) fuzzy model. The control strategy based on Mamdani model has the
linguistic expression (Mamdani, 1981):
Rule k: IF condition C1 AND condition C2 .....
THEN decision Dk

⇐ Fuzzy sets
⇐ Fuzzy sets

The TSK models are formed by logical rules that have a fuzzy antecedent part and
functional consequent (Sugeno, 1985):
Rule i:

IF x1 is C1i AND x2 is C2i AND .....
THEN ui = fi(x1, x2, ..... , xn)

⇐ Fuzzy sets
⇐ Non fuzzy sets
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where Cij, j = (1, p), i = (1, n) are linguistic labels defined as reference fuzzy sets over the
imput spaces (X1, X2, ....), x1, x2, ..... are the values of imput variables and ui is the crisp
output inferred by the fuzzy model as a nonlinear functional.
The advantage of the TSK model lies in the possibility to decompose a complex sistem into
simpler subsystems. The TSK model allows to use a fuzzy decomposition and an
interpolative reasoning mechanism. In some cases this method can use a decomposition in
linear subsystems.

2. Robot control system by fuzzy logic
2.1 Control methodology
Consider the conventional control system of a robot (Fig. 2. 1) which is based on the control
of the error by using standard controllers like PI, PID.
θd

+

e

Conventional
regulator

-

τ

ROBOT

θ

Fig. 2. 1. Conventional control system
e(t) = θd(t) – θ(t)

(2.1)

The control strategy determines the torque of the robot arm so that the steady error
converges to zero
(2.2)

es =
lim e( t ) =
0
t →∞

We can conclude that in the classical approach, the basic decisions imply the use of simple
feedback control loops, loop interactions, internal feedbacks by cascade controllers and
multimode controllers.
The basic idea of Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) centre on the labelling process in which the
reading of a sensor is translated into a label as performed by human expert controllers (Yan
et al., 1994), (Van der Rhee, 1990), (Gupta et al., 1979). The general structure of a fuzzy logic
control is presented in Fig. 2. 2.
qd

+
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e

FLC
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Driving
system

Fig. 2. 2. General structure of a fuzzy logic control
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The main component is represented by the Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) that generates the
control law by a knowledge-based system consisting of IF … THEN rules with vague
predicates and a fuzzy logic inference mechanism (Jager & Filev, 1994), (Yan et al., 1994),
(Gupta et al., 1979), (Dubois & Prade, 1979). A FLC will implement a control law as an error
function in order to secure the desired performances of the system. It contains three main
components: the fuzzifier, the inference system and the defuzzifier.
Inference
system

Fuzzifier

Crisp
variables

Fuzzy
variables

Defuzzifier

Fuzzy
variables

Crisp
variables

Fig. 2. 3. The structure of the fuzzy logic control
The fuzzifier has the role to convert the measurements of the error into fuzzy data.
In the inference system, linguistic and physical variables are defined. For the each physical
variable, the universe of discourse, the set of linguistic variables, the membership functions
and parameters are specified. One option giving more resolution to the current value of the
physical variable is to normalize the universe of discourse. The rules express the relation
between linguistic variables and derive from human experience-based relations,
generalization of algorithmic non fully satisfactory control laws, training and learning
(Gupta et al., 1979), (Dubois & Prade, 1979). The typical rules are the state evaluation rules
where one or more antecedent facts imply a consequent fact.
Defuzzifier combines the reasoning process conclusions into a final control action. Different
models may be applied, such as: the most significant value of the greatest membership
function, the computation of the averaging the membership function peak values or the
weighted average of all the concluded membership functions.
The FLC generates a control law in a general form:
u(k) = F(e(k), e(k-1), … e(k-p), u(k-1), u(k-2), ... ,u(k-p))

(2.3)

Technical constraints limit the dimension of vectors. Also, the typical FLC uses the error
change
Δe(k) = e(k) - e(k-1)

(2.4)

Δu(k) = u(k) - u(k-1)

(2.5)

and for the control
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xd

e(k)
+

x

Δ

e(k-1)

FLC

+

u(k)

Δu(k)
+

+

ROBOT

x

Δ

Δe(k)

Fig. 2. 4. The structure of the robot control by fuzzy logic
Such a control law can be written as (2.6) and (2.7) (Gupta et al., 1979), (Dubois & Prade,
1979) and it is represented in Fig. 2. 4.
Δu(k) = F(e(k), Δe(k))

(2.6)

u(k) = u(k-1) + Δu(k)

(2.7)

The error e(k) and its change Δe(k) define the inputs included in the antecedents of the rules
and the change of the control Δu(k) represents the output included in the consequents.
The methodology which will be applied for the control system of the robot arm is:
- Convert from numeric data to linguistic data by fuzzification techniques
- Form a knowledge-based system composed by a data base and a knowledge-base.
- Calculate the firing levels of the rules for crisp inputs.
- Generate the membership function of the output fuzzy set for the rule base.
- Calculate the crisp output by defuzzification
2.2 Control System
Consider the dynamic model of the arm defined by the equation
x& = f( x ) + b( x )u

(2.8)

where x represents the state variable, a (n x 1) vector, and u is control variable. The desired
state of the motion is defined as:

[

]

(2.9)

]

(2.10)

( n - 1) T

x d = x d , x& d , ... , d d

and the error will be

[

e * = x - xd , x& - x& d , ... , x

(n )

(n) T

- xd
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consider the surface given by the relation
s = e * + σe& *

(2.11)

σ = diag(σ1, σ2, … σn)

(2.12)

where

is a diagonal positive definite matrix. The surface
S(x) = 0

(2.13)

defines the switching surface of the system. For n = 1, the switching surface becomes a
switching line (Fig. 2.5)
(2.14)

s = e + σe&

e&

e

0
Sliding mode
-p1
Fig. 2.5. Trajectory in a variable structure control

Evolution towards
the switching line

The control strategy is given by (Dubois & Prade, 1979).
u = -ksgn(s)

(2.15)

Assuming a simplified form of the equation (2.8) as
m&x& + kx& = u

(2.16)

&e& = s& - σe&

(2.17)

from (2.14) one obtains
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For a desired position x d , x& d , &x& d this relation can be written as
k
1
s+H - u
m
m

(2.18)

k
k
e + &x& d - x& d
m
m

(2.19)

s& = -

where
H(e , x d , e& , x& d , &x& d ) = σe + σ

Conventional Controller
u1 = -cs +H
xd

+

e
+

u1

CLF

uF

u

ROBOT

x

+

Fig. 2.6. Control system of the robot
We shall consider the control law of the form
u = - cs + m(H + u F )

(2.20)

where c is a positive constant, c > 0, the second component mH compensates the terms
determined by the error and desired position (2.19) and the last component is given by a
FLC (Fig. 2.6). The stability analysis of the control system is discussed following Lyapunov’s
direct method. The Lyapunov function is selected as
1
V = s2
2

(2.21)

& = ss&
V

(2.22)

s2
V& =
( - k + c ) + su F
m

(2.23)

hence

and, from the relation (2.18) one has
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Thus, the dynamic system (2.16), (2.20) is globally asymptotical stable if
&<0
V

(2.24)

c<k

(2.25)

uF = -α sgn s

(2.26)

One finds that

The last relation (2.26) determines the control law of FLC. Consider the membership
functions for e, e& and u represented in Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.8 where the linguistic labels NB,
NM, Z, PM, PB denote: NEGATIVE BIG, NEGATIVE MEDIUM, ZERO, POSITIVE
MEDIUM and POSITIVE BIG, respectively.

μ
NB

NM

Z

PM

PB

e
-1

-0.6

-0.4

-0.1 0 0.1

0.4

0.6

1

Fig. 2.7. Membership functions for e and e&
μ

NB

NM

- 0.8

- 0.4

Z

0

PM

PB

0.4

0.8

uF

Fig. 2.8. Membership functions for uF.
The rule base, represented in Table 2.1 is obtained from the relation (2.26).

e&
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e&

NB
Z
PM
PM
PB
PB

e

PB
PM
Z
NM
NB
Table 2.1. Rule base for uF

NM
NM
Z
PM
PM
PB

Z
NM
NM
Z
PM
PM

PM
NB
NM
NM
Z
PM

PB
NB
NB
NM
NM
Z

The rule base for uF is the following:
Rule 1: IF e is NB AND e& is PB
THEN uF is Z
Rule 2: IF e is NB AND e& is PM
THEN uF is PM
.........................................................
Rule 25: IF e is NB AND e& is PB
THEN uF is Z

3. Mobile robot control system based on artificial potential field method and
fuzzy logic
3.1 Artificial potential field approach
Potential field was originally developed as on-line collision avoidance approach, applicable
when the robot does not have a prior model of the obstacles, but senses them during motion
execution (Khatib, 1986). Using a prior model of the workspace, it can be turned into a
systematic motion planning approach. Potential field methods are often referred to as “local
methods”. This comes from the fact that most potential functions are defined in such a way
that their values at any configuration do not depend on the distribution and shapes of the
obstacles beyond some limited neighborhood around the configuration. The potential
functions are based upon the following general idea: the robot should be attracted toward
its goal configuration, while being repulsed by the obstacles. Let us consider the following
dynamic linear system with can derive from a simplified model of the mobile robot:
x& = A x + B F

where

x=

(3.1)

[x1 , ... xn , x&1 , ... x& n ]T ∈ R 2n is the state variable vector

F = u ∈ R2n is the input vector

⎡0 nxn
⎣0 nxn

A= ⎢

0n x n ∈ Rn x n is the zero matrix

I nxn ⎤
⎥;B=
0 nxn ⎦

⎡0 nxn ⎤
⎢
⎥
⎣ I nxn ⎦

(3.2)
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In x n ∈ Rn x n is the unit matrix

We can stabilize the system (3.1) toward the equilibrium point [x1 .. xn]T = [xT1… yTn]T by
using the artificial potential field (artificial potential ∏ which generates artificial force
system F).
F( t ) =

∂ W P (x)
∂ Π (x)
− Fd −
∂x
∂x

(3.3)

where the first term compensates the gravitational potential, the second term assures the
damping control and the last component defines the new artificial potential introduced in
order to assure the motion to the desired position.
∂ Π (x) ⎡ ∂ Π (x) ∂ Π (x)
∂ Π (x) ⎤
=⎢
,
, ...
⎥
∂x
∂x 2
∂x n ⎦
⎣ ∂x 1

T

(3.4)

In order to make the robot be attracted toward its goal configuration, while being repulsed
from the obstacles, ∏ is constructed as the sum of two elementary potential functions:
∏(x) = ∏A(x) + ∏R(x)

(3.5)

where: ∏A(x) is the attractor potential and it is associated with the goal coordinates and it
isn’t dependent of the obstacle regions.
∏R(x) is the repulsive potential and it is associated with the obstacle regions and it
isn’t dependent of the goal coordinates.
In this case, the force F(t) is a sum of two components: the attractive force and the repulsive
force:
F(t) = FA(t) + FR(t)

(3.6)

3.2 Attractor potential artificial field
The artificial potential is a potential function whose points of minimum are attractors for a
controlled system. It was shown (Takegaki & Arimoto, 1981), (Douskaia, 1998), (Masoud &
Masoud, 2000), (Tsugi et al., 2002) that the control of robot motion to a desired point is
possible if the function has a minimum in the desired point. The attractor potential ∏A can
be defined as a functional of position coordinates x in this mode:

∏A(x) =

∏A : Ω Æ R; Ω = Rn

(3.7)

1
1 n⎡
∑ ⎢⎣k i (x i - x Ti )2 + k n + i x& i2 ⎤⎥⎦ Σ = xTKx
2 i =1
2

(3.8)
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where
K = diag (k1, k2, …., k2n),
ki > 0 (i = 1, …, 2n)

(3.9)

The function ∏A(x) is positive or null and attains its minimum at xT, where ∏A(xT) = 0. ∏A(x)
defined in this mode has good stabilizing characteristics (Khatib, 1986), since it generates a
force FA that converges linearly toward 0 when the robot coordinates get closer the goal
coordinates:
FA(x) = k(x – xT)

(3.10)

Asymptotic stabilization of the robot can be achieved by adding dissipative forces
&.
proportional to the velocity x
3.3 Repulsive potential artificial field
The main idea underlying the definition of the repulsive potential is to create a potential
barrier around the obstacle region that cannot be traversed by the robot trajectory. In
addition, it is usually desirable that the repulsive potential not affect the motion of the robot
when it is sufficiently far away from obstacles. One way to achieve these constraints is to
define the repulsive potential function as follows (Latombe, 1991):
2
⎧1 ⎛ 1
1 ⎞
⎪ k⎜
⎟
−
Π R (x) =
⎨ 2 ⎜⎝ d (x) d 0 ⎟⎠
⎪
0
⎩

if d (x) ≤ d 0

(3.11)

if d (x) > d 0

where k is a positive coefficient, d(x) denotes the distance from x to obstacle and d0 is a
positive constant called distance of influence of the obstacle. In this case FR(x) becomes:
⎧ ⎛ 1
1 ⎞ 1 ∂ d (x)
⎟
if d (x) ≤ d 0
−
⎪k ⎜
F R (x) = ⎨ ⎜⎝ d (x) d 0 ⎟⎠ d 2 (x) ∂ x
⎪0
if d (x) > d 0
⎩

(3.12)

For those cases when the obstacle region isn’t a convex surface we can decompose this
region in a number (N) of convex surfaces (possibly overlapping) with one repulsive
potential associated with each component obtaining N repulsive potentials and N repulsive
forces. The repulsive force is the sum of the repulsive forces created by each potential
associated with a sub-region.
3.4 Dynamic model of the system
The mobile robot is represented as a point in configuration space or as a particle under the
influence of an artificial potential field ∏ whose local variations are expected to reflect the
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“structure” of the space. Usually, the Lagrange method is used to determinate the dynamic
model:
⎛ ∂ L (q, q& ) ⎞ ∂ L (q, q& )
⎜⎜
⎟⎟ −
=F
∂ q&
∂q
⎝
⎠

(3.13)

⎛ ∂ W C (q, q& ) ⎞ ∂ W C (q, q& ) ∂ W P (q)
⎜⎜
⎟⎟ −
+
=F
∂ q&
∂q
∂q
⎝
⎠

(3.14)

d
dt

or
d
dt

where:

L = WC – WP is Lagrange function
WC – total kinetic energy
WP - total potential energy
q = [ x y]T – coordinate vector
F = [FX FY]T – force vector

(3.15)

The dynamics of the mobile robot becomes:

m&x& + μmg − k f x& = FX

(3.16)

m&y& + μmg − k f y& = FY

(3.17)

The artificial potential forces which are the control forces are:

=
FX − k 1 x& −

∂Π
∂x

(3.18)

=
FY − k 1 y& −

∂Π
∂y

(3.19)

m&x& + μmg − k f x& = − k 1 x& −

∂Π
∂x

(3.20)

m&y& + μmg − k f y& = − k 1 y& −

∂Π
∂y

(3.21)

The dynamical model of the system is:
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where:

Π = ΠA + ΠR

(3.22)

The potential function is typically (but not necessarily) defined over free space as the sum of
an attractive potential pulling the robot toward the goal configuration and a repulsive
potential pushing the robot away from the obstacles.
3.5 Fuzzy controller
We denote by x = [x, y]T the trajectory coordinates of the mobile robot in XOY plane and let
be the error between the desired position and mobile robot position.
e = xT – x

(3.23)

The switching line σ in the real error plan is defined as

& , e) =
σ( e

e& + me

(3.24)

& , e) plane is presented in Fig. 3.1.
A possible trajectory in the ( e

Fig. 3.1. System evolution
We can consider that the final point is attained when the origin O is reached. A great control
procedure, DSMC (Ivanescu, 1996) can be obtained if the trajectory toward the moving
target has the form as in Fig. 3. 2.

Fig. 3. 2. DSMC procedure
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& , e) plane penetrates the switching line, the motion is forced
When trajectory in the ( e
toward the origin, directly on the switching line. The condition which ensure this motion are
given in (Ivanescu, 2001). The fuzzy logic controller used here has two inputs and one
output. The displacement and speed data are obtained from sensors mounted on the mobile
robot. The displacement error and velocity error are taken as the two inputs while the
control force is considered to be the output. For all the inputs and the output the range of
operation is considered to be from -1 to +1 (normalized values). The fuzzy sets used for the
three variables are presented in Fig. 3. 3.
The linguistic control rules are written using the relation (3.24) and Fig. 3.2 and are
presented in Table 3.1.
NB

NM NS NZ PZ PS PM

a)

e , e&

NB

NS

Z

PS

PB

b)

F

Fig. 3. 3. The fuzzy sets for the inputs and the output variables

e& / e
PB
PM
PS
PZ
NZ
NS
NM
NB

NB
Z
PS
PS
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB

NM
NS
Z
PS
PS
PB
PB
PB
PB

NS
NS
NS
Z
PS
PS
PB
PB
PB

Table 3.1. The linguistic control rules

NZ
NB
NS
NS
Z
PS
PS
PB
PB

PZ
NB
NB
NS
NS
Z
PS
PS
PB

PS
NB
NB
NB
NS
NS
Z
PS
PS

PM
NB
NB
NB
NB
NS
NS
Z
PS

PB
NB
NB
NB
NB
NB
NS
S
Z

3.6 Simulations
We propose the mobile robot to move from initial point (x, y) = (0, 0) to final point (xT, yT) =
(7, 5). First, we consider that aren’t any obstacles in moving area and the mobile robot is
driven toward goal point by attractor artificial potential field (Fig.3.4).
Π ( x ) =Π A ( x ) =

[

1
(x − 7 )2 + (y − 5 )2
2

]

(3.25)
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2
⎧ ⎛
⎞
⎪1 ⎜
1
⎟
− 1⎟
⎪ ⎜
Π R (x) =
⎨ 2 ⎜ (x − 4 )2 + (y − 3 )2
⎟
⎠
⎪ ⎝
⎪
0
⎩

if

(x − 4 )2 + (y − 3 )2

≤1

if

(x − 4 )2 + (y − 3 )2

>1

(3.26)

Second, we consider that there is a dot obstacle, in (xR, yR) = (4, 3), with distance of influence
d0 = 0.4. The expression for repulsive potential is (3.26). The trajectory is shown in Fig. 3.5.

Fig. 3. 4. The robot trajectory without obstacles

Fig. 3.5. The constrained robot trajectory by one obstacle
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4. Fuzzy logic algorithm for mobile robot control next to obstacle boundaries
4.1 Control algorithm
In this section a new fuzzy control algorithm for mobile robots is presented. The robots are
moving next to the obstacle boundaries, avoiding the collisions with them.
The mobile robot is equipped with a sensorial system to measure the distance between the
robot and object that permits to detect 5 proximity levels (PL): PL1, PL2, PL3, PL4, and PL5.
Fig. 4.1a presents the obstacle (object) boundary and the five proximity levels and Fig. 4.1b
presents the two degrees of freedom of the locomotion system of the mobile robot. This can
move either on the two rectangular directions or on the diagonals (if the two degrees of
freedom work instantaneous).

a

Fig. 4.1. The proximity levels and the degrees of freedom of the robot motion

b

The goal of the proposed control algorithm is to move the robot near the object boundary
with collision avoidance. Fig. 4.2 shows four motion cycles (programs) which are followed
by the mobile robot on the trajectory (P1, P2, P3, and P4). Inside every cycle are presented
the directions of the movements (with arrows) for every reached proximity level. For
example, if the mobile robot is moving inside first motion cycle (cycle 1 or program P1) and
is reached PL3, the direction is on Y-axis (sense plus) (see Fig. 4.1b, too).

Fig. 4.2. The four motion cycles (programs)
In Fig. 4.3 we can see the sequence of the programs. One program is changed when are
reached the proximity levels PL1 or PL5. If PL5 is reached the order of changing is:
P1ÆP2ÆP3ÆP4ÆP1Æ …… If PL1 is reached the sequence of changing becomes:
P4ÆP3ÆP2ÆP1ÆP4Æ ……
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Fig. 4. 3. The sequence of the programs
The motion control algorithm is presented in Fig. 4.4 by a flowchart of the evolution of the
functional cycles (programs). We can see that if inside a program the proximity levels PL2,
PL3 or PL4 are reached, the program is not changed. If PL1 or PL5 proximity levels are
reached, the program is changed. The flowchart is built on the base of the rules presented in
Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3.

Fig. 4.4 The flowchart of the evolution of the functional cycles (programs)
4.2 Fuzzy algorithm
The fuzzy controller for the mobile robots based on the algorithm presented above is simple.
Most fuzzy control applications, such as servo controllers, feature only two or three inputs
to the rule base. This makes the control surface simple enough for the programmer to define
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explicitly with the fuzzy rules. The above robot example uses this principle, in order to
explore the feasibility of using fuzzy control for its tasks. Fig. 4.5 presents the inputs
(distance-proximity levels and the program on k step) and the outputs (movement on X and
Y-axes and the program on k+1 step) of the fuzzy algorithm.

Fig. 4.5. The inputs and outputs of the fuzzy algorithm
For the linguistic variable “distance proximity level” we establish to follow five linguistic
terms: “VS-very small”, “S-small”, “M-medium”, “B-big”, and “VB-very big”. Fig. 4.6a
shows the membership functions of the proximity levels (distance) measured with the
sensors and Fig. 4.6b shows the membership functions of the angle (the programs). If the
object is like a circle every program is proper for a quarter of the circle.

a)

Membership functions of the proximity levels (distance) measured with the sensors

b)

Membership functions of the angle (the programs)

c) Membership functions of the X commands
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d) Membership functions of the Y commands
Fig. 4.6 Membership functions of the I/O variables
Fig. 4.6c and Fig. 4.6d present the membership functions of the X, respectively Y commands
(linguistic variables). The linguistic terms are: NX-negative X, ZX-zero X, PX-positive X, and
NY, ZY, PY respectively.
VS

S

M

B

VB

P1

P4

P1

P1

P1

P2

P2

P1

P2

P2

P2

P3

P3

P2

P3

P3

P3

P4

P4

P3

P4

P4

P4

P1

Table 4.1. Fuzzy rules for evolution of the programs
VS

S

M

B

VB

P1

PX

PX

ZX

NX

NX

P2

ZX

NX

NX

NX

ZX

P3

NX

NX

ZX

PX

PX

P4

ZX

PX

PX

PX

ZX

Table 4.2. Fuzzy rules for the motion on X-axis
VS

S

M

B

VB

P1

ZY

PY

PY

PY

ZY

P2

PY

PY

ZY

NY

NY

P3

ZY

NY

NY

NY

ZY

P4

NY

NY

ZY

PY

PY

Table 4.3. Fuzzy rules for the motion on Y-axis
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Table 4.1 describes the fuzzy rules for evolution (transition) of the programs and Table 4.2
and Table 4.3 describe the fuzzy rules for the motion on X-axis and Y-axis, respectively.
Table 1 implements the sequence of the programs (see Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.4) and Table 4.2
and Table 4.3 implement the motion cycles (see Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.4).

Fig. 4.7. The trajectory of the mobile robot around a circular obstacle

Fig. 4.8. The trajectory of the mobile robot around a irregular obstacle
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4.3 Simulations
In the simulations can be seen the mobile robot trajectory around an obstacle (object) with
circular boundaries (Fig. 4.7) and around an obstacle (object) with irregular boundaries (Fig.
4.8). One program is changed when are reached the proximity levels PL1 or PL5. If PL5 is
reached the order of changing becomes as follows: P1ÆP2ÆP3ÆP4Æ... If PL1 is reached the
order of changing is becomes follows: P4ÆP3ÆP2ÆP1Æ P4Æ ……

5. Conclusions
The section 3 presents a new control method for mobile robots moving in its work field
which is based on fuzzy logic and artificial potential field. First, the artificial potential field
method is presented. The section treats unconstrained movement based on attractive
artificial potential field and after that discuss the constrained movement based on attractive
and repulsive artificial potential field. A fuzzy controller is designed. Finally, some
applications are presented.
The section 4 presents a fuzzy control algorithm for mobile robots which are moving next to
the obstacle boundaries, avoiding the collisions with them. Four motion cycles (programs)
depending on the proximity levels and followed by the mobile robot on the trajectory (P1,
P2, P3, and P4) are shown. The directions of the movements corresponding to every cycle,
for every reached proximity level are presented. The sequence of the programs depending
on the reached proximity levels is indicated. The motion control algorithm is presented by a
flowchart showing the evolution of the functional cycles (programs). The fuzzy rules for
evolution (transition) of the programs and for the motion on X-axis and Y-axis respectively
are described. The fuzzy controller for the mobile robots based on the algorithm presented
above is simple. Finally, some simulations are presented. If the object is like a circle, every
program is proper for a quarter of the circle.
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1. Introduction
Blind source separation (BSS) involves recovering unobserved source signals from several
mixed observations, typically obtained at the output of a set of sensors. Each sensor receives
a different combination of the source signals. The adjective “blind” emphasizes the fact that:
first, the source signals are not observed; and next, no information is available about the
mixture. The assumption is often held physically that the source signals are mutually
independent.
Recently, BSS in signal processing has received considerable attention from researchers,
due to its numerous promising applications in the areas of biomedical signal processing,
digital communications and speech signal, sonar, image processing, and monitoring
(Cichocki & Unbehauen, 1996), (Tangdiongga et al, 2001), (Yilmaz & Rickard, 2004), (Herault
& Juten, 1986). A number of blind separation algorithms have been proposed based on
different separation models. These algorithms play increasingly important roles in many
applications. Since the pioneering work of Jutten and Herault (Herault & Juten, 1986), a
variety of algorithms have been proposed for BSS. In general, the existing algorithms can be
divided into five major categories: neural network-based algorithms (Cichocki &
Unbehauen, 1996), (Zhang & Kassam, 2004), density model-based algorithms (Amari et al,
1997), (Lee et al, 1999a), algebraic algorithms (Belouchrani et al, 1997), (Li & Wang, 2002),
information-theoretic algorithms (Pajunen, 1998), (Pham & Vrins, 2005) and space-based
algorithms (Yilmaz & Rickard, 2004), (Lee et al, 1999b).
A source signal with sparse representation means that at most one value of the signal isn’t
zero at an instant, making the vector of sensor signals (mixtures) equivalent to some mixing
vector. Therefore, the sparse-based BSS problem could be solved by searching for mixing
vectors; moreover, recovering source signals. Like the mixtures with sparse representation,
each base vectors of the unknown mixing matrix will be displayed on a 2-D plane
coordinate as a directional line when two sensors are used. The sparse representation is first
introduced in underdetermined BSS by Lee et al. (Lee et al, 1999b). After its introduction,
several related methods have been proposed continuously for solving underdetermined BSS
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cases. Bofill and Zibulevsky proposed a potential function to produce an approximate curve,
which is able to describe the histogram of mixtures (Bofill & Zibulevsky, 2001). Shi et al.
proposed the generalized exponential mixture model to approximate the distribution of
mixtures without any predefined parameters (Shi et al, 2004). Besides, clustering methods
such as fuzzy clustering, k-means, and other extensions were proposed to search for the
mixing matrix (Grady & Pearlmutter, 2004), (Liu et al, 2006), (Vaerenbergh & Santamaria,
2006). These aforementioned algorithms provide good performance in well-conditioned
mixing matrices which include identifiable mixing vectors.
Generally speak, the efficiency of signal recovering is dependent upon the precision of
mixing matrix identification in a BSS problem; however, some practical and difficult
conditions occur in an outside of the lab environment. First, when source signals are not
sparse enough, the non-sparseness of the signals has affects the identification with problems
like noise. Second, distances between mixing vectors are not far enough to distinguish them;
therefore, two or more vectors would be regarded as one. Here, these two problems are
termed an ill-conditioned BSS case. So far conventional algorithms produce unsatisfactory
performance in such a case since many sub-solutions arise from these interferences. In this
study, these difficult will be aimed by a heuristic method and a well-known statistic model.
Heuristic learning has been utilized to tackle similar problems encountered in other BSS
categories. For example, the neural network-based BSS algorithms use the Genetic
Algorithm (GA) (Yue & Mao, 2002) or Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) (Song et al, 2007)
to deal with linear mixing matrix or nonlinear mixing matrix identification; however, spacebased BSS algorithms have never adopted such a heuristic learning process except that is
published in (Liu et al, 2007).
Recently Gaussian mixture model (GMM) has been suggested to learn or model a set has
multiple mixing data through the maximum-likelihood (ML) estimator or the expectationmaximization (EM) algorithm. And, the validity has been demonstrated in many research
fields (Hedelin & Skoglund, 2000), (Todros & Tabrikian, 2007), (Nikseresht & Gelgon, 2008).
Since there is not only single mixing vector in a BSS problem, GMM with multiple Gaussian
models should be associated. However, the question then arises about the effect of initial
parameters and falling into a local optimum from training by ML or EM. At first, the most
information is unobservable in BSS problem; thus, the hint is too short to give proper initial
parameters. Second, mixture outliers or ill-conditioned mixing vectors would cause a lot of
local optimum; therefore, we think that an ability of widely exploring is weighty enough to
affect the separate performance.
According to above analyses, this study develops a flexible GMM whose parameters are
trained by PSO. The fitness function of PSO is designed to evaluate the inverse of sum of
densities of GMM. When centers of all Gaussian models is close to the directions of all
mixing vectors, the fitness value would approximate to the low bound. In order to make
PSO more efficient, the representation of mixtures are modified from 2-D to 1-D; meantime,
the boundary is normalized into the interval [0,1] . The search range of PSO therefore
becomes more compact. Further, the particle update function of PSO is improved by using a
cluster information to replace the global best (Gb). This improvement is according to the
property of the sparse signal so it is helpful to speed convergence and enhance accuracy.
The simulations involving well-conditioned mixing vectors, ill-conditioned mixing vectors
and unknown number of source are designed. In order to present advantages of proposed
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algorithm, some existing underdetermined BSS algorithms and GMM-based algorithms will
be performed in the simulation for performance comparison.
The remainder of this study is organized as follows: Section II presents the fundamental
of BSS consisting of mixing model and recovery methods. Section III introduces the
standard PSO and GMM. Section IV presents details of the proposed algorithm. Section V
presents several BSS simulations and displays the compared results. The validity of
appended parameters are analyzed and confirmed in Section VI. Section VII draws a brief
conclusion for this work.

2. Underdetermined Blind Source Separation
2.1 Mixtures in Sparse Representation
T
In a situation where the sparse source signals are unobservable, s(t ) = [s1 (t ), K , s n (t )]
which is zero-mean and is mutually (spatially) statistically independent (or as independent
T
as possible), where n denotes the number of sources, []
⋅ denotes the transpose operation
and t=1, …, N is the instant time of sampling. The term “Sparse” means that only a small
number of the si differs significantly from zero. The degree of sparsity is evaluated by the
probability density function (PDF) as follows:

Psaprsei (si ) = α iδ (si ) + (1 − α i ) f i (si ), i = 1,2,K, n

(1)

where α i is the probability that a source is inactive, δ (⋅) denotes Dirac’s delta and f i (si ) is

the PDF of the ith source when it is active (Luengo et al, 2005). The actual acoustics have a
higher degree of sparsity in the frequency domain than in the time domain. Consequently,
this study addresses the source signals that fulfill the requirements of sparse in the
frequency domain and not in the time domain.
T
The available sensor vector x(t ) = [x1 (t ), K , xm (t )] , where m is the number of sensors, is

given by

x (t ) = As (t )

(2)

where A ∈ R m×n is an unknown mixing matrix and is nonsingular. The definition of an
underdetermined case is one that satisfies n ≥ m . Because two is the most applicatory
number of sensors to such a BSS problem, m = 2 is considered in this study. Therefore, eq.
(2) could be rewritten as

⎡x (t)⎤ ⎡a a L a1n ⎤
T
x(t) = ⎢ 1 ⎥ = ⎢ 11 12
⎥[s1(t) s2(t) L sn(t)]
⎣x2(t)⎦ ⎣a21 a22 L a2n ⎦
where the components of mixing matrix could be presented as

(3)
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a12 K a1n ⎤
⎡a
A = ⎢ 11
⎥
a
a
K a2 n ⎦
22
⎣ 21

(4)

The feasibility of applying such an algorithm to identify sparse representation is affected by
the sparsity of source signals and the density of mixing vectors. Then, the assumption that
the distance between two arbitrary mixing vectors is less than the doubled sum of variances
of distribution for the corresponding mixtures is held in this study.
The process of BSS can be divided into two steps: the first is the unknown mixing matrix
identification which will be discussed in Section IV. The second is source signals recovery
by the estimation of mixing matrix, described in the next subsection.
2.2 Source Signal Recovery
According to the estimated mixing matrix, sparse source signals can be recovered by
maximizing the posterior distribution that is formed as (Shi et al, 2004)

(

)

N

(

P s x, A = ∏ P s(t ) x(t ), A

)

(5)

t =1

According to eq. (2) and Bayes’ rule, the log-likelihood can be obtained by taking the
logarithm of eq. (2):

=
L(s )

∑ {− 0.5(x(t ) − As(t )) Σ (x(t ) − As(t ))+ log{P(s(t ))}}+ β
N

T

−1

(6)

t =1

where Σ −1 indicates the noise covariance matrix and β is a constant irrelevant to s(t), and

(⋅)T

denotes the transpose operation. In order to maximize eq. (6), the gradient of eq. (6) is
derived with respect to s(t) as

∇ s (t ) L(s(t )) =
AT Σ −1 (x(t ) − As(t )) + ∇ s (t ) log{p(s(t ))}

(7)

Therefore, the original signals can be recovered gradually by the following iteration:

(

)

=
s j (t ) s j −1 (t ) + η∇ s (t ) L s j −1 (t )

(8)

where the superscript of S indicates the iteration index.

3. Introduced Techniques
3.1 Gaussian Mixture Model
A Gaussian mixture PDF for d-dimensional random vectors X is a weighted sum of
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densities

( )

M

( )

f X Θ X Θ = ∑ ρ i f X θi X θ i

(9)

i =1

where ρ i are the component weights, M is the number of class and the component
densities are Gaussian

(

)

(

)

f X θi X θ i = f X μi , Σi X μ i , Σ i =

1

(2π )d 2 Σ i 1 2

e

−

1
( X − μi )T Σi−1 ( X − μi )
2

(10)

with mean vectors μ i and covariance matrices Σ i . The weights are constrained by ρ i > 0
and

∑

M

i =1

ρ i = 1 . The parameters of the Gaussian mixture density is represented by the set
Θ = {ρ1 ,K, ρ M , μ1 ,K, μ M , Σ1 ,K, Σ M }

(11)

Generally, the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm is a widely used procedure for
maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation. It is an iterative algorithm where in each iteration
over the same database a monotonic increase in the log-likelihood, L(Θ ) , is guaranteed, i.e.,

(

) ( )

L Θ (k +1) ≥ L Θ (k ) , where Θ (k ) is the value of the parameter set Θ at iteration k (Hedelin &
Skoglund, 2000), (Nikseresht & Gelgon, 2008). A poor initialization of set Θ would have
great effect upon final performance; however, some elements are hard to give suitable initial
values by experience of user. Consequently, this paper replaces the iterative method by PSO
to obtain a more precise solution.

3.2 Heuristic Learning
The PSO is a population based optimization technique proposed by (Eberhart & Kennedy,
1995). The population is referred to as a swarm. The particles move and fast converge to local
and/or global optimal position(s) over a small number of generations.
A swarm in PSO consists of a number of particles. Each particle represents a potential
solution to the optimization task. All of the particles iteratively explore potential solutions
through evolution. Each particle moves to a new position according to the new velocity
which includes its previous velocity, and the directional vectors according to its own past
best solution and global best solution. The best solution is then kept; each particle
accelerates in the directions of not only the local best solution but also the global best
position. If a particle discovers a new solution better than the global best solution, other
particles will move closer to it in order to explore the region with more depth (Gudise &
Venayagamoorthy, 2003).
Let sz denotes the swarm size. In general, there are three attributes, the particles’ current
position pi, current velocity vi , and local best position Pbi, for particles in the search space to
present their features. Each particle in the swarm is iteratively updated according to the
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aforementioned attributes. Assuming that the fitness function f (⋅) is to be minimized, the
new velocity of every particle is updated as

[

]

[

]

vij (g + 1) = vij (g ) + α1 ⋅ r1 (g ) Pbij (g ) − pij (g ) + α 2 ⋅ r2 (g ) Gb j (g ) − pij (g )

(12)

where Pbij denotes the local best position of the ith particle and Gbj(g) denotes the global best
position at the gth generation. For all the index of dimension, j = 1,2, K , k , vij is the velocity
of the jth dimension of the ith particle, α1 and α 2 denote the acceleration coefficients, r1 and r2
are elements from two uniform random sequences in the range (0, 1), g is the number of
generations and has to be bounded in [Vmin,Vmax]. The new position of a particle is
calculated as follows:
pi (g +=
1) pi (g ) + vi (g + 1)

(13)

The local best position of each particle is updated by
⎧ Pb i ( g ),
Pb i ( g + 1 ) =
⎨
⎩ p i ( g + 1 ),

if f ( p i ( g + 1 )) > f (Pb i ( g ))
otherwise

(14)

And the global best position Gb found from all particles during the previous three steps is
defined as

Gb(g + 1) = arg min{ f (Pbi (g + 1)), 1 ≤ i ≤ sz}

(15)

Pb
i

Since Kennedy and Eberhart (Eberhart & Kennedy, 1995) introduced PSO in 1995, many
researchers have worked on improving its performance in various ways. One of the variants
called the standard PSO (Lin &. Feng, 2007), introduced by Shi and Eberhart (Shi & Eberhart,
1998), incorporates a parameter called inertia weight of velocity α 0 into the original PSO.
The new velocity update algorithm is shown as follows:

[

]

[

]

vij (g + 1) = α 0 ⋅ vij (g ) + α 1 ⋅ r1 Pbij (g ) − pij (g ) + α 2 ⋅ r2 Gb j (g ) − pij (g )

(16)

This plays the role of balancing the global search and local search. It can be a positive
constant or even a positive linear or nonlinear function of time. This value is typically setup
to vary linearly from 1 to near 0 during the course of a training run. Note that this is
reminiscent of the temperature adjustment schedule found in Simulated Annealing
algorithms. The inertia weight is also similar to the momentum term in a gradient descent
neural network training algorithm.
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Although there are numerous variants for PSO, these methods spend too much time
finishing fitness evaluations, and will present similar results in the early parts of
convergence. To reach requirements of on-line separation, only a limited amount of
computational time is available to produce a reasonable solution. These limitations will
require an efficient and simple method. Hence, the variant of PSO with inertia weight is
chosen (Shi & Eberhart, 1998).

4. Identify Mixing Vector by PSO-based GMM
4.1 PSO-based GMM
Suppose that only two sensors are available (i.e. m = 2 ) here, and then received mixtures
are represented as [x1 (t ), x 2 (t )]T , t = 1,2, K , N ,. Section II mentions that source signals are

sparse and the mixtures center around the mixing vectors on the x1 − x2 coordinate plane.
Thus, unobservable mixing vectors could emerge from these clusters of mixtures. Because n
source signals will form n clusters of mixtures (mixing vectors), GMM with n densities is
capable of expressing the distribution of mixtures. Further, the position of mixing vectors
can be obtained from the centers of Gaussian model.
In order to find out the optimal parameters of GMM, the particles of PSO are regarded as
a parameter set of GMM, p = [μ1 , μ 2 ,L, μ n ] . Because the estimate of each mixing vector
should have equal importance in BSS case, the complexity of PSO could be reduced by
omitting the estimate of weights, ρ i . And, since covariance can be evaluated from classed
mixtures, the estimate of covariance matrices C i also could be omitted.
About the search space of PSO, there are several disadvantages when each element of
particles is encoded into 2-D vector representation. First, there is no exact boundary for
searching. Second, different elements would be mapped to the same solution. For instance
=
μ 2× 10 5 , 10 5 is equivalent to μ = [1, 0.5] . It would cause that particles explore in an
infinite range; moreover, many equivalent solutions would pin down to each other. In order
to enhance efficiency of optimization, the 2-D vector representation is replaced by 1-D angle
n
representation; further, the angles are normalized in the interval from -1 to 1, i.e. p ∈ [− 1,1] .
The mixtures are therefore rewrote as

[

]

xˆ (t ) =

2 arctan ( x1 (t ) x 2 (t ))

π

, where ∀ xˆ ∈ [− 1, 1]

(17)

t=1,2,...,N; then, the search space of PSO become compact.
4.2 Improved PSO
Some potential improvements can be made to the exploration of PSO. In Fig. 1, which
presents the distribution of mixtures, it could be seen that the two directions formed by the
gathering mixtures imply two real mixing vectors. According to PSO’s evolution, Gb
would slowly approach these directions. In Fig. 1, the solid lines placed far from these
directions indicate the Gb in the initial generation. The mixtures are further divided into
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two clusters according to their distances to Gb ; and then, cluster centers denoted by the
dotted lines in Fig. 1 could be calculated. The result should reveal that the dotted lines are
closer to the real mixing vectors than the solid lines.
Since mixtures gather toward the mixing vectors, cluster centers are more likely to
produce a better solution than Gb . Moreover, it not only substantially improves Gb
during initial generations, but also fine tunes Gb during final generations. Consequently,
cluster information is the more preferable guide for particles compared to Gb . The factor
Gb is replaced with cluster centers C bv in eq.(12), which could be rewritten as:

[

]

vij (g=
+ 1) α 0 ⋅ vij (g ) + α1 ⋅ r1 Pbij (g ) − pij (g )

[

]

+ α 2 ⋅ r2 c j (g ) − pij (g )

{

(18)

}

where c j j = 1,2, K , k ∈ Cbv is a set of cluster centers according to Gb , and each component
is evaluated by:
cn j

cj =

∑ξ
i =1

2
i

cn j

∑ξ
i =1

where
=
ξt

× xˆ i

(19)

2
i

x12 (t ) + x22 (t ) , j denotes the index of the cluster, cn j denotes the number of

mixtures which belongs to the jth estimated vector, and i is the index of mixtures. Since the
involved signals are sparse, ξ i could be regarded as a weight to the angle of the ith mixture.
In other words, mixtures with a larger ξ have a greater effect upon the cluster center that it
belongs to, whereas others are noisy or even voiceless.
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Fig. 1. The cluster vectors (dotted line) are derived from vectors of current Gb (solid line).
The two directions constructed by gathered mixtures indicate the real mixing vectors.
4.3 Objective Function
As for the fitness function of the PSO, the property of sparse mixture distribution is
introduced into our design. Since mixtures respectively gather toward mixing vectors and
the vector length of mixtures is in respect to the energy of the signal, the fitness function is
defined as

( )

⎛M
ˆ μ ⎞⎟
fit = ⎜⎜ ∑ f Xˆ μ X
i ⎟
i
⎠
⎝ i =1

−1

(20)

where the differential angle between the ith mixture vector and the nearest estimated vector
is calculated by:

{

}

Δxˆ=
min xˆ i − μ j ,=
i 1,2,K, N and j = 1,2,K, n
i

(21)

Consequently, a small fitness value implies a more accurate estimate to mixing vectors.
4.4 Disturbance
Additionally, in order to prevent the search from falling into a local optimum, a
disturbance operation is added to PSO. Every current particle is allotted a random value
between 0 and 1. A particle will carry out the disturbance sequence if its random value is
less than a disturbance rate Pd . A disturbance particle is produced by:

pdis = [μ1 , μ 2 ,L, μ r + ε ,K, μ n ]

(22)

where μ r is a randomly selected dimension of the particle, and ε is a tiny disturbance
factor. PSO begins with more uniformly scattered particles during initial generations, but
incorporates more gathered particles during final generations, in the distribution of particles.
Therefore, the value of Pd should be dependent upon the current evolutionary state of PSO.
A floating Pd was decided to serve this purpose, its change is in respect to linear monotonic
increase:

Pd (g ) =

PD × g
G

(23)

where PD is the maximal Pd choosing from interval [0, 1] , g is the current generation of
PSO, and G is the maximal generation for evolution of PSO.
4.5 Algorithm Procedure
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The procedure which uses the proposed GMM-PSO to deal with the underdetermined
BSS problem is explained in Fig. 2, and the detail is described as following steps:
Step 1. Two mixtures mixed by eq. (3) is received.
Step 2. The both mixtures are transformed into frequency domain.
Step 3. (Start PSO) The initial particles are randomly produced from interval [0, 1] .
Step 4. Fitness values are calculated by eq. (20) for each particle.
Step 5. Pb and Gb are updated by eq. (14) and eq. (15) respectively.
Step 6. The cluster centers Cbv are calculated by eq. (19) according the Gb; and then,
replaces Gb.
Step 7. New particles are produced according to eq. (18).
Step 8. Disturbance is carried out according a rate referred from eq. (23).
Step 9. If terminational condition is reached, i.e. g = G , then procedure goes to next step
(End PSO); otherwise, it goes back to the Step 4.
Step 10. According to the final Gb to restructure mixing matrix; and then, recover signals
are evaluated by eq. (8).
Further, there are several sub-steps in the Step 4 explaining how to evaluate fitness values:
Sub-step 1. Particle are inputted one by one.
Sub-step 2. The mixtures are classified into n classes by eq. (21) according to a particle.
Sub-step 3. The fitness value is calculated by eq. (20).
Sub-step 4. The fitness values of all particles are outputted.

Fig. 2. The flowchart of the proposed algorithm

5. Simulations and Results
5.1 Description and Parameters Setting
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Three other underdetermined algorithms with state of the art are tested in the following
simulations to compare with the proposed algorithm. Here, the first one is named PF
proposed in (Bofill & Zibulevsky, 2001), the second one is named GE proposed in (Shi et al,
2004), and the last one is our previous work which named FC proposed in (Liu et al, 2006).
In order to confirm validation and robustness of these algorithms, four sparse signals
recorded from real sounds are taken for the source signals whose waveforms are shown in
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. In the first BSS case, the first three source signals are mixed by a wellconditioned mixing matrix as

⎛ 0.3714 0.4472 0.7071⎞
⎟⎟
A well = ⎜⎜
⎝ 0.9285 - 0.8944 0.7071⎠
It
μ~

involves

well

distinguishable

mixing

vectors

whose

(24)

normal

angles

are

[0.2422, − 0.2952, 0.5000] respectively. The distribution of mixtures is plotted in Fig. 5. In

the second BSS case, the four source signals are mixed by an ill-conditioned mixing matrix
as

⎛ 0.7071 0.7071 0.6097 0.3714 ⎞
⎟⎟
A ill = ⎜⎜
⎝ 0.7071 − 0.7071 0.7926 0.9285 ⎠

(25)

It involves undistinguishable mixing vectors whose normal angles are
μ~ill = [0.5000, - 0.5000, 0.4175, 0.2422] respectively since the first vector and the third vector
are quite close. The distribution of mixtures is plotted in Fig. 6.
The parameters of compared algorithms are referenced from the original setting of their
articles. For example, the grid scale is given 720 and λ is entered as 55 in PF. The improved
PSO, through the experience of numerous previous experiments, are given the suitable
parameters, sz = 20 , PD = 0.5 , α 0 = 0.12 , α 1 = 0.3 and α 2 = 0.4 . For generation number,

G = 100 is given in first case and G = 200 is given in second case. For all algorithms, the
every simulation will be tested by 30 independent runs. And, the performance is evaluated
by mean square error (MSE) as
MSE
=

1 n ~
(μi − μ i )2
∑
n i =1

(26)

where μ~i denotes the ith real mixing vector, and μ i denotes the ith estimation. In final, the
average of MSE by 30 independent runs will be presented. An estimated set of mixing vector
having a small MSE implies a excellent source separation.
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Fig. 3. The waveforms of source signals represented in time domain.

Fig. 4. The waveforms of source signals represented in frequency domain.
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Fig. 5. The distribution of mixtures produced by well-conditioned mixing matrix.

Fig. 6. The distribution of mixtures produced by ill-conditioned mixing matrix.
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5.2 Results
After two simulations are implemented by the involved algorithms, the compared data
about estimating accuracy are presented in Table 1 and Table 2. The both tables describe the
real mixing vectors, the average of estimated mixing vectors and the MSE of the four
algorithms for well-conditioned case and ill-conditioned case. From these tables, it could be
observed that GE algorithm’s performance is always unacceptable in all cases. PF algorithm
just work acceptably in well-conditioned case, but it fail in ill-conditioned case. FC
algorithm is valid in all cases, but its MSE is not better than that of proposed PSO-GMM
algorithm.
In order to compare the improved PSO and standard PSO, their average fitness curves are
shown in Fig. 7 (well-conditioned case) and Fig. 8 (ill-conditioned case). Form both figures,
it could be observed that improved version has better convergent ability on speed and depth;
particularly, that in Fig. 8.
Compared algorithms

PF

GE

FC

PSO-GMM

μ~1 = 0.2422

μ1

0.2497

0.2292

0.2498

0.2421

μ~=
−0.2952
2

μ2

-0.2190

-0.1958

-0.2903

-0.2896

μ~3 = 0.5000

μ3

0.1627

0.1402

0.5134

0.4995

0.0399

0.0465

8.7110e-05

1.0540e-05

MSE

Table 1. Comparison of results between the four algorithms in well-conditioned BSS case.
Compared
algorithms

PF

GE

FC

PSO-GMM

μ~1 = 0.5000

μ1

0.5520

0.6856

0.5000

0.4998

μ~=
−0.5000
2

μ2

-0.4895

-0.6469

-0.4982

-0.4929

μ~3 = 0.4175

μ3

0.5639

0.5687

0.3996

0.4176

μ~4 = 0.2422

μ4

0.7494

-0.0817

0.2426

0.2426

0.0704

0.0460

8.0060e-05

1.2662e-05

MSE

Table 2. Comparison of results between the four algorithms in ill-conditioned BSS case.
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6. Discussion
In comparing the proposed PSO-GMM with related BSS algorithms, the performance of
GE algorithm is sensitive to predefined parameters. Tt exhibited a large value in MSE
because of the lack of perfect initiations. Unfortunately, there is no rule or criterion that can
be referred to for choosing suitable initiations. The PF algorithm is available in wellconditional case, and it does not involves any random initiation. However, the PF algorithm
is not robust enough to deal with a complex problem because its settings of parameters is
not for general-purpose; moreover, there are no instructions to guide a user on how to
adjust them to suit other specific cases. The FC algorithm and PSO-GMM algorithm are
efficient and robust enough to handle whether a general toy BSS case or an advanced BSS
case. For further comparison between the both algorithms, it can be discovered that PSO
method explores variant potential solutions; therefore, its accuracy is more excellent than FC
algorithm. For the different PSO versions, the improved PSO exhibits a better convergent
curve because it have the additional mechanism which enhances and replaces the globel
best solution to rapidly drag particles toward a solution with an exact direction and distance
during whole generations.

Fig. 7. Fitness convergence comparison between improved PSO and standard PSO for wellconditioned BSS case.
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Fig. 8. Fitness convergence comparison between improved PSO and standard PSO for illconditioned BSS case.,

7. Conclusion
This study addresses on the BSS problem which involves sparse source signals,
underdetermined linear mixing model. Some related algorithms have been proposed, but
are only tested on toy cases. For robustness, GMM is introduced to learn the distribution of
mixtures and find out the unknown mixing vectors; meantime, PSO is used to tune the
parameters of GMM for expanding search range and avoiding local solutions as much as
possible. Besides, a mechanism is proposed to enhance the evolution of PSO. For
simulations, a simple toy case which includes distinguishable mixing matrix and a difficult
case which includes close mixing vectors are designed and tested on several state of the art
algorithms. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed PSO-GMM algorithm has the
best accuracy and robustness than others. Additionally, the comparison between standard
PSO and improved PSO shows that improved PSO is more efficient than standard PSO.
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1. Introduction
Methods and approaches in systems engineering are often based on the results of empirical
observations or on individual success stories. Every real-world embedded system design
stems from decisions based on an application domain knowledge that includes facts about
some previous design practice. Evidently, such decisions relate to system architecture
components, called in this paper as application patterns, which determine not only a
required system behavior but also some presupposed implementation principles.
Application patterns should respect those particular solutions that were successful in
previous relevant design cases. While focused on the system architecture range that covers
more than software components, the application patterns look in many features like wellknown software object-oriented design concepts such as reusable patterns (Coad and
Yourdon, 1990), design patterns (Gamma et al., 1995), and frameworks (Johnson, 1997). By
the way, there are also other related concepts such as use cases (Jacobson, 1992),
architectural styles (Shaw and Garlan, 1996), or templates (Turner, 1997), which could be
utilized for the purpose of this paper instead of introducing a novel notion. Nevertheless,
application patterns can structure behavioral specifications and, concurrently, they can
support architectural components specification reuse.
Nowadays, industrial scale reusability frequently requires a knowledge-based support.
Case-based reasoning (see e.g. Kolodner, 1993) can provide such a support. The method
differs from other rather traditional procedures of Artificial Intelligence relying on case
history: for a new problem, it strives for a similar old solution saved in a case library. Any
case library serves as a knowledge base of a case-based reasoning system. The system
acquires knowledge from old cases while learning can be achieved accumulating new cases.
Solving a new case, the most similar old case is retrieved from the case library. The
suggested solution of a new case is generated in conformity with the retrieved old case. This
book chapter proposes not only how to represent a system’s formal specification as an
application pattern structure of specification fragments, but also how to measure similarity
of formal specifications for retrieval. In this chapter, case-based reasoning support to reuse
is focused on specifications by finite-state and timed automata, or by state and timed-state
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sequences. The same principles can be applied for specifications by temporal and real-time
logics.
The following sections of this chapter introduce the principles of design reuse applied by the
way of application patterns. Then, employing application patterns fitting a class of real-time
embedded systems, the kernel of this contribution presents two design projects: petrol
pumping station dispenser controller and multiple lift control system. Via identification of
the identical or similar application patterns in both design cases, this contribution proves the
possibility to reuse substantial parts of formal specifications in a relevant sub-domain of
embedded systems. The last part of the paper deals with knowledge-based support for this
reuse process applying case-based reasoning paradigm.
The contribution provides principles of case-based reasoning support to reuse in frame of
formal specification-based system design aiming at industrial applications domain. This
book chapter stems from the paper (Sveda, Vrba and Rysavy, 2007) modified and extended
by deploying temporal logic formulas for specifications.

2. State of the Art
To reuse an application pattern, whose implementation usually consists both of software
and hardware components, it means to reuse its formal specification, development of which
is very expensive and, consequently, worthwhile for reuse. This paper is aimed at
behavioral specifications employing state or timed-state sequences, which correspond to
Kripke style semantics of linear, discrete time temporal or real-time logics, and at their
closed-form descriptions by finite-state or timed automata (Alur and Henzinger, 1992).
Geppert and Roessler (2001) present a reuse-driven SDL design methodology that appears
closely related approach to the problem discussed in this contribution.
Software design reuse belongs to highly published topics for almost 20 years, see namely
Frakes and Kang (2005), but also Arora and Kulkarni (1998), Sutcliffe and Maiden (1998),
Mili et al. (1997), Holzblatt et al. (1997), and Henninger (1997). Namely the state-dependent
specification-based approach discussed by Zaremski et. al. (1997) and by van Lamsweerde
and Wilmet (1998) inspired the application patterns handling presented in the current
paper. To relate application patterns to the previously mentioned software oriented
concepts more definitely, the inherited characteristics of the archetypal terminology,
omitting namely their exclusive software orientation, can be restated as follows. A pattern
describes a problem to be solved, a solution, and the context in which that solution works.
Patterns are supposed to describe recurring solutions that have stood the test of time.
Design patterns are the micro-architectural elements of frameworks. A framework -- which
represents a generic application that allows creating different applications from an
application sub-domain -- is an integrated set of patterns that can be reused. While each
pattern describes a decision point in the development of an application, a pattern language
is the organized collection of patterns for a particular application domain, and becomes an
auxiliary method that guides the development process, see the pioneer work by Alexander
(1977).
Application patterns correspond not only to design patterns but also to frameworks while
respecting multi-layer hierarchical structures. Embodying domain knowledge, application
patterns deal both with requirement and implementation specifications (Shaw and Garlan,
1996). In fact, a precise characterization of the way, in which implementation specifications
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and requirements differ, depends on the precise location of the interface between an
embedded system, which is to be implemented, and its environment, which generates
requirements on system’s services. However, there are no strict boundaries in between: both
implementation specifications and requirements rely on designer’s view, i.e. also on
application patterns employed.
A design reuse process involves several necessary reuse tasks that can be grouped into two
categories: supply-side and demand-side reuse (Sen, 1997). Supply-side reuse tasks include
identification, creation, and classification of reusable artefacts. Demand-side reuse tasks
include namely retrieval, adaptation, and storage of reusable artefacts. For the purpose of
this paper, the reusable artefacts are represented by application patterns.
After introducing principles of the temporal logic deployed in the following specifications,
next sections provide two case studies, based on implemented design projects, using
application patterns that enable to discuss concrete examples of application patterns
reusability.

3. Temporal Logic of Actions
Temporal Logic of Actions (TLA) is a variant of linear-time temporal logic. It was developed
by Lamport (1994) primarily for specifying distributed algorithms, but several works shown
that the area of application is much broader. The system of TLA+ extends TLA with data
structures allowing for easier description of complex specification patterns.
TLA+ specifications are organized into modules. Modules can contain declarations,
definitions, and assertions by means of logical formulas. The declarations consist of
constants and variables. Constants can be uninterpreted until an automated verification
procedure is used to verify the properties of the specification. Variables keep the state of the
system, they can change in the system and the specification is expressed in terms of
transition formulas that assert the values of the variables as observed in different states of
the system that are related by the system transitions.
The overall specification is given by the temporal formula defined as a conjunction of the
form
I ∧ �[N]v ∧ L,
where I is the initial condition, N is the next-state relation (composed from transition
formulas), and L is a conjunction of fairness properties, each concerning a disjunct of the
next-state relation. Transition formulas, also called actions, are ordinary formulas of
untyped first-order logic defined on a denumerable set of variables, partitioned into sets of
flexible and rigid variables. Moreover, a set of primed flexible variables, in the form of v’, is
defined. Transition formulas then can contain all these kinds of variables to express a
relation between two consecutive states. The generation of a transition system for the
purpose of model checking verification or for the simulation is governed by the enabled
transition formulas. The formula �[N]v admits system transitions that leave a set of variables
v unchanged. This is known as stuttering, which is a key concept of TLA that enables the
refinement and compositional specifications. The initial condition and next-state relation
specify the possible behaviour of the system. Fairness conditions strengthen the
specification by asserting that given actions must occur.
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The TLA+ does not formally distinguish between a system specification and a property.
Both are expressed as formulas of temporal logic and connected by implication S ⇒ F,
where S is a specification and F is a property. Confirming the validity of this implication
stands for showing that the specification S has the property F.
The TLA+ is accompanied with a set of tools. One of such tool, the TLA+ model checker,
TLC, is state-of-the-art model analyzer that can compute and explore the state space of finite
instances of TLA+ models. The input to TLC consists of specification file describing the
model and configuration file, which defines the finite-state instance of the model to be
analysed. An execution of TLC produces a result that gives answer to the model correctness.
In case of finding a problem, this is reported with a state-sequence demonstrating the trace
in the model that leads to the problematic state. Inevitably, the TLC suffers the problem of
state space explosion that is, nevertheless, partially addressed by a technique known as
symmetry reduction allowing for verification of moderate size system specifications.

4. Petrol Dispenser Control System
The first case study pertains to a petrol pumping station dispenser with a distributed,
multiple microcomputer counter/controller (for more details see Sveda, 1996). A dispenser
controller is interconnected with its environment through an interface with volume meter
(input), pump motor (output), main and by-pass valves (outputs) that enable full or
throttled flow, release signal (input) generated by cashier, unhooked nozzle detection
(input), product's unit price (input), and volume and price displays (outputs).
4.1 Two-level structure for dispenser control
The first employed application pattern stems from the two-level structure proposed by
Xinyao et al. (1994): the higher level behaves as an event-driven component, and the lower
level behaves as a set of real-time interconnected components. The behavior of the higher
level component can be described by the following state sequences of a finite-state
automaton with states "blocked-idle," "ready," "full fuel," "throttled" and "closed," and with
inputs "release," (nozzle) "hung on/off," "close" (the preset or maximal displayable volume
achieved), "throttle" (to slow down the flow to enable exact dosage) and "error":
blocked-idle
blocked-idle
blocked-idle
blocked-idle
blocked-idle
blocked-idle
blocked-idle

release

hung off

hung on

→ ready → full_fuel → blocked-idle
hung off
throttle
hung on
→ ready → full_fuel → throttled → blocked-idle
release
hung off
throttle
close
hung on
→ ready → full_fuel → throttled → closed → blocked-idle
error
→ blocked-error
release
error
→ ready → blocked-error
release
hung off
error
→ ready → full_fuel → blocked-error
release
hung off
throttle
error
→ ready → full_fuel → throttled → blocked-error
release

The states "full_fuel" and "throttled" appear to be hazardous from the viewpoint of
unchecked flow because the motor is on and the liquid is under pressure -- the only nozzle
valve controls an issue in this case. Also, the state "ready" tends to be hazardous: when the
nozzle is unhooked, the system transfers to the state "full_fuel" with flow enabled. Hence,
the accepted fail-stop conception necessitates the detected error management in the form of
transition to the state "blocked-error." To initiate such a transition for flow blocking, the
error detection in the hazardous states is necessary. On the other hand, the state "blocked-
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idle" is safe because the input signal "release" can be masked out by the system that, when
some failure is detected, performs the internal transition from "blocked-idle" to "blockederror."

Fig. 1. Noise-tolerant impulse recognition automaton of length 8
4.2 Incremental measurement for flow control
The volume measurement and flow control represent the main functions of the hazardous
states. The next applied application pattern, incremental measurement, means the
recognition and counting of elementary volumes represented by rectangular impulses,
which are generated by a photoelectric pulse generator. The maximal frequency of impulses
and a pattern for their recognition depend on electro-magnetic interference characteristics.
The lower-level application patterns are in this case a noise-tolerant impulse detector and a
checking reversible counter. The first one represents a clock-timed impulse-recognition
automaton that implements the periodic sampling of its input with values 0 and 1. This
automaton with b states recognizes an impulse after b/2 (b>=4) samples with the value 1
followed by b/2 samples with the value 0, possibly interleaved by induced error values, see
an example timed-state sequence:
inp=0

inp=0

inp=1

inp=0

inp=0

(0, q1) → ... → (i, q1) → (i+1, q2) → ... → (j, q2) ...
... inp=1
→ (k, qb/2+1) inp=1
→ ...
inp=0
inp=1
inp=1
... inp=1
→ (m, qb-1) → (m+1, qb) → ... → (n, qb)

inp=0/IMP

→

(n+1, q1)

i, j, k, m, n are integers representing discrete time instances in increasing order.

For the sake of fault-detection requirements, the incremental detector and transfer path are
doubled. Consequently, the second, identical noise-tolerant impulse detector appears
necessary.
The subsequent lower-level application pattern used provides a checking reversible counter,
which starts with the value (h + l)/2 and increments or decrements that value according to
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the "impulse detected" outputs from the first or the second recognition automaton. Overflow
or underflow of the pre-set values of h or l indicates an error. Another counter that counts
the recognized impulses from one of the recognition automata maintains the whole
measured volume. The output of the letter automaton refines to two displays with local
memories not only for the reason of robustness (they can be compared) but also for
functional requirements (double-face stand). To guarantee the overall fault detection
capability of the device, it is necessary also to consider checking the counter. This task can be
maintained by an I/O watchdog application pattern that can compare input impulses from
the photoelectric pulse generator and the changes of the total value; evidently, the
appropriate automaton provides again reversible counting.
The noise-tolerant impulse detector was identified as a reusable design-pattern and its
abstract specification written using TLA+ can be stored in a case library. This specification is
shown in Fig. 2. The actions Count1 and Count0 capture the behaviour of the automaton at
sampling times. Action Restart defines an output of the automaton, which is to pose the
signal on impuls output as the signalization of successful impulse detection.

Fig. 2.Abstract TLA specification of noise-tolerant impulse recognition automaton

4.3 Fault Maintenance Concepts

The methods used a ccomplish the fault management in the form of (a) hazardous state
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reachability control and (b) hazardous state maintenance. In safe states, the lift cabins are
fixed at any floors. The system is allowed to reach any hazardous state when all relevant
processors successfully passed the start-up checks of inputs and monitored outputs and of
appropriate communication status. The hazardous state maintenance includes operational
checks and, for shaft controller, the fail-stop support by two watchdog processors
performing consistency checking for both execution processors. To comply with safetycritical conception, all critical inputs and monitored outputs are doubled and compared;
when the relevant signals differ, the respective lift is either forced (in case of need with the
help of an substitute drive if the shaft controller is disconnected) to reach the nearest floor
and to stay blocked, or (in the case of maintenance or fire brigade support) its services are
partially restricted. The basic safety hard core includes mechanical, emergency brakes.
Because permanent blocking or too frequently repeated blocking is inappropriate, the final
implementation must employ also fault avoidance techniques. The other reason for the fault
avoidance application stems from the fact that only approximated fail-stop implementation
is possible. Moreover, the above described configurations create only skeleton carrying
common fault-tolerant techniques see e.g. (Maxion et al., 1987). In short, while auxiliary
hardware components maintain supply-voltage levels, input signals filtering, and timing,
the software techniques, namely time redundancy or skip-frame strategy, deal with noncritical inputs and outputs.

5. Multiple Lift Control System
The second case study deals with the multiple lift control system based on a dedicated
multiprocessor architecture (for more details see Sveda, 1997). An incremental measurement
device for position evaluation, and position and speed control of a lift cabin in a lift shaft can
demonstrate reusability. The applied application pattern, incremental measurement, means
in this case the recognition and counting of rectangular impulses that are generated by an
electromagnetic or photoelectric sensor/impulse generator, which is fixed on the bottom of
the lift cabin and which passes equidistant position marks while moving along the shaft.
That device communicates with its environment through interfaces with impulse generator
and drive controller. So, the first input, I, provides the values 0 or 1 that are altered with
frequency equivalent to the cabin speed. The second input, D, provides the values "up,"
"down," or "idle." The output, P, provides the actual absolute position of the cabin in the
shaft.

5.1 Two-level structure for lift control

The next employed application pattern is the two-level structure: the higher level behaves as
an event-driven component, which behavior is roughly described by the state sequence
initialization → position_indication → fault_indication
and the lower level, which behaves as a set of real-time interconnected components. The
specification of the lower level can be developed by refining the higher level state
"position_indication" into three communicating lower level automata: two noise-tolerant
impulse detectors and one checking reversible counter.
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5.2 Incremental measurement for position and speed control

Intuitively, the first automaton models the noise-tolerant impulse detector in the same
manner as in previous case, see the following timed-state sequence:
inp=0

inp=0

inp=1

inp=0

inp=0

(0, q1) → ... → (i, q1) → (i+1, q2) → ... → (j, q2) ...
inp=1
... inp=1
→ (k, qb/2+1) → ...

→ (m, qb-1) inp=0
→ (m+1, qb) inp=1
→ ... inp=1
→ (n, qb)
... inp=1

inp=0/IMP

→

(n+1, q1)

i, j, k, m, n are integers representing discrete time instances in increasing order.

The information about a detected impulse is sent to the counting automaton that can also
access the indication of the cabin movement direction through the input D. For the sake of
fault-detection requirements, the impulse generator and the impulse transfer path are
doubled. Consequently, a second, identical noise-tolerant impulse detector appears
necessary. The subsequent application pattern is the checking reversible counter, which
starts with the value (h + l)/2 and increments or decrements the value according to the
“impulse detected” outputs from the first or second recognition automaton. Overflow or
underflow of the preset values of h or l indicates an error. This detection process sends a
message about a detected impulse and the current direction to the counting automaton,
which maintains the actual position in the shaft. To check the counter, an I/O watchdog
application pattern employs again a reversible counter that can compare the impulses from
the sensor/impulse generator and the changes of the total value.
The reuse of the noise-tolerant impulse detector is desirable. To do this, suitable patterns
stored in a case library need to be identified. The method for identification of candidate
patterns is based on the behavioural similarity by means of inclusion of a state sequence in
models of stored specifications. The TLA tools can be used for formal checking whether a
design pattern stored in a case library contains a state sequence that describes the new
design. The new TLA module Query (see Fig. 3) is generated for the purpose of checking
whether the design pattern from the previous case study can be reused in the multiple lift
control system. Note that the formula is negated in order to get an example of concrete statesequence in a model of matched specification. The state-sequence is shown in Fig. 4. It has
25 unique states and describes the behaviour that conforms to the required state-sequence
defining the intended behaviour of noise-tolerant impulse detector for lift control system. In
the reuse scenario, the required size of the new automaton is 4. The stored design pattern in
a case library can be parameterized; hence the model-checking procedure instantiates the
constant B = 4, which is defined in the accompanying configuration file.

Fig. 3. TLA Module Query containing sought-after timed-state sequence
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Fig. 4. A trace found by the TLC for state-sequence specified in Query module

5.3 Lift fault management

The approach used accomplishes a consequent application pattern, fault management based
on fail-stop behavior approximations, both in the form of (a) hazardous state reachability
control and (b) hazardous state maintenance. In safe states, the lift cabins are fixed at any
floors. The system is allowed to reach any hazardous state when all relevant processors have
successfully passed the start-up checks of inputs and monitored outputs and of appropriate
communication status. The hazardous state maintenance includes operational checks and
consistency checking for execution processors. To comply with safety-critical conception, all
critical inputs and monitored outputs are doubled and compared. When the relevant signals
differ, the respective lift is either forced (with the help of a substitute drive if the shaft
controller is disconnected) to reach the nearest floor and to stay blocked.
The basic safety hard core includes mechanical, emergency brakes. Again, more detailed
specification should reflect not only safety but also functionality with fault-tolerance
support: also blocked lift is safe but useless. Hence, the above described configurations
create only skeleton carrying common fault-tolerant techniques.
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6. Application Patterns Reuse
The two case studies presented above demonstrate the possibility to reuse effectively
substantial parts of the design dealing with petrol pumping station technology for a lift
control technology project. While both cases belong to embedded control systems, their
application domains and their technology principles differ: volume measurement and
dosage control seems not too close to position measurement and control. Evidently, the
similarity is observable by employment of application patterns hierarchy, see Table 1.
fault management based on fail-stop behavior approximations
two-level (event-driven/real-time) structure
incremental measurement
noise-tolerant impulse detector checking reversible counter /O watchdog
Table 1. Application patterns hierarchy.
The reused upper-layer application patterns presented include the automata-based
descriptions of incremental measurement, two-level (event-driven/real-time) structure, and
fault management stemming from fail-stop behavior approximations. The reused lowerlayer application patterns are exemplified by the automata-based descriptions of noisetolerant impulse detector, checking reversible counter, and I/O watchdog.
Clearly, while all introduced application patterns correspond to design patterns in the
above-explained interpretation, the upper-layer application patterns can be related also to
frameworks. Moreover, the presented collection of application patterns creates a base for a
pattern language supporting reuse-oriented design process for real-time embedded systems.

7. Knowledge-Based Support
Industrial scale reusability requires a knowledge-based support, e.g. by case-based
reasoning (see Kolodner, 1993), which differs from other rather traditional methods of
Artificial Intelligence relying on case history. For a new problem, the case-based reasoning
strives for a similar old solution. This old solution is chosen according to the correspondence
of a new problem to some old problem that was successfully solved by this approach.
Hence, previous significant cases are gathered and saved in a case library. Case-based
reasoning stems from remembering a similar situation that worked in past. For software
reuse, case-based reasoning utilization has been studied from several viewpoints as
discussed e.g. by Henninger (1998), and by Soundarajan and Fridella (1998).

7.1 Case-Based Reasoning

The case-based reasoning method contains (1) elicitation, which means collecting those
cases, and (2) implementation, which represents identification of important features for the
case description consisting of values of those features. A case-based reasoning system can
only be as good as its case library: only successful and sensibly selected old cases should be
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stored in the case library. The description of a case should comprise the corresponding
problem, solution of the problem, and any other information describing the context for
which the solution can be reused. A feature-oriented approach is usually used for the case
description.
Case library serves as the knowledge base of a case-based reasoning system. The system
acquires knowledge from old cases while learning can be achieved accumulating new cases.
While solving a new case, the most similar old case is retrieved from the case library. The
suggested solution of the new case is generated in conformity with this retrieved old case.
Search for the similar old case from the case library represents important operation of casebased reasoning paradigm.

7.2 Backing Techniques

Case-based reasoning relies on the idea that situations are mostly repeating during the life
cycle of an applied system. Further, after some period, the most frequent situations can be
identified and documented in the case library. So, the case library can usually cover
common situations. However, it is impossible to start with case-based reasoning from the
very beginning with an empty case library.
When relying on the case-based reasoning exclusively, also the opposite problem can be
encountered: after some period the case library can become huge and very semi-redundant.
Majority of registered cases represents clusters of very similar situations. Despite careful
evaluation of cases before saving them in the case library, it is difficult to avoid this
problem.
In an effort to solve these two problems, the case-base reasoning can be combined with some
other paradigm to compensate these insufficiencies. Some level of rule-based support can
partially cover these gaps with the help of rule-oriented knowledge; see (Sveda, Babka and
Freeburn 1997). Rule-based reasoning should augment the case-based reasoning in the
following situations:
•

•

No suitable old solution can be found for a current situation in the case library and
engineer hesitates about his own solution. So, rule-based module is activated. For a
very restricted class of tasks, the rule-based module is capable to suggest its own
solution. Once generated by this part of the framework, such a solution is then
evaluated and tested more carefully. However, if the evaluation is positive, this
case is later saved in the case library covering one of the gaps of the case-based
module.
Situations are similar but rarely identical. To fit closer the real situation, adaptation
of the retrieved case is needed. The process of adaptation can be controlled by the
rule-based paradigm, using adaptation procedures and heuristics in the form of
implication. Sensibly chosen meta-rules can substantially improve the effectiveness
of the system.

The problem of adaptation is quite serious when a cluster of similar cases is replaced by one
representative only - to avoid a high level of redundancy of the case library. The level of
similarity can be low for marginal cases of the cluster. So, adaptation is more important
here.
Three main categories of rules can be found in the rule-based module:
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•
•
•

Several general heuristics can contribute to the optimal solution search of a very
wide class of tasks.
However, the dominant part of the knowledge support is based on a domainspecific rule.
For a higher efficiency, metarules are also attached to the module. This “knowledge
about knowledge” can considerably contribute to a smooth reasoning process.

While involvement of an expert is relatively low for case-based reasoning module, the rules
are mainly based on expert’s knowledge. However, some pieces of knowledge can also be
obtained by data mining.

7.3 Similarity measurement of state-based specifications

Retrieval schemes proposed in the literature can be classed based upon the technique used
to index cases during the search process (Atkinson, 1998): (a) classification-based schemes,
which include keyword or feature-based controlled vocabularies; (b) structural schemes,
which include signature or structural characteristics matching; and (c) behavioral schemes;
which seek relevant cases by comparing input and output spaces of components.
The problem to be solved arises how to measure the similarity of state-based specifications
for retrieval. Incidentally, similarity measurements for relational specifications have been
resolved by Jilani, et al. (2001). The primary approach to the current application includes
some equivalents of abstract data type signatures, belonging to structural schemes, and
keywords, belonging to classification schemes. While the first alternative means for this
purpose to quantify the similarity by the topological characteristics of associated finite
automata state-transition graphs, such as number and placement of loops, the second one is
based on a properly selected set of keywords with subsets identifying individual patterns.
The current research task of our group focuses on experiments enabling to compare those
alternatives.

8. Conclusions
The book chapter stems from the paper (Sveda, Vrba and Rysavy, 2007) and complements it
by TLA specifications. The original contribution consists in proposal how to represent a
system’s formal specification as an application pattern structure of specification fragments.
Next contribution deals with the approach how to measure similarity of formal
specifications for retrieval in frame of case-based reasoning support. The above-presented
case studies, which demonstrate the possibility to effectively reuse concrete application
pattern structures, have been excerpted from two realized design cases.
The application patterns, originally introduced as “configurations” in the design project of
petrol pumping station control technology based on multiple microcontrollers (Sveda, 1996),
were effectively -- but without any dedicated development support -- reused for the project
of lift control technology (Sveda, 1997). The notion of application pattern appeared for the
first time in (Sveda, 2000) and was developed in (Sveda, 2006). By the way, the first
experience of the authors with case-based reasoning support to knowledge preserving
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development of an industrial application was published in (Sveda, Babka and Freeburn,
1997).
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1. Introduction
Mobile robot navigation is a well researched discipline, looking back to a relatively long
history however it is still a rich, active area for research and development. The ultimate goal
for robots and intelligent vehicles seems to be autonomous navigation in complex real life
scenarios. In order to achieve higher levels of autonomy sophisticated sensors and a sound
understanding of the robot and its interaction with the environment is needed. The tasks
involved can be divided to two basic categories; internal tasks involve keeping track of
internal dynamic parameters, like speed accelerations, internal states etc. On the other hand
the vehicle needs to be aware of external factors like obstacles, points of interest, possible
routes from a to b and the respective costs. This is generally called robotic mapping.
Intelligent Vehicle stands for a vehicle that senses the environment and provides
information or control to assist the driver in optimal vehicle operation. Intelligent Vehicle
systems operate at the tactical level of driving (throttle, brakes, steering) as contrasted with
strategic decisions such as route choice, which might be supported by an on-board
navigation system. (Bishop, 2005)
Optical sensors supply by far the most information and as greater and greater processing
capabilities become readily available their use becomes more widespread. Many researchers
and companies have made more or less successful attempts at creating optical sensors for
speed measurement, however to the knowledge of the authors no accurate high speed
solution exist at the low price range. The aim of this article is to introduce a novel method
for optical speed measurement and put it into perspective by summarizing other navigation
methods and reviewing recent related work and possible applications. Also an introduction
to optical flow calculation is given and practical considerations on texture analysis and
sensor parameters are discussed backed up with simulation results.

2. Motion measurement techniques
The development of navigation and dynamic sensors has always had a prominent place in
mobile robotics research, as the key to accurate trajectory tracking and precise movements is
the exact knowledge of the dynamic parameters of the mobile platform.
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2.1 Incremental techniques
The first class of movement measurement methods - called incremental techniques - uses
only sensors located on the mobile platform. In this case the actual position is calculated
from the previous pose-information and the relative displacement measured by the motionsensors. This navigation mode is often called “dead reckoning navigation”.
On wheeled vehicles the most straightforward method is to measure wheel movements and
calculate displacement accordingly. Rotations can be measured with optical encoders,
proximity sensors and cog wheels or magnetic stripes with Hall sensors etc. Heading
information can be derived from differential odometry, which means calculating the
direction based on the distance difference travelled by the left side and right side wheels of
the vehicle. In addition to optical encoders, potentiometers, synchros, resolvers and other
sensors capable of measuring rotation can be used as odometry sensors. In the last few years
in the wake of the invention of the optical mouse optical navigation found its way to mobile
robotics, and other similar methods emerged in the transportation industry.
(Borenstein et al. 1996) describes thoroughly the various aspects related to odometry
including typical error sources. Many of the systematic errors come from the errors of the
kinematical model (wheelbase, wheel radius, misalignment etc.), some depend on the
electronics (finite sampling rate, resolution). Non systematic errors occur when the wheel
slips due to uneven surface or overacceleration etc. Some of these problems can be
eliminated by the use of inertial methods, when accelerations and rotations are measured in
three dimensions and integrated over time to derive position, speed and heading
information. These methods are very sensitive to sensor quality since the double integration
in position determination is prone to drift. (Mäkelä 2001) Due to accumulated errors
measurements loose accuracy over time therefore position and speed information is usually
periodically updated from an absolute source.

2.2 Absolute methods
In this case the actual position can be calculated without any previous information about the
motion of the agent. The global pose is estimated directly (with one measurement) by means
of external – artificial or natural – beacons which are totally independent from the platform.
Artificial beacons are objects which are placed at known positions with the main purpose of
being used for pose determination. According to this definition, setting up the working
environment for a robot using artificial beacons almost always requires a considerable
amount of building and maintenance work. In addition, using active beacons requires a
power source to be available for each beacon. GPS positioning is one of the major exceptions
since the system is almost constantly available for outdoor navigation. Although the
ultimate goal of research is to develop navigation systems which do not require beacons to
be installed in the working environment, artificial beacons are still preferred in many cases.
The reason is that artificial beacons can be designed to be detected very reliably which is not
always the case when using natural beacons. For pose estimation in two dimensions, one
can either measure the distances or bearings to at least three beacons and calculate the
position and the heading by simple geometry. The calculation is called trilateration if it is
based on known distances, and triangulation if it is based on bearings. Distance from the
beacons can be measured by using several different methods like triangulation, time of
flight, phase-shift measurement, frequency modulation, interferometry, swept focus, or
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return signal intensity etc. The sensors used can be radio or laser based ultrasonic, or visual.
The advantage of artificial beacon based systems is that they can be made very accurate as
the environment is controlled, however this same controlled environment is the biggest
disadvantage as it decreases flexibility. In certain cases system complexity becomes a
problem, as was the case with GPS before mass production of receiver chips started.
Artificial beacons are relatively simple to use and pose estimation based on them is
straightforward and reliable. However, there are various applications where they can not be
used. Natural beacons are objects or features of the environment of the robot that can be
used for pose estimation. These beacons can be man made; natural means they were not
built for navigation purposes. Navigation using a map is also related to natural beacons,
when the map is matched to raw sensor data the whole environment can be considered as a
beacon. (Mäkelä 2001)

2.3 Fusion
Through sensor fusion we may combine readings from different sensors, remove
inconsistencies and combine the information into one coherent structure. This kind of
processing is a fundamental feature of all animal and human navigation, where multiple
information sources such as vision, hearing and balance are combined to determine position
and plan a path to a goal. While the concept of data fusion is not new, the emergence of new
sensors, advanced processing techniques, and improved processing hardware make realtime fusion of data increasingly possible (Bak 2000).
Incremental and absolute navigation techniques have somewhat complementing advantages
and disadvantages so developers usually combine them to benefit from the advantages of
both. In case of absolute techniques like for example GPS, the navigation system can directly
calculate the absolute position of the platform therefore the error of the actual pose comes
only from the current measurement and does not accumulate over time. But unfortunately
in some cases these methods are unusable for direct positioning or speed measurement, for
lack of signal or unacceptable latency. Incremental techniques are usually simpler and have
greater data rates, but accumulate error over time.
In addition the ability of one isolated device to provide accurate reliable data of its
environment is extremely limited as the environment is usually not very well defined in
addition to sensors generally not being a very reliable interface. Sensor fusion seeks to
overcome the drawbacks of current sensor technology by combining information from many
independent sources of limited accuracy and reliability to give information of better quality.
This makes the system less vulnerable to failures of a single component and generally
provides more accurate information. In addition several readings from the same sensor are
combined, making the system less sensitive to noise and anomalous observations.
Basically motivations for sensor fusion can be categorized into three groups (Bak 2000).
Complementary. Sensors are complementary when they do not depend on each other
directly, but can be combined to give a more complete image of the environment.
Competitive. Sensors are competitive when they provide independent measurements of the
same information. They provide increased reliability and accuracy. Because competitive
sensors are redundant, inconsistencies may arise between sensor readings, and care must be
taken to combine the data in a way that removes the uncertainties. When done properly, this
kind of data fusion increases the robustness of the system.
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Cooperative. Sensors are cooperative when they provide independent measurements, that
when combined provide information that would not be available from any one sensor.
Cooperative sensor networks take data from simple sensors and construct a new abstract
sensor with data that does not resemble the readings from any one sensor.
The tool of choice for sensor fusion and vehicle state estimation has often been the Kalman
filter. It is an efficient recursive filter that estimates the state of a dynamic system from a
series of incomplete and noisy measurements. The classic linear Kalman filter is very
attractive for low-cost applications due to its simplicity and low computational demand. Its
main disadvantage is that it can only estimate linear plants. The advantage of the nonlinear
Kalman filters is that they can directly estimate the vehicle dynamics (which are non-linear
in most cases). Both the vehicle states and the sensor measurement equations can have
nonlinear terms. This results in better estimation accuracy, over a wider range of operating
conditions. The main disadvantage of the nonlinear Kalman filters is that the algorithms are
more complex than the linear implementation, therefore requiring more computational
resources. A wide body of literature is available on sensor fusion and Kalman filtering
(Gustaffson 2007, Grewal et al. 2007, Bak 2000); however it is out of the scope of this article
as in this chapter we only wanted to emphasize the importance of using measurements from
a variety of different sensors, to achieve better accuracy and reliability.
2.4 Summary
As we can see automated navigation is a research area with a long history and many
achievements, however there is still much to be done, both in the area of sensor technology
and processing algorithms. In this section we have shown that for an accurate and reliable
measurement it is necessary to use both absolute and incremental techniques. With the
development of visual sensor technology and the availability of more computing power, the
potential in visual sensors can be exploited. The authors feel that there is a need for new
solutions in that field.

3. Introduction to optical motion measurement
As mentioned in the previous section incremental methods hold a prominent place in the
area of motion measurement. The main purpose of this chapter is to introduce a cheap, easy
to use, but accurate dead reckoning sensor-system based on visual information acquired
from the ground.
First we review the techniques to extract motion from image sequences then we review
related work in the field of motion measurement, both industrial and academic.
3.1 Optical flow
Visual movements are caused by the relative displacement of the observer (eye, camera) and
the objects of the world. The measurement of these motions can be used in several areas of
robotics, like object tracking and segmentation, navigation, and optical speed measurement
etc.
Most techniques of visual motion measurement are based on the well researched discipline
called “optical flow”. The basic idea is to compare consecutive images of a scene produced
by camera and calculate a vector field for each image which shows the displacements of the
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pixels to get the next image of the scene. This vector field is often called optical flow or
optical flow field (Fig. 1.).

Fig. 1. The principle of optical flow
Since the first algorithm presented by Horn and Schunck (Horn & Schunck 1980) several
techniques have been published to determine optical flow field. The common base of these
techniques is the optical flow constraint (Horn & Schunck 1980) which presumes that the
related points in the consecutive images have the same intensity value. Putting it in another
way, a spatial point projected in the image plane has constant (time-invariant or projectioninvariant) intensity value:
E(x(t + Δt ), y (t + Δt ), t + Δt ) =E(x(t ), y (t ), t )

(1a)

dE
=0
dt

(1b)

where E(x,y,t) is the intensity of the (x,y) point in time t.
From a Taylor expansion of (1a) or from the dependencies between the total and partial
derivative using (1b) the general form of constrains is easily derived:
∂E ∂x ∂E ∂y ∂E
+
=0
+
∂x ∂t ∂y ∂t ∂x

(2)

∂y
∂x
and
refer to the coordinates of the velocity vector (the two unknowns of the
∂t
∂t
∂E
∂E
∂E
denotes time change of the intensity value ,
and
denote components of
equation),
∂y
∂t
∂x

where

the spatial gradient vector of intensity field.
This constraint is not sufficient to determine both components of the velocity vector, only
the component in the direction of local gradient can be estimated. As a consequence, to
compute the optical flow field it is necessary to introduce additional constraints.
The method of Horn and Schunck (Horn & Schunck 1980) starts from the observation that
the points of the image plane do not move independently, if we view opaque objects of
finite size undergoing rigid motion or deformation. Therefore the neighbouring points of
moving objects have quite similar velocities and the vectors of the optical flow field vary
smoothly almost everywhere. This smoothness constrain represent the following equation:
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where u and v are the coordinates of the velocity vector.
Therefore the purpose is to determine a velocity vector field which minimizes the optical
flow and the smoothness constrain together:
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It seems that to compute individual velocity vectors it is necessary to take the whole image
into consideration, because every vector depends on every other vector. Therefore this
method is classified as a global technique (Beauchemin 1995).
Another approach presented by Lucas and Kanade assumes the velocities are the same in a
small local area (local techniques) (Barron 1994). Therefore to calculate the velocity vector of
a point it is possible to write more than one optical flow constraint because the points in the
small region have the same velocity:
WAv = Wb , where
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In this case the local region has m×m points and W is a weight matrix.
Because the equation system is over constrained and has no solution (in general) therefore
the velocity estimates are computed by minimizing

W
∑
(
)

2

(x )[∇E(x ) ⋅ v + Et (x )]2 .

(6)

x∈Ω m×m

After using the least mean squares method, the solution is the following:

(

v = AT W 2A

)−1 A T W 2 b

(7)

This method can only measure relatively small displacements therefore it is often called the
iterative Lucas-Kanade algorithm.
The previous two algorithms are directly based on the gradients of scenes therefore these
techniques are often called differential methods. Unfortunately these techniques suffer from
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a serious disadvantage: accurate numerical differentiation is sometimes impractical because
of small temporal support (only a few frames) or poor signal-to-noise ratio (Barron 1994).
Region-based techniques define velocity as the shift d that yields the best fit between image
regions at different times. Finding the best match amounts to maximizing (or minimizing) a
similarity measure (over d), such as the sum of square distances (SSD), normalized cross
correlation, etc. The optical flow constraint (namely the related points in consequent images
have the same intensity value) can also be found in these techniques indirectly because the
best match tries to minimize the difference of the intensity values of the points.
One of the well-known techniques belonging to this group is published by Anandan in 1987
(Barron 1994) which combines the Laplace-pyramid (to decrease the correlation between the
pixels of the images) and the “coarse-to-fine” SSD matching method. Another region-based
algorithm presented by Singh is also built on the SSD metric but uses three consequent
images from the scene to calculate the displacement of the regions in the second image.
Therefore the inaccuracy caused by noises and periodical texture is decreased (Beauchemin
1995).
A third class of optical flow techniques is based on the frequency domain of the imagesequence. One of the advantages brought by these methods is that motion-sensitive
mechanisms operating on spatiotemporally oriented energy in Fourier space can estimate
motion in image signals for which matching approaches would fail. A good example is the
motion of random dot patterns, which are difficult to capture with region-based or
differential methods, whereas, in frequency domain, the resulting oriented energy may be
rapidly extracted to determine optical flow field (Beauchemin 1995).
These methods can be classified in two groups: energy-based approaches are built on the
amplitude, phase-based techniques use the phases of the Fourier space to determine the
optical flow field. The method developed by Heeger (Heeger 1988), formulated as a least
square fit of spatiotemporal energy to a plane in frequency space belongs to the first group.
An example for the phase-based methods is the algorithm by Fleet and Jepson (Fleet 1990).
3.2 Basics of optical navigation sensors
As previously discussed, the principle of optical flow can be used in several areas of
robotics. For example it is possible to obtain distance information, avoid collision with
obstacles, track patterns on the image etc. (Davies 2005). This chapter focuses on one
application, motion measurement of a mobile platform based on optical flow field.
The working principle of an optical speed sensor is quite simple: an optical sensor (photodetector, camera, etc.) is attached to the mobile platform facing the ground. From the
periodically captured visual information it is possible to estimate the real velocity of the
agent relative to the ground. (Fig. 1.)
Optical
sensor

Processing
unit

Control
unit

Optics
Illumination

Ground

Fig. 2. Working principle of the optical speed sensor
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3.3 Related work
Optical speed measurement is an emerging discipline, with existing commercial solutions
and research activity in the academic sector, however many problems remain unsolved. As
for commercial technologies the most widely known example is the optical mouse, which on
the other hand has generated a fair amount of academic research. The optical mouse uses
two distinct but essentially similar techniques for displacement calculation. The classical
method uses LED illumination and relies on the micro texture of the surface. The more
advanced method is laser speckle pattern technology. Laser speckle patterns can be
observed when a rough surface (rough, relative to the wavelength) is illuminated with a
coherent light and the interference of the reflected light waves creates a surface dependent
random intensity map on the detector. When the detector is moved relative to the surface,
the speckle pattern changes accordingly and optical flow can be calculated. The advantage
over surface texture based methods is its accuracy and ability to function properly on
relatively textureless smooth surfaces.
Frequency analysis is a less frequently used method. The light reflected from the surface
travels through an optical grating, and is focused on a pair of photo-detectors. The surface
elements, passing in front of the grating generate a certain signal frequency in the detectors
depending on the sampling frequency, ground speed, grid graduation, ratio of the image,
size of the surface elements and the size of the picture on the grating. The difference of the
two signals is computed and the frequency of the difference signals corresponds to the true
ground speed.
Indoor dead reckoning solutions for small mobile robots using optical mice were suggested
by several authors (Palacin et al. 2006, Bonarini et al. 2004, Sorensen 2003) T.W. Ng
investigated the usability and accuracy of optical mice for scientific measurements in several
articles (Ng 2003, Ng & Ang 2004) with good results. It was found that the readings
possessed low levels of error and high degrees of linearity. The mean square error for
measurements in the x-axis increased significantly when the distance between the surface
and the detector was increased possibly caused by the illumination direction of the mouse.
Several researchers proposed the use of optical mice as a dead reckoning sensor for small
indoor mobile robots in one and two sensor configurations. By using one sensor and
kinematical constraints from the model of the platform, a slip free dead reckoning system
can be realized. The kinematic constraint originates from the sensors inability to calculate
rotation. By using two sensors the constraint can be removed and the measurements become
independent of the platforms kinematics. Systematic errors originate from measurement
errors, alignment errors and change of distance from the ground. (Bonarini et al. 2004)
achieved results comparable to other dead reckoning systems up to a speed of 0.3 m/s by
using the UMB benchmark test (Borenstein & Feng 1994). Sorensen found that the error of
the two mice system was smallest when the sensors were as far as possible from the centre
of rotation, and when good care were taken of maintaining constant height. He found that
when these constraints were met, the system performed significantly better than other dead
reckoning systems (Sorensen 2003). In their work Palacin et al. found that if measurements
from an array of sensors were averaged the error became independent from the distance
traveled. They also found that the sensor needed a different calibration when moving in an
arc, possibly due to the sideways illumination used in computer mice. Another problem was
the extreme height dependence of the sensor, which made it impossible for them to use it on
carpet. They proposed a modified sensor for they found mice to be unfit for mobile robot
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navigation (Palacin et al. 2006). The results of the authors of this article were similar to other
researchers, they found that one way to make mouse sensors useful for navigation is to
equip them with telecentric lens, to avoid magnification changes, to use homogeneous
illumination, to avoid directional problems and to use two sensors to get rid of kinematic
constraints. (Takács, Kálmán 2007) By using different magnification larger portions of the
ground will be projected on the sensor making higher speeds possible, but this is limited by
ground texture (section 4.4).
Mouse sensors are cheap and readily available and with certain modifications they can be
used for low speed mobile robot dead reckoning. However they are limited by their low
resolution and speed and their algorithm can only be changed by the factory.
Horn et al. aimed at developing a sensor system for automobiles. They used a fusion
approach with two cameras and a Kalman filter. One of the cameras is a forward looking
stereo camera to estimate yaw rate and forward velocity, the other camera is facing the
ground and used to estimate two dimensional velocity. It was found that the camera facing
the ground gave better results for lateral and longitudinal velocity than the stereo camera.
The fusion approach provided good results even when one of the sensors was failing. The
system was tested at slow (< 1 m/s) speeds on a towed cart in a lab (Horn et al. 2006).
Chhaniyara et al. followed a somewhat similar approach and used a matrix camera facing
the ground to estimate speed over ground. They used a mechanism that moved the camera
over sand and compared optical flow speed estimates with measurements from an encoder
attached to the mechanism. They used Matlab and the Lukas and Kanade algorithm to
compute optical flow. They obtained good results at low speeds (0-50 mm/s), however the
suitability of the algorithm they used is questionable (Chhaniyara et al. 2008).
This technology has already found its way to the transportation industry as well. Corrsys Datron has a one-of-a-kind optical speed sensor (Correvit 2001) used for testing the
dynamics of passenger vehicles before mass production. The sensor is claimed to be
working on any surface, including water and snow, but it is priced for the big automotive
manufacturers. It uses the frequency analysis method. OSMES by Siemens is an optical
speed measurement system for automated trains (Osmes 2004). It uses the principle of laser
speckle interferometry mentioned above, and “looks” directly on the rails to measure the
trains speed.
It is clear that much work has been done in the field of optical navigation however several
issues remain open for research. Current industrial solutions are somewhat bulky and
definitely not priced for the average mobile robot. Solutions by academic researchers have
not matured to the level of really useful applications. Mouse chips are the mostly the sensors
of choice. With some modifications their problems of ground distance, lighting and
calibration can be helped, but their current speed and resolution is simply not enough for
high speed (the order of ten m/s) applications.
More work in the area of texture analysis, optics design and image processing hardware is
needed.

4. Optical correlation sensor
In this section we outline the basics of the motion measurement system proposed by the
authors. First we introduce basic problems and some assumptions on which we based our
investigations: the sensor is facing the ground, which is relatively flat, the field of view is
constant due to telecentric optics and our sensor can only measure movements along a
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straight line. Then we describe a multisensor setup that is capable of providing two
dimensional velocity measurements independent of the platform. Finally we introduce a
simulator which we created to verify the feasibility of different sensor embodiments, and the
validity of our basic assumptions.
4.1 Basics
The distance between the sensor and the ground is continuously changing because of the
macroscopic unevenness of the surface and the movement of the suspension of the platform
causing variable field of view which can be a serious source of errors in speed measurement.
The use of telecentric optics can eliminate this problem in a certain distance range as
telecentric optics has constant magnification. In this range the field seen by the camera does
not change its size. This approach does not solve the problem of the change in depth of field
but blurriness only causes loss of accuracy while change of magnification causes
miscalibration.
Two important parameters of the sensor are sampling rate and the size of the image seen by
the camera (field of view). Frame rate and field of view determine the maximal measurable
velocity of the platform. If the speed of the mobile agent is higher than this limit, there is no
correlation between the consequent images as they do not overlap. This can cause false
readings thus estimation of the real velocity is impossible. Fortunately a mobile robot or car
has a well-determined limit for velocity therefore it is possible to calculate these parameters
based on apriori information (Fig. 3.).

Fig. 3. Displacements between samples (sensor-speed: 70 m/s)
Let’s illustrate the effects of limited dynamics with a simple example: the best racing cars in
Formula-1 have 4-5 G deceleration at most. If we take a very modest estimation for frame
rate like 100 Hz, then the difference between the two measured velocity-values is 0.05 m/s
(0.18 km/h) in the worst case. Knowing this a plausibility check can be conducted and
erroneous measurements caused by noise or “difficult” texture can be discarded. Also state
variables of a vehicle such as speed cannot change abruptly, that is measurements in
neighbouring sampling instants have to be close in value.
If the visual information about the motion comes from a camera and the displacementestimations are calculated from the optical flow field of the captured scene, then some
additional apriori information facilitates determination of the velocities. First of all it is
important to determine what kind of displacement occurs in the image plane. Image
movements can be categorized in two groups.
The first class, called local image movement belongs to the principle of optical flow presented
in the previous section. Several objects of various sizes, velocities are moving in the visual
field of the camera in different directions. Therefore the motion in the image plane can be
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described with vectors corresponding to individual pixels. With this vector field the motion,
shape etc. of the different objects can be estimated.

a.) Local image movements
(http://of-eval.sourceforge.net/)

Fig. 4. Local and global image movements

b.) Global image movements
(Takács & Kálmán 2007)

But in our case it is necessary to measure the relative movement of the camera to a single
object, so the class of global image movement is introduced. In this case the motion of all pixels
of the image corresponds to the relative movement of the camera and exactly one object
with smooth surface covering the whole field of view. The constraint about covering the
whole field of view causes a very close relationship between the motion vectors (they have
the same length and direction; they can only change smoothly, etc.). This is the reason for
the name “global”. The condition of smooth surface guarantees that the distance between
the camera and every point of the object are quite the same therefore the effect of motion
parallax can not cause sharp differences between velocity vectors (Fig. 4.).
These two strict constraints of global image movement can be approximated by a camera
facing the ground and taking pictures of it periodically. If a general mobile platform like a
car or mobile robot is assumed, and the camera has a sufficiently high frame rate, it is
possible to disregard the orientation change between successive images as the arc travelled
can be approximated with a straight line, and therefore all vectors in the optical flow field
have the same length and direction. The great advantage of this approach is that there is no
need to determine the motion of each pixel because they are all the same; therefore the
calculation of optical flow is simpler, faster and more accurate.
From the field calculation techniques presented previously region-based methods fit this
application best. In this case the window of the region contains the whole image and the
comparison is between the two consecutive images. Other solutions which calculate the
velocity vectors in pixel level and try to determine the camera movement from the
heterogeneous motion vector field, avoid the use of this very important piece of apriori
information. Therefore the application of these techniques in optical speed measurement
with a camera facing the ground has marginal significance.
4.2 Measurements with multiple sensors
In case of using only one sensor - unless it is placed in the point of interest - the
displacement measured needs to be transformed to platform coordinates. Additionally unless kinematics of the platform is taken into account - rotation information is lost. In the
extreme case, if the origin of the rotation is in the centre of the sensor the angle of rotation
can not be estimated because the sensor does not measure any displacement.
In consequence it is necessary to apply multiple sensors and calculate the displacement from
their geometry.
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Fig. 5. Multiple sensor displacement model
Figure 5. shows a possible case of sensor placement. As mentioned above the orientation of
the coordinate system is constant between two sampling instances because we approximate
the movement of the sensors with a straight line. This introduces a small quantization error
which can be modelled as noise. d1 and d2 are the distances of the sensors from the reference
point R, Δx1, Δy1, Δx2 and Δy2 are the displacement values measured by the sensors 1 and 2
respectively. From this model the displacement and orientation change of the reference
point X, Y and α can be easy derived:

X=

⎛ Δx − Δx 1 ⎞
d Δy + d 2 Δy 1
d1 Δx 2 + d 2 Δx 1
⎟;
; Y= 1 2
; α = arcsin⎜⎜ 2
⎟
d1 + d2
d1 + d 2
⎝ d1 + d 2 ⎠

(8)

Displacement of any other point of the platform can be calculated with a simple geometrical
transformation.
If the reference point is in the origin of sensor #1 (namely d1 = 0), then the equations in (8)
⎛ Δx − Δx 1 ⎞
⎟ . This shows that the system is
became simpler: X = Δx1, Y = Δy1 and α = arcsin⎜⎜ 2
⎟
d2
⎝
⎠
over determined the y component of the second sensor is not needed.
The equations show another very important property, in particular, that the calculation of
the motion information does not depend on the kinematical model of the platform. This is
one of the greatest advantages of the method. This property has been noted by others too.
(Palacin et al. 2006, Bonarini et al. 2004, Sorensen 2003)
Another very important question is the connection between the distance of the sensors and
the accuracy of the measurement. From the equations (8) it is clear that with greater sensor
distance higher accuracy can be achieved. The distance required for a given angular
resolution can be reduced by increasing the sampling rate and/or resolution as smaller
displacements will be detectable.
In real applications parallel mounting of the sensors is not always guaranteed. This
alignment error introduces systematic errors in odometry that can be eliminated by
calibration as described in the literature (Borenstein 1996).
4.3 Advanced experiments
In the first stage of our experiments a mouse chip was used as image sensor. It quickly
became clear that mouse chips are not fit for the purpose of high speed velocity
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measurement as they lack both the necessary resolution and speed. This is similar to what
other experimenters found.
Our basic assumptions to start with were the following: low speed displacement
measurement is most accurate if we look at a relatively small area on the ground with a high
resolution image sensor to detect small movements accurately. But for high speed
measurements we need to look at a bigger area to ensure that the consecutive images
overlap. Also sampling rates need to be higher, but resolution can be lowered to achieve the
same relative error rates. This contradiction can be resolved by using a variable image size
by changing the magnification rate of the optics. Unfortunately this raises cost, causes
calibration and accuracy problems, so we need to assume it to be constant. Therefore it is
necessary to find a compromise to be able to measure the whole speed range.
Matrix cameras are very practical for the purpose of movement measurement as two
dimensional displacement and even rotation can be calculated from the images (if it is
necessary). However they have certain disadvantages. With commercial matrix cameras
high (several kHz) sampling rates are currently unachievable and the data rate at high
speeds makes processing challenging. We claim that accurate two dimensional
measurements can be made with line-scan cameras. The most important advantages of this
type of camera in respect of displacement measurement are relatively high – several mega
pixels - resolution in one dimension, frame rates at the order of 10 to 100 kHz and relatively
low prices.
In this case the field of view is projected to a single line of detectors therefore line-scan
cameras with appropriate optics (e.g. cylindrical lens) or with wide pixels can realize an
integrating effect (Fig. 6.). This property is very important and useful for our purposes (see
details later).

Fig. 6. Projection of matrix and line-scan camera (illustration)
Naturally a line-scan camera can measure the motion only in the direction parallel with its
main axis. If two cameras are used perpendicular to each other, two dimensional motion can
be detected. Inherently the motion component orthogonal to the main axis causes errors in
the calculation of parallel displacement (Fig 7.).

Fig. 7. Illustration of the problem of sideways motion
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This error can not be totally eliminated but it is possible to decrease this effect with high
frame rate and larger field of view of the camera. If the sampling frequency is high (which is
easy to reach with line-scan cameras) then the perpendicular displacement between two
consecutive images can be small enough that they will be taken of essentially the same
texture element, making correlation in the parallel direction possible. This is of course a
texture dependent effect and has to be investigated with texture analysis. Also this effect can
be enhanced by widening the field of view of the detector, i.e. by integrating the image in
the orthogonal direction. By doing this the images can overlap, giving higher correlation
values. (More on this in the experimental results.)
A negative effect of this method is that the integration of the wider field of view can cause
contrast in the image to reduce to the level of noise or completely disappear, making
estimation of displacement in the parallel direction impossible. For that reason great care
should be taken in the choice of pixel shapes and field of view of the line detector.
In order to find the sensor parameters we created an experimental computer program with a
simple camera model that simulates a moving line-scan camera over a virtual surface. These
surfaces are represented by simple greyscale images taken of real textures (e. g. concrete,
soil, stone, PVC etc.) with very high resolution (Fig. 8.). Available, widely used texture
databases were not fit for our purposes for they had insufficient resolution and were not
calibrated for size. Our pictures were taken with an upside down flatbed scanner to ensure
uniform conditions. By using this method we created a controllable environment, light,
distance, image size, pixel/mm ratio and viewing angle were equivalent for all pictures
taken. These images have different properties in respect to texture-size, contrast and
brightness.

a.) Concrete

b.) Cork

c.) Stones

Fig. 8. Some of the ground textures used in the experiment

d.) Dust

The virtual camera implemented in the simulator has several adjustable parameters:
movement speed, frame rate, field of view in two dimensions, signal to noise ratio and
resolution. Using the virtual surfaces and line-scan cameras it is possible to simulate
different movement scenarios. The maximum virtual speed is over 100 m/s, the limit of
frame rate is higher than 100 kHz and the size of field of view is greater than 100 mm in
both directions.
The simulator – written in Matlab - works the following way: the ground is represented by a
high resolution image, an image detector is chosen by defining an n X m resolution and a
pixel size. Then the field of view is determined: a k X l mm rectangle. The image on the
detector is created by resampling a k X l mm portion of the high resolution image onto the n
X m detector image with additional white noise with an expected value of 0 and a standard
deviation of choice. The consecutive image is chosen by translating the k X l mm window on
the ground image with a certain amount of pixels according to the pre-defined movement
speed, frame rate and direction. Three directions can be chosen, zero, 45, and 90 degrees.
The two neighbouring images are then compared according to a distance measure of choice
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such as correlation, least squares, Manhattan and cosine distances. As the exact distance in
pixels is known the error of the measurement can be obtained easily.
The purpose of the simulator was to determine the feasibility of using line-scan cameras for
optical velocity measurement. Because of the huge size of the parameter space and various
requirements and conditions it is hard to determine the exact properties of the sensor
immediately. In this chapter we show the most important results and experiments which are
available at this phase of our research. All the following tests were conducted with the
simulated velocity of 100 m/s and the direction of movement was 45 degrees.
The first interesting property is the connection between measurement accuracy and the
frame rate of the camera. The sampling frequency determines the amount of light needed,
the maximal processing time and the quality (and price) of the camera.
Figure 9. shows the measurement error versus the frame rate. The simulated velocity of the
platform is 100 m/s and the direction of movement was 45 degrees. This sampling
frequency range is usual for common line-scan cameras.

a.) Stone

b.) Concrete

Fig. 9. Error versus frequency for different textures

c.) Cork

From the figure the tendency can be seen that for “bigger” texture size the errors converge
to zero at smaller frequencies, however more experiments are needed with different textures
to verify this assumption. The idea is that with bigger texture larger sideways movements
(lower frame rates) are tolerated as the texture elements correlate for a greater distance. At
this point no quantitative measure was used for texture size, “bigger” or “smaller” was
determined by subjective methods.
A very important parameter of the sensor is the field of view and the shape factor of the
optics. As we modeled our imaging system with rectangular frames a practical shape factor
choice is width/length of the field of view in %. A sensor with a small field of view is more
compact and cheaper. If it is possible to avoid the use of cylindrical lens the optics will be
simpler and easier to develop. Therefore another purpose of the tests was to obtain the
connection between the accuracy and the field of view.

a.) Stone

b.) Concrete

c.) Cork

Fig. 10. Error surfaces as a function of field of view ratio (width/length) @ 15kfps
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Figure 10. shows the error surface as a function of the two dimensions of the field of view.
The main axis of the line detector is called length; width of the sensor is scaled in percentage
of the length, 100% meaning a square field of vision. It is clear from the images that
increasing the length alone does not decrease the error, image ratios of 40% or larger are
needed to obtain acceptable measurements. However increasing frame rate allows us to
choose ratios around 20% which is demonstrated on figure 11. These results seem logical as
an increase in frame rate means smaller displacements between frames making correlation
possible for narrower images too.

Fig. 11. The effect of increased frame rate Cork @ 30kfps
As mentioned earlier widening the field of view has a negative effect on contrast. This can
be seen on figure 11.

a) Consecutive images with wider field of view

Fig. 12. The effect of field of view shape factor

b) Consecutive images with narrow field of view

On figure 12. a.) a wider field of view was used than on b.). Both image pairs are one
sampling period apart taken on the same surface (Stone) at the same speed, and frame rate.
It is clearly visible that a.) has less contrast, due to the integration effect, but the samples
correlate, b.) on the other hand has more contrast but a lower cross correlation value. It is
important to note here that increasing image width much further leads to total loss of
contrast making measurements impossible. However on this particular surface that limit is
higher than 100% width/length, which seems impractical anyway.
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Fig. 13. Error versus frame rate and width of image @ fixed 50mm length (Cork)
Figure 13. shows that we can not reach zero error just by increasing the frame rate, however
by increasing the field width we can obtain good results at relatively low frame rates for the
given texture.
The experiments conducted with the simulator show that using a line-scan camera for
optical speed measurements is a viable idea. Practical parameter choices have lead to exact
displacement calculations for most of the investigated textures in the presence of simulated
noise. To be fair we have to mention that there were a few textureless surfaces (e.g. plastic
tabletop) for which no amount of tuning made correlation work. This shows that
experiments with different lighting methods need to be done to be more independent from
color based texture. Our initial tests justify further research to find the optimum of the
parameters of our sensor. Optimization methods should be used to determine the most cost
effective solution in terms of frame rate, resolution and optics. Future work will include
hardware implementation of the sensor and the development of texture analysis methods.
(You can read more information about this research and development project on the website
http://3dmr .iit.bme.hu/opticalflow)
4.4 Texture analysis
For purely image based systems the importance of texture can not be overlooked as it affects
sensor qualities like precision and resolution and determines the necessary criteria the
sensor parameters have to meet, like sampling frequency, magnification, resolution, pixel
size and shape. Sampling frequency and magnification affect the maximal speed measurable
as the consequent images have to overlap. Texture size might be the most important feature
of a given texture as it determines the size of the area the sensor needs to look at i.e. the
magnification. Texture size can be hard to define as it depends on how closely we look at a
given surface. If we look at a gravel road the small stones form the basis of the texture or, if
we look closer the rough surfaces on the stones do. The latter might be a better option as
micro texture is usually available on otherwise homogeneous surfaces – laser speckle
correlation takes advantage of this – but if we use a small image with great magnification,
we limit the maximal speed measurable as for a given frame rate we might not get
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overlapping images. Several methods exist in the literature to determine texture size. One of
the main applications is grain size measurement in chemical or other industrial processes,
and some of the methods can be readily adapted for our purposes. For example asphalt and
gravel textures can be modelled by a mixture of different sized grains. Lepistö et al. used a
histogram based quantifier. They calculated the distances of maximal intensity differences
for a given direction on a greyscale image and took the center of gravity of the resulting
distance histogram as a good measure to predict average grain size. This method is
computationally cheap but suffers from inaccuracies in the presence of noise and areas
without grain (Lepistö et al. 2007). Another popular method is to binarize the image and use
segmentation on the resulting black and white shapes to determine average particle size (Pi
& Zhang 2005), however the result depends greatly on the choice of the binarizing level.
The theoretical limit of geometrical precision of movement calculation also depends on the
texture, only the presence of sufficient high frequency components will guarantee precise
correlation (Förstner 1982). Sampling frequency and resolution of the instrument has to be
chosen to capture these high frequency components. The highest frequency of interest can
be determined from the energy spectrum of the image. According to Förstner precision can
be estimated by examining the curvature (2nd derivative) of the cross correlation function in
the neighborhood of the maximum.
Some of the problems associated with textures can be eliminated by changing the
illumination. Optical mice illuminate the surface at a low angle creating long shadows of
miniature surface irregularities, making measurement possible on surfaces of homogeneous
colour. Laser speckle interferometry – known since the seventies - offers another alternative:
In laser speckle correlation the object is illuminated with laser light so that its image is
modulated by a fine, high-contrast speckle pattern that moves with the surface. This
movement is tracked by cross-correlation of the intensity distribution in successive images
(Feiel & Wilksch 2000). This method offers unprecedented resolution and total
independence from surface texture. A serious drawback of both the above mentioned
illumination methods is that both the shadows created by sideways illumination and the
speckle pattern changes with the distance between the light source and the object. This effect
makes displacement measurement hard, if not impossible.
In the field of texture analysis many questions remain open such as a quantitative relation
between texture and detector parameters and a good measure of texture frequency that
determines resolution parameters. The problem of illumination also offers itself to
application oriented research.

5. Applications
There are many possible applications of true ground speed measurement. In the following
we will outline some of the areas that the authors think are most important.
5.1 Slip measurement
When a wheel contacts the ground usually two kinds of slip can occur, lateral and
longitudinal. Longitudinal slip is the difference between the velocity of the centre of the
wheel and the velocity of the circumference of the wheel. The difference is usually caused by
acceleration or deceleration when there is not enough friction between the wheel and the
ground, so slip is heavily dependent on the friction coefficient.
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Fig. 14. Lateral slip
Lateral slip occurs if the wheel’s angular displacement differs from the path the tire is
following. It is caused by wheel deformation. When lateral forces act on the wheel cornering, driving on a slope or in crosswind – the wheel changes its shape and starts to
“crawl” to the side. The angle that corresponds to the rate of sideway movement is called
the slip angle. It should be noted that the slip angle is not the same as the steering angle.
Knowledge of the sideslip of a vehicle is indispensable for the exact description of its
dynamics and kinematics.
The importance of longitudinal slip: in agricultural and off road applications it is considered
as a predictor of the tractive efficiency of a given wheel set-up. The other main application is
tire road friction estimation which is a discipline with a long history (Gustafsson 1997).
Many researchers have worked on the problem of determining tire- road friction on line,
(Müller et al. 2003) give a good overview on the literature and propose a method, based on
slip curve steepness to estimate maximal available friction. (Miller et al. 2001) also
conducted research on slip estimation using GPS and wheel speed sensors, their results
show that tire slip and wheel radius can be estimated with good accuracy from these two
measurements. By using optical speed sensors the disadvantages of GPS such as latency and
limited reception could be eliminated and on-line measurements are possible.
Off road and agricultural applications could greatly benefit from the use of a simple non
contact speed sensor, as it could provide speed over ground measurements on rough or
slippery surfaces. (Lindgren et al. 2002) describe an odometry model for autonomous
agricultural vehicles in which a relation between torque and slip is established. To estimate
slip they used laser rangefinders and reflective beacons to obtain ground truth velocity
measurements, limiting their application to level surfaces and a calibrated environment. By
the use of an optical speed sensor their method can be extended and on line measurements
without the use of external beacons can be conducted.
(Hutangkabodee et al. 2008) present a method to identify the set of soil parameters required
to predict drawbar pull and wheel drive torque from measurements of slip, sinkage, and
drawbar pull for a wheeled vehicle traversing unknown terrain. Knowledge of the terrain
characteristics helps the driver to have a better control of the vehicle. From wheel-terrain
interaction dynamics, it is seen that soil parameters play a vital role in determining vehicle
drawbar pull which can, in turn, be utilized for developing traversability prediction criteria
and traction control algorithms.
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The importance of lateral slip: Vehicle safety is highly active research topic as car
manufacturers keep pushing the boundaries of intelligent vehicle systems. Governments
world wide have started programs to promote road safety to lessen the effect of traffic
accidents; probably the most ambitious is vision zero from Sweden, trying to achieve zero
fatalities on the roads. (Bishop 2005) Vehicle stability systems are among the most
researched topics as they provide superior handling in extreme conditions. Modern ESP -s
use yaw rate and steering angle as their main input, but in certain cases these are insufficient
for correct intervention and knowledge of the slip angle of the vehicle is necessary. A good
example would be a cornering vehicle, which is sliding at the same time. Its yaw rate might
be considered adequate to its steering angle but it might still leave the road due to its
sideways movement. The importance of sideslip is twofold; it allows better description of
vehicle dynamics and on the other hand it plays an important role in wheel-road interaction,
allowing us to determine friction or cornering forces. (Bevly et al. 2001) proposes a method
to integrate inertial sensors with GPS to estimate sideslip angle and cornering stiffness.
Sensor fusion is essential to solve this problem since GPS sensors have high noise and low
sample rates, inertial sensors are fast and accurate but their measurements need to be
integrated leading to unbounded errors. Using an optical speed sensor in the fusion system
could provide a fast low noise speed estimate. Errors caused by textureless surfaces or other
anomalies could be corrected by inertial sensors.
Big car manufacturers have been working on projects to estimate and use the sideslip angle
in their stability systems (Nishio et al. 2001).
By measuring the sideslip angle at individual wheels important parameters of the
suspension and wheel alignment can be determined. For example at high slip angles, the
rear of the tire footprint actually slides laterally along the surface of the road, which
contributes to less capacity for lateral force and reduces the stabilizing self-aligning torque.
It may be important to realize that when not completely sliding, the lateral force is not
dependent on the coefficient of friction, although this provides the upper limit; instead, it
depends on the foundation stiffness. An alternate way to look at this is to say that the lateral
force is not dependent on coefficient of friction until the tire has “broken away”, indicating a
large slip angle (Smith 2003).
5.2 Mapping
Robotic mapping is an active research area with lots of problems open to research. Thrun
conducted a survey of the major mapping methods used by researchers in the last decade
(Thrun 2002). Although the survey was six years old when this article was written its
statements and general assumptions were still valid.
Intelligent mobile robots navigate around in their environment by gathering information
about their surroundings. The most common approach is to use ranging sensors mounted
on the robot to form occupancy grids or equivalent. Other approaches avoid this metric
division of space and favour topological mapping. By combining these mapping techniques
it is possible to form a hierarchical map that has the advantages of both methods while some
of the disadvantages can be avoided (Thrun, 1998). The map categories proposed by Dudec
and Jenkin overlap with the ones mentioned above, but they are somewhat more
differentiated (Dudec & Jenkin 2000):
Sensorial. Raw data signals or signal-domain transformations of these signals.
Geometric. Two- or three-dimensional objects inferred from sensor data.
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Local relational. Functional, structural or semantic relations between geometric objects that
are near one another
Topological. The large-scale relational links that connect objects and locations across the
environment as a whole (for example, a subway map).
Semantic. Functional labels associated with the constituents of the map.
Occupancy grids classify the individual cells based on range data and possibly other
features such as colour or surface texture or variation. This becomes very important in
outdoor mobile robotics when the robot needs to distinguish between real obstacles and
traversable terrain. An extreme case is given by navigation in a field of tall grass. The
elevation map will represent the scene as a basically horizontal surface above the ground
level; that is, as a big obstacle in front of the vehicle. It is apparent that only by integrating
the geometry description with terrain cover characterization will a robot be able to navigate
in such critical conditions (Belluta, 2000). This is the case when semantic information would
prove useful. Topological maps describe the world in terms of connections between regions.
This is usually enough indoors, or in well structured environments, but when travelling
through more complex terrain a different representation might be necessary. For example a
sloping gravel road or sand dune may only be traversable at a certain speed or only one
way, up or downwards. By applying information from the inertial navigational unit, such as
slope angle, wheel slippage, actual movement versus desired movement, these
characteristics can be learned (or used from apriori information) and the connections of the
topological graph can be updated accordingly. Terrain characteristics (and those of our
vehicle) determine the maximum safe speed, braking distance curve radius at a given speed,
climbing manoeuvres etc. It is obvious that the more information we have about a certain
region we are planning to travel through, the more driving efficiency we can achieve, as it is
generally unsafe to drive at high speed through bumpy terrain or make fast turns on a
slippery surface. By incorporating the data from the navigational unit into the world map,
we can associate driving guidelines to a given map segment. Also on the higher, topological
or relational level - using apriori information - we can identify the type of the terrain for a
given point of our topological graph, as office environment, forest, urban area, desert etc. By
doing so, we narrow down our choices when making decisions about terrain coverage. For
example it is unlikely to encounter sand, water or foliage in an office environment. If we
know the type of terrain ahead we can make a more accurate estimate of the drivability of
the area thus increasing driving efficiency. In this section a hierarchical map making method
was proposed which uses data from a multi-sensor navigation unit that supplies
information about vehicle dynamics. This unit heavily relies on the optical correlation
sensor described in the preceding sections. By measuring wheel slip and vehicle slip angle
we are able to associate drivability guidelines such as safe speed, friction coefficient,
minimal driving speed etc. to a given map segment or type of terrain. A higher level of
environment recognition was also proposed: based on apriori information, or sensor data
the vehicles control system decides the type of environment (e.g. office, forest, desert) the
robot traverses at the time, and changes the probability of terrain types, characteristic of the
type of environment, thus simplifying terrain classification. (Takács & Kálmán 2007)

6. Conclusion
An overview on optical speed measurement was presented with a special focus on
measurement methods with an image sensor facing the ground. The second section gave a
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short overview on motion measurement in general, section 3 described the basics of optical
flow and image correlation, and related work in the field of optical motion measurement.
The following section described the foundations of a high speed optical correlation sensor
based on line-scan cameras. Special attention was given to texture properties, possible
problems and their solutions. A simulator was created and several experiments were
conducted to verify the assumptions made earlier. The results show that it is possible to use
a line-scan camera for one dimensional speed measurement and a range of parameters was
defined for independent measurements in orthogonal directions. The last chapter gave a
brief overview on possible applications of the sensor. Possible applications include slip free
platform independent dead reckoning sensor for mobile robots, slip measurement for
vehicles, that can be used for on line friction estimation, wheel geometry alignment and
stability systems. A method was proposed to incorporate slip and handling data into maps
created by autonomous agents to enhance driving efficiency and facilitate cost effective
route planning.
In the future the authors plan to do extensive testing on the simulator as the tests conducted
were not exhaustive in the sense of optimizing sensor parameters, and also plan to create a
working prototype to address real world problems absent from the simulation and solve
them.
Problems to be solved, possible areas of contribution: to create a truly useful sensor for
mobile platforms further research and development is needed. One group of problems come
from environmental effects. If it was to be mounted on an automobile the sensor has to
operate in an environment with constant vibration, high temperature changes and lots of
dirt. To counter the effects of dirt several methods might be used: mounting inside a
protective tube, blowing air away from the sensor, using protective water repellent coating
on the housing, shaking the lens with high frequency to prevent adhesion of dirt and using
special image processing techniques to achieve graceful degradation of performance,
however viability of these methods is still to be verified.
The effects of highly reflective surfaces such as ice snow and water, and the effects of fog
and rain need to be investigated too.
In section 4.4 several aspects of texture processing have been mentioned, however there is
still a need for a qualitative measure for texture that shows how good a texture is for
movement detection. This measure could incorporate factors such as contrast, texture size
and density, number of edges per unit of area and spectral information.
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Abstract
In order to be truly useful to humans, robots should be able to communicate smoothly with
them. To gain this capability, robots must possess cognitive and speech functions similar to
the consciousness function of humans. It is important for robots to be capable of a flow of
consciousness and emotions, and for this purpose robots must first of all possess a so-called
memory of knowledge.
This paper defines a network of association and kansei (a Japanese term relating to emotions
and feelings) values that model the memory of knowledge. It also describes the construction
of an association-kansei database comprising the association-kansei networks. This database
searches through text data on the Internet, statistically processes the data, automatically
calculates the strength of associations between collected words, extracts emotional elements
incidental to respective words, and stores the results in the database. This paper further
introduces techniques used to handle idioms, separate words of different meanings and
classify concepts using superordinate-subordinate relationships. Lastly, the paper describes
evaluation experiments that confirm the usefulness of the constructed database.

1. Introduction
Robot technology has been advancing rapidly in recent years. Robots are being
manufactured to serve various purposes. In addition to ubiquitous industrial robots, many
robots have been developed to work in human living spaces. Robots are advancing into the
communities of humans and coexisting with them. For this reason, robots are increasingly
being required to possess the capability of communicating with humans.
To be able to communicate with humans, robots must possess a so-called memory of
knowledge, which would be the source of the flow of consciousness and an information
source for emotion. The authors propose an association-kansei network as the model for
memory of knowledge. Kansei, a Japanese word, is equivalent to emotion and feelings in
English. In this model, associations between words are networked and correlated with
mental images via certain factors to collectively handle the memory of knowledge and kansei
of humans. In our present study, the association-kansei network has been incorporated into a
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database, which we call the association-kansei database.
Fairly similar research is being performed at Doshisha University’s Graduate School of
Engineering in a project called the Commonsense Consciousness Judgment System. The
theme of the project is not exactly consciousness per se, but for a given input, a database is
searched for a similar conception to generate an image, which makes this a kind of expert
system [1]. The primary objective of that research is to have a computer possess a degree of
“common sense,” and it is not particularly concerned with developing communication
capability and constructing consciousness. There is also a website called KwMap. This site is
a search site on the Internet and the site’s method and results of collecting related words
(which are nearly synonymous to what we term association words) are very similar to our
approach which will be described in this paper. However, the study in the KwMap website
is not relevant to feelings. It can be said that this study is a natural language processing
research. However, it is unique in that the grammar is rarely used in our study.
This paper describes the association-kansei network and a model of “flow of consciousness,”
which is represented by said network. Next, the paper describes the automatic
computerized construction of the association-kansei database that contains the associationkansei networks, and reports on the results of evaluation experiments that confirm the
usefulness of the database. The paper further discusses how to handle idioms, a technique to
separate words of different meanings (polysemic words), and hierarchization of concepts,
both of which are indispensable for robots to simulate the knowledge structure of humans
more closely.

2. Knowledge and Consciousness Modeling
This section describes the nature of the association-kansei network that models the
knowledge structure of humans, and introduces the consciousness network that models
consciousness.
2.1 Association-Kansei Network
In the association-kansei network, each word is a node and is connected to its associable
words by directed edges. Each edge is given a value that indicates the strength of
association. This value is called the association value. Words associated from other words
are called association words. This network is capable of calculating the mental images it
holds in the face of a subject by using kansei-related adjectives that are possessed by the
network itself as index. Adjectives used for kansei calculation are described shortly. The
association-kansei network shown in Fig. 1 is an example presented only for illustrative
purposes. [2][3][4][5]
2.2 Conscious Network and Flow of Consciousness
Modeling the human flow of consciousness is an effective means to develop a robot capable
of thinking like humans. Consciousness in humans is developed by perceiving and
recognizing things while integrating information derived from external (via the five senses)
and internal stimuli (self-desire and intense association). The authors believe that the
consciousness function of humans is a function for recognizing the information derived
from external and internal stimuli and integrating it into a unified, single concept. The
authors also believe that the flow of consciousness is a process wherein the conscious
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concept moves from the self to the other dynamically upon perceiving new internal and
external stimuli.
This process is explained using the association-kansei network as described below. Upon
receiving certain stimuli, a conscious concept and its association word group are extracted
as a sub-graph. The association word group is a concept associated from the conscious
concept, or a sub-conscious concept. The extracted sub-graph is called a consciousness
network. Upon receiving some other internal and external stimuli, the central concept
moves to other concepts, generating new consciousness networks. Through the repetition of
this process, consciousness networks are generated one after another, thereby generating the
flow of consciousness.

3. Association-Kansei Database
The authors have constructed a database of association-kansei networks and named it the
association-kansei (AK) database. This section describes the association words and values,
kansei words and values, and the automatic database construction procedure using text data
extracted from the Internet. It also discusses the handling of idioms (a process by which the
system can approximate the knowledge structure of humans), a technique for separating
polysemic words, and concept hierarchization. [3][4][5]
3.1 Association Words and Association Values
An association word is a word associated from other words. The association value is an
index of the ease of association. In Fig. 1, for example, Toyota, Mercedes-Benz and Accident
are the association words of the central word Car. The ease of association from the central
word Car differs for each of these three association words. The ease of association is
quantified by the association value.
3.2 Kansei Words and Values
Kansei refers to the mental images that a person has in the face of external stimuli. For
example, dog-lovers have a good impression of dogs whereas those who do not like dogs
can have a hatred for them. Kansei is considered an element that generates emotion in
humans. In the present study, kansei is represented by adjectives related to five of six basic
human emotions: Happiness, Anger, Fear, Disgust and Sadness. These adjectives are called
kansei words. Kansei values refer to the quantified level of mental images humans have for
various stimuli. In the above example, “refreshing” and “fearful” are the kansei words for
Happiness and Fear, respectively (Fig. 1). [6]
The remaining sixth basic emotion of Surprise cannot be expressed by adjectives, and thus is
not considered in the present study. A list of some adjectives related to respective emotions
is given in the Appendix (Table 1).
3.3 Constructing a Knowledge Database Using the Internet
Construction of the knowledge database is briefly described below. Association words are
extracted from text data collected from the Internet, and the association value and kansei
value are calculated for each association word.
The authors decided to use the Internet as a data source to construct the knowledge
database because of its three major merits: (1) a large volume of information may be
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collected with ease because the Internet is the world’s largest database, (2) information is
renewed daily and the latest information is accessible at all times, and (3) text data on the
Internet are written by humans and thus reflect human sensibilities very well.
3.3.1 Text Extraction Process
The process of text extraction from the Internet is described below.
At first some websites were selected arbitrarily. The text data and links to other websites
found on webpages were picked up and saved. The external links were followed to their
linked pages, and then the text data and links to other websites found there were also
picked up and saved. These operations were repeated to collect a huge amount of text data.
3.3.2 Extraction of Association Words and Values
To define association words for a given central word, we must check the correlation
between the given word and other words. Any sentence written by a human was written
with a presumed intention to convey certain information to other humans. Given this fact,
we believe that there are certain correlations among the words that appear in any given
single sentence. This may be said to be an extensive interpretation of Hebb’s rule of
simultaneity of stimuli. Based on this idea, we define the words appearing in the same
sentence as association words and extract them from the collected text data.
The association value is calculated as the ratio of the simultaneous appearance of the central
word and the association words in the same sentence to the total count of the appearance of

c(x) the total count of
appearance of the central word, a i an arbitrary association word of x , and c ( x : ai ) the
count of the simultaneous appearance of x and a i in the same sentence, then the
association value p ( x : a i ) from the central word x to the association word a i is given
the central word. Specifically, assume

x

is the central word,

by the following equation:

p ( x : ai ) =

c ( x : ai )
c( x)

(

0 ≤ p( x : ai ) ≤ 1

)

(1)

3.3.3 Calculation of Kansei Values
The kansei value, like the association value, is calculated by how frequently a kansei word
appears in the sentence containing the central word.

x is the central word, c(x) the
total count of the appearance of the central word x , and c ( x : k ) the number of the kansei
words simultaneously appearing with the central word x , then we perform the following

The kansei value is calculated in two steps. First, assume

calculation. The derived value is tentatively called pre-kansei value

K p (x ) , because our aim

is to obtain the final kansei value.

K p ( x) =

c( x : k )
c( x)

(2)
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The pre-kansei value can exceed unity if there are many kansei words. Considering that the
association value ranges from zero to unity, it is convenient if we express the kansei value in
the same zero-to-unity range. After obtaining the pre-kansei values for all nodes, we

K max , and define the kansei value K (x)
x as the ratio of the pre-kansei value K p (x ) of a given central word

therefore identify the maximum pre-kansei value
for the central word

x

to

K max . This is the second step in calculating the kansei value.
K ( x) =

K p ( x)
K max

(

0 ≤ K ( x) ≤ 1

)

(3)

As mentioned before, there are five kinds of kansei words, related to the five human
emotions of Happiness, Anger, Fear, Disgust and Sadness. This means that each node has
five kinds of kansei values. All these values are calculated in the same manner.
3.4 Processing to Approximate the Knowledge Structure of Humans
The current database is a simplified model of the human knowledge structure. The
information contained in it is insufficient for a robot to communicate with humans. We
added the process of hierarchizing concepts to improve the AK network ands make it closer
to the human knowledge structure.
The current idiom-generating process uses an existing idiom dictionary. An automatic
idiom generation algorithm is under development.
3.4.1 Semantic Classification
Concepts and words do not necessarily have a one-to-one correspondence in languages.
Idioms are an example of this. There are also many polysemic words, that is, words that
have several meanings.
Semantic classification refers to the handling several meanings of a polysemic word as
separate nodes on the knowledge database. For example, the word Book can mean both
reading material and to make a reservation. The word Will can mean determination, as well
as a written statement specifying the distribution of a deceased person’s property.
Depending on the context, the word Spring can mean a coil of metal, a season of the year, or
water gushing up from underground. Take another example of the word Virus. The root
meaning is the same but the image and the usage of the word Virus are quite different when
referring to disease-causing microbes or a contagious computer program.
Semantic classification is a process for handling words of multiple different meanings
separately according to respective concepts. The final objective is to construct a database of
the principle of each node with a single concept.
Clustering is used as a means of semantic classification. As a kind of data-mining technique,
clustering is based on the idea that similar data behave similarly. Similar data are picked up
from a group of data and collected into respective clusters. Each cluster contains similar
objects, and objects of different attributes are collected in different clusters to the extent
possible.
Hierarchical clustering analysis is employed in our present study.
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3.4.1.1 Hierarchical Clustering
Hierarchical clustering is an approach to grouping together objects that are “close” to one
another sequentially. The hierarchical clustering approach is described below.

O1 , O 2 ...O n , each of which belongs to its own cluster, that

1)

There are initially n objects

2)

is, there are n clusters in all.
We calculate the value d ij representing the level of similarity between arbitrary
objects

Oi

and

Oj

according to an arbitrary criterion. The pair of objects with the

highest similarity index value is put into a new single cluster. There are n-1 clusters at
this stage.
The above process is repeated until all data are finally collected in a single cluster (Fig. 2). In
hierarchical cluster analysis, the sequence of agglomeration is shown graphically as a
dendrogram (Fig. 3). The objective of hierarchical cluster analysis is to sort the data and
generate the dendrogram. The dendrogram clearly shows how clusters are formed and
which pairs of elements are closely related to other pairs.
3.4.1.2 Semantic Classification of Association Words
Semantic classification is a process of dividing a node that has different images (a polysemic
word node), which is treated as a single node or a word in the database, according to its
different meanings. After being divided, association words are newly grouped for each of
the divided nodes. Specifically, we calculate the similarity indices of the association words,
and group them according to the individual meanings of the node. Each of the association
word groups now contains association words of a similar meaning or words that are
particularly strongly correlated (Fig. 4).
When clustering, we define the similarity index as the criterion to determine if any given
pair of elements should be treated as the same group. The set of elements subject to
clustering at this stage consists of the association words of individual polysemic nodes
(primary association words). Two procedures may be used to calculate similarity indices as
described below.
a. Using Secondary Association Words as Similarity Indices
The association words of a polysemic word (the data used for clustering) are called primary
association words. The words associated from the primary association words are called
secondary association words. In the first technique, similarity between the secondary
association word groups is quantified to obtain the similarity indices.
The similarity between the secondary association word groups is determined by counting
the number of common nodes. In Fig. 5, the association word groups for Library and Page
have two words in common: Read and Web. The value 2 is directly used as the similarity
index, and this is called the absolute similarity index. From another perspective, of the four
words in the two secondary association word groups, the two words Read and Web are
common, thus the ratio of the number of common nodes to the total number of nodes is 2/4.
The similarity index in this representation is called a similarity index by ratio. In the
remainder of this paper, when we speak of a similarity index, we are referring to a similarity
index by ratio.
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In hierarchical clustering, the elements are grouped together in the order of high similarity
index. In semantic classification, there remains the problem of how to handle secondary
association word groups when the elements are clustered. A sum-set or product-set
approach can be used to determine the association words for the new cluster. For example,
when the primary association words of Library and Page are clustered using the sum-set
approach, the new association word group includes Read, Index, Number and Web. When
using the product-set approach, the new association word group includes Read and Web.
When the sum-set approach is used, the secondary association word groups increase rapidly
as agglomeration proceeds, and the probability of matching other association word groups
increases, which will eventually pick up even those elements that should not be classified
into the same group. This will end up with space dilation. For this reason, we have selected
the product-set approach.
The secondary association words are used to calculate the similarity indices because the
association words represent the specific features of the central word. To improve the
clustering accuracy, we remove in advance any nondistinctive words that are included in
nearly all of the secondary association word groups. In our experiments, we define
nondistinctive words to be words that exist in 80% of the secondary association word
groups. We performed clustering after removing these nondistinctive words.
b. Using Connectivity for the Similarity Indices of Primary Association Words
The second available procedure involves using connectivity to define similarity indices.
Connectivity, the strength of connection between two nodes, is expressed by the sum of the
association values of the connected nodes. Association values indicate the ease of association
from one given word to another and are shown by directed edges in the AK network. On
the other hand, connectivity is shown by bi-directional segments that directly indicate the
strength of the connection of the two words involved.
When clustering, the connectivity must be evaluated not only between single nodes but also
between clusters. Connectivity between clusters is expressed as the average of the
connectivity between individual nodes of one cluster and those in another. Specifically, the
connectivity between cluster
elements:

P

(number of elements:

n q ) is defined as follows: Assume p i

th node of cluster

np )

and cluster

is the i-th node of cluster

Q

P

(number of

and

qj

the j-

Q . Obtain all connectivity b( pi , q j ) , and divide the sum by pi × q j

(all combinations of

pi and q j ) to derive the average (equation 4 and Fig. 6).
n

p

nq

∑ ∑

b ( P , Q ) ==i

b( pi,q j)

j 0
0=

n

p

× n

q

b( P, Q ) : Connectivity between clusters P and Q
b( pi , q j ) : Connectivity between p i and q j
n p : Number of elements in cluster P
n q : Number of elements in cluster Q

(4)
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c. Results of Experiments using the Two Procedures and a Comparison of Results
Experiments were conducted on the procedure of representing the common components of
the secondary association word groups as similarity indices and on the procedure of using
the similarity indices of the primary association words expressed by connectivity. The
results are compared. It was found that, as a clustering technique, using the similarity
indices of the primary association words expressed by connectivity yields better results than
representing the common components of the secondary association word groups as
similarity indices (Fig. 7). This is because of the following reason: in this knowledge
database, the association index from one word to another is calculated for all possible
combinations of words. As such, evaluating the association indices between words included
in the primary association words (connectivity) is more direct than counting the number of
common words included in the secondary association word groups. The authors therefore
believe that the connectivity-based procedure more readily provides ample information for
clustering.
3.4.2 Hierarchical Processing of Concepts
Humans not only share knowledge among themselves but also use hierarchization of
language concepts to facilitate mutual understanding when communicating. For example,
Hawk and Crow are subordinate concepts of Bird. Bird, on the other hand, is a part of a
larger classification of Animal, or put differently, Animal is the superordinate concept of
Bird. The concept gets more abstract as we go up in the hierarchy and gets more concrete as
we go down the hierarchy. All concepts represented by languages have this type of
hierarchical structure. This would indicate that humans are born to accumulate knowledge
through hierarchization unconsciously (Fig. 8). [7] This structure helps to extend the span of
communication. Humans can explain what they want to say to others by describing things
in concrete or in the abstract as required. Assume one of your friends is wondering what
kind of pet he/she should have. You want to recommend a dog, and you may simply, and
generally, say, “Dogs are obedient to their masters and they’re easy to care for,” without
taking the trouble of mentioning each and every individual breed of dog, say for instance,
“A dachshund is obedient to its master and it’s easy to care for,” “A bulldog is…,” and so
on. Then you can focus more concretely, saying, for example, “Of all dog breeds, a
dachshund is docile and easy to keep.” How can we create such a hierarchical structure in
our AK network? We explained that superordinate concepts are more abstract than
subordinate concepts. Because of this fact, superordinate concepts are easier to find in text
data than subordinate concepts. In other words, it is generally said that more superordinate
concepts appear in text than subordinate concepts, and that the superordinate concepts have
more association words than subordinate concepts. Accordingly, the values of the
associations from the subordinate to the superordinate concepts are higher than the values
of associations from the superordinate to the subordinate concepts.
We believe that this difference in the association values is an important factor in
differentiating between the superordinate and subordinate concepts.
To verify this hypothesis, we conducted the experiments described below.
3.4.2.1 Experiments on Concept Hierarchical Processing Based on Differences in
Association Values
Associations from subordinate to superordinate concepts are generally stronger than
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associations from superordinate to subordinate concepts as mentioned before. In our
experiments, we included one word generally considered a superordinate concept and five
words generally considered subordinate words to that superordinate word. These six words
were presented to human subjects to determine whether or not the superordinate concept
word was correctly extracted. Of the six words, one word with higher association values
than the association values of all the other five words was extracted as the superordinate
concept.
The superordinate concept was correctly extracted in many cases (Table 2). In one case,
however, the hypothesis was not valid as shown by the failure in Table 3. This was because
a polysemic word (Apple) was included in the word group. This indicates that proper
processing of polysemic words is indispensable for enhancing the accuracy of concept
hierarchization.
Our experiments have shown that this hypothesis is valid for a large number of concepts. It
is difficult to achieve hierarchization of all concepts using this approach alone, but we
consider this approach to be an important element of concept hierarchization.

4. Experiments and Considerations about the AK database
Experiments were conducted on the AK database to confirm the effectiveness of the
approach used in our present study. Vocabulary matching was tested with the Standard
Vocabulary List SVL12000 and the Eijiro electronic English-Japanese dictionary to determine
to what extent standard words were included in the AK database. We conducted a
questionnaire survey using general public subjects to verify if the association and kansei that
were artificially calculated by the database approximated human sensibilities. The results of
this survey and the information in the database were compared.
4.1 Comparing the AK Database with the Standard Vocabulary List and an E-J
Dictionary
We visited about 1.2 million websites, collected text data and created a database containing
500,000 English words.
The purpose of our present study was to construct a knowledge database as mentioned
before. As such, it was necessary that words actually used by humans be included in the
database. We compared our database with the standard word list and a dictionary to find
out to what extent our database contained words used by humans.
Vocabulary matching was performed using two lists. One was SVL12000, a list prepared by
ALC who provide various support programs for English learning. The SVL12000 contains
12,000 English words that are generally used in conversation and written sentences, with the
exception of proper nouns. The other was an English-Japanese electronic dictionary called
Eijiro that contains more than 300,000 English words. The result of the comparison of our
database with these two reference materials is described below (Table 4).
The coincidence ratio with Eijiro was 51.52%, which was an inadequate result. The
coincidence ratio with SVL12000 was 100%, meaning that our database would be highly
useful, with almost all generally used words included.
The reason why the coincidence ratio with Eijiro was low could be explained by the scarcity
of text data used as the information source and the poor coverage of various genres in our
visits to websites. For our database to be able to pick up more words found in Eijiro, we
would need to collect much more text data and visit many more websites in different
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categories on the Internet.
4.2 Comparing Our Derived Association-Kansei with Human Association-Kansei
We conducted two questionnaire surveys using 73 Japanese subjects to learn how much the
association and kansei of our database approximated human values.
4.2.1 Verifying Association Words by Questionnaire Survey
The objective of the first questionnaire survey was to evaluate the reliability of the
association words in our AK database. Twelve basic words assumed to be known by
everybody were selected from the database and shown to the subjects together with their
respective association word groups. The subjects were asked to evaluate the association
word groups in three grades: Natural, Not Sure and Unnatural. The result of the survey is
shown at the top of Table 5, and the basic words and their association word groups at the
bottom of the Table.
In Table 5, on average Natural was selected by about 66% of the respondents,
overwhelmingly exceeding the Unnatural response selected by about 9%. Looking at the
basic words individually, the number of respondents who thought the relevant association
word group was Natural was predominantly larger than the number of respondents who
thought it Unnatural, with the exception of the word Mushroom. For the word Mushroom,
the respondents were nearly equally divided among Natural, Not Sure and Unnatural
responses. This may have been because of dispersion attributable to different associations by
people. None of the basic words was rated excessively Unnatural, which would indicate that
as far as these 12 well-known words were concerned the association words in our AK
database were effective and reliable.
4.2.2 Verifying Kansei Values by Questionnaire Survey
In our second questionnaire survey, nine basic words to be appraised were listed in the
questionnaire. For each of the words, the emotion words of Happiness, Anger, Fear, Disgust
and Sadness were shown opposite the basic word. The subjects were requested to circle each
of the emotion words that he/she thought were applicable to the given basic word. The
number of circles were tallied for each emotion word and divided by the number of
respondents to derive the average kansei value of the respondents. The result of the
experiment compares the values of human subjects with the kansei values of our AK
database (Table 6).
To facilitate comparison, each of the five of the nine basic words selected has a significantly
high value for a certain kansei in the AK database, while others have mixed kinds of kansei.
Of the nine basic words tested, four characteristic words are described below.
As seen in our results, for eight of the nine basic words, human subjects and our database
shared the same emotion word as the word of the highest kansei value. Furthermore, for four
of these eight words, human subjects and our database shared another same kansei word as
the word of the second highest kansei value. For the basic word Complaint, which had the
largest discrepancy between the human and database kansei of all nine basic words, the top
two emotion words, put together, were identical (Disgust and Anger). It is true that humans
can have emotions which are a mixture of three or more categories of kansei, and the
agreement of the top two emotion words indicates that our database contains the features of
human kansei.
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5. Problems and Prospects
Our experiments have broadly verified the effectiveness of our AK database in terms of the
number of nodes, properties of association words and kansei. The problem is that matching
with the dictionary was low. Thus, it is necessary to extract more text data.
It is also essential, as mentioned before, to divide polysemic words by their meanings. This
division and the accompanying classification would enable us to sort not only nodes but
also the frequency of appearance and association words, and then assumed relationships
would be applicable to many more concept hierarchies.
Our experiments have demonstrated that differences in association values between the
superordinate and subordinate concepts play an important role in the construction of the
hierarchical structure. But such relationships alone are not sufficient. To form a hierarchical
structure for all concepts, the sorting of concepts into respective categories is necessary, in
addition to the above relationships. To hierarchize concepts in practice, we specify central
words, and extract superordinate and subordinate concepts based on the association words
of respective central words. In reality, association words are a mixture of words of different
categories, although the interrelationships of the words are strong. For example, the
association words of the central word Dog may include Collar, Dog Food and other words
that have no hierarchical relationship among them. These types of words must be
eliminated during hierarchization. A method to evaluate association values among the
association words is currently being studied. The underlying idea of this method is that the
association value of association words belonging to the same category would be higher than
the association values of words belonging to different categories.

6. Conclusion
This paper described an association-kansei (AK) network that is the information source for
the artificial flow of consciousness and the creation of artificial emotions. It discussed the
classification of polysemic words and concept hierarchization. The authors’ AK database,
incorporating these features, is able to associate words similar to human functions and has
emotions that approximate those of humans as shown by the experiments. The Internet was
used as an information source, so the system can flexibly reflect the trends of the times.
We believe that a robot capable of communicating with humans can be created by making
the AK network closer to the knowledge structure of humans and achieving a more humanlike flow of consciousness.
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1. Introduction
The use of climate-controlled greenhouses and growth chambers makes it possible to
maintain high crop productivity and quality when outside air conditions are not favourable.
Climate control accuracy may help optimize production costs by reducing energy
consumption and by better respecting production calendars. Such objectives can be reached
by incorporating new technologies for crop growth chambers and reduced greenhouses
with an HVAC installation. Various climate control technologies have been used for
commercial and experimental greenhouses and growth chambers. Many studies have
focused mainly on temperature control, while considering relative humidity to be of
secondary importance, a background detail.
Generally speaking, air conditioning units used in crop growth chambers are made up of
heating and cooling system components with a compression cycle (Hanan, 1997; Arquello &
Velez, 1999; Jones & Jones, 1984). In addition to the energy cost and the high maintenance
expenses for this type of system, they present an ecological issue due to the pollutant
emissions generated by the use of refrigerating gases.
The main cooling technologies routinely used in greenhouses are ventilation, evaporative
cooling, and composite systems. A simple way to reduce the difference between inside and
outside air temperature is to improve ventilation. Natural ventilation uses very little
external energy, but whether it is natural or forced, ventilation is of limited efficiency and
not satisfactory on sunny days.
Evaporative cooling using fan-pads (Kittas et al., 2003) or fog/mist (Montero et al., 1994)
inside greenhouse and roof cooling systems (Willits & Peet, 2000) represents an efficient
means of greenhouse cooling that can lower the inside air temperature significantly below
the ambient air, but the range of relative humidity variation remains limited. Fan-pads work
on negative pressure, so that very often outside hot air mixes with the inside cool air
through infiltration, which reduces the efficiency of the system quite significantly. Mist or
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fog systems can provide more uniform temperature distribution than fan-pad systems, in
addition to ensuring uniform high humidity levels. One of the drawbacks of fog mist is that
the compressor consumes large amounts of energy, which increases the cost of operating the
system. This method also uses expensive foggers or nozzles, which often shocked due to
insoluble and soluble salt present in the water, thereby reducing the working efficiency of
the system.
Apart from these systems, two primary composite systems, such as earth-to-air heat
exchangers (EAHES) and aquifer coupled cavity flow heat exchangers (ACCFHES), can be
used for heating as well as cooling greenhouses. The EAHES uses the earth potential for
heating and the ground potential of the earth for cooling the greenhouses in summer
conditions due to its constant year round temperature. In this case, hot greenhouse air is
circulated through the burried pipe (2-4m depth) for dissipation of heat to the undergroung
soil. The aquifer coupled cavity flow heat exchanger system (Sharma 2007a) uses deep
underground aquifer water from an irrigation tube well at the ground surface at nearly
constant temperature. The major disadvantage of using EAHES is the cost of digging and
laying the pipes. Deterioration of the pipes under soil pressure also makes this system less
reliable for projects of long duration. A substantial review of cooling technologies may be
found in (Sethi & Sharma 2007).
We have investigated an ecological approach for climate control based on a passive
principle. A similar approach is set out in (Buchholz et al., 2006). The conditioning unit
under study is a new design with innovative proprieties and offers various environmental
advantages (Tawegoum et al., 2006a). It does not use the more typical compression system or
absorption-refrigeration cycle. It was designed to produce a microclimate with variable
temperatures and variable relative humidity setpoint values inside the growth chambers. A
complete physical model of this plant developed in (Riadi et al., 2006) shows that this
complex global system is composed of three nonlinear subsystems.
In this chapter, the adaptive direct and indirect general predictive control is used to control
the temperature and the relative humidity produced by the passive air conditioning unit.
The chapter is divided into three sections. The first section is devoted to the analytical
modelling of a conditioning unit. The second defines the properties of adaptive direct and
indirect approaches used for control. The last section presents real time results from the
system.

2. Analytical model of the system
2.1 System description
The required micro-climate must be produced by a passive air-conditioning system without
a freezing unit and compressor, or refrigeration cycle, and without pollutant emissions
(Tawegoum et al., 2006a). The specificity of this system is tied to its capacity to produce a
variable microclimate with variable temperatures and relative humidity set points. Since
temperature and relative humidity are highly coupled, one way to achieve these objectives
is to delink the control of the temperature from the relative humidity control. The airconditioning cycle is presented in the diagram below.
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Fig. 1. Thermodynamic cycle of the unit
Figure 1 shows the different thermodynamic phases of the air-conditioning cycle and the
region corresponding to our zone of interest. The system depends on mixing two air flows,
each with a different humidity level. The air intake can be from inside the greenhouse (point
B) or outside the greenhouse (point A). Regardless of the source of the air supply, the
characteristics of the air are clearly defined.
The characteristics of the air at point F are also known because the final temperature TF is
the set point temperature, and the moisture RHF is set by the user. As the air heating
operates at a constant absolute humidity, point B can be easily found by knowing the value
TF .
Computing the characteristics of the air at point C is more complex. These characteristics
can be deduced from point D, at which the temperature equals TF. In D, air must be
practically saturated. As cooling humidification (from C to D) operates at constant enthalpy,
point C can be calculated by determining the characteristics of points D and A.
The energy required for heating can be computed based on the enthalpy values of points A,
B and C. The airflow rate required to obtain the relative humidity set point is computed
using the relative evolution of the line ‘D-B’. Considering the values of qi, the final
expressions of the absolute humidity (absolute moisture content) and the temperature are
obtained by the following static thermodynamic equations:

q AHB + q AHD
1
2
AHF =
q +q
1

2

(1)
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TF =

q 1 (α + βAH B ) T B + q 2 (α + βAH D ) T D
q (α + βAH ) + q (α + βAH )
1
2
B
D

with α = 0.24 , β = 0.46

(2)

and q i being the air flow mass proportional to the aperture

position. Knowing both AHF and TF gives a unique value of RHF (Tawegoum et al., 2006a).

The unit is composed of two flows: a non-saturated flow (or dry duct) and a saturated flow
(or humidified duct). As shown in figure 2, in the saturated air flow, fresh air is saturated in
humidity after being heated by a coil resistor. Saturation operates at constant enthalpy
(Chraibi et al., 1995). The saturation unit consists of a closed system, including a pump, a
water tank and cross-corrugated cellulosic pads of the type used in cooling. The suction
pump carries water from the tank to the top of the pads. Once a steady state of saturation is
reached, the pads contain a constant mass of water with a given water output rate and a
given temperature. In the unsaturated air flow, fresh air is only heated by another resistor
coil. Dry pads are included to provide pressure drop balance. The low speed of the air and
the water through the pads reduces the difference in pressure drop between the two
streams.

Unsaturated

Tair_intake
RHair_intake
QVair

TRDD
RHRDD
q1

TODD
RHODD

x

q
TRHD
RHRHD
q2

TOHD
RH=100%

Tmixture
RHmixture

Saturated duct
saturated pads
heater

dry pads
Sliding window

Fig. 2. Air-conditioning system
The proportional mixing of the two air flows is carried out by an aperture operate by a DC
motor.Assuming that the two air flows are mixed properly, a local climate can be easily
produced in the growth chamber.
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2.2 System modelling
2.2.1 Temperature modelling
The differential equations describing the dynamic behaviour of the conditioning unit are
derived from the energy conservation law. The temperature behaviour in the mixing zone is
given by:

α ( x ) QVair
( 1 − α ( x )) QVair
dT mixture
=−
T mixture − T ODD −
T mixture − T OHD
dt
V mixer
V mixer

[

]

[

]

(3)

where Tmixture is the air temperature (°C) in the mixer, TODD is the air temperature (°C)
after the dry duct, TOHD is the air temperature (°C) after the humidified duct, α(x) ∈ [0 ,1]

the volumetric air flow percentage in the dry duct (%), x the percentage of aperture opening
(%), QVair the total volumetric air flow rate (m3/s), Vmixer the volume of the air mixer.

q1 , q 2 are the volumetric air flow rates depending on the aperture position (figure 2). The
total volumetric air flow rate Q Vair is given as:
Q Vair

= q1 + q2

= α (x)Q Vair + (1 − α (x))Q Vair

(4)

In the dry duct, the heat balance in the pads is expressed by the following equation:

[

]

α ( x ) QVair
dT ODD
k RDD
=−
U
T ODD − T air_intake +
dt
ρair C air V DD DD
V DD

(5)

with Tair_intake the intake air temperature (°C), U DD the applied voltage (V), proportional
to the resistor heating in the dry duct, k RDD the proportional coefficient between the
voltage and the heating-power (J/sV), ρair the air density (kg/m3), C air the specific heat of
air (J/kg °C), VDD the volume of the dry duct (m3).
In the humidified duct, the heat balance in the pads and the heater lead to the following
equations:
h A pad
( 1 − α ( x )) QVair
dT OHD
[T OHD − T RHD ] −
=−
T RHD − T wat_intake
ρ air C air V pad
dt
V pad
( 1 − α ( x )) QVair
+ L v (T wat_intake )
+ AH sat ( T wat_intake ) − AH air_intake
C air V pad

[

[

]
]

(6)

where TRHD is the air temperature (°C) after the heater of the humidified duct, Twat_intake
the intake water temperature in the pads of the humidified duct, U HD the applied voltage
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(V), proportional to the heating in the humidified duct, AHsat (Twat_intake ) and
AHair_intake are respectively the saturated absolute humidity at the temperature of water
intake and the absolute humidity of the air intake (kg of water/kg of dry air), k RHD the
proportional coefficient between the voltage and the heating-power (J/sV), ρ water the water
density (kg/m3), C water the water specific heat (J/kg °C), VRHD the heater chamber
volume of the humidified duct (m3), Vpad the pads volume (m3), A pad the pads exchange
area (m2), L V (Twat_intake ) latent heat (J/kg of water) at the temperature of the intake water,
h the convective heat coefficient (J/m2s°C) .
2.2.2 Relative humidity modelling
The heat and mass conservative law applied to the humid duct, the dry duct and the mixing
zone give rise to the following equations for absolute humidity.

[

( 1 − α ( x )) QVair
dAHOHD
=−
AHOHD − AHair_intake
dt
ε r V pad
+

1

ρ air C air ε V pad
r

[Q

wat_intake

− Q wat_intake

α ( x ) QVair
dAHmixture
=−
AHmixture − AHODD
dt
V mixture

[

+

( 1 − α ( x )) QVair
V mixture

]

]

(7)

]

[AHmixture − AHOHD]

(8)

where ε r is the pad porosity coefficient (%), Q wat_intake is the water intake flow mass
(Kg/s). More detailed information may be found in (Riadi, 2007).
The physical models shown above are complex and difficult to use for control objectives,
especially with respect to relative humidity. The model structure is MIMO, with internal
coupling between the temperature and relative humidity, and an instationarity due to the
operating point variation during the control (Riadi et al., 2007). Mention can also be made of
the presence of the external disturbance on the controlled outputs (temperature, relative
humidity). The air flow measurements for the main aperture positions indicate a nonlinear
relationship between the percentage of air flow and the percentage of aperture positions
(Tawegoum et al., 2006b).
To take into account these uncertainties and complexities, the process is seen as a timevarying system and the recursive estimation approach must be used to estimate parameters
in real time. The predictive control algorithms based on generalized predictive control or
even long range predictive control strategies have proven to be efficient, flexible and
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successful for industrial applications (Corréa et al., 2000; Nybrant, 1989; Rafilamanana et al.,
1992). This strategy is associated with the recursive estimation algorithm in order to obtain
better performance for both tracking and regulation problems.

3. Indirect and Direct Generalized Predictive Control (GPC) design
3.1 Indirect Generalized Predictive Control concepts
The synthesis of the generalized predictive controller (GPC) suggested by Clarke (Clarke et
al., 1987a; Clarke et al., 1987b) provides one of the methods that may be used as an adaptive
control strategy. However, it must be combined with an online identification method
(Landau & Dugard, 1986; Msaad & Chebassier, 1992). This method was used successfully in
industrial applications of various forms (Dumur et al., 1997; Richalet et al., 1978; Filatov &
Unbedhauen, 2004; Dion et al.1991,). Among the declared advantages of the generalized
predictive control (Clarke, 1988; Camacho & Bordons, 2000), one may mention that it can be
applied to processes with variable pure delay, with a non-minimum phase, and that it does
not involve an apparent problem when the process model has too many parameters,
contrary to pole placement strategies and linear quadratic control.

The method described in this paragraph is developed by Clarke (Clarke et al., 1987a),
(Clarke et al., 1987b), and is given in the SISO case :

1) The basic model is CARIMA (Controlled Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average)
defined to represent the behaviour of the process around a nominal operating point, given
by the following form:
A( q

−1

)Δy ( k ) = B( q

−1

) Δu( k − d ) + C( q

−1

)ε ( k )

(9)

y(k) is the system output, u(k) the system input, ε(k) the uncorrelated random sequence,
Δ (q

−1

) = 1- q

−1

the difference operator, A( q −1) , B(q −1) C(q −1) , are polynomials with n a ,

nb and n c degree respectively.
2) The optimal j-step ahead prediction of the system output using the available information
at instant ‘ k ’, is given by (10):

ŷ( k + j ) = G j (q −1)Δu( k + j − 1) + l j

(10)

where: l j = F j ( q −1)y(k) + H j (q −1)Δu( k − 1)
Where: F j , E j , G j , H j are polynomial solutions to the Diophantine equations.
the matrix formulation is represented in (11):
Yˆ = G.ΔU + L

(11)
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[

]

[

]

[

]

Ŷ T = ŷ(k + 1)K ŷ(k + N 2 ) ; ΔU T = Δu(k)K Δu(k + N 2 - 1) ; LT = l 1 (k + 1)Kl N2 (k + N 2 )
3) The performance index is a weighted sum of predicted tracking errors and future control
signal increments:
J(k) =

N2
N2
∑ (w(t + j) − ŷ(k + j))2 + λ ∑ ( Δu(k + j − 1))2
j = N1
j = N1

(12)

where: Δu j (k + j) = 0 , for j ≥ N u .
w(k + j) are the set points values at time k + j , ŷ(k + j) the output prediction at time
k + j , N1 the minimum prediction horizon, N 2 the maximum prediction horizon, N u the
control horizon, λ the control-weighting factor.
4) A closed form solution of the optimal law exists, which takes as inputs y(k ) and
u(k - 1) and as output ΔU opt [13]. The formula is derived through analytical minimization

of the previous cost function. The optimal control law is:
−1

T
T
ΔU opt = ⎡⎢G G + λI ⎤⎥ G (W − L)
⎣
⎦

With G a

(13)

(N 2 − N 1 + 1) × N u matrix. Only the first control value is finally applied to the

system according to the receding horizon strategy:

uopt (k) = uopt (k - 1) + G(W − L)

(14)

−1

⎡G T G + λI ⎤ G T .
⎢⎣
⎥⎦
The equivalent RST controller is computed through a difference equation [17]:

where G is the first line of matrix

S( q −1)u(k) = T(q −1)w(k + N 2 ) − R( q −1)y(k)

(15)

In the case of time varying parameters, the previous controller must be included within an
adaptive structure. The system parameters A(â, q −1) , B(â, q −1) are estimated in real time and
indirectly. The GPC controller parameters S(â, b̂, q −1) , R(â, b̂, q −1) , T(â, b̂, q −1) are updated
(Ljung, 1999), using the well known least square algorithm with a fixed forgetting factor so
as to ensure the closed loop stability and the desired performance (Msaad & Chebassier,
1992), (Bitmeat et al., 1990).
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3.2 Direct Generalized Predictive Control concepts
A direct adaptive GPC, based on the work of (Wang & Henrisken, 1993), (Wang &
Henrisken, 1994) is used with a direct identification of the controller parameters. In this
approach, the GPC algorithm is included in an adaptive framework considering a direct
scheme, directly updating the controller parameters. This strategy makes it necessary first to
reformulate the polynomial GPC controller in adequate form.
3.2.1 Some basic GPC notations
For the Direct adaptive case, the prediction vector (10) is rewritten in the following form:

~ + if y(t)+ ih Δu(t − 1)
yˆ = Gu

(16)

The minimization of the Eq.(12) written in a matrix form provides from the future control
sequence:

~
u = M[w − if y(t) − ih Δu(t − 1)]

With:

[

]T

(17)

[

]T

if = FN1 (q - 1 )KFN2 (q - 1 )
; ih = HN1 (q - 1 )KHN2 (q - 1 )
~ = Δu(t)K Δu(t + N - 1) T ; yˆ = ŷ(t + N )K ŷ(t + N ) T
u
u
1
2

[
]
w = [w(t + N 1 )K w(t + N 2 )]T

⎡ g N1
⎢ N1
⎢ g N1
G = ⎢ N1
⎢L
⎢
⎢ g NN2
⎣ 2

g NN1−1 L
1

g NN1 +1
1

L
g NN1 −1
2

[

]

⎤
⎥
L
L ⎥
⎥
L
L ⎥
⎥
L g NN1 − N +1 ⎥
u
2
⎦
L

−1

M = ⎡GT G + λINu ⎤ GT of dimension (N 2 − N 1 + 1) × N u
⎢⎣
⎥⎦

The GPC controller is implemented under a RST form through difference equation:

S(q−1)Δu(t) = T(q−1)w(t)− R(q−1)y(t)

(18)

[

]

With: S(q −1) = 1 + m1ih q −1 , R(q −1) = m1if q −1 , T(q −1) = m1 q N 1 Kq N 2 .
3.2.2 Reformulation as performance index
A- Definition of the performance error.
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Consider first the following regressor:

[

]

~ Δ u(t - 1) K Δ u(t − n ) T
Φ(t) = y(t) K y(t − n a ) u
b

(19)

With Φ(t) of dimension (n a + n b + N u + 1) , and θ the parameter matrix:

[

]

θ = M if I u M ih T

(20)

The control law (17) stems from the new matrix form:
(21)

Mw = θ T Φ(t)

Let us now introduce the following predictive vector (predicted outputs between the
horizons N1 and N 2 and future control values up to horizon N u ):

[

X (t + N 2 ) = yˆ

]

~ T
u

(22)

and the vector Xw , of the same dimension (N 2 − N 1 + N u + 1) , called target Vector.
Considering the fact that the output vector ŷ has to converge to the reference vector

w while the control signal u% has to tend to zero, Xw is defined by:

[

]

Xw (t + N 2 ) = w 0 T

(23)

Finally, a weighting matrix L is defined to create a cancellation dynamics of performance
error so that the filtered error is the following:

[

]

e f (t + N 2 ) = iP(t + N 2 ) − iPw(t + N 2 ) = LT X(t + N 2 ) - Xw(t + N 2 ) = LT e

(24)

With these definitions, iP(t + N 2 ) is an indication of the measured performances and
iPw(t + N 2 ) an evaluation of the expected performances.

B- Performance index.
The performance index to be minimized is quadratic cost function ℑ defined by:
ℑ(t + N 2 ) = e f (t + N 2 ) T e f (t + N 2 ) = [ X (t + N) − Xw (t + N)] T L L [X (t + N) - Xw (t + N) ]

(25)

From this, the objective in the adaptive case is to minimize this performance index ℑ at
each step, in order to reach asymptotically and without plant parameter knowledge:
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lim e f (t + 1) = 0

x→∞

Theorem
The fixed GPC control law explicitly cancels the performance index ℑ considering the
nominal model. The L matrix is defined by:
L = [M λ ]T = [Q 2 Q1 ]T

(26)

Proof: See (Ramond et al., 1998).
Including the RST structure and the performance error, the DAGPC algorithm is
represented in Fig.3

ef

Adaptation loop

+
+

+

M

λQ

w

T (q)

( )
A(q )

1

( )

+

ΔS q

−1

B q
u

Adaptation
algorithm

-1

-1

y

( )

R q

RST controller

−1

Fig. 3. Equivalent structure of the DAGPC
C- Least-squares identification
The previous section showed that the measured performances index is given by the relation:
iP(t + N 2 ) = Myˆ + λQ~
u

(27)

And the expected index by:
iPw(t + N 2 ) = Mw = θ T Φ(t)

(28)

For the time varying parameters, the fixed controller parameters matrix θ must be moved
to an estimated matrix θ̂(t)

(see Astrom and Wittenmark, 1989; Isermann, et al., 1992) to

ensure that the same criterion ℑ always equals 0. The controller parameter matrix is
updated according to a least squares-types method.
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4. Real time results
For the Indirect or Direct strategy, the recursive identification and GPC code developed
with Matlab® software were connected to the industrial automation via a local area network
managed by interface developed with Delphi® software. A set of electronic units was used
to apply heating voltage on the resistors or to control the DC motor and thus the Aperture
opening rate. Measurements were performed using Pt100 sensors for temperature and
encoder sensors for Aperture position. A sampling interval of Te=30 seconds was chosen to
satisfy the predominant time constant, and data acquisition time was about twelve hours.
The operating point (aperture opening) values interval was x ∈ [ 0%,100% ] .
4.1 Indirect strategy
The different discrete models structure of the temperature of dry and humid ducts are
given by:
TODD ( k )
U DD ( k )
TOHD ( k )
U HD ( k )

=

=

q

−1

1 + a11 ( k ) q
q

−1

1 + a 21 ( k ) q

(b11 ( k ) + b12 ( k ) q
−1

+ a12 ( k ) q

−2

+ a 22 ( k ) q

−2

)

+ a13 ( k ) q

(b 21 ( k ) + b 22 ( k ) q
−1

−1

−1

−3

)

+ a 23 ( k ) q

−3

(29)

(30)

Concerning the estimator algorithm, the models parameters were initialized by zero vectors
and the covariance matrix F (0 ) = 105, with a fixed forgetting factor η = 0.95 . In order to
facilitate the convergence of the recursive estimation algorithm, a persistent sequence
excitation (PRBS) was applied during the first 70 th sample times as can be seeing in figure 4
and figure 6, before running the generalized predictive control algorithm in real time. For
the GPC algorithm controller, the control-weighting factor λ =0.97, the minimum prediction
horizon was fixed at a value N 1 = d = 1 , and the maximum prediction horizon N 2 = 14 ,
with a control horizon N u = 7 . Parameter variation is shown in figures 5 and 7. More

detailed information may be found in (Riadi et al., 2007).
Generally speaking, control performance was good, as shown by the IAGPC for different
setpoint values. The temperature ducts are closed to the setpoints in figures 4 and 6. The
figures generally show an efficient disturbance rejection. These disturbances, caused by the
intake air temperature, are eliminated by the integral action existing in the CARIMA basic
model. The dry duct controller cancels parametric perturbation due to the abrupt and
significant change of aperture position.
The control strategy robustness was also observed through temperature overshoot rejection.
This type of disturbance is caused by the aperture commutation (operating point system
variations) which in reality affects the air rate flow variation. At 700 th sampling time in
figure 6, the overshoots presented by the humid duct air temperature response result from
the abrupt aperture opening commutation, which introduces a parametric error estimation
and, consequently, instantaneous closed loop instability between the 800 th and the 900 th
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sampling time. These can be explained by the non-persistence of the control signal in a
steady state, causing the cross-correlation of the covariance matrix vectors, which leads to
the estimator divergence.
In figure 8, the air temperature fluctuations do not appear between the 800 th and the 900 th
sample time, such as in figure 6, because during this window of time, the humid duct was
nearly closed (10%< x% <18%). As a result, its contribution to air mixing was reduced.

Fig. 4. IAGPC of the air dry duct temperature

Fig. 5. Dry duct model estimated parameters
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Fig. 6. IAGPC of the air humid duct temperature

Fig. 7. Humid duct model estimated parameters

Fig. 8. IAGPC of the air mixture duct temperature
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4.2 Direct strategy
Concerning the estimator algorithm, the sub-controllers parameter vectors were initialized
by the nominal controller based on the nominal sub-model corresponding to 10% of
aperture opening. The covariance matrix F (0 ) = 105, with a fixed forgetting factor, was

η = 0.96 . For the GPC algorithm controller, the control-weighting factor λ =0.97, the
minimum prediction horizon was fixed at a value N 1 = d = 1 , and the maximum prediction
horizon N 2 = 3 , with a control horizon N u = 1 .

Good control performance is also obtained with the DAGPC for different setpoint values.
The temperature ducts are closed to the setpoints in figures 9 and 10. The figures show a
generally efficient disturbance rejection. Compared to the previous strategy, both ducts are
sensitive to abrupt and significant changes in aperture position.

Fig. 9. DAGPC of the air dry duct temperature

Fig. 10. DAGPC of the air humid duct temperature
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The control strategy robustness may be observed, through temperature overshoots rejection.
This type of disturbance is caused by the aperture commutation (operating point system
variations) which in reality affects the air rate flow variation. At 900 th sampling time in
figure 11, the overshoots presented by the humid duct air temperature response result from
the abrupt aperture opening commutation, which introduces a performance error and,
consequently, instantaneous closed loop instability between the 900 th and the 1000 th
sampling time. These can be explained by the necessary time to update the parameter
controllers, when the local controllers are trying to maintain the nominal closed loop
performances index, in spite of parametric system variations.
In figure 9, air temperature fluctuations appear between the 900 th and the 1000 th sample
time, such as in figure 11, because during this window of time the dry duct was nearly open
( x% =90%), and it thus made a significant contribution to air mixing.
To sum up, the air mixture temperature setpoints are guaranteed indirectly as consequence
of the accuracy of the two temperatures at the upstream ducts in figure 11, showing the
feasibility of the proposed humid air thermodynamic strategy.

Fig. 11. DAGPC of the air mixture duct temperature
4.3 Humidity control
According to the air humid diagram (figure 1), the cascade strategy applied to the
temperature and the relative humidity was intended to decouple these variables. This
implies taking care of that relative humidity and temperature set points do not vary
simultaneously. In order to validate the air conditioning output relative humidity, the
nonlinear function between air and aperture position (Tawegoum et al.,2006b), combined
with equation 1 and the relationship between absolute and relative humidity were used to
defined the equivalent relative humidity set points.
Figure 12 illustrates the behaviour of relative air humidity in the mixing zone. It may be
observed that, with little variation in the aperture position, the measurements are closed to
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the set points. As the dynamics of the relative humidity are lower compared to those of the
aperture, when the set point values vary permanently or vary abruptly, the tracking
performances are too slow. Apart from these cases, one may consider the control to be good
in a relative humidity range of between 75% and 95% since the errors remain in the standard
deviation of the relative humidity sensors used.

Fig. 12. Relative humidity of the mixture air

5. Conclusion
We have proposed a decentralized control scheme for the temperature and relative
humidity control of a complex air conditioning unit. A local controller based on adaptive
generalized predictive control theory has been designed for manipulating each sub-system
with the objective of ensuring the setpoint temperature at the air mixture output under
external and internal disturbances. The adaptive direct and indirect approaches proved to be
good in both tracking and regulation. For the dry duct, the IAGPC also cancelled parametric
variations, while for the humid duct both IAGPC and DAGPC reacted slowly to significant
and abrupt variations. This is probably due to the time constant of the humid duct and to
complex phenomena of mass and heat transfer between water and air, which takes place in
the humid duct. These transfers also occur in the relative humidity in the mixing zone.
The close loop stability could be improved by taking into account a supervision level.
Tracking performance may be enhanced by including the relative humidity dynamics in the
control.
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1. Introduction of the OMW
A variety of wheelchairs with different options and special add-on features have been
developed to meet a wide range of needs (Pin & Killough, 1994), (Wada & Asada, 1999),
(West & Asada, 1992). In order to satisfy the demand for higher mobility, designers have
created new driving concepts such as omni-directional movement which allows any
combination of forward, sideways, and rotational movement, thus ensuring users much
more freedom and safety in wide or narrow spaces.
Autonomous electric wheelchairs are very useful for people who cannot move their upper
bodies freely. However, these wheelchairs need to be fitted with a central control unit and
high-level sensors capable of realizing complex navigation and obstacle avoidance tasks,
based on a description of the environment and final goals marked out by those sensors.
Since autonomous wheelchairs can function well only in special environments, this mode
greatly limits the user's freedom.
In order to offer users with a higher degree of independence, the user-controlled movement
mode, or semi-autonomous mode, which is operated under absolute user control by an
input device such as a joystick, switch, monitor, etc., has been developed. The main
difference between autonomous and semi-autonomous systems is that in semi-autonomous
systems users interact in real time to perform certain tasks in dynamic environments. Under
user control, the wheelchair can go wherever the user wants it to. Therefore, this mode
provides a high degree of user independence.
However, it is necessary to keep in mind that some elderly people or handicapped people
can not use their arms due to weakness or injury. These people need the help of an
attendant. In developed countries in which the number of young people is declining yearly,
some healthy elderly people are taking care of other elder or handicapped people. For these
attendants, a system that helps them to push the wheelchair and its occupant would be very
convenient.
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Years ago, the main purpose of research was to develop reliable systems without showing
great concern for the comfort of the user when employing them. However, with the advent
of ergonomics or "the systematic application of knowledge about the psychological,
physical, and social attributes of human beings in the design and use of all things which
affect a person's working conditions: equipment and machinery, the work environment and
layout, the job itself, training and the organization of work", designers have become more
aware of the importance of the user when designing any device. Comfort, or "a state of
being relaxed and feeling no pain, when using a piece of equipment" emerged as a design
goal. This is especially true in the case of wheelchairs where the occupants are weak people
because of age or disease.
Therefore, the development of an omni-directional wheelchair that can provides the
occupant with semi-autonomous functions and comfort; and the attend with power assist
support is highly desirable.
When considering about wheelchairs, it is necessary to remember that they can be classified
in two main groups: manual wheelchairs or wheelchairs that move due to the application of
force by the occupant, and electric wheelchairs, or wheelchairs that employ electric energy
for generating movement. Just the latter are the object of interest for this research.
In order to offer users with a higher degree of independence, the user-controlled movement
mode, or semi-autonomous mode, which is operated under absolute control of users by an
input device such as joystick, switch, monitor, etc., has been developed. Under control of
users, wheelchair can go wherever users want to go. Therefore, this mode provides a great
independence to users. For achieving reliable navigation, obstacle detection and collision
avoidance must be considered when designing a wheelchair. In the case of semiautonomous wheelchairs, most of them rely on reactive obstacle avoidance (Argyros et al.,
2002), (Borgolte et al., 1998), (Levine et al., 1999), (Tahboub, 2001), (Yanco et al., 1995) which
is in some degree safe but uncomfortable for the user if he is not aware of the obstacle and
he is unexpectedly taken away from it. "Not being aware" means that the user is not giving
attention to the environment or maybe he is a blind one. It means that environment
information must be provided in a way that it can be perceived without using the eyes. Most
of semi-autonomous wheelchairs use joysticks as input devices then it appears natural to
provide environment information to users through joystick. That is, joystick becomes a
haptic device, or a device that provides information through the sensation of touch.
Many power-assisted wheelchairs have been developed for handicapped people who have
free use of their arms. Power assist is useful for reducing the burden of manual workers and
elderly people. In recent years, it is necessary for elderly people to support other elderly
people. Research on power-assist systems has been widely reported (Hayashibara et al.,
1999), (Kawai et al., 2004), (Kumar et al., 1997), (Lee et al., 1999), (Naruse et al., 2005) and
much study has been devoted to wheelchairs (Sanada et al., 2005), (Seki et al., 2005), (Wu et
al., 2004) regarding the chair's straight-line forward and backward movement. However, in
spite of its importance, little study has focused on power-assist with respect to rotation,
lateral and slanting movements. The application of power-assist for supporting the
attendant of an omni-directional wheelchair constitutes a new area of research. Though
some research regarding a power-assist system for omni-directional vehicles related to carts
is available (Maeda et al., 2000), no report regarding this topic as related to wheelchairs has
appeared, to the authors' knowledge. In the case of the Omni-directional Cart with Powerassist System developed by Matsushita Electric Works (Maeda et al., 2000) a cart with the
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length being bigger than the width is considered. In this case, they report problems with
lateral motion when the length of the cart is very big. Moreover, it looks like they have
considered turning, but not rotation over the center of gravity because it could not be
possible due to the dimensions of the cart. On the other hand, achieving almost perfect
rotation over the center of gravity and high accuracy in lateral and forward-backwards
motion is a very important goal in this research.
In recent years special attention has been given to ride comfort. When ride comfort is
studied, most of them consider only influences of vibration in up-down direction caused by
uneveness of the ground. Various alternatives have been mooted to solve this problem,
however, most of them are based on more or less complex mechanical solutions such as soft
cushions, vibration absorber, etc. (Sato et al., 2003). With the use of these advanced
equipments, the cost has been increased accordingly and, moreover, it also usually increases
the weight of the device. According to literature, when automobile drivers were asked about
parameters necessary to driving comfort, they mentioned factors such as a well designed
seat, adjustable features, correct temperature, ease of reaching controls and pedals, enough
space, low noise level as well as vibration-free riding.
For wheelchair users, the factors related to comfort are almost the same as those mentioned
above. In fact, two main problems are considered when designing a comfortable wheelchair:
comfortable seat design and suppression of vertical vibration caused by rough pavement or
the wheelchair's mechanical elements. However, there is another factor that must be
considered: vibration due to jerking, or the variation of linear acceleration (Seki et al., 2005).
When the natural frequency of this vibration synchronizes with the natural vibration
frequency of human beings, the resonance phenomenon causes large oscillations and
therefore leads to the discomfort of the wheelchair's occupant. In past studies (Matsuoka,
2000a), (Matsuoka, 2000b), (Nishiyama, 1993), (Okada, 1980), (Smith, 2000), the user's upper
body is considered as a series of rigid segments (head, chest, waist) connected by flexible
joints. Each joint is given a rotational spring constant (RSC) and a rotational viscous
damping constant (RVDC). However, since waist is connected to the seat directly, its swing
frequency is much less than that of head and chest. Then, in this research, in order to
simplify the model, it is considered that upper human body consists of two rigid segments:
head and torso. Moreover, in this research the human model is used for studying vibration
of the human body when it moves in a horizontal plane, while previous researchers have
used a human model for studying the problem of vibration of the human body when it
moves in a vertical direction.
In author's laboratory, a holonomic Omni-directional Wheelchair (OMW) which can act as
an autonomous (Kitagawa, Terashima et al., 2002), semi-autonomous (Kitagawa, Terashima
et al., 2001) or power assisted (Kitagawa, Terashima et al., 2004) wheelchair has been
developed. Because of its omni-directional movement, it is able to navigate smoothly in
structured inner environments using range sensors for getting environment information. In
order to recognize surrounded environment it can build a local map which provides
distance to nearest obstacles. In semi-autonomous mode the input device is a joystick, with
velocity of OMW being proportional to the angular displacement of the joystick. In previous
research, just the idea of haptic feedback was proposed (Tahboub, 2001), or a combination of
a haptic joystick with a virtual simulator for navigation was used (Protho et al., 2000). In this
research, a wheelchair provided with a haptic joystick has been built. Moreover impedance
of joystick or force feedback changes according not only to velocity of OMW but also to the
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distance of OMW to the nearest obstacle in the direction of movement. The nearest the
distance becomes, the more difficult it becomes to move the joystick, then the user
understands that he is going to collide against an obstacle soon an he can decide to change
the direction of movement or to stop OMW. The proposed approach by haptic joystick has
been tested with good results (Kitagawa , Terashima et al., 2001) , and furthermore, a novel
navigation guidance system to induce evasive movement, while the omni-directional
wheelchair performs slide movement without rotated movement, using the haptic feedback
joystic is proposed.. The obstacle existing toward the moving direction of vehicle has
possibility of collision. Therefore, when the obstacle exists in the direction of the OMW’s
movement, this approach gives the joystick force to operator’s hand such that induces
evasive movement to navigate OMW toward the direction without obstacle for operator’s
safe and smooth driving. The purpose of this study gives a support system to realize
operator’s safe and smooth driving when the operator passes through the narrow aisle,
entrance of room, or enters an elevator,etc.(Kondo, et al. 2008).
In the power assisted mode, in the authors' laboratory (Kitagawa, Terashima et al., 2004) a
six-axis force sensor is used for measuring the force applied by the attendant in two
orthogonal axes, X and Y, and a rotational direction θ. This force is then changed to
reference velocity Vx, Vy, and ω by using a first-order lag controller. Finally, the reference
velocity is applied to the servo-motors of the OMW. This system works well as a powerassist system, and provides the attendant effective support. However, a problem related to
the operability of the OMW remains. Due to the application of the power-assist system, the
operability of the OMW diminishes especially when the attendant tries to rotate the chair in
a clockwise (CW), or counter-clockwise (CCW) direction around the OMW's center of
gravity CG.
A survey was conducted among various attendants trying to discover some relationships in
the way they developed forwards-backwards, lateral, and rotational movements. It was
impossible to find general rules that explained all cases, but a relationship was found
between lateral and rotational movements. These relationships were used as the basis for
constructing a fuzzy reasoning system (Mathworks, 2002), (Harris et al., 1993), (Mamdani &
Assilian, 1985), (Shaw, 1998), (Sugeno & Kang, 1998), (Takagi & Sugeno, 1985) that helped to
improve the operability of the OMW. An expert operator can move the OMW with ease, but
for people not accustomed to its use it is difficult to easily manage in any direction. Thus,
the development of a novel power-assist system with easy operability is strongly
demanded. In this paper, this system is called a "skill-assist system" (Yamada et al., 2002).
Nevertheless, when the system was tested by different attendants, a completely satisfactory
result was not obtained by every attendant, since each operator has his or her own
tendencies, and thus the parameters of the fuzzy inference system must be reasonably tuned
to respond to the individual. Tuning the fuzzy inference system by trial and error was thus
attempted and its results reported in (Kitagawa, Terashima et al., 2004). This was found to
be a time-consuming process, leading to fatigue and boredom in the attendants.
Hence, a better tuning method, a method that allows tuning of the fuzzy inference system, is
needed. This can be obtained by adding Neural Networks (NN) to the fuzzy inference
system, obtaining what is known as a neuro-fuzzy system. Much research has been devoted
to this topic (Jang, 1993), (Jang et al., 1997), (Juang & Lin, 1998), (Lian et al., 1999), (Lin &
Lee, 1991), (Nguyen et al., 2003). Jang (Jang, 1993) developed the ANFIS (AdaptiveNetwork-based Fuzzy Inference System), a neuro-fuzzy system in which the fuzzy inference
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system is tuned by using the system's input data. Tuning is performed by minimizing the
output error of the NN used in combination with the fuzzy inference system. For achieving
this goal, the NN is trained by using a hybrid method that combines least squares and the
Backpropagation algorithm (BP law). This method is thus thought to be an effective method
for tuning the parameters of the OMW's fuzzy inference system.
In the case of comfortable navigation, in the authors' laboratory comfort has been a subject
of study in the autonomous mode without the joystick (Terashima et al., 2004) but only
when the OMW moves in a single direction, X or Y. In the present paper, comfort is studied
when the OMW moves in any direction, such as a slanting direction, when in practical semiautonomous operation mode using the joystick (Urbano et al., 2005b). For the command
input via joystick operation, the velocity control of the OMW is carried out by means of
frequency shaping using the Hybrid Shape Approach (HSA) proposed by the authors (Yano
et al., 2000) in order to achieve the swing suppression control or comfortable driving by
excluding a specific spectrum of elements such as the natural frequency of the OMW and
the discomfort frequency of human organs. A human model which considers the human
upper body to be composed of two parts, the torso and head, has been developed and used
in order to test the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
In this chapter, in section 2, kinematics and dynamics of the OMW are described. In section
3, semi-autonomous operation and guidance system of the OMW for obstacle avoidance by
haptic joystick. In section 4, power asist control of OMW for helper and, in section 5,
adaptive control by Neuro-Fuzzy system of OMW using a touch Panel as human interface
for realizing tailor-made vehicle. In section 6,comfort driving of the OMW and conclusion
in section 7.

2. Kinematics and dynamics of the OMW
The OMW, which can act as an autonomous (Kitagawa et al., 2002), semi-autonomous
(Kitagawa et al., 2001) or power assisted (Kitagawa et al., 2004) wheelchair is shown in Fig.
1, and its specifications are shown in Table 1.

Fig. 1. Omni-directional wheelchair (OMW)
The OMW is able to move in any arbitrary direction without changing the direction of its
omni-wheels, which are shown in Fig. 2. In this system, four omni-directional wheels are
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individually driven by four motors, as shown in Fig. 3. Each wheel has passively driven free
rollers at its circumference. The wheel that rolls perpendicularly to the direction of
movement does not stop its movement, because of the passively driven free rollers. These
wheels thus allow movement that is holonomic and omni-directional.

Table 1. Specifications of the OMW

Fig. 2. Omni-wheel

Fig. 3.Omni-wheels and motors

Fig. 4. Velocity vectors of the omniwheels
In the coordinate system of the OMW, the X-axis is defined when the OMW moves forward
or backward. The Y-axis is defined when the OMW moves to the right or left, and rotational
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direction is defined according to direction θ perpendicular to the plane determined by X and
Y. The joystick's coordinate system is established in the same way as that of the OMW.
Furthermore, if Vx is the velocity of the OMW in the X-axis, Vy the velocity of the OMW in
the Y-axis, and ω the angular velocity of the OMW when it rotates around the vertical axis,
the velocity of the OMW can be expressed as VOMW = [Vx, Vy, ω]T. The velocity of the OMW
is the vectorial sum of the velocities of the four omni-directional wheels. The velocity vector
for the omni-wheels is written as VWHEEL= [V0, V1, V2, V3]T. The velocity vectors
corresponding to each omni-wheel are shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 4, θ is the angle that the
velocity vector of the OMW has with the axis Y of the reference system.
From Fig. 4:
Vx =

1
(V 0 − V 1 )
2

(1)

Vy =

1
(V 2 − V 3 )
2

(2)

ω=

1
(-V0 − V1 - V2 − V3 )
4lωb

(3)

, where lωb is the distance from the center of the OMW to the circumference of the omniwheels. Written in a matrix form, the above equations become:
VOMW = B ⋅ VWHEEL

(4)

where
⎡
⎢
⎢
B≡⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢−
⎣

1
2

−

0
1
4l ωb

1
2

0
−

1
4l ωb

0
1
2
1
−
4l ωb

⎤
⎥
⎥
1 ⎥
−
2 ⎥
1 ⎥
−
⎥
4l ωb ⎦
0

(5)

Since generally a matrix should be square in order to calculate its inverse, the coefficients'
matrix in Eq. (4) should be square in order to calculate VWHEEL from VOMW. Keeping this in
mind, the angular velocity ω of OMW is divided into two parts: ω1 produced by V0 and V1,
and ω2 produced by V2 and V3.

ω1 =

1
( − V0 − V1 )
2l ωb

(6)
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1
( − V2 − V3 )
2l ωb
1
ω = (ω 1 + ω 2 )
2

ω2 =

(7)
(8)

By using Eq. (6), Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), it is possible to get:
⎡
⎢
⎡ Vx ⎤ ⎢
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
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⎢ ⎥
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⎣⎢ V3 ⎦⎥

(9)

VOMW can be expressed by:
⎡
⎡Vx ⎤ ⎢1 0 0
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎢Vy ⎥ = ⎢0 1 0
⎢⎣ ω ⎥⎦ ⎢0 0 1
2
⎣

⎤ ⎡V ⎤
0⎥ ⎢ x ⎥
V
0⎥ ⎢ y⎥
1 ⎥ ⎢ω 1 ⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥
2 ⎦ ⎣⎢ω 2 ⎦⎥

(10)

For avoiding the slippage of the wheels, the constraint ω1 = ω2, or V0 + V1 = V2 + V3 is
imposed. By considering ω1 = ω2, Eq. (9) can be expressed as follows:
−1

VWHEEL = B * ⋅ VOMW

,

(11)

, where
B

*−1

⎡ 1
⎢
−1
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⎢ 0
⎢
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0
0
1
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⎥
− l ωb ⎥
− l ωb ⎥
⎥
− l ωb ⎦⎥

(12)

−1

Here, B* is a pseudo-inverse matrix that allows the velocity of each wheel to be obtained
based on the velocity of the OMW.

3. Semi-autonomous Operation and Guidance System of the OMW for
Obstacle Avoidance by Haptic Joystick.
The OMW is able to move in any arbitrary direction without changing the direction of the
wheels. In this system, four omni-directional wheels are individually driven by four motors.
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Each wheel has passively driven free rollers at its circumference. The wheel that rolls
perpendicularly to the direction of movement does not stop its movement because of the
passively driven free rollers. Thus, these wheels allow holonomic and omni-directional
movement.
The obstacle detection sensors are activated in back and forth of the OMW in order to obtain
information regarding its surrouding environment. In this research, the input device is a
joystick. The direction of the vehicle movement depends on orientation of the joystick and
speed is proportional to declination of the joystick. Moreover, two motors are installed in
each x and y axis of the joystick, and the joystick can give virtual spring damper
characteristics because of the impedance control. (Kitagawa et al, 2001), (Urbano et al,
2005a).

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of environmental recognition and navigation
It is possible to acquire the surrounding environmental information in real time by two
obstacle detection sensors. The obstacle with danger collision exists in the direction of
OMW’s running with current input. Therefore, the algorithm that choses only
environmental information which exists in the direction of the OMW’s running from all of
the obtained information is constructed. Figure 5 shows the otuline of the environmental
recognition system. The recognition area can be changed, corresponding to the direction of
OMW’s running.

Fig. 6. Specification of obstacle detection sensor
The specifications of the obstacle detection sensor “URG-04LX” (Hokuyo Automatic Co.
Ltd.) are shown in Fig. 6. This sensor gives real-time updates of the surrounding
environment. The sensor covers a wide angular range. The maximum angular resolution on
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Fig. 7. Configuration of obstacle detection sensor (1)

Fig. 8. Configuration of obstacle detection sensor (2)
the sensor is 0.36 [deg] within range of 240 [deg]. And measurement range of the sensor is
20-4000 [mm]. Furthermore, it only takes 100 [ms] for one complete scan. In this research,
the angular resolution is applied 3.6 [deg] for the brevity of calculations. Two sensors are
attached on frontside and backside of the base frame, where the control unit, the chair and
the battery is installed, as shown in Fig. 7. It is possible to get the surrounding
environmental information without shelding matters, because the unit above the base frame
is braced with the suspension unit at the OMW’s center, as shown in Fig. 4. Then, there are
small dead areas in laser sensors’ scanning in OMW’s right and left sides, as shown in
triangle black zone in Fig. 8. These dead areas are regarded as a part of OMW as described
later. The total output response time to capture environmental map is 200 [ms] in this
system, because of using two obstacle detection sensors. Take into account of the velocity of
OMW’s movement and velocity response of OMW, the response time is of no matter.

Fig. 9. Experimental result of obtaining environmental information
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Figure 9 shows experimental results of obtaining environmental information using the
obstacle detection sensor, while human operates the joystick for navigation. In this
experiments, the OMW is manually controlled using joystick by operator. Note that, the
obstacle and wall is recognized as points, and the map described by points is rotated while
OMW is skew movement. It should be considered that this phenomenon is caused by
slipping of the omni-wheel ad differences in the diameter of each four omni-wheels.
In this section, the algorithm that choses only environmental information existing toward
the moving direction of the OMW from all the surrounding environmental information is
presented.

Fig. 10. Definition of OMW’s vehicle area

Fig. 11 . The environmental recognition system
First, the OMW’s vehicle area which covers the entire OMW is defined. Since the OMW has
a table, the joystick, and the power-assist handle, the OMW’s vehicle area is defined as the
shape of an ellipse covering both parts of OMW’s main body and the dead areas of laser
scanning as shown in Fig. 7(a). The length of shorter axis of this ellipse is da = 0.5 [m] and
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longer axis is db = 0.7 [m], as shown in Fig. 7. If the obstacle goes inside the OMW’s vehicle
area, it is considered as a crashing obstacle. Next, an algorithm such that only environmental
information existing toward the moving direction of the OMW is chosen, is proposed. Now
the OMW is slide moving in direction Φ, as shown in Fig. 11. Then the surrounding
environmental information is acquired as a set of points by two obstacle detection sensor.
These points set are defined as the obstacle points. The straight line drawn by extending the
moving direction from the OMW’s center point is defined as the center line. The area
between two lines such as being parallel to the center line and tangent to the oval vehicle
area, is defined as the recognition area. And the obstacle points existing in the recognition
area are defined as the recognition points, The closest recognition point to the OMW’s
vehicle area is defined as the closest point. Thus, the obstacle existing in the recognition area
has danger of collision with OMW. By means of this algorithm, the present system can
recognize only the obstacle with possibility of collision of the present moving direction, and
teach the distance to the closest recognition point to the OMW. And the environmental
recognition system achieves high speed response time to capture environmental map,
compared with velocity response of OMW. Therefore, if navigator suddenly changes the
joystick’s direction, navigator’s safe is assured with the presented system.
Derivation of the recognition area is explained in more detail. Now, the vehicle is moving in
the direction Φ. A perfect circle shape is defined as the vehicle area. In this algorithm, the
vehicle area needs to be perfect circle, but the OMW’s vehicle area is really ellipse shape.
Therefore, in order to change the shape of OMW’s vehicle area into a perfect circle shape,
the scale of X-axis or Y-axis is temporarily altered while picking the recognition point. For
example, in this study case, all of Y-coordinate value of obstacle points times da/db, because
the OMW’s vehicle area is defined as shape of an ellipse, and the length of shorter axis is da
= 500 [mm] on the X-axis and longer axis is db = 700 [mm] on the Y-axis, as shown in Figure
7. And movement direction Φ is converted into Φ’ by following equation (dash ”, ”
indicates the transformed scale of X-Y axis ).

Φ

'

= tan

−1

⎛
⎜
⎜ d
⎝

a

sin Φ
/ d b ⋅ cos

⎞
⎟
Φ ⎟⎠

(13)

First, the circumstance of the vehicle is divided into the layer of l thick (L1;L2;…;Ln) and the
obstacle points are stored in these layer. Next, the range of angular is derived in several
layers such as
Φ ' − θ'n ≤ Θ'n ≤ Φ'+θ'n , (n = 1,2,3...n)

⎛ r + nl ⎞
θ'n = sin −1⎜
⎟
⎝ r ⎠

(14)

(15)

The range of angular Θn’ is indicated the range of the recognition area on nth layer. If the
obstacle point exists in the recognition area, this point is defined as the recognition point.
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Fig. 12. Definition of recognition area

Fig. 13. Experimental results of environment recognition system
After picking the recognition points from all of the obstacle point with the use of above
algorithm, all of the Y-coordinate value of obstacle points and recognition points times db/da
in order to reconvert the transformed scale of X-Y axis. The experiment of the
environmental recognition system with the recognition area is conducted. The OMW is
installed at the center of the fence of radius 1 [m], and four obstacles are installed between
the OMW and the fence. The fence is made of white board. The result of this experiment is
shown in figure 10. Then, the thickness of the layers is l = 50 [mm]. Note that, the width of
the recognition area is changed to fit the OMW’s vehicle area defined as shape of an ellipse,
and this system can pick out the recognition points from the obstacle points.
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Two motors are installed in each x and y axis of the joystick as shown in Fig. 14, and the
joystick can give virtual spring-damper characteristics with the impedance control. Based
on the distance to the closest obstacle and the wheelchair’s input velocity, the impedance
of the joystick is provided. By neglecting the effect of joint mechanical compliance and link
flexibility, the desired elastic behavior can be described as
τ = dq& − kq

(16)

where τ is the joystick’s motor torque, d is viscous damping coefficient, k is the stiffness and
q is the tilting angle from the neutral position. The viscous damping coefficient is d = 0.015.
The desired stiffness k in the input direction of the joystick is described as the following
equation, as explained in (Kitagawa et al, 2001).
⎧⎪ v / v max + α
⎫⎪
+ 1⎬
k = k0 ⎨
2
⎪⎩ ( r / rmax )
⎪⎭

(17)

where v is the input velocity of the wheelchair, and r is the distance to the nearest obstacle in
the input direction. The maximum input velocity is vmax = 1.0 [m/s], and the maximum
distance in effectiveness range for this impedance control is rmax=3.0[m]. The standard
stiffness is k0 = 0.5 [Nm/rad], and the constant value is α= 0.014, determined considering the
operator’s characteristics of handling etc., as explained in (Kitagawa et al, 2001). The input
direction is measured by potentiometers attached to the joystick, as shown in Fig. 15, and
the distance to the nearest obstacle r is given by the environmental recognition system
described above (Fig. 12).

Fig. 14. Joystick

Fig. 15. Joystick system
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Fig. 16. Plots of stiffness against distance and velocity
Figure 16 shows plots of stiffness k against the distance r and the velocity v in the
corresponding direction. Note that, as the distance r becomes smaller, the stiffness k
becomes larger, moreover, as the velocity v becomes larger, the stiffness k becomes larger.
In the case that the velocity is high, the motion is highly restricted, for safety. In the case
that the velocity is low, the motion is scarcely restricted for maneuverability. The
operator’s input torque is restricted by the impedance of the joystick, hence the motion of
the wheelchair is also restricted by means of the operator’s joystick commands. Then, given
the joystick’s motor torque τ by this impedance control system is generated in the opposite
direction from the declined direction of joystick by the operator.

Fig. 17. Experimental condition of impedance control by using joystick
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Fig. 18. Experimental result of impedance control by using joystick
Figure 18 shows an experimental result through environmental feedback using obstacle
detection sensors while human operates the joystick for navigation. The stiffness k is
inspected while the OMW advances toward the wall 3 [m] away from the OMW at a
controlled velocity, as shown in Fig. 17. Then, the obstacle is installed between the OMW
and wall. Note that, the stiffness k increases as the distance to the obstacle becomes smaller,
hence the motor torque grows. Next, the stiffness k is calculated corresponding the direction
of joystick’s declination, using experimental result shown in Fig. 9, above.

Fig. 19. Experimental result with the change of joystick’s compliance during running of
OMW.
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Figure 19 shows the facilitation (= 1/k) to operate joystick for the corresponding orientation
of the joystick. Then, OMW runs the speed of 0.4 [m/s]. In the sense of global coordinate as
shown in the right side of Fig. 19 (case(a)-(f)), forward direction is 0 [deg], backward
direction is 180 [deg], right direction is 90 [deg], and left direction is -90 [deg]. Note that, in
the case that the OMW is moving in the direction nearing the obstacle, it is difficult to
decline the joystick, because the motor torque grows. In other cases, it is easy to decline the
joystick. Therefore the operator can naturally find out about existing obstacle and danger of
collision by the present haptic device.
In the previous paragraphs, the haptic feedback joystick informs the danger level of collision
to the operator. Additionally, in this section, the navigation guidance system that enable the
operator to navigate the moving of OMW in the direction without crashing into obstacle, is
built. This system is called the navigation guidance haptic feedback system. To begin with,
take a look at the closest layer existing the recognition point.

Fig. 20. Classification of cases with and without using navigation assistance algorithm
The recognition area in this closest layer is defined as the closest area, as shown in Fig. 20.
Then, if the recognition points exist across the center line in the closest area, as shown in
Figure 20 (a), the navigation guidance haptic feedback system is not conducted. On the other
hand, if the recognition points exist on one side, as shown in Figure 20 (b) and (c), the
navigation guidance haptic feedback system is worked. Moreover, in these cases (for
example Figure 20 (b),(c)), the recognition points are described by polar coordinate system,
and the recognition point possessing the minimum polar angle is defined as the evasive
point.The OMW is controlled to move in the direction Φ by the operator’s input force with
the joystick, as shown in Fig. 21 (a). Using the recognition area defined previously, the
inductive angle Ωd with joystick is required, as shown in Fig. 21. Then the scale of Y-axis is
altered, therefore, dash attached with variable indicates the changing of X-Y axis scale. For
example, the evasive point is acquired in the Nth layer LN (layer number is n = N), as shown
in Figure 21 (b). In this case, the evasive point E’ exists in the right side of the recognition
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area divided by the center line. The evasive point E’(de’; qe’) is described by polar coordinate
system which has the origin of coordinate is the center of the vehicle area. This system
automatically gives a force to decline joystick in the direction without existing obstacle,
regardless of operator’s intention. The vector of the automatically given force is defined as
the inductive force Fd, and the sum of vector of the inductive force Fd and operator’s current
input force Fi is defined as the evasive force Fe, as shown in Fig. 21 (a).

Fig. 21. Proposed method of the automatic inductive force for navigation-assistance.
These vectors are also described by polar coordinate system. The magnitude of vector of
operator’s current input force fi is equal to τ witch is derived by the Eq. (16) and (17),
therefore, the polar coordinate fi and qi are described as
f i = τ,

φi = Φ

( 18 )

The difference between the maximum angle range of the closest area defined by the Eq.
(15) and the angle of the evasive point is described as
⎛ r + Nl ⎞ '
Ψ ' = sin −1 ⎜
⎟ − θe
⎝ r ⎠

( 19 )

In the case that the evasive point exists in the left side of the recognition area divided by the
center line, Ψ’ is
⎛ r + Nl ⎞
Ψ ' = − sin −1 ⎜
⎟ + θ 'e
⎝ r ⎠

( 20 )

The evasive angle Ωe’ is described as
Ω'e = Ψ '+v,

( 21 )

where ν is constant number for safe evasive movement and v = 0.0872. The inductive angle
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Ωd’ is described as
Ω'd = Φ'+Ω'e ,

( 22 )

The inductive angle Ωd is reconverted in to the transformed scale of X-Y axis of Ωd’ as
following equation.

⎛
⎞
sinΩ'd
⎟
Ωd = tan−1⎜
⎜ d / d ⋅ cosΩ' ⎟
d⎠
⎝ b a

( 23)

Therefore, the evasive force Fe(fe,φe) is described as
f e = f i , φe = Ω d

( 24 )

where the magnitude of the evasive force fe is as the same as the magnitude of the operator’s
current input force fi in order to uphold OMW’s velocity of pre-inducting and pastinducting. And the angle of the evasive force φe is determined in order to get out the evasive
point from recognition area. Next, the polar coordinate fe and φe are converted into the
Cartesian coordinates fex and fey, as follows.
f ex = f e cos φe ,

f ey = f e sin φe

( 25 )

Also fi and φi are converted to the Cartesian coordinates fix and fiy,as follows.
f ix = f i cos φi ,

f iy = f i sin φi

( 26 )

Therefore the inductive force Fd( fdx; fdy) is obtained by the following equations, because the
evasive force Fe is the sum of vector of the inductive force Fd and operator’s current input
force Fi.
f dx = f ex − f ix ,

f dy = f ey − f iy

( 27 )

The inductive force Fd is given to the motors attached on the joystick, in addition to given
the force τ described by Eq. (16).
The OMW is set at the position of 2 [m] away from the obstacle, and the obstacle is closed to
the OMW, as shown in Fig. 22. The OMW’s wheels are run idle, the joystick is declined
toward forward, and OMW’s input velocity is 0.4 [m/s]. The inductive force given to the
joystick is automatically provided. Figure 19 shows the experimental result of inductive
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navigation guidance system, blue point describes the evasive point and green line describes
the evasive force.

Fig. 22. Experimental condition of the proposed inductive navigation assistance system
As obstacle is approached OMW, the evasive angle is larger, and the force τ given to resist
declination of the joystick by Eq. (16) is larger, so the operator’s input force also is larger.
Therefore, as seen from this figure, the evasive force with is the sum of vector of the
inductive force Fd and operator’s current input force Fi is appropriately given to the
navigator. Then, following the inductive force which given to provide the joystick with the
evasive force, the navigator can evade the obstacle. So good navigation-assistance could by
achieved. The effectiveness of the proposed assistance system was demonstrated through a
lot of experiments.

Fig. 23. Experimental results of the proposes inductive navigation assistance system.

4. Power Assist Control of OMW for Helper
The force of the attendant is applied to the handles of the OMW shown in Fig. 24 (a). This
force is then measured by the 6-axis force sensor shown in Fig. 24 (b).

Fig. 24. Position of the handles of the OMW and 6-axis force sensor
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Fig. 25. Decomposition of the force applied to the handles of the OMW
The force applied to the handles of the OMW must be decomposed according to the
directions shown in Fig. 7 (a). In Fig. 10 (a), θ represents an axis perpendicular to the plane
determined by X and Y. The OMW rotates around this axis in a CW or a CCW direction. The
force applied to the handles in the direction X, fx, and the force applied to the handles in the
direction Y, fy, shown in Fig. 10 (b), are decomposed according to the following equations:
=
f x fxL + fxR

(28)

=
f y fyL + fyR

(29)

As there is a perpendicular distance L3 between the center of the force sensor and the forces
and fxL, and fyL a perpendicular distance L1 between the center of the force sensor and the
forces fyL and fyR , these forces produce a momentum with respect to the center of the force
sensor. This momentum is given as:

(

) (

)

=
m fxR − fxL L3 + fyL + fyR L1

(30)

In order to represent the movement of the OMW, the forces and the momentum shown in
Eq. (28), Eq. (29) and Eq. (30), must be translated to the center of the OMW, as shown in Fig.
25 (b). This is accomplished by the following equations:
fxOMW = fx

(31)
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fyOMW = fy

m OMW
= m + f y L2

(32)

(33)

As shown in Eq. (33), the rotation of the OMW is influenced by the force in the lateral
direction Y. This observation will be used later when explaining the navigation direction
estimator for force input.
The force input by the attendant is then converted to a reference velocity for the OMW by
using a first-order lag controller. The reference velocity is proportional to the input force.
This means that the attendant can move the OMW by the same force even when the weight
of the occupant or the inclination of the travel surface changes. Moreover, the OMW can
stop when the attendant stops pushing. The output signal of the force sensor, considered F =
[fx, fy, mθ]T, is converted to the reference velocity VOMW of the OMW by a first-order lag
controller.

Fig. 26. Touch panel of OMW.
A touch panel is a display device that accepts user input by means of a touch sensitive
screen. Because of their compact nature and ease-of-use, touch panels are typically deployed
for user interfaces in automation systems, such as high-end residential and industrial
control. Touch panels are also becoming common on portable computers such as Tablet PCs,
Ultra-Mobile PCs and consumer devices such as VOIP phones. In the OMW, a touch panel
as shown in Fig. 26 is used as an input device in which the attendant of the OMW draws the
desired direction of motion. As shown in Fig. 11, the touch panel is mounted in the rear part
of the OMW such as the attendant can reach to it easily. The touch panel used in the OMW
is a TFT Touch Monitor HV-141T produced by ULTEC Corporation, Japan.
The first-order lag controller converts the output signal of the force sensor F = [fx, fy, mθ]T to
the reference velocity VOMW = [Vx, Vy, ω]T of the OMW. The input force can be converted to
the reference velocity by using a first-order lag controller that contains an integral element.
Vi (s)
Ki
G i (s) =
=
(i = x, y, m)
Fi (s) Ti s + 1

(34)
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The reference velocity VOMW exponentially converges to zero by using this controller when
the attendant stop pushing the handle. If the time constant Ti is too small, the effect of
vibration of input force or noise becomes large. If the time constant Ti is too large, the
manipulability of the OMW degrades because of its slow response. The parameters of the
first-order lag controller were determined by trial and error as Kx = 0.0003, Ky = 0.0002, Km =
0.0007, Tx= 0.6, Ty = 0.75 and Tm = 0.75. A block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 27.
When a first-order lag controller is used for the transformation from force to velocity
(Kitagawa et al., 2004), a large jerk (derivative of acceleration) occurs if the input force
changes suddenly. This jerk is considered a factor very significant to riding comfort. For the
improvement of riding comfort this jerk must be diminished. A method for diminishing the
magnitude of this jerk is proposed as follows:

Fig. 27. Block diagram of the power-assist system
1.
2.
3.
4.

The gain Ki (i = x, y, ω) is decreased.
The value of the time constant Ti (i = x, y, ω) is increased.
The largest restriction of the jerk is established.
The controller is modified.

In item 1, as the output velocity related to the help force decreases, the jerk becomes small
too. However, a large force is necessary for achieving the desired velocity. The effect of
power-assist then fades and the OMW becomes, once again, very heavy for the attendant.
In items 2 and 3, the jerk can be made smaller too, but in this case, after the change, the time
necessary for reaching the desired velocity increases. This generates a problem of
deterioration of operability. In other words, the proposed method provides improvement in
riding comfort, but the OMW's operability decays. Thus, a second-order lag controller
Vi (s)
K(ω n ) i2
G i (s) =
=
2
Fi (s) s + 2ζ i (ω n ) i s + (ω n ) i2

(i = x, y, m )

(35)

is chosen as a power-assist controller which can provide compatibility between both
operability and riding comfort. Here, ζ is the attenuation factor. Even when the force added
by attendant is fixed, if overshoot Os occurs, a certain amount of time is required for the
velocity to achieve convergence and therefore operability declines during this period. Thus,
in order to avoid overshoot, ζ(i = x, y, m) is chosen as ζx = 1, ζy = 1, ζm = 1. In addition, Tx =
0.4, Ty = 0.4, and Tm = 0.4, is used.
On the other hand, in the case of the second-order lag controller, ωn is determined such that
the system is not influenced by the noise included in the input and good operability of
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OMW is also obtained. Thus, in this case, ωn is chosen by trial and error as (ωn)x = 4, (ωn)y =
4, and (ωn)m = 4.
An experimental comparison of the jerk produced in the X direction by a first-order lag
controller and a second-order lag controller, each at the same reference velocity, was
conducted. The experimental parameters were Kx = 0.02, Tx = 0.4, ζx = 1.0, (ωn)x = 4.0, and
sampling time ts = 0.03 [s]. OMW was moved in automatic mode. Jerk was evaluated by
differentiating the output of the encoders of the OMW's motors. Experimental results are
shown in Fig. 28. Vx is the reference velocity, and jxOMW shows the actual jerk that was
calculated by using the encoders' output.

Fig. 28. Experimental results of experiments for measuring the jerk
Since in order to calculate the jerk using the encoders' output this output must be
differentiated, the problem occurs that even a small amount of noise present in the encoders'
output will case big changes in the jerk's value due to differentiations. Here, instead of
concentrating on very precise values of the jerk, attention is given to the big variations in the
jerk, so using the jerk's values for (t-1) and (t+1), where “t” is the actual time, the jerk's
moving average is calculated. As the velocity is constant between t = 3~4 [s], the jerk
observed in this time interval of is due to the erratic reading of encoders and is therefore
ignored. Attention will be focused on the interval of time between t = 1~2 [s], in which there
occurs acceleration and deceleration. It has been verified that a second-order lag controller
can achieve a maximum reduction of 20% of the jerk's value produced during this period.
Improvement of riding comfort is then assured by using a second-order lag controller.
Moreover, comparing this result with the case in which the reference velocity is input to a
first-order lag controller, there is almost no delay of time response and thus operability is
not degraded. For these reasons, it is possible to conclude that in this case the second-order
lag controller obtains greater performance than does the first-order lag controller. In
addition, as riding comfort depends on the subjective judgment of the OMW's occupant,
riding comfort was evaluated by using the Semantic Differential (SD) method. The OMW
was made to move in automatic mode in X and Y directions, and a questionnaire consisting
of 7 items related to driving comfort was presented to 10 different chair users. The mean
value of the results obtained in each item are shown in Fig. 29 (a) for the X direction and Fig.
29 (b) for the Y direction. Even when the difference in the results in the X direction and the Y
direction is not so significantly large, it is possible to see that the values obtained by the
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second-order lag controller are much better than those obtained by the first-order lag
controller. Thus, a second-order lag controller will be used as the power-assist controller
due to its improvement in riding comfort. Then, in the block diagram of Fig. 26, a second
order lag controller is used instead of the first order lag controller.

(a) X direction
(b) Y direction
Fig. 29. Results of questionnaire when the OMW moves in the X direction
direction

and

Y

5. Adaptive control by Neuro-Fuzzy System of OMW Using a Touch Panel as
Human Interface for Realizing Tailor-made vehicle
When the attendant tries to rotate the OMW around its gravity center, CG, the OMW begins
to slide and the radius of rotation becomes very large, as shown in Fig. 30. In this figure, the
octagon represents the OMW, and the circle inside the octagon is the trajectory that point
“A” in the periphery of the OMW, would describe if the OMW rotates perfectly over the
CG. The thick dark line represents the trajectory of the CG, while the thin gray line
represents the trajectory of “A”. The numbers in arithmetic progression show how the
OMW changes its position. All the symbols, lines and colors used in Fig. 30 regarding
simulations and experimental results will indicate the same meanings in all the figures that
follow throughout the remainder of the text.

Fig. 30. A case of rotational movement of OMW in counter-clockwise (CCW) direction,
when just power-assist is used
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Rotation around the CG is very difficult because the OMW's rotation is not pure rotation,
but is also influenced by any force that acts in the lateral direction, as shown. A survey was
conducted among various attendants trying to discover some relationships in the way they
realized forwards-backwards, lateral, and rotational movements. The goal of the survey was
to find general rules that drew a relationship between the three described motions. Though
it was impossible to find general rules that explained all cases, a relationship was found
between lateral and rotational movements. It was found that if the movement in the forward
or backward direction is not considered, when most of the attendants want to:
a)
b)
c)
d)

rotate in a clockwise (CW) direction, in addition to the rotational momentum they use
some force in the lateral left direction.
rotate in a counter-clockwise (CCW) direction, in addition to the rotational momentum
they use some force in the lateral right direction.
move in a lateral right direction, in addition to the lateral force they use some
momentum in the CW direction
move in a lateral left direction, in addition to the lateral force they use some momentum
in the CCW direction

Table 2. Fuzzy inference system
According to the traditional convention, CCW rotation is considered to be produced by a
positive angular velocity ω > 0, rotation in CW direction is considered to be produced by a
negative angular velocity ω < 0, lateral movement to the right is considered to be produced
by a positive lateral velocity Vy > 0 and lateral movement to the left is considered to be
produced by a negative lateral velocity Vy < 0. Following what has been established in the
previous paragraphs, it is possible to construct Table 2. The system shown in Table 2 can be
appropriately represented by a Takagi-Sugeno-Kang fuzzy model (Sugeno & Kang, 1998),
(Takagi & Sugeno, 1985), with appropriate membership functions for the input, and the
output being a function of the inputs, such as:
yi = Ai×Vyj+Bi×ωj+Ci

(36)
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where yi represents the output function, “i” is a sub-index that indicates the rule to which
the coefficients correspond, and the sub-index “j” can take any value in the set {Negative,
Zero, Positive}.Then, by rearranging the rules of Table 2, and using the output function yi,
the system described in Table 2 becomes as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Takagi-Sugeno-Kang fuzzy model

Table 4. Range of velocities
The Lateral velocity Vy is in the range [-1 ~ 1], and the angular velocity ω is in the range [-3.3
~ 3.3]. The units of Vy and ω are [m/s] and [rad/s], respectively. After much trial and error,
it was found that the more appropriate values for (Vy < 0), (Vy ~ 0), (Vy > 0), (ω < 0), (ω ~ 0),
and(ω > 0), correspond to the ranges shown in Table 4.
The functions used for the partitions of the total range of Vy and ω are called dsigmoidal
functions (Mathworks, 2002), and are defined as the difference of two sigmoidal functions.
That is, if Eq. 26 is a sigmoidal function, with input data “x”, and parameters “a” and “c”,
where “a” defines the inclination of the curve in the crossover point “c”. Crossover points
are defined (Jang et al., 1997), as the points in which “μ” = 0.5. Depending on the sign of the
parameter “a”, the sigmoidal membership function is inherently opened to the right or to
the left (if “a” is positive, the sigmoidal function is opened to the right, and if “a” is negative
the sigmoidal function is opened to the left).
f(x, a, c) =

A dsigmoidal function can be defined as

1

1 + e − a(x− c)

(37)
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f(x, a 1 , c 1 ) − f(x, a 2 , c 2 ) = f(x, [a 1 , c 1 , a 2 , c 2 ])

(38)

The partitions of the ranges of Vy and ω by using dsigmoidal functions are shown in Fig. 31.

Fig. 31. Partitions of the ranges of Vy and ω by using dsigmoidal functions

Table 5. Values of
coefficients A, B and C

the
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The coefficients “A” and “B” are decided considering the values shown in Table 2. C is
always 0. The values of ”Ai”, “Bi” and “Ci” are shown in Table 5. The value "0.05" was
hosen by trial and error. The reason for choosing "0.05" instead of "0", as could be inferred
rom Table 2, is in order not to cancel completely the movement in the undesired direction.
igger values, such as "0.1", "0.2", ... , have been tested as well, but it has been found that if
alues greater than "0.05" are used, the deviation in direction Y is not reduced as much as
desired. In fact, for obtaining the value of the desired lateral velocity Vy and the desired
ngular velocity ω, two fuzzy reasoning systems are needed. The inputs are the same, but the
outputs are decided as shown in Table 6. These two fuzzy systems will be used in the block
labeled “directional reasoning” in the block diagram of the OMW system shown in Fig. 32.
The contents of the block “directional reasoning” are shown in Fig. 33.

Table 6. Partitions of the systems shown in Table 3 in two sub-systems

Fig. 32. Block diagram of power-assist system
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Fig. 33. Contents of the block “directional reasoning” in Fig. 32.
The effectiveness of the fuzzy system described above was tested experimentally. After
much trial and error, the values of K(ωn)i in Eq. (35), were determined to be: K(ωn)x = 0.19,
K(ωn)y = 0.22, and K(ωn)ω = 1.1, with ζi = 1 and (ωn)i = 4. Experiments were conducted for
four different attendants by using a fuzzy reasoning system tuned to respond to the
characteristics of one of them. The attendants were asked to move the OMW laterally,
backwards, and forwards, in CCW rotation, and in the diagonal direction. The results
obtained for the 4 attendants in the case of CCW rotation are shown in Fig. 34. As shown in
Fig. 20, even when the Fuzzy Reasoning (FR) System helps to improve the OMW's
operability, the result is different for each attendant because of the particular characteristics
of each of them. According to the results shown in Fig. 34, it is clear that the fuzzy reasoning
system was tuned to respond to the characteristics of “Attendant 3” and for that reason the
lateral deviation is almost nonexistent in his case. As “Attendant 3” does not use so much
force in the not adjusted X direction, then he can rotate almost perfectly over the CG of the
OMW. For the other three cases, the not precise tuning for rotation and lateral movement,
combined with the effect of the force in direction X, causes that the movement is not as good
as expected. As a consequence of the analysis of these results, the idea of tuning the fuzzy
system according to the characteristics of each attendant came into view. The tuning by trial
and error is time consuming and requires many attempts by the attendants who may grow
tired or bored. Therefore, another method of tuning the FR system must be found. Using the
input data of the attendants is the most natural alternative. In this case, the FR systems will
tune automatically by learning the tendency of the different attendants. As the FR systems
do not have an ability to learn, the addition of a complementary system that allows learning
is necessary. Learning capability can be obtained by adding a Neural Network (NN) to the
FR system. A hybrid system called a neuro-fuzzy system is then obtained. Much research
exists regarding this topic (Jang, 1993), (Jang et al., 1997), (Juang & Lin, 1998), (Lian et al.,
1999), (Lin & Lee, 1991), (Nguyen et al., 2003). Jang (Jang, 1993), (Jang et al., 1997),
developed the ANFIS (Adaptive-Network-based Fuzzy Inference System), a neuro-fuzzy
system in which the fuzzy inference system is tuned by using the system's input data. The
tuning is performed by minimizing the output error of the NN used in combination with the
fuzzy inference system. For achieving this goal, the NN is trained by using a hybrid method
that combines least squares and the Backpropagation algorithm (BP law). This method is
thus thought to be effective as a parameter tuning method for the OMW's fuzzy inference
system.
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The ANFIS was proposed as a system that can tune a FR system through the use of input
data. First, the FR system is changed to the form of a NN network that can be trained by
using the system's input data. Fig. 35 shows the ANFIS system used for obtaining the value
of the desired angular velocity and the desired lateral velocity. This system is based on the
Takagi-Sugeno-Kang fuzzy models shown in Table 6. The ANFIS system shown in Fig. 36
has 5 layers. The nodes of the layers are represented by circles or squares. Square nodes
contain values which can be tuned. Circular nodes contain fixed values or mathematical
operators. A brief explanation of how the different layers shown in Fig. 36 are achieved
follows. For a more detailed explanation in this topic, and in the training of the ANFIS, refer
to references (Jang, 1993), (Jang et al., 1997).

Fig. 34. Experimental results of four attendants when the Fuzzy Reasoning system is used
z
z

1st Layer: Here the inputs Vy and ω are subjected to the action of the membership
functions of Fig. 31, which are represented by its parameters (a1 … a12) and (c1 … c12).
2nd Layer: In the 2nd Layer the fuzzy rules shown in Table 6 are constructed. As the
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antecedents are jointed by a logic "AND", this relationship is mathematically obtained
by the product (Π) of the two antecedents. The output of each node represents the firing
strength of a rule, which is represented by αi (i = 1, ... , 9).
3rd Layer: This is a normalization layer, where the ratio of the ith rules' firing strength to
the sum of all rules firing strength is calculated.
4th Layer: Here the normalized firing strength that comes from the 3rd Layer is
multiplied by the output functions of the fuzzy reasoning system.
5th Layer: The overall output of the system is computed as the sum of all the incoming
signals.

In previous research (Terashima et al., 2004), the desired direction of motion of the attendant
was input by using the keyboard of the computer of the OMW. However, the attendant
could not get a clear idea of the direction in which he wanted to move, neither verify if the
real motion of the OMW really corresponded to his desire. In order to provide the attendant
with an easy way for inputing the desired direction of motion and for verifying the direction
of motion, a human interface consisting of touch panel, as shown in Fig. 26 is used. A GUI
(Graphical User Interface) was developed for making easy the interaction with the
attendant, as show in Fig. 36. In this GUI the attendant can draw any kind of motion, be it an
slanting motion, or a rotational movement. Moreover, the GUI allows the attendant to
follow the motion of the OMW and realize the difference between the desired and the real
motion of the OMW.

Fig. 35. The ANFIS system
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Fig. 36. GUI developed for the touch panel
The procedure for applying the touch panel is as follows:
a)
b)
c)

First, the attendant draws in the touch panel the kind of movement that he desires to
accomplish.
Then, the attendant moves the OMW trying to accomplish the desired motion.
However, in the general case, there as a difference between the desired motion and the
real motion. This difference is used for the training of the ANFIS system of the OMW,
as explained in (Terashima et al., 2004).

A Reduction Multiplicative Factor (RMF) which decreases the value of Vx in the case of
rotational motion, and keeps it unchanged in the case of forwards-backwards movement
was the solution provided by authors (Urbano et al., 2006a) for improving the forwardsbackwards motion, lateral motion and rotational motion over the gravity center of the
OMW.
However, as Vy was subjected to fuzzy reasoning and Vx was not, it was not possible to
achieve good operability for slanting motions, like diagonal motion. In the case of diagonal
motion, for example, the attendant tries to move the OMW in such a way that the inputs of
Vx and Vy are almost the same in the beginning. Nevertheless, as Vy is subjected to
directional reasoning, its value changes. Vx is not subjected to directional reasoning, then its
value remains always the same. As a consequence, it is not possible to achieve good
operability in diagonal motion.
For solving this problem, Vx was subjected to directional reasoning too using the fuzzy rules
shown in Table 7 These rules make it possible to include Vx in the fuzzy reasoning system
without disturbing the values of Vy or ω. The block diagram of the system that considers
power assist and fuzzy reasoning is shown in Fig. 37, and the contents of the block labeled
as "directional reasoning" are shown in Fig. 38. By including Vx in the ANFIS system it was
possible to accomplish a general omni-directional motion. Then, the complete ANFIS of the
OMW becomes as shown in Fig. 39, and the complete system, when the touch panel is
included, is shown in Fig. 40.
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Table 7. Fuzzy rules for the change of Vx in order to improve the operability of the OM

Fig. 37. Block diagram of the power assist system.

Fig. 38. Contents of the block "directional reasoning".
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Fig. 39. ANFIS systems of the OMW.

Fig. 40. Complete system when the touch panel is included.
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Rule
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If

Antecedents
VyN and ωN,
VyZ and ωN,
VyP and ωN,
VyN and ωZ,
VyZ and ωZ,
VyP and ωZ,
VyN and ωP,
VyZ and ωP,
VyP and ωP,

then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then
then

Consequents
rotational movement in CW direction
rotational movement in CW direction
lateral movement to the right
lateral movement to the left
no movement
lateral movement to the right
lateral movement to the left
rotational movement in CCW direction
rotational movement in CCW direction

Table 8. Fuzzy rules for improving the operability of the OMW

Fig. 41. Results when fuzzy reasoning is not used and when the fuzzy system is tested with
different attendants.
As the OMW is so heavy for being easily moved by the attendants, a power assist system
has been attached to the OMW in order to help the attendants. However, when the power
assist system is attached to the OMW, problems of operability appear, especially in the case
of rotation over the center of gravity of the OMW. According to the dynamics of the power
assisted system, and the analysis of the data of many attendants, it was possible to
determine some rules that the attendants follow when they try to move the OMW in lateral
direction, or rotate over the center of gravity of the OMW in counter-clockwise or clockwise
direction. These rules are summarized in Table 8, in the form of the fuzzy rules of a fuzzy
reasoning system. In Table 8, Vy represents the lateral velocity of the OMW, ω represents the
rotational velocity of the OMW and the sub-indices N, Z and P means negative, zero and
positive, respectively. Fig. 41 (a) shows the results in the case of a counter-clockwise
rotational over the center of gravity of the OMW when no fuzzy reasoning is used. It is
possible to see that there is a deviation in the lateral direction as well as in the forwardsbackwards direction. For solving this problem, the fuzzy system was used. It was tuned by
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trial and error, for an attendant that will be called "Attendant 1", and the results, presented
in Fig. 41 (b) show that the rotational movement was improved considerably. However,
when the same system was tested with two more different attendants, called "Attendant 2"
and "Attendant 3", the results were not as good as in the case of "Attendant 1", as shown in
Fig. 41 (c) and Fig. 41 (d). It means that the system must be tuned in order to respond to the
individual characteristics of the different attendants. However, the tuning by trial and error
is time
consuming and boring for the attendant. For that reason, the automatic tuning of the system
by using a neuro-fuzzy system, ANFIS (Adaptive-Neural Fuzzy Inference System) was
proposed and developed as described in (Urbano et al, 2006b).

(a) Attendant 1

(b) Attendant 2

(c) Attendant 3

Fig. 42. Experimental results before the tuning of the system.
In previous research (Urbano et al, 2006b), the desired direction of motion of the attendant
was inputted by using the keyboard of the computer of the OMW. However, the attendant
could not get a clear idea of the direction in which he wanted to move, neither verify if the
real motion of the OMW really corresponded to his desire. In order to provide the attendant
with an easy way for input of the desired direction of motion and for verifying the direction
of motion, a human interface consisting of touch panel, as shown in Fig. 42 is used. A GUI
(Graphical User Interface) was developed for making easy the interaction with the
attendant. In this GUI the attendant can draw any kind of motion, as for example slanting
motion, or a rotational movement. Moreover, it allows the attendant to follow and compare
the difference between the desired and the real motion of the OMW. The procedure for
applying the touch panel is as follows:
a)

First, the attendant draws in the touch panel the kind of movement that he desires to
accomplish.

b)

Then, the attendant moves the OMW trying to accomplish the desired motion.

c)

However, in the general case, there is a difference between the desired motion and the
real motion. This difference is used for the training of the ANFIS system of the OMW,
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as explained in (Urbano et al, 2005a).

Fig. 43. Variation of the input membership functions of different attendants.

(a) Attendant 1

(b) Attendant 2

(c) Attendant 3

Fig. 44. Experimental results after the tuning of the system
Fig. 42 shows the experimental results for three different attendants before the tuning of the
system, and Fig. 44 shows the experimental results for the same three attendants after the
system was tuned by using ANFIS. It is possible to see that the movement accomplished by
the attendants was greatly improved after the tuning. As shown in the graphs of Fig. 43, the
shape of the membership functions of the fuzzy system changes in order to fit to the
individual characteristics of each attendant. In the case of "Attendant 1", the membership
functions are practically the same before and after the tuning with ANFIS because the
system had already being tuned for "Attendant 1". In the case of "Attendant 2", the graphs
show that the value of the input of rotational moment and lateral velocity to the right is
greater than that of "Attendant 1". Finally, in the case of "Attendant 3" the difference is the
width of the null partition of the lateral velocity. These results demonstrate the good
performance of the proposed approaches in any case.

6. Comfort Driving of the OMW
The control system is based on a hybrid shape approach recently developed in our
laboratory (Yano et al, 2000). Optimization problems formulated in both the time and the
frequency domains have scarcely been found in the other researches.
Here, a dynamic model of vibration is not utilized in the control design step, because it
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would be difficult to mathematically model the vibrations of the wheelchair and the patient
using it. In the design of a controller, the natural frequency of the wheelchair and of the
user’s organs are utilized as a priori information. Controller design is composed of the
following elements:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Selection of controllers: Controllers are constructed by several fundamental control
elements such as a notch filter, low-pass filter, PID elements, and so on.
Formulation of design specifications: The design specifications in the frequency and the
time domains are expressed by penalty functions.
Formulation of an optimization problem: An optimization problem is formulated with
constraints expressed by penalty terms.
Computation of a controller: The parameters of the controller are computed by solving
an optimization problem. In this paper, the Simplex method is applied to solve the
problem. Here, the controller is designed in the direction for the first step. In this
system, the controller is supposed to be designed in three directions independently,
which seems to be achieved easily. In this paper, only X and Y axes will be considered,
but not θ axis (θr = 0) for brevity. However, consideration of θ is straightforward.

A. Selection of controller
The wheelchair is controlled by a servo system with an integrator. According to the Internal
model principle, a proportional control (P control) system is sufficient to avoid the offset.
Therefore, a proportional gain is given as an element of this controller.
K1 ( s ) = K P

(39)

Two notch filters prevent the controller from exciting vibration in the wheelchair or in the
patient’s organs, as
K 2 (s) =

K 3 (s) =

2
s 2 + 2ζωω s + ω ω

2
s 2 + ω ωs + ω ω

s 2 + 2ζω0 s + ω 02

s 2 + ω 0 s + ω 02

(40)

(41)

,where the parameters are given as the natural frequency of the wheelchair ωω = 15.5 [rad/s]
(X-axis) and ωω = 15.8 [rad/s] (Y-axis), and that of human’s organs ω0 = 37.7 [rad/s]; and ζ=
0.0001. Since the natural frequencies of the user’s organs range from 4 [Hz] to 8 [Hz], the
intermediate value is adopted. In order to reduce the influence of higher-order vibration and
noise, a low-pass filter, which is the low gain in the high frequency domain, is given as

K 4 (s) =

2

ω l2

s + 2ζ l ωl s + ω l2

(42)
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where the parameters are given as ζl = 0.7. Finally, the transfer function of the controller is
given as
4

K ( s) = Π K i (s ) =
i =1

2
( K P ωl2 )(s 2 + 2ζωω s + ωω
)(s 2 + 2ζω0 s + ω02 )

2

2
( s + 2ζ l ωl s + ωl2 )(s 2 + ωω s + ωω
)(s 2 + ω0 s + ω02 )

(43)

In this equation, KP and ωl are unknown parameters. Therefore, both parameters should
reasonably be determined by solving an optimization problem.
B. Formulation of design specifications
The specifications of the controller are formulated by making use of penalty function.
Penalties are given if any of the following relations do not hold.
z The controller and the closed-loop system are stable.

z

Re[rK ] < 0, Re[rcl ] < 0

(44)

K P > 0, ωl > 0

(45)

The controller gain is less than -20[dB] at the natural frequency of the wheelchair ωω =
15.5 [rad/s] (X-axis) and ωω = 15.8 [rad/s] (Y-axis),or at that of user’s organs ω0 =
37.7[rad/s].

z

z

K (ω w ) < −20[dB]

(46)

K (ω0 ) < −20[dB]

(47)

The controller gain is less than 0[dB] at ωl = 188 [rad/s] in order to decrease the
influence of the higher-order vibration and noise.
K (ωl ) < 0[dB]

z

(48)

The input voltage u does not exceed a magnitude of 24 [V].
max u < 24[V ]

(49)
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Maximum overshoot does not exceed a magnitude of 0.001 [m].
max(Os ) < 0.001[m]

(50)

C. Formulation of an optimization problem
The following optimization problem using penalty terms is formulated with Eqs. (41) to (47).
min K ( s ) J = Ts + J P

(51)

where
J P = ω1 + ω 2 + L + ω9

(52)

, and Ts is the settling time when the target position is 2.0 [m] and the admissible error is

0.001[m]. If any of the above penalty conditions are not satisfied, the penalty function wi is
given as wi = 108(i = 1,…, 9).

D. Computation of a controller
For the optimization of a cost function, the Simplex method is used, where the reflection
coefficient α =1.0, the expansion coefficient β =0.5 and the contraction coefficient γ = 2.0. The
initial simplex is described in Table 9. As the results of computation, optimum values of KP
and ωl are shown in Table 10, which was calculated by about 20 times repetition.

Table 9. Initial simplex

Table 10. Results of optimization
E. Control Simulation
By means of Eq. (43) using the values of Table 10, control simulations were done.
Trapezoidal reference trajectory was given as xr. Figures 45 and 46 were respectively
simulation results of X-axis and Y-axis. In Fig. 45 and 46, the dotted line and solid line show
the case of Feedforward (FF) inputs given by trapezoidal form and hybrid shape approach
(HSA) respectively. HSA approached realized the good result without residual vibration in
both of X and Y-direction. The frequency response of the controller is shown in Fig. 45. It
can be seen that the high-speed transfer is achieved because the controller is high-gain in the
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low-frequency domain. The simulation result of the trajectory tracking is shown in Fig. 45
and Fig 46. As seen from this figure, it is confirmed that overshoot is not found.

Fig. 45. Simulation results of X-axis

Fig. 46. Simulation results of Y-axis
In order to verify the effectiveness of the control system, laboratory experiments are
conducted. In these experiments, the wheelchair moves forward 3.3 [m] (+X direction) and
halts three times, for 10 [s] at a time. Two kinds of controllers are examined.

z
z

PD feedback controller without filter
Proposed controller designed by the hybrid shape approach.
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The experimental trajectory is shown in Fig. 47. The experimental results are evaluated by
the following two steps. In the first step, the output signal of the acceleration sensor
attached to the wheelchair is examined to evaluate the vibration suppression. However, the
effectiveness of the consideration of the patient’s organs cannot be evaluated in this step. In
the second step, the effectiveness of the proposed method on comfort is evaluated by the SD
(Semantic Differential), which is a kind of inspection using a scale of verbal. The output of
the acceleration sensor attached beneath the seat is shown in Fig. 48. The resultant
acceleration and the jerk are suppressed by the hybrid shape approach.

Fig. 47. Trajectory of movement of X-axis

Fig. 48. Experimental results (X-direction)
The SD method is applied to evaluate the effectiveness of the consideration of the patient’s
organs. In this method, several pairs of adjectives are adopted to evaluate an object or
feeling. Within each pair, the adjectives are antonymous each other. To describe the feeling
that he or she is experiencing, the examinee selects one of seven grades that form a scale
ranging from the one adjective to the other. This method is especially effective for finding
the shades of differences among several objects or feelings. The wheelchair was evaluated
by 15 examinees. The average value of each item is shown in Fig. 49. The hybrid shape
approach seems to enable examinees to provide the greatest sense of patient comfort.
Furthermore, Fig. 50 and Fig. 51 are experimental results of Y-direction. The result by HSA
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is better than the conventional trapezoidal velocity curve, or, PD controller. Figure 52 shows
the experimental results of diagonal direction (xr = yr; θr = 0). In the diagonal movement of
OMW, OMW can be transferred comfortably by using the smooth acceleration curve of the
proposed HSA. Through this research, it was clarified that vibration suppression and
comfort riding in OMW were realized by using the proposed HSA control.

Fig. 49. Result of questionnaire (X-direction)

Fig. 50. Experimental Results (Y-direction)

Fig. 51. Results of questionnaire (Y-direction)
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Fig. 52. Experimental result (xr = yr; θr = 0)

7. Conclusions
1.
2.

3.

4.

A local map was built around the OMW by using range sensors. This local map allows
knowing the distance from the OMW to the surrounding obstacles in a circle with a
radius of 3 [m].
The information provided by the local map, as well as the information of velocity of the
OMW were used for varying the stiffness of a haptic joystick that sents information to
the hand of the occupant of the OMW. As the distance to the nearer obstacles decreases
and the velocity of the OMW increases, the stiffness of the haptic joystick increases, and
vice versa. By using the haptic joystick, the occupant of the OMW was able of achieving
safety navigation by avoiding collision against obstacles. The sensing system to obtain
the surrounding environmental information for any arbitrary direction in real time was
built. The algorithm to choose only environmental information existing toward the
moving direction of OMW for navigation support system was proposed. Using the
constructed environmental recognition system, operation assistance system that
informs the danger level of collision to the operator was given. Navigation guidance
haptic feedback system that induces an evasive movement to navigate OMW toward
the direction without obstacle was proposed.
A power assist system was attached to the rear part of the OMW in order to provide
support to the attendants of the OMW, specially in the case when the attendant of the
OMW is a senior citizen. The operability of the OMW with power assistance was
improved by using fuzzy reasoning, but it was found that the membership functions of
the fuzzy reasoning system had to be tuned in order to respond to the individual
characteristics of each attendant. A neuro-fuzzy system (ANFIS) was used for speeding
the tuning of the fuzzy reasoning system of the OMW by using the input data of the
attendants. A touch panel with display was attached to the rear part of the OMW for
providing a human-friendly interface for the input of the teaching data of the neurofuzzy system. Moreover, this touch panel can be used by the attendant for knowing the
difference between the desired motion and the real motion of the OMW, and then
adjust his behavior according to his observation. The operability of the OMW was
improved by using the combined system ANFIS-touch panel.
The natural frequencies of the OMW and the natural frequencies of the head and torso
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of the occupant of the OMW were suppressed by using the Hybrid Shape Approach
(HSA). A human model that considers just the head and the torso of the human being
was developed for evaluating the results obtained when the HSA was used. It was
found that it was possible to reduce the vibration of the head and torso of the occupant
of the OMW by using the HSA.
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1. Introduction
Preliminaries. The design of walking cyclic gaits for legged robots and particularly the
bipeds has attracted the interest of many researchers for several decades. Due to the
unilateral constraints of the biped with the ground and the great number of degrees of
freedom, this problem is not trivial. Intuitive methods can be used to obtain walking gaits as
in (Grishin et al. 1994). Using physical considerations, the authors defined polynomial
functions in time for an experimental planar biped. This method is efficient. However to
build a biped robot and to choose the appropriate actuators or to improve the autonomy of a
biped, an optimization algorithm can lead to very interesting results. In (Rostami &
Besonnet 1998) the Pontryagin’s principle is used to design impactless nominal trajectories
for a planar biped with feet. However the calculations are complex and difficult to extend to
the 3D case. Furthermore the adjoint equations are not stable and highly sensitive to the
initial conditions (Bryson & Ho 1995). As a consequence a parametric optimization is a
useful tool to find optimal motion. For example in robotics, basis functions as polynomial
functions, splines, truncated fourier series are used to approximate the motion of the joints,
(Chen 1991; Luca et al. 1991; Ostrowski et al. 2000; Dürrbaum et al. 2002; Lee et al 2005;
Miossec & Aoustin 2006; Bobrow et al 2006). The choice of optimization parameters is not
unique. The torques, the Cartesian coordinates or joint coordinates can be used. Discrete
values for the torques defined at sampling time are used as optimization parameters in
(Roussel et al. 2003). However it is necessary, when the torque is an optimized variable, to
use the direct dynamic model to find the joint accelerations and integrations are used to
obtain the evolution of the reference trajectory in velocity and in position. Thus this
approach requires much calculations: the direct dynamic model is complex and many
evaluations of this model is used in the integration process. In (Beletskii & Chudinov 1977;
Bessonnet et al. 2002; Channon et al. 1992; Zonfrilli & Nardi 2002; Chevallereau & Aoustin
2001; Miossec & Aoustin 2006) to overcome this difficulty, directly the parametric
optimization defines the reference trajectories of Cartesian coordinates or joint coordinates
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for 2D bipeds with feet or without feet. An extension of this strategy is given in this paper to
obtain a cyclic walking gait for a 3D biped with twelve motorized joints.
Methodology. A half step of the cyclic walking gait is uniquely composed of a single support
and an instantaneous double support which is modeled by passive impulsive equations.
This walking gait is simpler than the human gait. But with this simple model the coupling
effect between the motion in frontal plan and sagittal plane can be studied. A finite time
double support phase is not considered in this work currently because for rigid modeling of
robot, a double support phase can usually be obtained only when the velocity of the swing
leg tip before impact is null. This constraint has two effects. In the control process it will be
difficult to touch the ground with a null velocity, as a consequence the real motion of the
robot will be far from the ideal cycle. Furthermore, large torques are required to slow down
the swing leg before the impact and to accelerate the swing leg at the beginning of the single
support. The energy cost of such a motion is higher than a motion with impact in the case of
a planar robot without feet (Chevallereau & Aoustin 2001; Miossec & Aoustin 2006). The
evolution of joint variables are chosen as spline functions of time instead of usual
polynomial functions to prevent oscillatory phenomenon during the optimization process
(see Chevallereau & Aoustin 2001; Saidouni & Bessonnet 2003 or Hu & Sun 2006). The
coefficients of the spline functions are calculated as functions of initial, intermediate and
final configurations, initial and final velocities of the robot. These configuration and velocity
variables can be considered as optimization variables. Taking into account the impact and
the fact that the desired walking gait is periodic, the number of optimization variables is
reduced. In other study the periodicity conditions are treated as equality constraints (Marot
2007). The cost functional considered is the integral of the torque norm, which is a common
criterion for the actuators of robotic manipulators, (Chen 1991; Chevallereau & Aoustin
2001; Bobrow et al. 2001; Garg & Kumar 2002). During the optimization process, the
constraints on the dynamic balance, on the ground reactions, on the validity of impact, on
the limits of the torques, on the joints velocities and on the motion velocity of the biped
robot are taken into account. Therefore an inverse dynamic model is calculated during the
single phase to obtain the torques for a suitable number of sampling times. An impulsive
model for the impact on the ground with complete surface of the foot sole of the swing leg is
deduced from the dynamic model for the biped in double support phase. Then it is possible
to evaluate cost functional calculation, the constraints during the single support and at the
impact.
Contribution. The dynamic model of a 3D biped with twelve degrees of freedom is more
complex than for a 2D biped with less degrees of freedom. So its computation cost is
important in the optimization process and the use of Newton-Euler method to calculate the
torque is more appropriate than the Lagrange method usually used. Then for the 3D biped,
in single support, our model is founded on the Newton Euler algorithm, considering that
the reference frame is connected to a stance foot. The walking study includes impact phase.
The problem solved in (Lee et al. 2005; Huang & Metaxas 2002) is to obtain an optimal
motion beginning at a given state and ending at another given state. Furthermore authors
used Lie theoretic formulation of the equations of motion. In our case the objective is to
define cyclic walking for the 3D Biped. Lie theoretic formulation is avoided because for rigid
bodies in serial or closed chains, recursive ordinary differential equations founded on the
Newton-Euler algorithm is appropriate see (Angeles 1997).
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Structure of the paper. The paper is organized as follows. The 3D biped and its dynamic
model are presented in Section 2. The cyclic walking gait and the constraints are defined in
Section 3. The optimization parameters, optimization process and the cost functional are
discussed in Section 4. A summarize of the global optimization process is given in Section 5.
Simulation results are presented in Section 6. Section 7 contains our conclusion and
perspectives.

2. Model of the biped robot
2.1 Biped model
We considered an anthropomorphic biped robot with thirteen rigid links connected by
twelve motorized joints to form a serial structure. It is composed of a torso, which is not
directly actuated, and two identical open chains called legs which are connected at the hips.
Each leg is composed of two massive links connected by a joint called knee. The link at the
extremity of each leg is called foot which is connected at the leg by a joint called ankle. Each
revolute joint is assumed to be independently actuated and ideal (frictionless). The ankles of
the biped robot consist of the pitch and the roll axes, the knees consist of the pitch axis and
the hips consist of the roll, pitch and yaw axes to constitute a biped walking system of two
2-DoF (two degrees of freedom) ankles, two 1-DoF knees and two 3-DoF hips as shown in
figure 1. The action to walk associates single support phases separated by impacts with full
contact between the sole of the feet and the ground, so that a model in single support, and
an impact model are derived. The dynamic model in single support is used to evaluate the
required torque thus only the inverse dynamic model is necessary. The impact model is
used to determine the velocity of the robot after the impact, the torques are zero during the
impact, thus a direct impact model is required. Since we use the Newton Euler equations to
derive the dynamic model, the direct model is much more complicated to obtain than the
inverse model.
The periodic walk studied includes a symmetrical behavior when the support is on right leg
and left leg, thus only the behavior during an half step is computed, the behavior during the
following half step is deduced by symmetry rules. As a consequence only the modeling on
leg 1 is considered in the following.
2.2 Geometric description of the biped
For a planar robot any parameterization of the robot can be used, for a 3D model of robot
with many degrees of freedom a systematic parameterization of the robot must be
developed. Many studies have been conducted for the manipulator robot, thus the
parameterization proposed for the manipulator robot is re-used for the walking robot. The
first difficulty is to choose a base link for a walking robot. Since the leg one is in support
during all the studied half step. The supporting foot is considered as base link.
To define the geometric structure of the biped walking system we assume that the link 0
(stance foot) is the base of the biped robot while the link 12 (swing foot) is the terminal link.
Therefore we have a simple open loop robot which the geometric structure can be described
using the notation of (Khalil & Kleinfinger 1985). The definition of the link frames is
presented in figure 1 and the corresponding geometric parameters are given in table 1.
Frame R 0 , which is fixed to the tip of the right foot (determined by the width l p and the
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length L p ), is defined such that the axis z 0 is along the axis of frontal joint ankle. The frame
R 13 is fixed to the tip of the left foot in the same way as R 0 .

Fig. 1. Coordinate frame assignment for the biped robot.
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r10 = r4 d10 = d 4

r13 = −r1 d13 = d 1

Table 1. Geometric parameters of the biped.
2.3 Dynamic model in single support phase
During the single support phase, our objective is only to determine the inverse dynamic
model. The joint position, velocity and acceleration are known. The actuator torques must be
calculated. Since the contact between the stance foot and the ground is unilateral, the
ground reaction (forces and torques) must also be deduced. The Newton-Euler algorithm
(see Khalil & Dombre 2002) must be adapted to determine the ground wrench. During the
single support phase the stance foot is assumed to remain in flat contact on the ground, i.e. ,
no sliding motion, no take-off, no rotation. Therefore the biped is equivalent to a 12-DoF
manipulator robot. Let q ∈ R 12 be the generalized coordinates, where q 1 ,...,q 12 denote the
&& ∈ R 12 are the velocity vector and the acceleration
relative angles of the joints, q& ∈ R 12 and q
vector respectively. The dynamic model is represented by the following relation:
⎡R FR ⎤
&&, Ft )
⎢ Γ ⎥ = f(q, q& , q
⎣
⎦

(1)

where Γ ∈ R 12 is the joint torques vector, R FR is the ground wrench on the stance foot and
Ft represents the external wrenches (forces and torques), exerted on links 1 to 12 . In

single support phase we assume that Ft = 0 .
The Newton-Euler method is used to calculate the dynamic model as defined in equation
(1). This method proposed by Luh, Walker et Paul (Luh et al. 1980) is based on two recursive
calculations. Associated with our choice of parameterization the following algorithm is
obtained (Khalil & Dombre 2002). The forward calculation, from the base (stance foot) to the
terminal link (swing foot) determines the velocity, the accelerations and the total forces and
moments on each link. Then the backward calculations, from swing foot to stance foot, gives
the joint torques and reaction forces using equation of equilibrium of each link successively.
Forward recursive equations
Taking into account that the biped robot remains flat on the ground, the initial conditions
are:
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& =−g
& 0 =0 and V
ω0 =0 , ω
0

(2)

& = 0 but the choice to write V
& = −g allows to take into account the
the real acceleration is V
0
0
gravity effect.
For the link j with its associated frame R j , and considering the link j − 1 as its antecedent,
its angular velocity j ωj , and the linear velocity j Vj of the origin O j of R j are :
j

j

Vj = j A j − 1

(

j−1

Vj − 1 +

j−1

ωj = j ωj − 1 + σ jq& j j a j

(2)

)

ωj − 1 × j − 1 Pj + σ jq& j j a j

(3)

with j A j − 1 , the orientation matrix of the frame R j − 1 in the frame R j , σ j = 0 when the j joint
is a revolute joint, σ j = 1 when the j joint is prismatic joint and σ j = 1 − σ j , j a j is an unit
j−1

vector along the z j axis,

Pj is the vector expressing the origin of frame R j in frame R j − 1 .

The angular acceleration of link j and the linear acceleration of the origin O j of R j are:

(

)

&& j j a j + 2 j ωj − 1 × q& j j a j
U j − 1 × j − 1 Pj + σ j q

)

j
&j
=
ω

j

& = jA
V
j
j−1

(

j−1

& +
V
j−1

j−1

j

& j−1 + σ j q
&& j j a j + j ωj − 1 × q& j j a j
A j−1 j−1 ω

)

) j) j)
& j + ωj ωj . Matrices
where j U j = j ω

(

j

(4)

(5)

)
)
& j ∈ R 3× 3 and j ωj ∈ R 3× 3 designate the skew matrices
ω

& j ∈ R 3× 3 and j ωj ∈ R 3× 3 respectively.
associated with the vectors j ω
⎡ 0
) ⎢
ω= ⎢ ωz
⎢ −ω
⎣ y

−ωz
0
ωx

ωy ⎤
⎥
−ωx ⎥
0 ⎥⎦

(7)

The total inertial forces and moments for link j are:
j
& + j U j MS
=
Fj M j j V
j
j
j

j

(

)

&
& j + j ωj × j J j j ωj + j MS j × j V
Mj = j Jj jω
j

(6)
(8)

with j J j inertia tensor of link j with respect to R j frame, j MS j is the first moments vector
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of link j around the origin of R j frame and M j the mass of the link j . The antecedent link
to the link 0 (stance foot) is not defined. For the iteration of the stance foot, only the
equations (6) and (Pogreška! Izvor reference nije pronađen.) are used.
Backward recursive equations
The backward recursive equations are given as, for j = 12,...,0 :
j
=
fj

j−1

j

j

fj =

Fj + j fj + 1
j−1

A j j fj

m j = j M j + j A j + 1 j + 1 m j + 1 + j Pj + 1 × j fj + 1

(7)

(8)

(9)

These recursive equations will be initialized by the forces and moments exerted on the
terminal link by the environment j fj + 1 and j m j + 1 . In single support j fj + 1 = 0 , j m j + 1 = 0 .
When j = 0 , 0 f0 and 0 m 0 are the forces exerted on the link 0 or the ground reaction force
and moment rewritten as 0 FR and 0 M R expressed in the frame R 0 .
If we neglect the friction and the motor inertia effects, the torque (or the force) Γ j , is
obtained by projecting m j (or fj ) along the joint axis ( z j ):

(

Γ j =j M j + σ j j fj + σ j j m j

)

T

j

aj

(10)

Γ 0 is not defined, since there is no actuator.

The ground reaction wrench is known in the frame R 0 . This frame is associated with the
stance foot, and the axis y 0 , z0 defined the sole of the stance foot. The position of the zero
moment point (ZMP) position which is the point of the sole such that the moment exerted
by the ground is zero along the axis y 0 and z0 is such that:

y ZMP =

− 0 m 0z
0
f0 x
0

z ZMP =

m0y
0

f0x

(11)

(12)

If the position of ZMP is within the support polygon, the biped robot is in dynamic
equilibrium, the stance foot remains flat on the ground.
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2.4. Impact model for the instantaneous double support
At the impact, the previous supporting foot becomes the swing foot, and its velocity after
the impact can be different from zero. As a consequence the modeling of the robot must be
able to described a non fixed stance foot. Since the dynamic model is calculated with the
Newton-Euler algorithm, it is very convenient to define the velocity of the link 0 with the
Newton variables: V0 the linear velocity of the origin of frame R 0 and ω0 the angular

velocity.
For the impact model, or the double support model the robot position is expressed by
X =[ X 0 , α 0 ,q ] ∈ R 18 , X 0 and α 0 are the position and the orientation variables of frame R 0 ;
T

the

robot

velocity

is

T

V = ⎡⎣ 0 V0 , 0 ω 0 ,q& ⎤⎦ ∈ R 18

and

the

robot

acceleration

is

T

& = ⎡0V
& 0 & ,q
&& ⎤⎦ ∈ R 18 .
V
0
⎣ 0, ω
The impact model is deduced from the dynamic model in double support, when we assume
that the acceleration of the robot and the reaction force are Dirac delta-functions.
The dynamical model in double support can be written:
& + C(V,q) + G(X) + D R =
D(X)V
DΓ + DR R F R
f f

(13)

where D ∈ R 18×18 is the symmetric definite positive inertia matrix, C ∈ R 18 represents the

=
R FR
Coriolis and centrifugal forces, G ∈ R 18 is the vector of gravity.

[FR ,M R ]

T

∈ R 6 is the

vector of the ground reaction forces on the stance foot, R f ∈ R 6 represents the vector of
forces F12 and moments M 12 exerted by the swing foot on the ground, D f , D Γ and D R are
matrices that allows to take into account the forces and torques in the dynamic model.
The model of impact can be deduced from (13) and is:
D(X)ΔV + D f I R f =
DR IR F R

(14)

where I R f and I RFR are the intensity of Dirac delta-function for the forces R f and R FR . ΔV
is the variation of velocity at the impact, ΔV = V + − V − , where V − is the velocity of the robot
before impact and V + its velocity after impact.
The impact is assumed to be inelastic with complete surface of the foot sole touching the
ground. This means that the velocity of the swing foot impacting the ground is zero after
impact. Two cases are possible after an impact: the rear foot takes off the ground or both feet
remain on the ground. In the first case, the vertical component of the velocity of the takingoff foot just after an impact must be directed upwards and the impulsive ground reaction in
this foot equals zeros I R FR = 0 . In the second case, the rear foot velocity has to be zero just
after an impact. The ground produces impulsive forces in both feet. This implies that the
vertical component of the impulsive ground reaction in the rear foot (as in the fore foot) is
directed upwards. An impacting foot with zero velocity at impact, is a solution of the two
cases, there is no impact, the reaction forces on the two leg are zero and the velocity of the
two feet after impact is zero.
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For our numerical tests, for the robot studied, only the first case gives a valid solution. The
swing foot is zero velocity before the impact (and there is no impact) or the previous stance
foot does not remain on the ground after the impact. Thus, the impact dynamic model is (see
(Formal’skii 1982) and (Sakaguchi 1995)):
D(X)ΔV = −D f I R f

(15)

D Tf V + = 0

(16)

⎡ 0 V0− ⎤ ⎡0 3×1 ⎤
⎢0 −⎥ = ⎢
⎥
⎣ ω0 ⎦ ⎣0 3×1 ⎦

(17)

These equations form a system of linear equations which determines the impulse forces I R f
and the velocity vector of the biped after impact V + .

I R f = ( D Tf D −1D f ) D fT V −
−1

(18)

V + = −D −1D f ( D Tf D −1D f ) D fT V − + V −
−1

As the wrench R f is naturally expressed in the frame R 12 : 12 F12 ,

(19)
12

M 12 . The matrix D f is

the transpose of the Jacobian of velocity of the link R 12 with respect to the robot velocity V .
The velocities of link 12 can be expressed as :
⎡ V12 ⎤ ⎡ V0 + ω0 × 0 P12 ⎤
⎥ + J 12 q&
⎢ω ⎥ = ⎢
ω12
⎣ 12 ⎦ ⎣
⎦

(20)

where 0 R 12 is the vector linking the origin of frame R 0 and the origin of frame R 12
expressed in frame R 0 , J 12 ∈ R 6×12 is the Jacobian matrix of the robot, J 12 q& represents the
effect of the joint velocities on the Cartesian velocity of link 12 . The velocities V12 and ω12
must be expressed in frame R 12 , thus we write:
⎡ 12 V12 ⎤ ⎡ 12 A 0
⎢ 12 ⎥ = ⎢
⎣ ω12 ⎦ ⎣ 0 3× 3

(21)

A 0 ∈ R 3× 3 is the rotation matrix, which defines the orientation of frame R 0 with
)
respect to frame R 12 . Term 0 P12 is the skew-symmetric matrix of the vector product

where

12

)
− 12 A 0 0 P12 ⎤ ⎡ 0 V0 ⎤ 12
⎥⎢
⎥ + J 12 q&
12
A 0 ⎦ ⎣ 0 ω0 ⎦

associated with vector 0 P12 .
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For the calculation of the inertia matrix D , following the same way, as the force R FR is
applied on the stance leg, in equation (13), D R = [ I 6×6 |0 12×6 ] ∈ R 18×6 . The matrix D Γ defines
T

the actuated joint thus we have : D Γ = [ 0 6×12 |I 12×12 ] ∈ R 18×12 .
T

When no force is applied on the swing leg, the dynamic model (13) becomes:
⎡R FR ⎤
& + C(V,q) + G(X) =
D(X)V
⎢ Γ ⎥
⎣
⎦

(22)

Since the stance foot is assumed to remain in flat contact, the resultant ground reaction
force/moment R FR and the torques Γ can be computed using the Newton-Euler algorithm
(see section 2.3). According to the method of (Walker & Orin 1982), the matrix D is
calculated by the algorithm of Newton-Euler, by noting from (13), that the i th column of D
⎡R F ⎤
is equal to ⎢ R ⎥ if
⎣ Γ ⎦
& e=
V = 0=
, g 0,=
V
0
i , Rf

(25)

e i ∈ R 18×1 is the unit vector, whose elements are zero except the i th element which is equal
to 1. The vectors C(V,q) and G(X) can be obtained in the same way that D , however for
the impact model the knowledge of these vectors are not necessary.

3. Definition of the walking cycle
Because a walking biped gait is a periodical phenomenon our objective is to design a cyclic
biped gait. A complete walking cycle is composed of two phases: a single support phase and
a double support phase which is modeled through passive impact equations. The single
support phase begins with one foot which stays on the ground while the other foot swings
from the rear to the front. We shall assume that the double support phase is instantaneous.
This means that when the swing leg touches the ground the stance leg takes off. There are
two facets to be considered for this problem. The definition of reference trajectories and the
method to determine a particular solution of it. This section is devoted to the definition of
reference trajectories. The optimal process to choose the best solution of parameters,
allowing a symmetric half step, from the point of view of a given cost functional will be
described in the next section.
3.1. Cyclic walking trajectory
Since the initial configuration is a double support configuration, both feet are on the ground,
the twelve joint coordinates are not independent. Because the absolute frame is attached to
the right foot we define the situation of the left foot by ( y lf ,z lf , φlf ) and the situation of the

middle of the hips ( x h ,y h ,z h , θh ) , both expressed in R 0 frame. ( y lf ,z lf ) are the Cartesian
coordinates, in the horizontal plane, of the left foot position, φlf denotes the left foot yawing
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motion, ( x h ,y h ,z h ) is the hip position and θh defines the hip pitching motion. The two
others parameters, orientation for the middle of the hips in frontal and transverse planes, are
considered to be equal to zero. The values of the joint variables are solution of the inverse
kinematics problem for a leg, which may also be considered as a 6-link manipulator. The
problem is solved with a symbolic software, (SYMORO+, see (Khalil & Kleinfinger 1985).
Let us consider, for the cyclic walking gait, the current half step in the time interval [ 0,TS ] .
In order to deduce the final configuration of the biped robot at time t = TS , we impose a
symmetric role of the two legs, therefore from the initial configuration q
=
q(t
= 0) in
0
double support, the final configuration q TS = q(t = TS ) in double support is deduced as:
q TS = Eq 0

(23)

where E ∈ R 12×12 is an inverted diagonal matrix which describes the exchange of legs.
Taking into account the impulsive impact (15)-(17), we can compute the velocity vector of
the biped after the impact. Therefore, the joint velocities after impact, q& + can be calculated
when the joint velocities before the impact, q& − is known. The use of the defined matrix E
& = 0)
allows us to calculate the initial joint velocities q& 0 = q(t
for the current half step as:
q& 0 = Eq& +

(24)

By this way the conditions of cyclic motion are satisfied.
3.2. Constraints
In order to insure that the trajectory is possible, many constraints have to be considered.

Magnitude constraints on position, velocities and torque:
•

Each actuator has physical limits such that:
Γ i − Γ i ,max ≤ 0, for i = 1,...,12

(25)

where Γ i ,max denotes the maximum value for each actuator.
q& i − q& i ,max ≤ 0, for i =
1,...,12

(26)

where q& i ,max denotes the maximum velocity for each actuator.
•

The upper and lower bounds of joints for the configurations during the motion are:
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q i ,min ≤ q i ≤ q i ,max , for i =
1,...,12

(27)

q i ,min and q i ,max respectively stands for the minimum and maximum joint limits.
Geometric constraints in double support phase:

•

The distance d(hip, foot) between the foot in contact with the ground and the hip
must remain within a maximal value, i.e., :
d(hip, foot) ≤ l hip

•

(28)

This condition must hold for initial and final configurations of the double support
phase.
In order to avoid the internal collision of both feet through the lateral axis the heel
and the toe of the left foot must satisfy:
y heel ≤ −a and y toe ≤ −a

with a >

(31)

lp

and l p is the width of right foot.
2
Walking constraints:
•

•

During the single support phase to avoid collisions of the swing leg with the stance
leg or with the ground, constraints on the positions of the four corners of the swing
foot are defined.
We must take into account the constraints on the ground reaction
R FR = ⎡R FRx ,R FR y ,R FRz ⎤
⎣
⎦

T

for the stance foot in single support phase as well as
T

on the foot touching the ground in
impulsive forces I R f = ⎡I R f ,I R f y ,I R f z ⎤
⎣ x
⎦
instantaneous double support phase. The ground reaction in single support and the
impulsive forces at the impact must be inside a friction cone defined by the friction
coefficient μ . This is equivalent to write:
R F2R y + R F2Rz ≤ μR FRx

(32)

I R2 f + I R2 f ≤ μI R f

(33)

y

•

z

x

The ground reaction forces in single support and the impulsive forces at the impact
only can push from the ground but cannot pull from ground, then the conditions of
no take off are deduced:
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(34)

IRf ≥ 0

(35)

x

•
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In order to maintain the balance in dynamic walking, the Zero Moment Point
which is equivalent to the Center of Pressure (CoP) , (Vukobratovic & Borovac
2004; Vukobratovic & Stepanenko 1972; Vukobratovic & Borovac 1990), of the
biped’s stance foot must be within the interior of the support polygon. Then for a
rectangular foot the (CoP) must satisfy:
−l p
2

≤ CoPy ≤

lp
2

−L p ≤ CoPz ≤ 0

(36)

(37)

where l p is the width and L p is the length of the feet.

4. Parametric optimization
4.1. The cubic spline
To describe the joint motion by a finite set of parameters we choose to use for joint i ,
( i = 1,...,12 ) a piecewise function of the form:
⎧ϕi1 (t)
⎪ϕ (t)
⎪ i2
⎪⎪
qi =
ϕi (t) =
⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪⎩ϕin (t)

if t 0 ≤ t ≤ t 1
if t 1 ≤ t ≤ t 2
.
.
.

(38)

if t n − 1 ≤ t ≤ t n

where ϕk (t) are polynomials of third-order such that:
ϕik (a=
ik ,t)

3

∑a
j=0

ikj

(t − t k − 1 ) j ,=
k 1,...,n ∀t ∈ [ t 0 ,t n ]

(39)

where aikj are calculated such that the position, velocity and acceleration are always
continuous in t 1 ,..., t n − 1 . The motion is defined by specifying an initial configuration q 0 , an
initial velocity q& 0 , a final configuration q Ts and a final velocity q& Ts in double support, with
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n − 1 intermediate configurations in single support and TS the duration of this single

support.
4.2. Optimization parameters
A parametric optimization problem has to be solved to design a cyclic bipedal gait with
successive single supports and passive impacts (no impulsive torques are applied at
impact). For a half step defined on the time interval [ 0, TS ] this problem depends on

parameters to prescribe the n − 1 intermediate configurations, the final velocity q& TS in the
single support phase and, using the geometric model, the limit configuration of the biped at
impact. Taking into account the conditions (23) and (24) the minimal number of parameters
necessary to define the joint are:
1.

( n − 1) × 12 parameters are needed to define the n − 1 intermediate configurations

2.

in single support phase.
The joint velocities of the biped before the impact are also prescribed by twelve
parameters, q& i− (i = 1,...,12) .

3.

The left foot yawing motion denoted by φlf and its position

( ylf ,zlf )

in the

horizontal plane as well as the situation of the middle of the hips defined by
( xh , y h ,z h , θh ) in double support phase are chosen as parameters.
Then the total number of parameters is: 19 + ( n − 1 ) × 12 . Let us remark that to define the
initial and final configurations for the half step, when both feet touch the ground, nine
parameters are required. However we define these configurations with six parameters only.
These six parameters are defined by the vector p = [ p1 p 2

p3 p4

p 5 p6 ]

T

with the

following geometric configuration data:
p1 : height of pelvis.
•
•

p 2 : distance between the feet in the frontal plane each foot.

•

p 3 : distance of the trunk with respect to the hip of the stance leg in the frontal

•

plane.
p 4 : orientation of the trunk in the sagittal plane.

•

p 5 : position of the stance foot following y in frame R 0 .

•

p6 : position of the stance foot following z in frame R 0 .

The two others parameters, orientation of the middle of the hips in frontal and transverse
planes, are fixed to zero. The duration of a half step, TS , is arbitrarily fixed.
Four our numerical tests n = 3 and then two intermediate configurations q int 1 and q int 2 of
&& of
the 3D biped in single support are considered. To summarize, considering q , q& and q
which the components equal the basis functions q i (Pogreška! Izvor reference nije
&& i , i = 1,...,12, we can write:
pronađen.) and their associated time derivatives q& i and q
q = ϕ(q 0 ,q& 0 ,q int 1 ,q int 2 ,q TS ,q& TS )

(40)
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q& = ϕ& (q 0 ,q& 0 ,q int 1 ,q int 2 ,q TS ,q& TS )

(41)

&& = ϕ
&&(q 0 ,q& 0 ,q int 1 ,q int 2 ,q TS ,q& TS )
q

(42)

where ϕ is the vector of components ϕi (t) (Pogreška! Izvor reference nije pronađen.)
defining the cubic splines for joint i , i = 1,...,12. The chosen vector of optimization
parameters PO can be written:
⎡ PO (1) ⎤
⎢P (2)⎥
O
⎥
=
PO ⎢=
⎢ PO (3)⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢⎣PO (4)⎥⎦

⎡ q int 1 ⎤
⎢q ⎥
⎢ int 2 ⎥
⎢ q& TS ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢⎣ p ⎥⎦

(43)

4.3. Cost functional
In the optimization process we consider, as cost functional J Γ , the integral of the norm of

the torque divided by the half step length. In other words we are minimizing a quantity
proportional to the lost energy in the actuators for a motion on a half step of duration TS .
This general form of minimal energy performance represents the losses by Joule effects for
the electrical motors to cover distance d .
T

JΓ =

1 S T
Γ Γdt
d ∫0

(44)

4.4. Statement of the optimization problem to design a cyclic walking gait for the 3D
biped
Generally, many values of parameters can give a periodic bipedal gait satisfying constraints
(25)-(Pogreška! Izvor reference nije pronađen.). A parametric optimization process, that
objective is to minimize J Γ under nonlinear constraints, is used to find a particular nominal

motion with the splines (Pogreška! Izvor reference nije pronađen.) as basis functions. This
optimization problem can be formally stated as:
Minimize J Γ (PO )

⎫⎪
1,2,...,l ⎬⎪⎭
subject tog j (PO ) ≤ 0 j =

(45)

where J Γ (PO ) is the cost functional to minimize with l constraints g j (PO ) ≤ 0 to satisfy.
These constraints are given in section 3.2. The optimization problem (Pogreška! Izvor
reference nije pronađen.) is numerically solved by using the Matlab function fmincon. This
optimization function provides an optimization algorithm based on the Sequential
Quadratic Programming (SQP). There are forty-three parameters for this nonlinear
optimization problem: twenty-four for the two intermediate configurations in single
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support, twelve for the joint velocities before the impact and seven to solve the inverse
kinematics problem, subject to the constraints given by (25)-(Pogreška! Izvor reference nije
pronađen.).

5. Algorithm for generating an optimal cyclic walking gait
In this section the algorithm to obtain an optimal cyclic walking gait for the biped is given.
•
Step1: Given initial values for each components of parameter vector PO
(Pogreška! Izvor reference nije pronađen.).
Step 2: With the parameters PO (4) = p compute the initial configuration
•
and from the equation (23) the final configuration.
Step 3: With the initial and final configurations, the parameters PO (3) = p&
•
and the equations (15), (16) and (24) compute the initial velocity q& 0 .
•

Step 4: For time t = 0 to t = TS , compute the spline functions (Pogreška!

Izvor reference nije pronađen.) for the initial and final configurations and the
parameters PO (1) = q int 1 and PO (2) = q int 2 . Compute their first and second derives
with respect to time.
•
Step 5: For sampling time {0,...,t k ,...,TS } , solve recursively the inverse
dynamics (Pogreška! Izvor reference nije pronađen.)-(10) to compute the torques,
the position of the Center of Pressure CoP, the constraints.
Step 6: For sampling time {0,...,t k ,...,TS } , approximate the integral of the
•
square vector of torques to compute the cost functional.
Step 7: Check convergence. If yes, terminate. If no, go to step1 for a new
•
parameter vector PO and begin a new optimization process.

6. Simulation results
To validate our proposed method, we present the results of an optimal motion for the biped,
SPEJBL, shown in figure 2. SPEJBL has been designed in the Department of Control
Engineering of the Technical University in Praha. Its physical parameters are given in table
2. The inertia of each link are also taken into account in the dynamic model. The results
shown have been obtained with TS = 0.58s . The optimal motion is such that the step length
is 0.18m and the optimal velocity is 0.315m / s . These values are results of the optimization
process presented in Section IV, with the minimization of the cost functional (Pogreška!
Izvor reference nije pronađen.) satisfying the constraints given by (25)-(Pogreška! Izvor
reference nije pronađen.). The simulation of the optimal motion for one half step is
illustrated in figure 3 and for 3 walking steps in figure 4. The normal components of the
ground reactions, in function of time, of the stance foot during one half step in single
support are presented in figure 5. The average vertical reaction force is 20 N, which is
coherent with the weight of the robot which the mass equals 2.14 Kg . The chosen friction
coefficient is 0.7 . The figure 6 shows the CoP trajectory which is always inside the support
polygon determined by l p = 0.11 m and L p = 0.18 m , that is, the robot maintains the balance
during the motion. Because the minimal distance between of CoP and the boundary of the
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foot is large, smaller foot is acceptable for this cyclic motion. The figure 7 shows the
evolutions of joint variables q i (t) i = 1,...,12, versus time, defined by the third-order spline
function presented in Section III, in the single support phase during one half step. Let us
remark that the evolution of each joint variable depends on the boundary conditions
( q& i (0), q& i (TS ) for i = 1,...,12 ) and also on the intermediate configurations q& i ,int 1 , q& i ,int 2 for
i = 1,...,12 whose values are computed in the optimal process. For a set of motion velocities,
the evolution of criterion J Γ is presented in figure 8. With respect to the evolution of J Γ we
can conclude that the biped robot consumes more energy for low velocities to generate one
half step. Due to the limitations of the joint velocities we could not obtain superior values
to 0.36 m / s . The energy consumption increases probably for higher velocity (Chevallereau
& Aoustin 2001). The robot has been designed to be able to walk slowly, this walk require
large torque and small joint velocities. Its design is also based on large feet in order to be
able to use static walking, as a consequence the feet are heavy and bulky, thus the resulting
optimal motion is close to the motion of a human with snowshoes.

Fig. 2. Dimensional drawing of SPEJBL.
Physical Parameters
Torso
Hip joints
Thigh
Shin
Ankle joints
Foot
Table 2. Parameters of SPEJBL.

Mass (kg)
0.39
0.26
0.12
0.05
0.13
0.30

Length (m)
0.14
linked to torso
0.12
0.12
0.042
0.18x0.11
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Fig. 3. Walking simulation for a half step.

Fig. 4. Cyclic motion of biped SPEJBL.

Fig. 5. The ground reaction force during the single support phase.
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Fig. 6. The evolution of the CoP trajectory during a half step.

Right hip joint positions

Left hip joint positions

Right ankle joint positions

Right ankle joint positions
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Right ankle joint position
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Left ankle joint positions

Fig. 7. Evolution of joint positions.

Fig. 8. J Γ in function of several motion velocities for SPEJBL.

7. Conclusion
Optimal joint reference trajectories for cyclic walking gaits of a 3D experimental biped,
SPEJBL are found. A methodology to design such optimal trajectories is developed. The
definition of optimal trajectories is useful to test a robot design. In order to use classical
optimization technique, the optimal trajectory is described by a set of parameters: we choose
to define the evolution of the actuated relative angle as spline functions. A cyclic solution is
desired. The number of the optimization variables is reduced by taking into account of the
cyclicity condition explicitly.
Some inequality constraints such as the limits on the torques and the velocities, the
condition of no sliding during motion and impact, some limits on the motion of the free leg
are taken into account. The cost functional is calculated from the integral of the torques
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norm. The torques are computed for sampling times using the inverse dynamic model. This
model is obtained with the recursive Newton-Euler algorithm. The reference frame is
connected to the stance foot. Optimal motions for a given duration of the half step have been
obtained. The half step length and the advance velocity are the result of the optimization
process. The numerical results obtained are realistic with respect to the size of the robot
under study. Optimal motion for a given motion velocity can also be studied, in this case the
motion velocity is considered as a constraint.
The proposed method to define optimal motion will be tested, considering a sub-phase of
rotation of the supporting phase about the toe, closer to human. Another perspective is to
evaluate the gradient of the cost functional and of the constraints with respect to the
optimization parameters.
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1. Introduction
In the past few years, the topic of localization has received considerable attention in the
research community and especially in mobile robotics area (Borenstein, 1996). It consists of
estimating the robot’s pose (position, orientation) with respect to its environment from
sensor data. Therefore, better sensory data exploitation is required to increase robot’s
autonomy. The simplest way to estimate the pose parameters is integration of odometric
data which, however, is associated with unbounded errors, resulting from uneven floors,
wheel slippage, limited resolution of encoders, etc. However, such a technique is not reliable
due to cumulative errors occurring over the long run. Therefore, a mobile robot must also be
able to localize or estimate its parameters with respect to the internal world model by using
the information obtained with its external sensors. In system localization, the use of sensory
data from a range of disparate multiple sensors, is to automatically extract the maximum
amount of information possible about the sensed environment under all operating
conditions.
Usually, for many problems like obstacle detection, localization or Simultaneous
Localization and Map Building (SLAM) (Montemerlo et al., 2002), the perception system of a
mobile robot relies on the fusion of several kinds of sensors like video cameras, radars,
dead-reckoning sensors, etc. The multi-sensor fusion problem is popularly described by
state space equations defining the interesting state, the evolution and observation models.
Based on this state space description, the state estimation problem can be formulated as a
state tracking problem. To deal with this state observation problem, when uncertainty
occurs, the probabilistic Bayesian approaches are the most used in robotics, even if new
approaches like the set-membership one (Gning & Bonnifait, 2005) or Belief theory (Ristic
and Smets, 2004) have proved themselves in some applications.
SLAM is technique used by mobile robots to build up a map within an unknown
environment while at the same time keeping track of their current position. Several works
implementing SLAM algorithms have been studied extensively over the last years in this
direction, leading to approaches that can be classified into three well differentiated
paradigms depending on the underlying map structure: metric (Sim et al., 2006) (Tardos et
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al., 2002), topological (Ranganathan et al., 2006) (Savelli & Kuipers, 2004), or hybrid
representations (Estrada et al., 2005) (Kuipers & Byun, 2001) (Dissanayake et al., 2001)
(Thrun et al., 2004). These techniques deal mainly with the localization problem using
mainly visual features and exteroceptive sensors, such as camera, GPS unit or laser scanner.
Localization algorithms have also been developed in sensors networks and applied in a
myriad of applications such as intrusion detection, road traffic monitoring, health
monitoring, reconnaissance and surveillance. Their main objectives is to estimate the
location of sensors with initially unknown location information by using knowledge for
absolute positions of a few sensors and their inter-sensor measurements such as distance
and bearing measurements (Chong & Kumar, 2003) (Mao et al., 2007).
Ubiquitous computing technology is gradually being used to analyze people’s activities. In
this case, several research efforts on localization function have been conducted into
recognizing human position and trajectories (Letchner et al., 2005) (Madhavapeddy & Tse,
2005) (Kanda et al., 2007). For example, Liao et al. used locations obtained via GPS with
relational Markov model to discriminate location-based activities (Liao et al., 2005). Wen et
al. developed an approach for inhabitant location and tracking system in a cluttered home
environment via floor load sensors (Liau et al., 2008). In this approach, a probabilistic data
association technique is applied to analyze the cluttered pressure readings collected by the
load sensors so as to track their movements.
The main idea of data fusion methods is to provide a reliable estimation of robot’s pose,
taking into account the advantages of the different sensors (Harris, 1998). The main data
fusion applied methods are very often based on probabilistic methods, and indeed
probabilistic methods are now considered the standard approach to data fusion in all
robotics applications. Probabilistic data fusion methods are generally based on Bayes’ rule
for combining prior and observation information. Practically, this may be implemented in a
number of ways: through the use of the Kalman and extended Kalman filters, through
sequential Monte Carlo methods, or through the use of functional density estimates.
There are a number of alternatives to probabilistic methods. These include the theory of
evidence and interval methods. Such alternative techniques are not as widely used as they
once were, however they have some special features that can be advantageous in specific
problems.
The rest of the presented work is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the problem
statement and related works in the field of multi-sensor data fusion for the localization of a
mobile robot. Section 3 describes the global localization system which is considered. We
develop the proposed robust pose estimation algorithm in section 4 and its application is
demonstrated in section 5. Simulation results and a comparative analysis with standard
existing approaches are also presented in this section.

2. Background & related works
The Kalman Filter (KF) is the best known and most widely applied parameter and state
estimation algorithm in data fusion methods (Gao, 2002). Such a technique can be
implemented from the kinematic model of the robot and the observation (or measurement)
model, associated to external sensors (gyroscope, camera, telemeter, etc.). The Kalman filter
has a number of features which make it ideally suited to dealing with complex multi-sensor
estimation and data fusion problems. In particular, the explicit description of process and
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observations allows a wide variety of different sensor models to be incorporated within the
basic algorithm. In addition, the consistent use of statistical measures of uncertainty makes
it possible to quantitatively evaluate the role each sensor plays in overall system
performance. Further, the linear recursive nature of the algorithm ensures that its
application is simple and efficient. For these reasons, the Kalman filter has found widespread application in many different data fusion problems (Bar-Shalom, 1990) (Bar-Shalom
& Fortmann, 1988) (Maybeck, 1979). In robotics, the KF is most suited to problems in
tracking, localisation and navigation; and less so to problems in mapping. This is because
the algorithm works best with well defined state descriptions (positions, velocities, for
example), and for states where observation and time-propagation models are also well
understood.
The Kalman Filtering process can be considered as a prediction-update formulation. The
algorithm uses a predefined linear model of the system to predict the state at the next time
step. The prediction and updates are combined using the Kalman gain which is computed to
minimize the Mean Square Error (MSE) of the state estimate. Figure 1 illustrates the block
diagram of KF cycle (Bar-Shalom & Fortmann, 1988), and for further details, refer to
(Siciliano & Khatib, 2008).

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the Kalman filter cycle (Bar-Shalom & Fortmann, 1988; Siciliano &
Khatib, 2008)
The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is a version of the Kalman filter that can handle nonlinear dynamics or non-linear measurement equations. Like the KF, it is assumed that the
noises are all Gaussian, temporally uncorrelated and zero-mean with known variance. The
EKF aims to minimise mean-squared error and therefore compute an approximation to the
conditional mean. It is assumed therefore that an estimate of the state at time k−1 is available
which is approximately equal to the conditional mean. The main stages in the derivation of
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the EKF follow directly from those of the linear Kalman filter with the additional step that
the process and observation models are linearised as a Taylor series about the estimate and
prediction, respectively. The algorithm iterates in two update stages, measurement and
time, see figure 2. Each positioning operation is generated once a new observation is
assumed. Localization can be done from odometry or visual input changes. The complete
algorithm is implemented for each landmark perception. In this sense, the processing time is
saved by reducing covariance matrix function size per landmark. Detailed computations
may be found in any number of books on the subject (Samperio & Hu, 2006).

Fig. 2. Flowchart of Extended Kalman filter Algorithm (after Samperio & Hu, 2006)
Various approaches based on EKF have been developed. These approaches work well as
long as the used information can be described by simple statistics well enough. The lack of
relevant information is compensated by using models of various processes. However, such
model-based approaches require assumptions about parameters which might be very
difficult to determine (white Gaussian noise and initial uncertainty over Gaussian
distribution). Assumptions that guarantee optimum convergence are often violated and,
therefore, the process is not optimal or it can even converge. In fact, many approaches are
based on fixed values of the measurement and state noise covariance matrices. However,
such an information is not a priori available, especially if the trajectory of the robot is not
elementary and if changes occur in the environment. Moreover, it has been demonstrated in
the literature that how poor knowledge of noise statistics (noise covariance on state and
measurement vectors) may seriously degrade the Kalman filter performance (Jetto, 1999). In
the same manner, the filter initialization, the signal-to-noise ratio, the state and observation
processes constitute critical parameters, which may affect the filtering quality. The stochastic
Kalman filtering techniques were widely used in localization (Gao, 2002) (Chui, 1987)
(Arras, 2001)(Borthwick, 1993) (Jensfelt, 2001) (Neira, 1999) (Perez, 1999) (Borges, 2003). Such
approaches rely on approximative filtering, which requires ad doc tuning of stochastic
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modelling parameters, such as covariance matrices, in order to deal with the model
approximation errors and bias on the predicted pose. In order to compensate such error
sources, local iterations (Kleeman, 1992), adaptive models (Jetto, 1999) and covariance
intersection filtering (Julier, 1997) (Xu, 2001) have been proposed. An interesting approach
solution was proposed in (Jetto, 1999), where observation of the pose corrections is used for
updating of the covariance matrices. However, this approach seems to be vulnerable to
significant geometric inconsistencies of the world models, since inconsistent information can
influence the estimated covariance matrices.
In the literature, the localization problem is often formulated by using a single model, from
both state and observation processes point of view. Such an approach, introduces inevitably
modelling errors which degrade filtering performances, particularly, when signal-to-noise
ratio is low and noise variances have been estimated poorly. Moreover, to optimize the
observation process, it is important to characterize each external sensor not only from
statistic parameters estimation perspective but also from robustness of observation process
perspective. It is then interesting to introduce an adequate model for each observation area
in order to reject unreliable readings. In the same manner, a wrong observation leads to a
wrong estimation of the state vector and consequently degrades the performance of
localization algorithm. Multiple-Model estimation has received a great deal of attention in
recent years due to its distinctive power and great recent success in handling problems with
both structural and parametric uncertainties and/or changes, and in decomposing a
complex problem into simpler sub-problems, ranging from target tracking to process control
(Blom, 1988) (Li, 2000) (Li, 1993) (Mazor, 1996).
This paper focuses on robust pose estimation for mobile robot localization. The main idea of
the approach proposed here is to consider the localization process as a hybrid process which
evolves according to a model among a set of models with jumps between these models
according to a Markov chain (Djamaa & Amirat, 1999) (Djamaa, 2001). A close approach for
multiple model filtering is proposed in (Oussalah, 2001). In our approach, models refer here
to both state and observation processes. The data fusion algorithm which is proposed is
inspired by the approach proposed in (Dufour, 1994). We generalized the latter for multi
mode processes by introducing multi mode observations. We also introduced iterative and
adaptive EKFs for estimating noise statistics. Compared to a single model-based approach,
such an approach allows the reduction of modelling errors and variables, an optimal
management of sensors and a better control of observations in adequacy with the
probabilistic hypotheses associated to these observations. For this purpose and in order to
improve the robustness of the localization process, an on line adaptive estimation approach
of noise statistics (state and observation) proposed in (Jetto, 1999), is applied for each mode.
The data fusion is performed by using Adaptive Linear Kalman Filters for linear processes
and Adaptive EKF for nonlinear processes.

3. Localization system description
This paper deals with the problem of multi sensor filtering and data fusion for the robust
localization of a mobile robot. In our present study, we consider an autonomous robot
equipped with two telemeters placed perpendicularly, for absolute position measurements
of the robot with respect to its environment, a gyroscope for measuring robot’s orientation,
two drive wheels and two separate encoder wheels attached with optical shaft encoders for
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odometry measurements. The environment where the mobile robot moves is a rectangular
room without obstacles, see figure 3.

Fig. 3. Mobile robot description and its evolution in the environment with Nominal
trajectory
The aim is not to develop a new method for environment reconstruction or modelling from
data sensors; rather, the goal is to propose a new approach to improve existing data fusion
and filtering techniques for robust localization of a mobile robot.
For an environment with a more complex shape, the observation model which has to be
employed at a given time, will depend on the robot’s situation (robot’s trajectory, robot’s
pose with respect to its environment) and on the geometric or symbolic model of
environment.
Initially, all significant information for localization is contained in a state space vector. The
usefulness of an observer in a localization system evokes the modelling of variables that
affect the entire behaviour system. The observer design problem relies on the estimation of
all possible internal states in a linear system.
3.1 Odometric model

Let X e (k ) = [x ( k ) y ( k ) θ ( k )]T be the state vector at time k , describing the robot’s pose with

respect to the fixed coordinate system.

The kinematic model of the robot is described by the following equations:

xk +1 = xk + lk ⋅ cos(θ k + Δθ k 2)

(1)
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y k +1 = yk + lk sin (θ k + Δθ k 2)

(2)

θ k +1 = θ k + Δθ k

(3)

lk = (lkr + lkl ) / 2 and Δθ k = (lkr − lkl ) / d . lkr and lkl are the elementary displacements
of the right and the left wheels; d the distance between the two encoder wheels.

with:

3.2 observation model of telemeters
As the environment is a rectangular room, the telemeters measurements correspond to the
distances from the robot location to walls (Fig. 3.).
Then, the observation model of telemeters is described as follows:
for 0 ≤ θ (k ) < θ l , according to X-axis:

(

)

(4)

(

)

(5)

d (k ) = d x − x(k ) cos(θ (k ))
for θ l ≤ θ (k ) ≤ θ m , according to Y-axis:

d (k ) = d y − y (k ) sin (θ (k ))

With d x and d y , respectively the length and the width of the experimental site; θ l and

θ m , respectively the angular bounds of observation domain with respect to X and Y axes;

d (k ) is the distance between the robot and the observed wall with respect to X or Y axes at
time k .
3.3 observation model of gyroscope
By integrating the rotational velocity, the gyroscope model can be expressed by the
following equation:

θ l (k ) = θ (k )
Each sensor described above is subject to random noise. For instance, the encoders introduce
incremental errors (slippage), which particularly affect the estimation of the orientation. For
a telemeter, let’s note various sources of errors: geometric shape and surface roughness of
the target, beam width. For a gyroscope, the sources of errors are: the bias drift, the
nonlinearity in the scale factor and the gyro’s susceptibility to changes in ambient
temperature.

(6)
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So, both odometric and observation models must integrate additional terms representing
these noises. Models inaccuracies induce also noises which must be taken into account. It is
well known that odometric model is subject to inaccuracies caused by factors such as:
measured wheel diameters, unequal wheel-diameters, trajectory approximation of robot
between two consecutive samples. These noises are usually assumed to be Zero-mean white
Gaussian with known covariance. This hypothesis is discussed and reconsidered in the
proposed approach.
Besides, an estimation error of orientation introduces an ambiguity in the telemeters
measurements (one telemeter is assumed to measure along X axis while it is measuring
along Y axis and vice-versa). This situation is particularly true when the orientation is near
angular bounds θ l and θ m . This justifies the use of multiple models to reduce measuring
errors and efficiently manage robot’s sensors. For this purpose, we have introduced the
concept of observation domain (boundary angles) as defined in equations (4) and (5).

4. Proposed approach for mobile robot localisation
As mentioned in (Touati et al., 2007), we present our data fusion and filtering approach for
the localization of a mobile robot. In order to increase the robustness of the localization and
as discussed in section 2, the localization process is decomposed into multiple models. Each
model is associated with a mode and an interval of validity corresponding to the
observation domain; the aim is to consider only reliable information by filtering erroneous
information. The localization is then considered as a hybrid process. A Markov chain is
employed for the prediction of each model according to the robot mode. The multiple
model approach is best understandable in terms of stochastic hybrid systems. The state of a
hybrid system consists of two parts: a continuously varying base-state component and a
modal state component, also known as system mode, which may only jump among points,
rather than vary continuously, in a (usually discrete) set. The base state components are the
usual state variables in a conventional system. The system mode is a mathematical
description of a certain behavior pattern or structure of the system. In our study, the mode
corresponds to robot’s orientation. In fact, the latter parameter governs the observation
model of telemeters along with observation domain. Other parameters, like velocity or
acceleration, could also be taken into account for mode’s definition. Updating of mode’s
probability is carried out either from a given criterion or from given laws (probability or
process). In this study, we assume that each Markovian jump (mode) is observable (Djamaa
2001) (Dufour, 1994). The mode is observable and measurable from the gyroscope.
4.1 Proposed filtering models
Let us consider a stochastic hybrid system. For a linear process, the state and observation
processes are given by:

X e (k / k − 1, α k ) = A(α k ) ⋅ X e (k − 1 / k − 1, α k )

+ B(k , α k ) ⋅ U (k − 1, α k ) + W (k , α k )

Ye (k ,α k ) = C (α k ) ⋅ X e (k / k − 1,α k ) + V (k ,α k )

(7)
(8)
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For a nonlinear process, the state and observation processes are described by:

X e (k / k − 1,αk ) = F ( X e (k − 1/ k − 1),αk ,U (k − 1))
+ W (k ,αk )

(9)

Ye (k , α k ) = Ge ( X e (k / k − 1), α k ) + V (k , α k )

(10)

where X e , Ye and U are the base state vector, noisy observation vector and input vector;

α k is the modal state or system mode at time k, which denotes the mode during the kth

sampling period; W and V are the mode-dependent state and measurement noise
sequences, respectively.
The system mode sequence α k is assumed for simplicity to be a first-order homogeneous
Markov chain with the transition probabilities, so for ∀α i , α j ∈ S :

{

}

P α kj +1 | α ki = π ij

(11)

Where α kj denotes that mode α j is in effect at time k and S is the set of all possible system
modes, called mode space.
The state and measurement noises are of Gaussian white type. In our approach, the state
and measurement processes are assumed to be governed by the same Markov chain.
However, it’s possible to define differently a Markov chain for each process. The Markov
chain transition matrix is stationary and well defined.
4.2 Statistics parameters estimation
It is well known that how poor estimates of noise statistics may lead to the divergence of
Kalman filter and degrade its performance. To prevent this divergence, we propose an
adaptive algorithm for the adjustment of the state and measurement noise covariance
matrices.
a. Measurement noise variance

(

)

Let R = σν2, i (k ) (i = 1 : n0 ) , be the measurement noise variance at time k

for each

component of the observation vector. Parameter n0 denotes the number of observers

(sensors number).

Let β̂ (k ) the squared mean error for stable measurement noise variance, and γ (k ) the
innovation, thus:
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βˆ (k ) =

1
n

n

∑γ

2
i

(k − 1)

(12)

j =0

For n + 1 samples, the variance of β̂ (k ) can be written as:

( )

1
E βˆ (k ) =
n +1

⎛ Ci (k − j ) ⋅ P(k − j , k − j − 1) ⋅ ⎞
⎟
T
⎟
+ σ ν2,i
i
⎠
j =0
n

∑ ⎜⎜⎝ C (k − j )

(13)

Then, we obtain the estimation of the measurement noise variance:
⎧
⎪1
⎪n
⎩

σˆν2,i = max ⎨

n
⎛ 2
⎞ ⎫
⋅ Ci (k − j ) ⋅ ⎟ ⎪
⎜ γ i (k − j ) −
1
n
+
⎜
⎟,0⎬
j =0 ⎜ P (k − j , k − j − 1) ⋅ C (k − j )T ⎟ ⎪
i
⎝
⎠ ⎭
n

∑

(14)

The restriction with respect to zero is related to the notion of variance. A recursive
formulation of the previous estimation can be written:
⎧
⎛ 2
⎞ ⎫
⎜ γ i (k )
⎟ ⎪
⎪
⎟ ⎪⎪
⎪⎪ 2
1 ⎜ 2
2
σˆν ,i (k ) = max ⎨σˆν ,i (k − 1) + ⋅ ⎜ − γ i (k − (n + 1))⎟,0⎬
n ⎜
⎟ ⎪
⎪
⎜− n ⋅Ψ
⎟ ⎪
⎪
⎜
⎟ ⎪
⎝ n +1
⎠ ⎭
⎩⎪

(15)

where:

Ψ = Ci (k ) ⋅ P(k , k − 1) ⋅ Ci (k )T − Ci (k − (n + 1)) ⋅
P (k − (n + 1), k − (n + 1) − 1) ⋅ Ci (k − (n + 1))T

(16)

b. State noise variance
To estimate the state noise variance, we employ the same principle as in subsection a. One
can write:

Qˆ e (k ) = σˆ n2,i (k ) ⋅ Qd

(17)

By assuming that noises on the two encoder wheels measurements obey to the same law
and have the same variance, the estimation of state noise variance can be written:
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⎧ γ i2 (k − 1) − Ci (k + 1) ⋅ P(k + 1, k ) ⋅ ⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ Ci (k + 1)T −σˆν2,i (k + 1)
2
ˆ
σ n, i (k ) = max⎨
,⎬
T
⎪
⎪ Ci (k + 1) ⋅ Qd ⋅ Ci (k + 1)
⎪
⎪
⎭
⎩0

(18)

with:

Qˆ d (k ) = B(k ) ⋅ B(k )T

(19)

By replacing the measurement noise variance by its estimate, we obtain a mean value given
by the following equation:

σˆ n2

⎧
(k ) = max⎪⎨ 1
⎪⎩ (m + 1) ⋅ n0

m

n0

∑∑

⎫

⎪
σˆ n2, i (k − j ),0⎬

=j 1 =i 1

⎪⎭

(20)

Where, the parameter m represents the sample number.
The algorithm proposed above carries out an on line estimation of state and measurement
noise variances. Parameters n and m are chosen according to the number of samples used
at time k . The noises variances are initialized from an “a priori” information and then
updated on line. In our approach, variances are updated according the robot’s mode and the
measurement models.
For an efficient estimation of noise variances, an ad hoc technique consisting in a measure
selection is employed. This technique consists of filtering unreliable readings by excluding
readings with weak probability like the appearance of fast fluctuations. For instance, in the
case of Gaussian distribution, we know that about 95% of the data are concentrated in the
interval of confidence [m − 2σ , m + 2σ ] where m represents the mean value and σ the
variance.
The sequence in which the filtering of the state vector components is carried out is
important. Once the step of filtering completed, the probabilities of each mode are updated
from the observers (sensors). One can note that the proposed approach is close, on one
hand, to the Bayesian filter by the extrapolation of the state probabilities, and on the other
hand to the filter with specific observation of the mode.

5. Implementation and results
The proposed approach for robust localization was applied for the mobile robot described in
section 2. The nominal trajectory of the mobile robot includes three sub trajectories T1, T2
and T3, defining respectively a displacement along X axis, a curve and a displacement along
Y axis, see figure 4.
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T3

Y

θm

X

θl
T2
T1

Fig. 4. Mobile robot in moving in the environment with Nominal trajectory T1, T2 and T3.
Note that the proposed approach remains valid for any type of trajectory (any trajectory can
be approximated by a set of linear and circular sub trajectories). For our study, we have
considered three models. This number can be modified according to the environment’s
structure, the type of trajectory (robot rotating around itself, forward or backward
displacement, etc.) and to the number of observers (sensors). Notice that the number of
models (observation and state) has no impact on the validity of the proposed approach.
To demonstrate the validity of our proposed Adaptive Multiple-Model approach and to
show its effectiveness, we’ve compared it to the following standard approaches: SingleModel based EKF without estimation variance, single-model based IEKF. For sub
trajectories T1 and T3, filtering and data fusion are carried out by iterative linear Kalman
filters due to linearity of the models, and for sub trajectory T2, by iterative and extended
Kalman filters.
The observation selection technique is applied for each observer before the filtering step in
order to control, on one side, the estimation errors of variances, and on the other side, after
each iteration, to update the state noise variance. If an unreliable reading is rejected at a
given filtering iteration, this has for origin either a bad estimation of the next component of
the state vector and of the prediction of the corresponding observation, or a bad updating of
the corresponding state noise variance. The iterative filtering is optimal when it is carried
out for each observer and no reading is rejected. In the implementation of the proposed
approach, the state noise variance is updated, for a given mode i , is carried out according to
the following filtering sequence: x, y and then θ .
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Firstly, let’s consider the set of the following notations, table 1:
( εx , εy , εθ )

Estimation errors corresponding to ( x , y , θ )

( Ndx , Ndy , Ndθ )

Percentage of selected data for filtering corresponding to
( x , y ,θ )

( Ndxe , Ndye , Ndθe )

Percentage of selected data for estimation of the variances of
state and measurement noises, corresponding to ( x , y , θ )

SM
SMI

( -+ )

Single-Model based EKF

(°)

single-model based IEKF

AMM ( - - )

Adaptive Multiple-Model

Table 1. Set of notations
Several scenarios have been studied according to the variation of statistics parameters, i.e.,
sensors signal-to-noise ratio, initial state variance, noise statistics (measurement and state
variances). Simulations were carried out to analyze the performances of each approach in
various scenarios. Thus, in scenarios 1 and 2, we show the influence of measurement and
state noises variances estimation on the quality of localization. In scenario 3, it will concern
the sensors signal-to-noise ratio.
Scenario 1:
-Noise-to-signal Ratio of odometric sensors: right encoder: 4%, left encoder: 4%
-Noise-to-signal Ratio of Gyroscope: 1%
-Noise-to-signal Ratio of telemeters: 2% of the odometric elementary step
-“A priori” knowledge on the variance in initial state: Good
-“A priori” knowledge on measurement noise variances: Good
-State and measurement noise variances estimation: 10 times real average variances of
encoders
This scenario is characterized by weak state and measurement noises and by high initial
value of state noise variance. One can note that although a bad initialization (10 times the
average variance), the AMM approach presents better performances for estimation of the 3
components of state vector (Tables 2-4, figures 5-11). On section T1, (figure 12), the
estimated variance remains constant compared to the a priori average variance (10 times the
average variance) corresponding to the initial state. Indeed, the algorithm of estimation of
variances does not show any evolution because of the high value of variance in the initial
state. However, for section T2 and T3, the variance decreases by half compared to the initial
variance, and approaches the actual average variance.
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εy (cm)
εθ (10-3 rad)
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SM
3.46
4.58

T1
SMI AMM
6.12
0.64
3.69
0.5

SM
8.3
12.3

T2
SMI
6.15
7.3

AMM
9.6
9.7

SM
4.76
4.64

T3
SMI
3.38
3.58

AMM
0.72
1.82

8.2

11.9

9.7

21.6

29.3

7.9

22.7
30.5
2.7
Table 2. Average estimation errors

Ndx

Ndy

98.75%
90%
Table 3. Selected data percentage

Ndθ

Ndxe

Ndye

Ndθe

97.5%

98.75%

98.75%

97.5%

Fig. 5. Estimated trajectories by Encoders and, SM, SMI and AMM Filters

Fig. 6. Estimated trajectories (sub trajectory T1)
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Fig. 7. Estimated trajectories (sub trajectory T2)

Fig. 8. Estimated trajectories (sub trajectory T3)

Samples
Fig. 9. Position error with respect to X axis
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Samples
Fig. 10. Position error with respect to Y axis

Samples
Fig. 11. Absolute error on orientation angle

Samples
Fig. 12. Ratio between the estimate of state noise variance and the average variance
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Scenario 2:
-Noise-to-signal Ratio of odometric sensors: right encoder: 10%, left encoder: 10%
-Noise-to-signal Ratio of Gyroscope: 3%
-Noise-to-signal Ratio of telemeters: 4% of the odometric elementary step (40% of the state
noise)
-“A priori” knowledge on the variance in initial state: Good
-“A priori” knowledge on noise variances (i) telemeters and state: Good; (ii) gyroscope: Bad
The results presented here (Tables 4-5 and figures 13-20) show the influence of signal-tonoise ratio and estimation of noise variances on performances of SM and SMI filters. In this
scenario, the initial variance of measurement noise of the gyroscope is incorrectly estimated.
Unlike AMM approach, filters SM and SMI do not carry out any adaptation of this variance,
leading to unsatisfactory performance.

εx (cm)
εy (cm)
εθ (10-3 rad)

SM
11.7
16.7

T1
SMI AMM
11
1.8
21
1

99.3
129
1.5
Table 4. Average estimation errors

Ndx

Ndy

87.5%
66%
Table 5. Selected data percentage

SM
19
39

T2
SMI
75
179

AMM
13.6
17.4

42.9

175

35.4

Ndθ
99.37%

Ndxe

Ndye

87.5%

82.5%

SM
17.3
15.7

T3
SMI
40
117

AMM
1.3
1.93

97.5

167

37.8

Ndθe
99.37%

Figure 20 illustrates the evolution of state noise variance estimate compared to the average
variance. Note that the ratio between variances reaches 1.7 on sub trajectory T1, 3.0 on sub
trajectory T2, and 3.3 on sub trajectory T3. It is important to mention that the algorithm
proposed for estimation of variances estimates the actual value of state noise variance and
not its average value. These results are related to the fact that the signal-to-noise ratio is
weak both for the odometer and the telemeters.

Fig. 13. Estimated trajectories by Encoders and, SM, SMI and AMM Filters
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Fig. 14. Estimated trajectories (sub trajectory T1)

Fig. 15. Estimated trajectories (sub trajectory T2)

Fig. 16. Estimated trajectories (sub trajectory T3)
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Samples
Fig. 17. Position error with respect to X axis

Samples
Fig. 18. Position error with respect to Y axis

Samples
Fig. 19. Absolute error on orientation angle
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Samples
Fig. 20. Ratio between the estimate of state noise variance and the average variance
Scenario 3:
-Noise-to-signal Ratio of odometric sensors: right encoder: 8%, left encoder: 8%
-Noise-to-signal Ratio of Gyroscope: 3%
-Noise-to-signal Ratio of telemeter 1: 10% of the odometric elementary step
-Noise-to-signal Ratio of telemeter 2: 10% the odometric elementary step
-“A priori” knowledge on the variance in initial state: Good
-“A priori” knowledge on noise statistics (measurement and state variances): Good
In this scenario, the telemeters measurement noise is higher than state noise. We remark that
performances of AMM filter are better that those of SM and SMI filters concerning x and y
components (tables 6-7; figures 21-28). In sub trajectory T3, the orientation’s estimation error
relating to AMM filter (Table 6) has no influence on filtering quality of the remaining
components of state vector. Besides, one can note that this error decreases in this sub
trajectory, see figure 27. In this case, only one gyroscope is used for the prediction and
updating the Markov chain probabilities. In sub trajectory T2, we remark that the estimation
error along x-Axis for AMM filter is lightly higher than those relating to other filters. This
error is concentrated on first half of T2 sub trajectory (figure 25) and decreases then on
second half of the trajectory. This can be explained by the fact that on one hand, the
estimation variances algorithm rejected 0.7% of data, and on the other hand, the filtering
step has rejected the same percentage of data. This justifies that neither the variances
updating, nor the x-coordinate correction, were carried out (figure 28).
Note that unlike filters SM and SMI, filter AMM has a robust behavior concerning pose
estimation even when the signal-to-noise ratio is weak. By introducing the concept of
observation domain for observation models, we obtain a better modeling of observation and
a better management of robot’s sensors. The last remark is related to the bad performances
of filters SM and SMI when the signal-to-noise ratio is weak. This ratio degrades the
estimation of the orientation angle, observation matrices, Kalman filter gain along with the
prediction of the observations.
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Fig. 21. Estimated trajectories by Encoders and, SM, SMI and AMM Filters

Fig. 22. Estimated trajectories (sub trajectory T1)

Fig. 23. Estimated trajectories (sub trajectory T2)
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Fig. 24. Estimated trajectories (sub trajectory T3)

SM
6.25
13.6

εx (cm)
εy (cm)
εθ (10-3 rad) 81.1

T1
SMI
3.23
16.7

AMM
2.5
2.3

SM
13.2
23.9

66.9
3.8
32.2
Table 6. Average estimation errors (Scenario 1)

Ndx

Ndy

99.37%
84.37%
Table 7. Selected data percentage

T2
SMI
10.8
11.9

AMM
15.3
8.25

SM
31.9
19.2

T3
SMI
31.2
5.75

AMM
1.2
3.23

39.9

35.6

136

125

267.9

Ndθ

Ndxe

Ndye

99.37%

99.37%

97.5%

Samples
Fig. 25. Position error with respect to X axis

Ndθe
99.37%
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Samples
Fig. 26. Position error with respect to Y axis

Samples
Fig. 27. Absolute error on orientation angle

Samples
Fig. 28. Ratio between the estimate of state noise variance and the average variance

6. Conclusion
This research work introduces a multiple model approach for the robust localization of a
mobile robot. The localization method is considered as a hybrid process, which is
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decomposed into multiple models. Each model is associated with a mode and an interval of
validity corresponding to the observation domain. A Markov chain is employed for the
prediction of each model according to the robot mode. To prevent divergence of standard
Kalman Filtering and to increase its robustness, we proposed an adaptive algorithm for the
adjustment of the state and measurement noise covariance matrices. For an efficient
estimation of noise variances, we introduced an ad hoc technique consisting in a measure
selection for filtering unreliable readings. The simulation results we obtain in different
scenarios show better performances of the proposed approach compared to standard
existing filters. Some future research need to be conducted to complete the proposed
approach and particularly in probabilistic data fusion through sequential Monte Carlo
methods, or through the use of functional density estimates. These investigations into
utilizing multiple model technique for robust localization show promise and demand
continuing research. Fuzzy logic theory can also be considered to increase robustness of the
proposed localization algorithm.
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A Semantic Inference Method
of Unknown Words using Thesaurus
based on an Association Mechanism
Seiji Tsuchiya*, Hirokazu Watabe**, Tsukasa Kawaoka**, Fuji Ren*
*The University of Tokushima, **Doshisha University
*, **Japan
1. Introduction
In recent years, a computer technology has advanced and a robot designed for home use is
actively being developed. Home-entertainment robot like "AIBO"(Sony) and humanoid
robot like "ASIMO"(Honda) which can walk on two feet are examples of such robot. It is not
an exaggeration to say that hardware technology has advanced enough to fit for practical
use at home.
Currently the field of artificial intelligence is expected to be developed as a software
technology. For a robot to coexist with human, it should be equipped the ability to feel,
think, talk or behave just like a person.
Therefore, we are engaged in research aiming to develop a robot which can smoothly make
conversation with human beings. Such robot needs to have abilities to understand and
interpret words. Currently, a technique based on a large-scale language dictionary or a
corpus is predominantly used in the field of the language processing. Only one wrong
response from a robot gives human beings very unfavourable impression during the
conversation. This might become one of the fatal causes for human not to accept a robot.
Therefore, to achieve our purpose, a very large-scale language dictionary and a corpus are
needed. As quite a lot of costs, resources and time are necessary to create such linguistic
capital, automatic construction technique is also being researched. However, the knowledge
in a category of common sense is inherent to human and difficult to construct automatically
although it is indispensable knowledge for robot to realize conversation with human beings
without sense of unease.
In this paper, we propose a technique which contributes to semiautomatic construction of a
large-scale language dictionary and a corpus. Concretely, a system using the proposed
technique indicates a position of an unknown word to be registered in an existing thesaurus
dictionary. We show the effectiveness by comparing traditional techniques with the
proposal technique. In addition, we evaluate how performance of the proposal technique
approaches performance of human.
This system presents answer candidates so that a time and effort required for making a
large-scale language dictionary and a corpus can be reduced.
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2. Traditional Techniques
In this chapter, we explain techniques based on the vector space model and the statistical
model. Then, these techniques and the proposed technique in this paper are compared, and
the accuracy of an unknown word registration processing is evaluated.
2.1 Technique based on the Vector Space Model
In a technique based on vector space model, a similarity is calculated by using the cosine
between a feature vector of each node in a thesaurus and a feature vector of an unknown
word(Uramoto 1996). Then, the unknown word is registered in a node with a high similarity
computation. In a simplest vector space model, a feature vector consists of a co-occurrence
frequency of a noun and a verb. Each element of a feature vector at a node is calculated by
adding co-occurrence frequencies of a verb and a noun at a node. Moreover, each element of
a feature vector of an unknown word is a co-occurrence frequency of the unknown word
and a verb.
nodei shows a node of a thesaurus and NODE , NODE = node1 , node2 , L , node|NODE| is

{

}

a node set with limited number of elements and ⋅ shows the number of the elements in a

set. Moreover, (w, z ) , w ∈ NODE, z ∈ VERB is a binomial class indicating one training data
and means that node w and verb

z

are co-occurring. (w, z )N indicates series consisting of a

(

training data of N pieces. unknown meaning an unknown word and unknown , y M

)

M

shows a binomial class of unknown word unknown and series y of verb y co-occurring
with unknown word unknown . When we define as above mentioned, in a technique based
on vector space model, a node to register an unknown word is decided as follows:

(

(

d cos (w, z ) , unknown , y M
N

)) = arg max cos( vec(node ) , vec(unknown ) )
i

node i

= arg max
node i

vec(nodei ) ⋅ vec (unknown )
vec(nodei ) vec (unknown )

However,

( (

vec(nodei ) = co (nodei , verb1 ) | (w, z )

N

), co ( (node , verb ) | (w, z ) ),
L, co ( (node , verb
) | (w, z ) ))
N

i

2

i

( (

) (

)

(

N

VERB

vec(unknown) = co verb1 | y M , co verb2 | y M , L , co verbVERB | y M

(

(

Here, d cos (w, z )N , unknown, y M

))

)) is a function to decide a node where an unknown word

should be registered. vec( A) shows a feature vector of A and cos(B | C ) shows the number
of B in C. Moreover, cos is a function which calculates a value of the cosine between vectors,
vec A ⋅ vec B is inner product between vector vec A and vec B , and vec is a norm of vector

vec .
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Besides a simple vector space model using co-occurrence frequency as mentioned above,
vector space model using TF-IDF as a weight for each co-occurrence frequency has been
proposed.
2.2 Technique based on the Statistical Model
Based on the statistical decision theory(Maeda, 2000), this technique minimizes an error rate
that is a probability of registering an unknown word in a wrong node. This technique can be
defined as follows:

( )

d Bayes y M = arg max

∫ (

x∈NODE Θ

M

)

∫ p(θ | w

p θ | w N z N p ( x | θ ) dθ ∏

N

Θ

i =1

)

z N , x, y i −1 p ( y i | x, θ ) dθ (1)

Here, p(θ ) shows a prior probability density function of parameter θ .
Moreover, the integration part can be transformed as below by assuming a beta distribution
as a prior probability density function p (θ ) of the parameter θ . β ( x ) shows a parameter of
a beta distribution corresponding to p( x | θ ) .

∫ (
Θ

)

p θ | w N z N p ( x | θ ) dθ =

(

)

co x | w N + β ( x )
∑ co x | w N + β (x )

( (

)

(2)

)

x

∫ (
Θ

)

p θ | w N z N , x, y i −1 p ( y i | x, θ ) dθ =

(
(
co
∑ (xy

)

(

)

co xy i | w N z N + co y i | y i −1 + β ( y i | x )

yi

i

)

(

)

| w N z N + co y i | y i −1 + β ( y i | x )

)

(3)

3. Proposed Technique
A proposed technique process an unknown word by evaluating the relevance between
words using an Association Mechanism which has already been proposed. Concretely,
semantic relation between word at a node of a thesaurus and an unknown word is
evaluated with the Degree of Association then the unknown word is registered to a node
with the closest relation.
An Association Mechanism consists of a Concept Base(Hirose et al., 2001)(Kojima et al.,
2002) and the Degree of Association Algorithm(Watabe & Kawaoka, 2001). A Concept Base
generates semantics from a certain word, and the Degree of Association Algorithm uses
results of a expanded semantics to express the relation between one word and the other
with a numeric value.
3.1 Concept Base
A Concept Base is a large-scale database constructed both manually and automatically from
multiple electronic dictionaries. It has concept words, which are entry words taken from
electronic dictionaries, and concept attributes, which are content words in the explanations
of each entry word. In our research, a Concept Base containing approximately 90,000
concepts was used. The Concept Base went through auto refining process after the base had
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been manually constructed. In this processing, inappropriate attributes from the standpoint
of human sensibility were deleted and necessary attributes were added.
In the Concept Base, Concept A is expressed by Attributes ai indicating the features and
meaning of the concept in relation to a Weight wi denoting how important an Attribute ai is
in expressing the meaning of Concept A. Assuming that the number of attributes of Concept
A is N, Concept A is expressed as indicated below. Here, the Attributes ai are called Primary
Attributes of Concept A.
A = {(a1, w1), (a2, w2), ..., (aN, wN)}

(4)

Because the primary Attributes ai of Concept A are taken as the concepts defined in the
Concept Base, attributes can be similarly elucidated from ai. The Attributes aij of ai are called
the Secondary Attributes of Concept A. Figure 1 shows the elements of the Concept “train”
expanded as far as the Secondary Attributes.

train, 0.36 locomotive, 0.21 railroad, 0.10
train, 0.36 locomotive, 0.21 railroad, 0.10
train locomotive, 0.21 streetcar, 0.23 subway, 0.25
:
:
:
a2j, w2j
a3j, w3j
a1j, w1j

...
...
...
:
...

ai, wi Primary Attributes
ai1, wi1
ai2, wi2
Secondary Attributes
:
aij, wij

Concept
Fig. 1. Example demonstrating the Concept “train” expanded as far as Secondary
3.2 Calculation of the Degree of Association
For Concepts A and B with Primary Attributes ai and bi and Weights ui and vj, if the numbers
of attributes are L and M, respectively (L ≤ M), the concepts can be expressed as follows:
A = {(a1, u1), (a2, u2), ..., (aL, uL)}
B = {(b1, v1), (b2, v2), ..., (bM, bM)}

(5)

The Degree of Identity I (A, B) between Concepts A and B is defined as follows (the sum of
the weights of the various concepts is normalized to 1):
I ( A, B ) =

∑ min(u , v

ai = bi

i

j

)

(6)

The Degree of Association is obtained by calculating the Degree of Identity for all of the
targeted Primary Attribute combinations and then by determining the correspondence
between Primary Attributes. Specifically, priority is given to determine the correspondence
between matching Primary Attributes. The correspondence between Primary Attributes that
do not match is determined so as to maximize the total degree of matching. Using the
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degree of matching, it is possible to consider the Degree of Association even for Primary
Attributes that do not match perfectly.
When the correspondences are thus determined, the Degree of Association R (A, B) between
Concepts A and B is as follows:
L

R ( A, B ) = ∑ I ( ai , bxi )(ui + vxi ) × {min( ui , v xi ) / max( ui , v xi )} / 2

(7)

i =1

In other words, the Degree of Association is proportional to: the Degree of Identity of the
corresponding Primary Attributes, the average of the weights of those attributes and the
weight ratios.

4. Unknown Word Registration Experiment
4.1 The Thesaurus used in This Experiment
A thesaurus is a dictionary where words are semantically classified and generally indicated
with a tree structure. The thesaurus has two types: 1) a classification thesaurus with words
only on leaf nodes and 2) a hierarchical thesaurus with words on root nodes and
intermediate nodes besides leaf nodes.
In this paper, a hierarchical NTT thesaurus(NTT, 1997) was used for the experiment of the
unknown word registration. Figure 2 shows a part of NTT thesaurus.

Noun
Objectivization

Male
Female
Brand

Inanimate object

Natural material
Cloth

Object
Matter

…

Animate object

Abstraction

Artificial material
Food

Tool

Machine

…
Nonessential grocery item
Confectionary

Beverage / cigarette

Food product
Fruit

Apple
Lemon

…

:Leaf

:Node

Fig. 2. An example of NTT thesaurus used in this paper

Dish
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4.2 Method of Experiment
1000 words were extracted as unknown words from the words registered in NTT thesaurus
explained in section 4.1. Two-stage sampling method was used as the extraction method. On
the first stage, an equal probability sampling was carried out on the nodes with ten or more
registered words. Then on the second stage, an equal probability sampling of nonrestoration was carried out on noun words at the nodes. Examples of the words extracted as
unknown words are shown in table 1.
Registered node
Remove
Inversion
Rejection
Union
Price
Woman
Dropping
Superior
Detainment
City
Table 1. Examples of unknown words

Unknown word
Diversion
Opposition
Declination
Bridal
Advance
Girl
Drip
Seniority
Captivity
Suburb

4.3 Evaluation
We evaluated each technique according to the correct answer rate of the top 10 candidate
nodes to register an unknown word. Here, the node where the unknown word is registered
in NTT thesaurus is considered as correct answer. When the unknown word is registered in
two nodes or more, we judge the answer correct if the outputted node matches one of the
registered nodes.
A result of an unknown word registration experiment is shown in figure 3. The axis of
abscissas in figure 3 is the number of the considered accumulative candidates and the
spindle is the correct answer rate (rate of accuracy). “Cos” is a vector space model using
only co-occurrence frequency, “TF-IDF” is the vector space method using TF-IDF for a
weight of co-occurrence frequency, “Bayes” is a technique using statistical model (Bayes
theory) introduced in section 2.2 and “DA” is proposed technique in this paper.
In addition, the accuracy of this unknown word registration by human is approximately
89.4%.
4.4 Discussion
Figure 3 shows that the proposed technique is generally better than the traditional
techniques. When the first answer was outputted, the accuracy improved only
approximately 4%. But the accuracy improved approximately 20% if the top five answers or
more were output. This result suggests that the proposed technique which semantically
extends a word using the Concept Base and evaluates a semantic relation between words
using the Degree of Association should be able to understand a vocabulary efficiently than
the traditional techniques based on the probability and statistics.
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As described in section 4.3, the accuracy when human solves the test used in this paper is
approximately 89.4%. So, when human's accuracy is considered 100%, the accuracy of the
first answer outputted by proposed technique is approximately 45.9% and the accuracy of
the top 10 answers outputted by proposed technique is approximately 82.4%. Thus, when
the top four answers or more are outputted, performance of proposed technique approaches
performance of human by approximately 70% or more.
The main purpose of this paper is to construct a large-scale language dictionary and a
corpus not automatically but semi-automatically. Therefore we think that it is more
important to have the correct answer efficiently included in two or more answer candidates
than in the first answer. So, it is considered that the proposed technique in this paper is a
very effective technique.
However, we do not think that the accuracy of the first answer is enough. The proposed
technique calculates the Degree of Association between an unknown word and a node of a
thesaurus using only words at the node. In the future, we would like to improve the
accuracy by a new registration method which uses registered nodes and leaf nodes
extending from the node for the calculation of Degree of Association between an unknown
word and a node in a thesaurus. Moreover, in this paper an unknown word was pseudo
made from the word registered in an existing thesaurus. However, in the future, we would
like to conduct a similar experiment which uses a true unknown word not registered in an
existing thesaurus and the Concept Base.

80
rate ofaccuracy (%)

70
60
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TF-IDF
Bayes
DA

50
40
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Fig. 3. A result of an unknown word registration experiment

5. Conclusion
In this paper, to reduce costs, resources and time, we proposed a technique which semiautomatically constructs a large-scale dictionary and corpus by using an Association
Mechanism based on the Concept Base and the Degree of Association.
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The proposed technique was able to improve the accuracy approximately 20% as a result
compared with the traditional techniques.
In addition, when the top four answers or more were outputted, performance of proposed
technique approached performance of human by approximately 70% or more.
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Homography-Based Control of
Nonholonomic Mobile Robots:
a Digital Approach
Andrea Usai and Paolo Di Giamberardino
University of Rome “La Sapienza”
Italy

1. Introduction
Why does one need to waste time deriving a discrete-time model from a continuous-time
one? The answer is: it depends on how fast the system dynamics is.
The classical approach, especially for nonlinear systems, is to develop a continuous-time
control law and then realize the controller by means of a computer implementation.
Such an approach can lead to poor controller performance due to the intrinsic system
approximation: the sampling period, at which the controller commands are updated, fixes
the sampling period at which the system dynamics is observed.
All the works done in the field of visual servoing, deal with continuous time systems (see,
for example, in the case of mobile robots: Chen et al., 2006; Lopez-Nicolas et al., 2006;
Mariottini et al., 2006). Image acquisition, elaboration and the nonlinear control law
computation are very time consuming tasks. So it is not uncommon that the system is
controlled with a sampling rate of 0.5Hz. Is it slow? It obviously depends.
To face the drawbacks of poor system approximation, the trivial solution is slowing down
the system dynamics slowing down the controls variation rate. This is not always possible,
but when the kinematic model is considered, the system dynamics depends only on the
velocity imposed by the controller (there is no drift in the model) and so it is quite easy to
limit the effect of a poor system approximation.
In general, taking into account the discrete-time nature of the controlled system can lead to
better closed-loop system performances. This means that the control law evaluated directly
in the discrete-time domain can better address the discrete-time evolution of the controlled
system. This is well understood in the linear case and it is also true for (at least) a particular
case of nonlinear systems, the ones that admits a finite or an exact sampled representation
(Monaco and Normand-Cyrot, 2001). In fact, the possibility of an exact discretization of the
continuous-time model is necessary to lead to the performances improvement previously
discussed, since in this case no approximations are performed in the conversion continuous
time - discrete time. The commonly used approximations can lead to a discrete-time model
with a behavior that diverges from the continuous-time one.
In Section 2, the system model is presented. From this model a dicrete-time derivation is
shown in Section 3. In Section 4, the design of a multirate digital control is then described
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and discussed, showing that exact solutions are obtained. An improved control (and
planning) strategy for the discrete-time system is introduced and applied. Simulation results
are reported to put in evidence the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

2. The Camera-Cycle Model
In this section the kinematic model of the system composed of a mobile robot (an unicycle)
and a camera, used as a feedback sensor to close the control loop, is presented.
To derive the mobile robot state, the relationship involving the image space projections of
points that lie on the floor plane, taken from two different camera poses, are used. Such a
relationship is called homography. A complete presentation of such projective relations and
their properties is shown in (R. Hartley, 2003).

Fig. 1. 2-view geometry induced by the mobile robot.
2.1 The Geometric Model
With reference to Figure 1, the relationship between the coordinates of the point P in the two
frames is
⎡ 1P ⎤ ⎡ 1R0
⎢ ⎥=⎢
⎣1⎦ ⎣ 0

t0 ⎤ ⎡ 0 P ⎤
⎥⎢ ⎥
1 ⎦⎣ 1 ⎦

1

(1)

It is an affine relation that becomes a linear one in the homogeneous coordinate system. If
the point P belongs to a plane in the 3D space with normal versor n and distance from the
origin d, it holds that
T

T
⎣⎡ n

⎡ 0P⎤
n 0P
=
1
d ⎦⎤ ⎢ ⎥ = 0 ⇒ −
d
⎣1⎦

(2)

note that d > 0, since the interest is in the planes observed by a camera and so they don’t
pass trough the optical center (that is the camera coordinate system origin).
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Combining the Equation 1 and the right term of 2, the following relation holds
1

1 1 T ⎞0
⎛1
P=
H 0P
⎜ R0 − t0 n ⎟ P =
d
⎝
⎠

(3)

The two frame systems in Figure 1 represent the robot frame after a certain movement on a
planar floor.
Choosing the unicycle-like model for the mobile robot, the matrix H become

⎡
⎢ cosθ sinθ
⎢
⎢− sinθ cosθ
H=
⎢
⎢
0
⎢ 0
⎢⎣

1
( X cosθ + Y sinθ ) ⎤⎥
d
⎥
1
( − X sinθ + Y cosθ )⎥⎥
d
⎥
1
⎥
⎥⎦

(4)

is the homography induced by the floor plane during a robot movement between two
allowable poses. Note that [X,Y,θ]T is the state vector of the mobile robot with reference to
the first coordinate system.
2.2 The Kinematic Model
Taking four entries of matrix H such that

h1 = cos θ
h2 = sin θ
=
h3 x cos θ + y sin θ
− x sin θ + y cos θ
h4 =

(5)

and noting that, for the sake of simplicity, the distance d has been chosen equal to one, since
it is just a scale factor that can be taken into account in the sequel, the kinematic unicycle
model is

X& = v cos θ
Y& = v sin θ
θ& = ω

(6)

where v and ω are, respectively, the linear and angular velocity control of the unicycle.
Differentiating the system in Equation 5 with respect to the time and combining it with the
system in Equation 6, one obtains
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h&1 = − h2ω
h&2 = h1ω
h&3 = h4ω + v d = h4ω + d v
h&4 = − h3ω

(7)

that is the kinematic model of the homography induced by the mobile robot movement.

3. From Continuous to Discrete Time Model
In the first part of this section, it will be presented how to derive a the discrete-time system
model from the continuous-time one. Afterwards, a control (and planning) strategy for the
discrete-time system is introduced and applied. Simulations will be presented to prove the
presented strategy effectiveness.
3.1 The General Case
With reference to Figure 1, the relationship between the coordinates of the point P in the two
frames is
m

=
x& f ( x ) + ∑ ui g i ( x )
i =1

(8)

with f , g1 , ..., gm : M → Rn , analytical vector fields.
To derive a discrete-time system from the previous one, suppose to keep constant the
controls u1 , ..., um , by means of a zero order holder, for t є [kT, (k + 1)T ) and k є N. Suppose
that the system output is sampled (and acquired) every T seconds, too. The whole system
composed by a z.o.h , the system and the sampler is equivalent to a discrete-time system.
Following (Monaco and Normand-Cyrot, 1985; Monaco and Normand-Cyrot, 2001), it is
possible to characterize the discrete-time system derived by a continuous-time nonlinear
system. Sampling the system in Equation 8 with a sampling time T , the discrete-time
dynamics becomes
m
⎛
⎞
x ( k + 1) = x ( k ) + T ⎜ f + ∑ ui ( k ) g i ⎟
+
i =1
⎝
⎠ x(k )
2

⎛
⎞
T2
⎟ ( Id ) + ... =
+ ⎜L m
2 ⎜ f + ∑ ui ( k ) gi ⎟
i =1
⎝
⎠
= F T ( x(k ), u (k ) )

(9)

where L(.) denotes the Lie derivative. It is possible to see that, this series is locally
convergent choosing an appropriate T . See (Monaco and Normand-Cyrot, 1985) for details.
The problem here is the analytical expression of FT(x(k),u(k)). In general, it doesn’t exist.
Otherwise, if from the series of Equation 9 it is possible to derive an analytical expression for
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its limit function, the system of Equation 8 is said to be exactly discretizable and its limit
function is called an exact sampled representation of 8.
If, better, the series results to be finite, in the sense that all the terms from a certain index on
goes to zero, a finite sampled representation is obtained.
Finite sampled representations are transformed, under coordinates changes, into exact
sampled ones ((Monaco and Normand-Cyrot, 2001)). As obvious, finite discretizability is not
coordinate free, while exact is. Note that the existence of an exact sampled representation
corresponds to analytical integrability.
A nonholonomic system as the one of Equation 8, can be transformed into a chained form
system by means of a coordinate change.
This leads to a useful property for discretization pointed out in (Monaco and NormandCyrot, 1992). In fact it can be seen that a quite large class of nonholonomic systems admit
exact sampled models (polynomial state equations). Among them, one finds the chained
form systems which can be associated to many mechanical systems by means of state
feedbacks and coordinates changes.
So, in general, to be able to get a finite discretization of the nonlinear system of Equation 8,
one needs to find a coordinates change (if it exists) that allows to derive an exact sampled
model from the nonlinear one.
3.2 The Camera-Cycle Case
Suppose the controlled inputs are piecewise constant, such that

⎧v(t ) = vk
t ∈ [ kT ,(k + 1)T )
⎨
⎩ω (t ) = ωk

(10)

where k = 0, 1, .. and T is the sampling period.
Since the controls are constant, it is possible to integrate the system in Equation 7 in a linear
fashion. It yields to

⎡ h1(k + 1) ⎤
⎡ h1(k ) ⎤
⎢h (k + 1)⎥ = A(ωk ) ⎢h (k )⎥
⎣ 2
⎦
⎣ 2 ⎦
h (k ) ⎤
⎡h3 (k + 1)⎤
T ⎡ 3
⎢h (k + 1)⎥ = A(ωk ) ⎢h (k )⎥ + B(ωk )d vk
⎣ 4
⎦
⎣ 4 ⎦

(11)

⎡ cos ω k T − sin ω k T ⎤
A(ω k ) = ⎢
⎥
⎣ sin ω k T cos ω k T ⎦
⎡ sin (ω k T ) / ω k ⎤
B (ω k ) = ⎢
⎥
⎢⎣ ( cos (ω k T ) − 1) / ω k ⎥⎦

(12)

where
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If one considers the angular velocity input as a time-varying parameter, the system in
Equation 11 become a linear time-varying system. Such a property allows an easy way to
compute the evolution of the system. Precisely, its evolution becomes
⎡ h1 ( k ) ⎤ k −1
⎡ h1 (0) ⎤
⎢ h ( k ) ⎥ = ∏ A(ω k − i −1 ) ⎢ h (0) ⎥
⎣ 2 ⎦ i =0
⎣ 2 ⎦
⎞
h (0) ⎤ k − 2 ⎛ k −1
⎡ h3 ( k ) ⎤ k −1
T ⎡ 3
T
⎢ h ( k ) ⎥ = ∏ A(ω k − i −1 ) ⎢ h (0) ⎥ + ∑ ⎜⎜ ∏ A(ω k − i ) ⎟⎟ B (ω j ) d v j
⎣ 4 ⎦ i =0
⎣ 4 ⎦ j = 0 ⎝ i= j +1
⎠

(13)

where the sequences {vk } and {ωk } are the control inputs. This structure will be useful in the
sequel for the control law computation.

4. Controlling a Discrete-Time Nonholonomic System
Interestingly, difficult continuous control problems may benefit of a preliminary sampling
procedure of the dynamics, so approaching the problem in the discrete time domain instead
of in the continuous one.
Starting from a discrete-time system representation, it is possible to compute a control
strategy that solves steering problems of nonholonomic systems. In (Monaco and NormandCyrot, 1992) it has been proposed to use a multirate digital control for solving
nonholonomic control problems, and in several works its effectiveness has been shown (for
example (Chelouah et al., 1993; Di Giamberardino et al., 1996a; Di Giamberardino et al.,
1996b; Di Giamberardino, 2001)).
4.1 Camera-cycle Multirate Control
The system under study is the one in Equation 11 and the form of its state evolution in
Equation 13.
The problem to face is to steer the system from the initial state h0 = [1, 0, 0, 0]T (obviously
corresponds to the origin of the configuration space of the unicycle) to a desired state dh ,
using a multirate controller. If r is the number of sampling periods chosen, setting the
angular velocity constant over all the motion, one gets for the state evolution

⎡ h1 (r ) ⎤
⎡1 ⎤
r c
⎢ h (r ) ⎥ = A ( ω ) ⎢0 ⎥
⎣ ⎦
⎣ 2 ⎦
(
)
h
r
⎡ 3 ⎤
r −1 c
c
r −2 c
c
c
⎢ h (r ) ⎥ = A ( ω ) B ( ω ) d v0 + A ( ω ) B( ω ) d v1 + ... + B( ω ) d vr −1
⎣ 4 ⎦

(14)

At this point, given a desired state, one just need to compute the controls. The angular
velocity cω is firstly calculated such that:

⎡ d h1 ⎤
⎡1 ⎤
r c
⎢ d ⎥ = A ( ω) ⎢ ⎥
⎣0⎦
⎣ h2 ⎦

(15)
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Once cω is chosen, the linear velocity values dv0 , ..., dvr-1 can be calculated solving the linear
system

⎡ d h3 ⎤
r −1 c
c
⎢ d ⎥ = ⎡⎣ A ( ω ) B ( ω )
⎣ h4 ⎦

A r − 2 ( cω ) B ( cω )

...

⎡ d v0 ⎤
⎢ v ⎥
B ( c ω ) ⎤⎦ ⎢ d 1 ⎥ = R V
⎢ ... ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣ d v r −1 ⎦

(16)

which is easily derived from the second two equations of 14.
Note that, for steering from the initial state to any other state configuration, at least r = 2
steps are needed, except for the configuration that present the same orientation of the initial
one. More precisely, it can be seen that if this occurs, the angular velocity cω is equal to zero
or Π/T and the matrix R in Equation 16 become singular.
Exactly that matrix shows the reachability space of the discrete-time system: if cω≠{0, Π/T }
then the vector B is rotated r-times and the whole configuration space is spanned.
Furthermore, if 2 is the minimum multirate order to guarantee the reachability of any point
of the configuration, one can choose a multirate order such that r > 2 and the further degrees
of freedom in the controls can be used to accomplish the task obtaining a smoother
trajectory or avoiding some obstacles, for instance. Note that it can be achieved solving a
quadratic programming problem as
1
min V T Σ V + Γ V
v ∈V 2

(17)

where Σ and Γ are two weighting matrixes, such that the robot reaches the desired pose,
granting some optimal objectives. Other constraints can be easily added to take account of
further mobile robot movements requirements.
4.2 Closing the Loop with the Planning Strategy
Let [dθ, dh3, dh4]T be the desired system state and mark the actual one with the subscript k.
Note that, in the control law development, the orientation of the mobile robot is used,
instead of the first two components of the system of Equation 11.
Summarize the algorithm steps as
0.
1.

Set rk=r.
Choose
c
=
ω

2.

( θ −θ )
d

k

rkT

Compute the control sequence V as
min V TV
V

such that

⎡ dh ⎤
RV = ⎢ d 3 ⎥
⎣ h4 ⎦
with the same notation of Equation 16.
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3.

If rk>2 then rk= rk+1 and go to step 1. Otherwise, the algorithm ends.

The choice of the cost function shown leads to a planned path length minimization. If the
orientation error of the point 1 is equal to zero, it needs to be perturbed in order to
guarantee some solution admissibility to the programming problem of point 2.
Furthermore, since the kinematic controlled model derives directly from an homography, it
is possible use the homographies compositional property to easily update the desired pose,
from the actual one, at every control computation step. Exactly, since
d

H 0 = d H r −1 r −1H r − 2 ... k H k −1...1H 0

(18)

it is possible to easily update the desired pose as needed for the close-loop control strategy.
A Simulated path is presented in Figures 3: the ideal simulated steer execution (Figure 2) is
perturbed by the presence of some additive noise in the controls. This simulate the effect of
some non ideal controller behavior (wheel slipping, actuators dynamics, ...). The constrained
quadratic problems involved in the controls computation are solved using an
implementation of the algorithm presented in (Coleman and Li, 1996).
4.3 Setting Up the Trajectory Planning
The angular velocity defines the span of the system configuration space by means of the
vectors in the matrix R of the Equaion 16: varying it during the planning can lead to a better
functional minimization. Moreover, it is needed to settle the ω choice in case of no
orientation error.
First of all, we need ω is equal to zero at the beginning of the planned path and at the end of
it. Consider the function
ω0(k) =

m ax

ω 0 sin 2 ⎜⎛ k
⎝

π ⎞
⎟
r ⎠

k ∈ {0 , 1 , ..., r }

(19)

it starts from zero and softly goes to 1 up to return, as softly as before, to 0. For using this
function as angular velocity control we have to find its maximum value to take to zero the
orientation error. It can be done setting
θ =

d

m ax

r−1

ω 0 ∑ sin 2 ⎛⎜ k
⎝

k=0

π ⎞
⎟
r ⎠

(20)

In order to face the null orientation error case, intuitively, the mobile robot should first point
the desired pose and then compensate for the desired orientation. Take a look at the function
in Equation 19 with the doubled frequency
2π
⎧ max
2 ⎛
⎪ + ω 0 sin ⎜ k r
⎪
⎝
ωp(k) = ⎨
⎪ − maxω sin 2 ⎛ k 2 π
⎜
0
⎪⎩
⎝ r

⎞
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎟
⎠

k ∈ {0 , 1,..., r \ 2}
k ∈ { r \ 2 + 1,..., r }

(21)
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where with the symbol \ it is denoted the integer division operation. Note that integral of
the function in the previous Equation is zero, in the interval of interest, as the final
orientation displacement, due to its contribution. After half interval can be found the
maximum velocity needed to cancel the pointing angle displacement as in Equation 20. The
angular velocity is chosen as

ω ( k ) = ωo ( k ) + ω p ( k )

(22)

Since we want to get the shortest path, from the planning strategy, we minimize VTV .
Furthermore, we would like to minimize the variations between the planned controls dvo,...,
dvr−1, in order to have a smoother behavior of the controlled robot movement. It is possible to
accomplish to these specifications, solving the quadratic programming problem
r −1
⎡
2⎤
min ⎢V T Σ V + γ ∑ ( d v k − d v k −1 ) ⎥
v ∈V
k =1
⎣
⎦

(23)

such that
RV = b
d

1 k 0,..., r − 1
vk < =

=
d v0

(24)

v r −1 0
d=

where the γ is a minimization parameter and the matrix R and the vector b are the same of
Equation 16. Note that it is a quadratic programming problem since the second addend of
the cost function of Equation 23 can be expressed as
⎡ 1 −1
⎤
⎢ −1 2 −1
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
−1 2 −1
T
V ⎢
⎥V
... ... ...
⎢
⎥
⎢
− 1 2 − 1⎥
⎢
⎥
− 1 1 ⎥⎦
⎣⎢

(25)

The last two constraints of Equation 24 are added to make explicit that a pose to pose
trajectory is planned. Note that the planned trajectory shown in Figure 4 it is shorter than
the corresponding one of Figure 2. This happens because the programming problem
referred to the trajectory of Figure 4 is more constrained than the other one: varying ω leads
to a better suboptimal solution. As expected.
4.4 Trajectory Tracking: a Multirate Digital Approach
Once the trajectory is planned, it is necessary to introduce a tracking technique to execute it.
Classical continuous approaches can be obviously applied: for instance, in Usai & Di
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Giamberardino (2006), we use a linear controller to track a multirate planned trajectory,
again for a visual servoing problem.
In the preceding sections, it has been introduced a close-loop control strategy, iterating the
previously discussed planning technique. It will be now discussed an extension of this
approach to derive a digital trajectory tracker.
Trivially, if we want to follow a chosen trajectory we can re-apply the multirate planning
strategy to take the system from the actual point to a next intermediary one. The incessant
desired pose update constraints the system to follow the previously planned path. More
precisely, every m steps it is possible to re-solve a quadratic programming problem similar
to the one solved for the planning problem but, this time, the desired pose is the one
planned τ steps ahead the actual one.
Summarizing the described tracking algorithm, we have
0.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Set r and plan the trajectory. Set K=0, mk=0.
Execute the planned controls at step k and set k=k+1 and mk= mk+1.
If k=r, the algorithm stops.
If mk<m come back to point 1.
If k≤(r-τ), update the ω computing
d
θ −θ
k ,..., k + m
ω (i + 1) =
ω (i ) + k −1 k i =
mT
And, subsequently, the sequence dv minimizing
m
min(
V )T ( mV ) + γ 1 ( m R mV − mb)T ( m R mV − mb) + γ 2 ( d vk +τ − d vk +τ ) 2
m

5.

Set mk=0 and go to point 1.

V

Note that the programming problem has been relaxed in order to have a smoother tracking
behaviour. For the same reason it is added a term regarding the desired pose velocity.
Furthermore, the two parameters m and τ influence how the trajectory is tracked. For
instance, if τ = 2 the error in the trajectory execution is less than the one obtained with larger
values of τ. On the other hand, large values of τ allow many degrees of freedom for the
programming problem solution. This determines the deformation of the previously planned
trajectory, putting in the programming problem new constraints. For example, these
constraints would be useful to let the robot avoid other unexpected obstacles that come out
during robot movement. An interesting implementation could be the one in which the
parameter τ varies when some event occurs (a new obstacle detected by sensors), allowing
the path deformation to a new feasible one. With regard to the parameter m (remark that m
< τ), since it influences how many times the control is computed during the tracking, it
depends on the computer on which the controller will be implemented.

5. Conclusion
In this chapter, a kinematic model for a system composed by a mobile robot and a camera,
has been presented.
Since such a model is exactly discretizable, it has been possible to propose a multirate digital
control strategy able to steer the system to a desired pose in an exact way.
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As can be seen from the trajectory obtained in the simulations of Figures 2 and 3, there are
large differences between the ideal path execution and the perturbed one.
It happens because the iterated planning strategy has is no memory of the previously
planned path. The controls are just constrained to take the system to the desired state. There
is no control on how get there.
In a real implementation it is advisable to have a certain degree of predictability of the robot
behavior during its movement and the respect to some optimal criteria (short paths, smooth
movements, obstacles avoidance,...), too. This is why it has been chosen to present a
separated planning phase and a subsequent the tracking phase. The effectiveness of the
control scheme adopted has been verified by simulations and presented in Figures 4.
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Fig. 2. Multirate control simulation (d = 1m). Ideal (no noise) path execution.
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Fig. 3. Multirate control simulation (re-iterated planning, d = 1m). Additive random noise on
controls (gaussian with std.dev. 0.5 and 0.05, for v and ω respectively).
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Fig. 4. Multirate control simulation (planning + tracking, d = 1m). Additive random noise on
controls (gaussian with std.dev. 0.5 and 0.05, for v and ω respectively).
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, process control (or process monitoring) is becoming an essential task especially
when dealing with complex manufacturing processes (like automatized processes
containing a lot of sensors and actuators). In (Chiang et al., 2001), authors give two principal
approaches to perform the process control, namely, data-driven techniques and analytical
techniques. The analytical techniques are based on analytical (physical) models of the
system and enable to simulate the system. Though, at each instant, the theoretical value of
each sensor can be known for the normal operating state of the system. As a consequence, it
is relatively easy to see if the real process values are similar to the theoretical values. But, the
major drawback of this family of techniques is the fact that a detailed model of the process is
required in order to control it efficiently. An effective detailed model can be very difficult,
time consuming and expensive to obtain, particularly for large-scale systems with many
variables. The data-driven approaches are a family of different techniques based on the
analysis of the real data extracted from the process. These methods are based on rigorous
statistical development of the process data (i.e. control charts, methods based on Principal
Component Analysis, Projection to Latent Structure or Discriminant Analysis) (Chiang et al.,
2001).
The process control can be viewed as a three-step procedure: the fault detection, the fault
diagnosis and the process recovery.
Many data-driven techniques for the fault detection can be found in the literature:
univariate control charts (Shewhart charts) (Shewhart, 1931), multivariate control charts
( T 2 , Q, MEWMA, MCUSUM charts) (Hotelling, 1947; Lowry et al., 1992; Pignatiello &
Runger, 1990), and some PCA (Principal Component Analysis) based techniques (Jackson,
1985), like Moving PCA (Bakshi, 1998). In (Kano et al., 2002), authors make comparisons
between these different techniques. Other important approaches are PLS (Projection to
Latent Structures) based approaches (MacGregor & Kourti, 1995).
In order to accomplish the fault diagnosis, many approaches have been proposed (Kourti &
MacGregor, 1995). The fault diagnosis procedure can also be considered as a classification
task. Many classifiers have been developed (i.e. Fisher Discriminant Analysis (Duda et al.,
2001), Support Vector Machine (Vapnik, 1995), k-nearest neighborhood (Cover & Hart,
1967), Artificial Neural Networks (Bishop, 2001) and bayesian classifiers (Friedman et al.,
1997)).
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When dealing with a great number of variables and faults, the performances of these
classifiers are diminished. To overcome the inconvenience, a feature selection is often
performed before the classification task. By feature selection one means the identification of
the key process variables allowing capturing the signature (identity) of the various faults
affecting the process.
In this article, we are presenting a new method for the detection and the diagnosis of faults
in multivariate processes with bayesian networks.
The chapter is structured as follows: the second section present the utilization of the
multivariate control charts for fault detection; the third section highlights some aspects on
bayesian networks and particularly on bayesian network classifiers; in the fourth section we
are showing how to model some multivariate control charts ( T 2 and MEWMA), with a
bayesian network. In the last section, we conclude on the proposed approach and give some
outlooks.

2. Detection and classification
As the new method for the fault detection that we proposed is based on multivariate control
charts and on discriminant analysis, we present this two techniques in this section.
2.1 Multivariate control charts
Hotelling (Hotelling, 1947) was the first to propose a control chart for the monitoring of
multivariate processes: the T 2 control chart. (Hawkins, 1991) demonstrated that this chart
represents the best statistical test for the detection of a change in the mean of a multivariate
process. For a process with p variables, we can write the T 2 statistics as the following:
2
=
T (x−μ)

T

−1
Σ (x−μ)

(1)

where: x is the observation vector of size 1× p , μ is the mean vector of size 1× p ,
variance-covariance matrix of size p× p and the symbol

T

Σ is the

represents the transpose of a

vector or a matrix.
For each instant sampling, the T 2 will be compared to an upper control limit CL (lower
control limit is fixed to 0) in order to conclude about the state of the process: if the value of
2
2
T is lower than the CL , then the process is "in control", either ( T > CL ) the process is
declared out of control signifying a fault has occurred in the process. The computation of the
limit will depend of the estimation of the process parameters. Montgomery (Montgomery,
1997) gives the different computations for this limit.
The major drawback of the T 2 control chart is its moderate performances to detect small
mean shifts. In order to solve this problem, other multivariate control charts have been
proposed: MEWMA (Multivariate Exponentially Weighted Moving Average) (Lowry et al.,
1992) and MCUSUM (Multivariate CUmulative SUM) (Pignatiello & Runger, 1990). These
charts are respectively the multivariate analogous of the EWMA and CUSUM control charts.
The principle of the MEWMA control chart is to take into account the process evolution in
weighting past observations extracted from the process. So, the MEWMA variable yt is
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computed recursively, for each sample, by the equation (2) where the initialization is given
by y0=μ .
yt=Λxt+(I−Λ)yt−1

(2)

In equation (2), xt is the observation vector at instant t , I is the identity matrix and Λ the
weighting diagonal matrix which elements λ1,λ 2,L,λ p are comprised between 0 and 1.
( 0<λi ≤1 ).
Lowry proposed to use λi =λ for i=1,2,L, p if there is no particular reason to differently
weight the variables. In this case, the MEWMA control chart is considered “directionally
invariant” because no direction in the multivariate space is advantaged. By choosing
different λi in order to increase the detection performance in certain directions, one obtains
a “directional” control chart which is quite more difficult to compute and to interpret. So, in
the rest of this chapter, we will consider the non-directional MEWMA control chart ( λi =λ
for all i ). Thus, we can rewrite equation (2) as:

y t = λ xt + ( 1− λ )y t −1

(3)

On the MEWMA control chart, we plot the following statistic:

T t2=(yt) Σ−y1t (yt)
T

(4)

Where Σyt is the variance-covariance matrix of the variable y at instant t . This matrix is
defined as:

[

⎧ λ 1−(1−λ )2t
Σy t =⎨ 2−λ
⎩

]⎫⎬Σ
⎭

(5)

But, if λ is not too small ( λ >0.1 ), this matrix approaches rapidly (in 4 or 5 samples) his
asymptotic value defined by:

{ }

λ Σ
Σy = 2−
λ
The process is declared out-of-control if

(6)

2
T t is greater than a control limit hM . This limit is

function of p and λ , in order to respect a given false alarm frequency (Lowry et al., 1992).
We can precise that performances of the MEWMA control chart are function of λ . Indeed, a
small λ allows a performing detection of small magnitude shifts, but a higher λ will be
more adapted for large magnitude shifts. So, the choice of λ will be function of the
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magnitude shift that one wants to detect. A particular case of the MEWMA control chart is
the case where λ =1 . In this case, the MEWMA chart is equivalent to the T 2 control chart.
2.2 Discriminant analysis
The discriminant analysis can be viewed as a statistical technique for supervised
classification, based on the Bayes rule. Indeed, for a problem with k classes, this technique
allocates to a new observation x the class Ci having the maximal a posteriori probability
( P(Ci x) ):

x ∈ Ci , if

{

}

i=argmax P(Ci x)
i=1,L,k

(7)

This rule is called "Bayes rule" because it allows obtaining the value of P(Ci x) with the use
of equation (8), where P(C i) represents the a priori probability of the class Ci .

P (C

i

x) =

P (C i) P ( x C i)
P (x)

(8)

We can see that for each class, the denominator of equation (8) is the same and it will not
interfere in the discriminant function. So, the equation (7) can be rewritten as:

{

}

x ∈ Ci , if i=argmax P(Ci)P(xCi)
i=1,L,k

(9)

But, for more simplicity, we will write this decision rule under the form of a cost function K
as given by:

Ki(x)= −2log(P(Ci)P(xCi))

(10)

Thus, the attribution rule of a new observation x to a class Ci can be written by the
following equation:

x ∈ Ci , if

i = arg min {K i ( x )}
i =1 ,L , k

(11)

Generally, this rule is applied with parametric distribution laws; the most used is the
multivariate normal (Gaussian) distribution.
The multivariate Gaussian distribution is the generalization of the one-dimensional normal
distribution to higher dimensions. The probability density function φ , conditionally to a
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class Ci is given in equation (12), where μi is the mean vector of the class Ci , and Σi is the
variance-covariance matrix of the class Ci .

φ(xCi)=

1

p/2

(2π) Σi

( 1(x−μ ) Σ (x−μ ) )

1/2 exp − 2

i

T −1
i

i

(12)

As the exact values of μ1,Σ1,μ2,Σ2,L,μk,Σk are generally unknown, it is necessary to estimate
them with data. In order to estimate these parameters, one can use MLE (Maximum
Likelihood Estimation). An advantage of MLE is the fact that this estimator has good
convergence propriety when the sample size is large enough. More, this is one of the
simplest techniques for the estimation of law parameters. In the case of the multivariate
Gaussian distribution, the MLE of the mean vector is:
n
μˆ = 1 ∑ x i
n i =1

(13)

In the same way, an unbiased estimation of Σ is:
n
T
ˆ= 1 ∑
Σ
(xi−μˆ )(xi−μˆ )
n−1i=1

(14)

For a more detailed justification of these estimators, see (Duda et al., 2001).
The discriminant analysis rule (equation 10) applied in the case of the multivariate Gaussian
distribution can be developed as:
−1
K i( x ) = (x −μ i ) Σ i (x −μ i ) − 2log( P (C i)) + log( Σ i )+ p log( 2 π )
T

(15)

In the equation, we can see that the last term ( plog(2π) ) is constant for each K i and we have
not to take it into account for the discrimination. This rule is named “Quadratic

T
Discriminant Analysis”. We can also remark that (x−μi) Σi−1(x−μi) is the T 2 of x for the class
Ci . If the assumption of independent variables is made, thus Σi is a diagonal matrix (all the
covariances are null). This decision rule is also known as the Bayes classifier or naïve
bayesian network. The major problem of the quadratic discriminant analysis is that this
technique requires an important amount of data for the correct estimation of all the
parameters. In the case of non-sufficient data, we can use the linear discriminant analysis.
The important assumption of the linear discriminant analysis, compared to the quadratic
one, is the supposed equality of all variance-covariance matrices. So, for each class Ci ,
Σi=Σ , with Σ the pooled sample covariance matrix. This matrix is easily obtained with
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equation (16) where ni is the sample number of the class Ci and where n is the total
number sample (so n =n1+n2+K+nk ).
(n1−1) Σ1+ (n 2 −1) Σ 2 +K+ (n k −1) Σ k
Σ=
n−k

(16)

So, in this case, equation (15) becomes:
T −1
Ki(x) =(x−μi) Σi (x−μi) −2log(P(Ci))+cst

(17)

where log( Σ )+ plog(2π)=
cst . One can see in equation (17) that if the a priori probabilities
( P(C i) ) of each class are equal, thus the decision rule comes to the computation of the T 2 for
each class and the attribution of a new observation to the class with the lower T 2 . This cost
function makes linear bound between the different classes. But, as for the case of quadratic
discriminant analysis, we can do the assumption that Σ is diagonal. The linear
discriminant analysis is quite robust to the assumption of normality of each class and to
assumption of equality of the different variance-covariance matrices. For these reasons, this
technique is widely used and is considered as a reference method of supervised
classification.

3. Discriminant analysis and bayesian networks
An interesting tool using statistics is bayesian network, an oriented probabilistic graphic
model. Bayesian networks can be efficient supervised classifiers. So, after the general
presentation of bayesian networks and especially bayesian classifiers, we will present how
to make discriminant analysis with them.
3.1 Bayesian networks
A bayesian network (Pearl, 1988; Jensen, 1996) is a triplet {G, E, D} where:
{G} is a directed acyclic graph, G=(V,A), where V is the set of nodes of G, and A is the set of
edges of G,
{E} is a finite probabilistic space (Ω, Z, P), where Ω is a non-empty space, Z is a collection of
subspace of Ω, and P is a probability measure on Z with P(Ω)=1,
{D} is a set of random variables associated to the nodes of G and defined on E such as:
n

P ( V1,V 2 ,K ,V n ) = ∏ P (V i C ( V i ))
i =1

(18)

where C(Vi) is the set of parents of Vi in the graph G.
Bayesian network classifiers are particular bayesian networks (Friedman et al., 1997). They
always have a discrete node C coding the k different classes of the system. The remaining
variables Xi represent the descriptors (variables) of the system.
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A Naïve Bayesian Network (NBN) is a particular type of bayesian network classifiers
(Langley et al., 1992). It is also known as the Bayes classifier. In a NBN, the class node is
linked with all other variables of the system (descriptors) as indicated on the figure 1.

C
X1

X2

X3

X4

Fig. 1. Example of a Naïve Bayesian Network (NBN)
The NBN is called naïve because it makes the naïve (but strong) assumption that all
descriptors (variables of the system) are class conditional statistically independent (no
correlation between each descriptor in each class). In (Inza et al., 1999), authors made a
comparative study of classification algorithms used in artificial intelligence. NBN is
compared with other methods like k-nearest neighborhood, C4.5, decision tree and so on. If
the independence assumption of the descriptors is verified and that probabilities are
estimated with enough precision the NBN is an optimal classifier in term of misclassification
rate (Domingos & Pazzani, 1996). This optimality is obtained when continuous variables are
discretized in such a way that every distribution can be well approximated by discretization.
Of course, the discretization of variables is a loss of information because it is a reduction of
the variables space. But, assuming that continuous variables follow normal probability
density function, we can deal with them directly in the network. And, if this assumption is
verified, we keep this optimality. But, in many systems, it is very frequent to have high
correlations between variables, and a NBN will not take into account these correlations.
Extensions of NBN have been developed in order to solve this problem.
A first interesting extension is the TAN (Tree-Augmented bayesian Network) (Friedman et
al., 1997). In a TAN, a maximum weighted spanning tree is constructed with the descriptors
following the algorithm of (Chow & Liu, 1968). So, each descriptor will have at most one
other descriptor as parent. After that, edges from the class node to each descriptor are added
(like a NBN). An example of a TAN is given on the figure 2.

C
X

1

X

2

X

3

X

4

Fig. 2. Example of a Tree-Augmented bayesian Network (TAN)
Another extension is the k-dependence bayesian classifier structure (kDB structure)
(Sahami, 1996) that extends the TAN structure allowing a maximum of k predictor parents
plus the class for each predictor variable (TAN structures are equivalent to kDB structures
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with k = 1). Finally, the bayesian multinets (Geiger & Heckerman, 1996) introduce a
different structure for each value of the class variable (a particular case is to take a different
TAN for each value of the class). In (Friedman et al., 1997), authors show that these
classifiers give a lower misclassification rate than the NBN. But, these classifiers do not take
into account all the correlations between variables.
An other extension to the NBN is the Condensed Semi Naïve Bayesian Network (CSNBN)
(Kononenko, 1991). The principle of this classifier is to represent some variables in a joint
node (i.e. some normally distributed variables can be modeled with a node representing a
multivariate normal distribution). In this way, all correlations of the system will be taken
into account. A CSNBN will be composed of two nodes: the class node and a multivariate
node. An example of a CSNBN is given on the figure 3.

C
X
Fig. 3. Example of a Condensed Semi Naïve Bayesian Network (CSNBN)
3.2 Discriminant analysis as a bayesian network
Discriminant analysis techniques can be easily transposed to a bayesian network. Indeed,
inference in a bayesian network is based on the Bayes rule, like the discriminant analysis
(see section 2.2). The structure of the network in order to make classical discriminant
analysis (quadratic or linear) on a system with p variables and k classes can be modelized
with two linked nodes. The first one (node C) is a discrete node (with k modalities)
representing the classes of the system. The second one (node X) is a multivariate Gaussian
node. We have previously presented this type of bayesian network: it is a CSNBN (figure 4).
This network represents a multivariate normal law conditionally to the class, as the
discriminant analysis. The choice between the different types of discriminant analysis
(quadratic, linear, spherical, diagonal, etc) is made on the choice of the k variance-covariance
matrices that will be attributed to X. It is also possible to make a quadratic discriminant
analysis in viewing all the univariate variables Xi composing the multivariate variable X,
and then, linking all them in order to take into account all possible relations between these
univariate variables Xi. A four variable example of such structure is given on figure 4.

C
X1

X2

X3

X4

Fig. 4. Bayesian Network for Discriminant Analysis with incomplete observations
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This figure 4 represents a succession of p-1 linear regressions. The interest of this type of
structure is the fact that it can give response even if the values of some Xi are unknown.
However, the estimation of all the regressions parameters and the inference time will be
more consequent than for the CSNBN. So, in the basic case (complete data), we will prefer
CSNBN.

4. Multivariate control charts with a bayesian network
The detection, as we previously said, consists in identifying the presence of faults in the
process. The detection can be considered as a classification in two classes: no fault in the
process, and fault in the process. For the detection, we suppose to have samples for the
normal working state of the system (we will call this class “In Control” (IC) class), but
having fault samples should not be necessary. This classification type is called one-class
classification (Tax & Duin, 2001). In contrast with normal classification problems where one
tries to distinguish between two (or more) classes of objects, one-class classification tries to
describe one class of objects, and distinguish it from all other possible objects. A useful
solution for this is to create at least a second class, a virtual class named “Out-of-Control”
(OC) class. This virtual class represents the set of observation that cannot be attribute to the
IC class.
An example of one-class classification is the T 2 control chart (new observation is attributed
to the IC class if his T 2 is lower than CL , and to the OC class if his T 2 is greater than CL ).
In this case, it is evident that the decision boundary can be represented as the CL . For this
control chart, it is possible to represent, for a bidimensional example, the decision boundary
induced by CL . On the figure 5, we can see that this boundary is an ellipse rounding the
normal working class of the process (IC class), and that each observation out of this ellipse is
attributed to the fault class (OC class).
5

4

Out-of-Control
“OC”

3

2

1

In Control
“IC”

0

-1

-2

-3

Control Limit CL

-4

-5
-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

Fig. 5. Decision boundary of the control chart for a bivariate system

4

5
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On the figure 5, we can see that the classification technique producing this boundary cannot
be linear. So, it will be impossible to make such boundary with linear discriminant analysis.
But, this boundary shape is typical of quadratic discriminant analysis.
In order to define the In Control class, we make the assumption that some samples of in
control data are available. In the same way that for the control chart, these samples allow to
estimate the mean vector μ and the variance-covariance matrix Σ of the process in normal
working conditions. The major problem is the definition of the virtual class OC because no
sample is available. In studying the figure 5, we can see that if we make the assumption that
the mean of the OC class is the same that the mean of the IC class, the only difference
between the two classes is the fact that the OC class has more variability that the IC class. So,
we will define the virtual class as following: the mean vector of the OC class is equal to the
mean vector of the IC class; the variance-covariance matrix of the OC class is equal to c Σ
where Σ is the variance-covariance matrix of the IC class, and where c is a coefficient
strictly greater than 1. This coefficient c allows increasing the variability of the OC class in
function of the variability of the IC class. The table 1 presents the parameters of each class.
Class
In Control (IC)
Out-of-Control (OC)

Distribution
X~N (μ,Σ)
X~N (μ,c×Σ)

Table 1. Classes parameters
However, fixing the different distributions laws is not sufficient for taking decisions about
the process state (in or out-of-control). Indeed, the definition of these parameters makes
possible the application of a discriminant analysis in a bayesian network. So, when a new
observation x is injected in the bayesian network, we will obtain an a posteriori probability
P(IC x) that this observation belongs to the IC class and an a posteriori probability

P(OC x) that this observation belongs to the OC class (with P(IC x) + P(OC x) =1). In order to
decide about the state of the process, one has to fix a false alarm rate α in addition to these
two previous calculated probabilities. As in the case of multivariate control charts, we have
to fix a false alarm rate. Moreover, the coefficient c will play an important role in the
probabilities computations. In the next section, we will see how to set the different
parameters to obtain the equivalency between the bayesian network and the multivariate
control charts.
4.1 Equivalency proof
As in the case of the multivariate control charts ( T 2 or MEWMA), we will fix a threshold
(limit) on the a posteriori probabilities allowing to take decisions on the process: if, for a
given observation, the a posteriori probability to be out-of-control ( P(OC x) ) is greater than
the a priori probability to be out-of-control ( P(OC) ), then this observation is out-of-control.
This rule can be rewritten as: “process out-of-control if P(OC x)> P(OC) ”, or equivalently
“process in control if P(IC x)>P(IC) ”. The objective of the following developments is to
define c in order to obtain the equivalency between the bayesian network and the
multivariate control charts.
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We want to keep the following decision rule:

x ∈ IC, if T 2<CL

(19)

x ∈ IC, if P(IC x)>P(IC)

(20)

with this decision rule:

We develop the second decision rule:
P ( IC x ) > P ( IC )
P ( IC x)>( P ( IC ))( P ( IC x)+ P ( OC x))

P(IC x)>(P(IC))P(IC x)+(P(IC))P(OC x)

(21)

P ( IC ) ⎞
P ( IC x ) > ⎛⎜
⎟ P ( OC x )
⎝ 1− P ( IC ) ⎠

P(IC) ⎞
P(ICx)>⎛⎜
⎟P(OCx)
⎝ P(OC) ⎠
But, the Bayes law gives:
P(IC)P(x IC)
P(x)

(22)

P(OC)P(xOC)
P(x)

(23)

P(IC x)=

And

P(OC x)=

So, we obtain:
P(IC)P(x IC) ⎛ P(IC) ⎞ P(OC)P(xOC)
>⎜
⎟
P(x)
P(x)
⎝ P(OC) ⎠

⎛ P(IC) ⎞P(x IC)>⎛ P(IC) ⎞P(xOC)
⎜ P(OC) ⎟
⎜ P(OC) ⎟
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠

(24)

P ( x IC ) > P ( x OC )

In the case of a discriminant analysis with k classes Ci , the conditional probabilities are
computed with equation (25), where φ represents the probability density function of the
multivariate Gaussian distribution of the class.
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P(x C i)=

φ(x C i)

k

∑ P(C j)φ(x C j)

(25)

j =1

So, equation (24) can be written as:

φ(x IC)>φ(xOC)

(26)

We recall that the probability density function of a multivariate Gaussian distribution of
dimension p, of parameters μ and Σ , of an observation x is given by:

(

exp − 1 (x−μ)T Σ−1(x−μ)
2
φ(x)=
1/2
(2π) p/2 Σ

)

(27)

If the law parameters are μ and c×Σ , then the density function becomes:
φ(x)=

(

exp − 1
2c

(x−μ) Σ (x−μ) )
T

p /2

−1

1/2 p /2

(2 π ) Σ c

(28)

In identifying the expression (x−μ )T Σ−1(x−μ ) as the T 2 of the observation x , we can write:

φ(x IC)>φ(xOC)

⎛ 2⎞
exp⎜⎜ −T ⎟⎟
⎝ 2⎠ >
p/2 1/2

(2π) Σ

⎛ 2⎞
exp⎜⎜ −T ⎟⎟
⎝ 2c ⎠
p/ 2

1/2

(2π) Σ c p/2

⎛ −T 2 ⎞
exp
⎜ 2c ⎟
2
exp⎛⎜ −T ⎞⎟> ⎝p/2 ⎠
c
⎝ 2⎠

(29)

pln(c)
−T >−T −
2 2c 2
2

2
T<

2

pln(c)
1−1
c

However, we search the value(s) of c allowing the equivalency with the control chart
decision rule: x ∈ IC, if T 2<CL . So, we obtain the following equation for c:
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Or, equivalently:
1−c +

pln( c)
=CL
1− 1
c

(30)

pc
ln( c)=0
CL

(31)

Equation (31) admits two solutions: c=1 (not acceptable) and a second solution (numerically
computable) which depends of p and α . With the coefficient c correctly computed, we
obtain the equivalence between the bayesian network and the multivariate control charts.
We precise that, as univariate charts are simply a particular case of multivariate control
chart, the proof given is also available for univariate control charts. In order to demonstrate
the proposed approach, we illustrate it on a simple system with two variables.
4.2 Detection with bayesian network
We will study a T 2 control chart and a MEWMA control chart (with λ=0.1 ) modelized by
bayesian networks. We choose a false alarm rate α =1% . When the system is in-control, it
follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution with parameters μ and Σ such as:
μ=(5 10)

(32)

⎛ 1 1 .2 ⎞
⎟
Σ =⎜
⎜1 . 2 2 ⎟
⎝
⎠

(33)

In order to monitor this process, we apply the proposed method of detection with bayesian
network. So, for a T 2 control chart, we obtain the bayesian network of the figure 6. We have
also given the conditional probability table of each node, and where c is equal to 95.28
(solution of equation (31) for α =1% and p=2 ).

C
X

IC
1−α

Class C

OC

α

C

X

IC

X~N (μ,Σ)
X~N (μ,c×Σ)

OC
Fig. 6. Bayesian Network similar to T control chart
2
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In the same way, we can also monitor the process with a MEWMA control chart modelized
by the bayesian network of the figure 7, where c is equal to 90.29 (solution of equation (31)
for α =1% and p=2 in the MEWMA case).

C
Y

IC
1−α

Class C

C
IC
OC

OC

α

Y

( )
Y~N (μ,c×( λ )Σ)
2−λ
Y~N (μ, λ Σ)
2−λ

Fig. 7. Bayesian Network similar to MEWMA control chart
We have simulated this system on 30 observations. But, a fault has been introduced from
observation 6 to 30. This fault is a mean step of magnitude 0.5 on the first variable. The
figure 8 represents the decision taken at each instant respectively for the T 2 chart (left
graphs) and for the MEWMA chart (right graphs). On this figure, upper graphs represent
the computation of the statistical distance associated with the control chart ( T 2 or

2

T t ). The

lower graphs give the a posteriori probability to be in control. The control limit is given on
each graph, so we can view the limit on the bayesian network fixed to 1−α =99% .

Fig. 8. Results of the T 2 and MEWMA chars, and their equivalency in Bayesian Network
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On the figure 8, we can see that for each instant, the decision between a control chart and its
modelization by bayesian network is equivalent.
We demonstrated that it is possible to have detection of faults in multivariate processes with
bayesian networks and we proved that we can easily modelize multivariate control charts
with them.

5. Conclusions and outlooks
In this chapter, we show that a bayesian network can be an efficient way to diagnose a fault
in multivariate processes. We have selected two statistical fault detection techniques (the T 2
chart and the MEWMA chart) and we have demonstrated that these charts can be viewed as
a discriminant analysis and so can be implemented in a simple bayesian network.
As the efficiency of bayesian network for the diagnosis of systems has already been
demonstrated (Verron et al., 2006; Verron et al., 2007), the evident outlook of this work is the
full study of the use of bayesian network in order to monitor and control a multivariate
process (detection and diagnosis in the same network).
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1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
A fundamental problem encountered in many fields is to model data ot given a discrete

time-series data sequence y : = (o1 ,L , oT ) . This problem is found in diverse fields, such as

control systems, robotics, event detection (Motoi et al., 2007), handwriting recognition
(Yasuda et al., 2000 ; Funada et al., 2005), and protein structure prediction (Krogh et al.,
2001 ; Tusnady & Simon, 1998 ; Kaburagi et al., 2007). The data ot can often be a multidimensional variable exhibiting stochastic activity. A powerful tool for solving such
problems is multi-dimensional discrete Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), and the
effectiveness of this approach has been demonstrated in numerous studies (Motoi et al.,
2007 ; Yasuda et al., 2000 ; Funada et al., 2005 ; Kaburagi et al., 2007). The hidden states of
the HMMs are treated as hidden factors for emission of the observed data ot . However, if
redundant components having low dependencies on the hidden states are contained in the
data ot , these components often have a negative impact on the HMM performance.
Overcoming this problem requires a method of quantifying the redundancy (state
independence) of these components and/or reducing their influence.
In this chapter, we describe an extension of the HMM for these kinds of data sequences
within the framework of a hierarchical Bayesian scheme. In this extended model, we
introduce commonality hyperparameters to describe the degree of commonality of the emission
probabilities among different hidden states (that is, hidden factors of the data ot ).
Additionally, there is a one-to-one relationship between each hyperparameter and a
component of the data ot . This allows us to identify low-dependency components and to
minimize their negative impact.
Like other Bayesian HMMs, the extended model requires complicated integrations in the
learning and prediction processes, usually involving a posterior distribution. Analytic
solutions of these integrations are often intractable or non-trivial due to their inherent
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complexity. In this chapter, therefore, we also describe an implementation based on a
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method (Scott, 2002).
1.2 Related work
In one detailed study, several feature selection methods were considered, such as
discriminant feature analysis, principal component analysis, and the sequential search
method (Nouza, 1996). In addition, that study also described a fast feature selection
algorithm. Our approach described in this chapter may be regarded as a Bayesian feature
selection scheme based on the dependencies of the hidden states.
There have been a number of studies examining Bayesian HMMs and their implementations,
such as (Funada et al., 2005 ; Motoi et al., 2007 ; Huo et al., 1995 ; MacKay, 1997 ; Scott, 2002).
Reference (Huo et al., 1995) describes a Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimation for
Bayesian HMMs, and reference (MacKay, 1997) describes a Variational Bayesian method
(so-called ensemble learning). In addition, references (Funada et al., 2005 ; Motoi et al., 2007 ;
Scott, 2002) discuss Bayesian HMMs using MCMC. The model that we describe here is an
extension of such Bayesian HMMs for discrete multi-dimensional data containing
redundant components.
There is a well-known successful method to determine redundant components of multidimensional (input) data in the field of Bayesian Neural Networks (BNNs), called
Automatic Relevance Determination (ARD) (MacKay, 1992 ; Neal, 1996 ; Qi et al., 2004 ;
Tipping, 2000 ; Matsumoto et al., 2001 ; Nakada et al., 2005). ARD was first described in
(MacKay, 1992); that method used a Laplace approximation. Reference (Neal, 1996)
described another ARD using MCMC, and reference (Qi et al., 2004) discusses a variant
based on Expectation Propagation. Several studies have also described extensions of the
BNN using the ARD method, including, for example, the Relevance Vector Machine
(Tipping, 2000) and BNNs for nonlinear time-series data (Matsumoto et al., 2001 ; Nakada et
al., 2005). The structure of the extended HMM is completely different from that of such
BNNs;nevertheless, the fundamental hierarchical Bayesian concepts show a number of
underlying similarities.

2. Model specification
In this section, we describe the extended Bayesian HMM. The setting of hyperparameters is
the principal difference between our extended model and the conventional Bayesian HMMs
(see Sec. 2.5).
2.1 HMM Topology
The HMM structure depends on the particular topology employed and the number of states
N. Topologies commonly employed include “ergodic” and “left-to-right”. Here we describe
only the ergodic topology, since we employed that topology in our experiments, described
later.
2.2 Data and hidden variables
In the HMM framework, we must consider the time-series data sequence (observation data
sequence) y : = (o1 ,L , oT ) and the hidden variable sequence z : = (q1 ,L , qT ) . The terms ot and
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q t represent the time-series data and the hidden variable at time t, and T is the sequence

length. The hidden variable q t is a one-dimensional variable that takes finite values among
the available N states (that is, q t ∈ {1,L , N } ), whereas the data ot is a multi-dimensional

discrete variable defined by ot : = (o1,t ,L , oD ,t ) . Here, D represents the dimension of the data
ot , the variable o k ,t the k-th component of ot , and M k the number of symbols for o k ,t (in

other words, o k ,t ∈ {1,L , M k } ).

2.3 Observation model
Consider the complete parameter set θ of an HMM. The probability of the data y t is

P (y|θ ) : = ∑ P(y|z , b )P(z|a , c ), �@
θ : = (a , b , c ),

(1)

z

Here,
T

P (y|z , b ) : = ∏ P(ot |q t , b ),

(2)

t =1

T

P(z|a , c ) : = P(q1|c )∏ P(q t |q t −1 , a ).

(3)

t =2

The emission probability of the data ot in (2) is
D

P (ot |q t , b ) : = ∏ P (o k ,t |q t , b k ),

(4)

k =1

where b : = (b1 ,L , bD ) . The probability P (o k ,t |q t , b k ) in Eqn. (4) represents the emission
probability of the k-th component o k ,t . It is defined as

P (o k ,t = j|q t = i , b k ) : = b k ,ij ,

(

) ∑

where b k : = (b k ,1 ,L , b k ,N ) , b k ,i : = b k ,i1 ,L , b k ,iMk ,

Mk

b
j =1 k ,ij

(5)

= 1 , and 0 ≤ b k ,ij ≤ 1 .

The hidden variable transition probability and the initial hidden variable probability in Eqn.
(3) are

P (q t = j|q t −1 = i , a ) : = aij , �@
t > 1,

(6)
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P (q1 = i|c ) : = c i ,

Here, a : = (a1 ,L , aN ) , ai : = (ai1 ,L , aiN ) ,

N

∑ j=1 aij = 1 ,

0 ≤ aij ≤ 1 , c : = (c1 ,L , c N ) ,

(7)
N

∑i=1c i = 1 ,

and

0 ≤ ci ≤ 1 .

2.4 Prior distribution for parameters
Within a Bayesian framework, both the observation model (the likelihood function) and the
prior distribution of the parameter set are defined. For the sake of simplicity, many Bayesian
HMMs assume parameter independency in the prior distribution. That is to say:

P(θ |φ ) = P(a|α )P(b|β )P(c|γ ),
N

P(a|α ) : = ∏ P(ai |α i ),

(8)

(9)

i =1

D

N

P(b|β ) = ∏∏ P (b k ,i |β k ,i ),

(10)

=k 1 =i 1

where

φ : = (α , β ,γ ), �@α : = (α1 ,L ,α N )
β : = (β1 ,L , β D ), �@β k : = (β k ,1 ,L , β k ,N ).

The prior distributions of ai , b k ,i and c in Eqns. (8)-(10) are also defined using the “natural
conjugate” Dirichlet prior distribution:
P (ai |α i ) : = D (ai ; α i ),

(11)

P (b k ,i |β k ,i ) : = D (b k ,i ; β k ,i ),

(12)

P(c|γ ) : = D (c ; γ ),

(13)

where D (⋅; χ ) is the Dirichlet distribution with the parameter vector χ, and α i : = (α i1 ,L ,α iN ) ,

α ij > 0 , β k ,i : = (β k ,i1 ,L , β k ,iN ) , β k ,ij > 0 , γ : = (γ 1 ,L ,γ N ) , γ i > 0 .

2.5 Settings for hyperparameter set
As in a number of conventional Bayesian HMMs, for example, (Funada et al., 2005 ; Huo et
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al., 1995), all components of the hyperparameter vectors are fixed at 1.0, except for β k ,i .1
With our approach on the other hand, we consider a reparameterization of the
hyperparameter vectors {β k ,i }iN=1 , and the prior distribution of the reparameterized

hyperparameters in order to identify components having low dependency on the states
(redundant components).
A. Reparameterization of β k ,i
We define the hyperparameter vector β k ,i as:

β k ,i : = λkη k , �@i = 1,L , N ,

(

)

where λk (∈ R ) > 0 , η k : = η k ,1 ,L ,η k ,Mk , 0 < η k ,i < 1 , and

(14)
M

∑i=1k η k ,i = 1 .

Here, λk is the

commonality hyperparameter describing the degree of commonality for the emission
probabilities of {o k ,t }Tt=1 : P (o k ,t |q t , b k ) among different hidden states. 2 The hyperprameter

η k is a common shape hyperparameter that described the average shape of the emission
probabilities P (o k ,t |q t , b k ) for different hidden states.

Here, we examine the effect of the commonality hyperparameter λk on the emission
probability b k ,i . The shapes of the prior distribution (10) for various values of λk are shown
in Figure 1. Fig. 1 (c) shows a case where λk is large. Here, the parameter vectors {b k ,i }iN=1 ,

exhibit only small differences, i.e., b k ,1 ≈ b k ,2 ≈ L ≈ b k ,Mk ≈ η k , meaning that there is low

dependency of {o k ,t }Tt=1 on the states. For smaller λk on the other hand (Fig. 1 (a) or (b)), the
diversity of {b k ,i }iN=1 among each state is greater; in other words, the dependency of {o k ,t }Tt=1
on the states is not low.

B. Prior distribution for λk and η k
Here we describe the prior distribution of the hyperparameters λk and η k used for learning
these hyperparameters in a Bayesian learning method described later.
The commonality hyperparameter λk has no well-known “ natural conjugate ” prior
distribution. Therefore, the prior distribution for λk is defined using only information in the

This basic setting of the Dirichlet prior distribution makes it equivalent to a noninformative uniform prior distribution.
2 The diversity of P (o |q , b ) among the states corresponds to that of {b }N because the
k ,i i =1
k ,t
t k
1

emission probability of o k ,t : P (o k ,t |q t , b k ) is defined by using {b k ,i }iN=1 , as shown in equation

(5).
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range λk ∈ (0 , ∞ ) . Although there are a number of alternative prior distributions for a
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positive continuous variable (for example, the log-normal prior distribution), the prior
distribution of λk is given by the following gamma prior distribution:
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Fig. 1. Dirichlet prior distribution for b k ,i , for various values of the commonality
hyperparameter λk . The parameters {b k ,i }iN=1 are 3D variables b k ,i = (b k ,i1 , b k ,i 2 , b k ,i 3 ) , and the

common shape hyperparameter η k is constant, η k = (0.3 ,0.3 ,0.4 ) . The component b k ,i 3 is

omitted because it can be determined from b k ,i 3 = 1 − b k ,i1 − b k ,i 2 . This figure clearly shows

that, for larger λk , the parameters {b k ,i }iN=1 concentrate more around the average η k .
P (λk ) : = G (λk ; κ ,ω ),

(15)

where G (⋅; κ ,ω ), is the gamma distribution having shape parameter κ and scale parameter

ω . 3 These hyperhyperparameters are set to κ = 1.0 and ω = 100 in the experiments
described in Sec. 4, which allows λk to be widely distributed within in its available range.
There is also no known “natural conjugate” prior distribution for η k . However, there are a
limited number of options for the prior distribution because of the constraints of η k , namely,
M

∑i=1k η k ,i = 1

and 0 < η k ,i < 1 . Therefore, we use the Dirichlet distribution as the prior

distribution for η k :
P (η k ) : = D (η k ;η 0 ),

(16)

where η 0 denotes the hyperhyperparameter vector. By considering a non-informative

3The

gamma distribution is defined as G (x ; κ ,ω ) : =

function.

(

)

x κ −1exp − ω −1x
, where Γ(⋅) is the gamma
ω κ Γ(φ )
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setting for η k , the vector η 0 is set to η 0 = (1.0 ,L ,1.0 ) in the experiments described later.
Fig. 2 graphically summarizes the model specifications described in this section.

φ
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λ

2

λ

D

η

1

η
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bD

α
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o1, 2

y

oT

o2,T

oD , 2

q1

oD ,T

q2

qT

z
Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the model. The double circles are observable probabilistic
variables, and the single circles are unobservable probabilistic variables. The squares are the
fixed variables, the arrows probabilistic dependencies between variables, and the dashed
lines groups of variables. Hyperhyperparameters and their dependencies are omitted for
clarity.

3. Bayesian learning for the model
We define a training dataset Y as the set of time-series data sequences {y l }Ll=1 , where L is the
number of sequences and l is the index of the sequence. The goal of Bayesian learning is,
given the training dataset Y and the above model, to evaluate the (joint) posterior
distribution for θ and φ :

P(θ ,φ |Y ) = ∑ P(θ ,φ , Z|Y ),
Z

where

(17)
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P(θ ,φ , Z|Y ) =

P(Y|Z ,θ )P(Z|θ )P(θ |φ )P(φ )
�@�@�@�@
,
∑Z ∫ ∫ P(Y|Z ,θ )P(Z|θ )P(θ |φ )P(φ )dθdφ

(18)

and Z is the set of hidden variable sequences {zl }Ll=1 , corresponding to the dataset Y .
3.1 Implementation with MCMC
The integrations in equation (18) have no closed-form analytical solution, because of their
complexity. Monte Carlo methods can generate samples from the posterior distribution (17),

{(

and we therefore adopt this approach. 4Once the samples θ (r ) ,φ ( r )
easy matter to approximate the posterior distribution (17) with

P(θ ,φ |Y ) ≈

(

(

)}

R
r =1 are

))

1 R
∑ δ (θ ,φ ) − θ (r ) ,φ (r ) ,
R r =1

generated, it is an

(19)

where δ (⋅) is the Dirac delta function, R is the number of samples, and r is the index of the
sample. Fig. 3 summarizes the procedure used in our implementation.
3.2 Model evaluation
We introduce a fitness score as a metric to evaluate the degree of fitness between a set of test
data sequences YNEW and the trained model:
Score(YNEW ) : = logP(YNEW |Y ),

(20)

Here, P (YNEW |Y ) is the (conditional) marginal likelihood, that is, the likelihood function
P(YNEW |θ ) averaged over the posterior distribution P(θ ,φ |Y ) :

P (YNEW |Y ) = ∫∫ P (YNEW |θ )P(θ ,φ |Y )dθdφ .

(21)

Using the Monte Carlo approximation (19), we can approximate this marginal likelihood as

P (YNEW |Y ) ≈

(

)

1 R
∑ P YNEW |θ (r ) .
R r =1

(22)

Specifically, we consider the joint posterior distribution (18) for generating the samples
using an MCMC technique based on that in (Scott, 2002). By discarding samples of Z after
taking the samples of (θ ,φ , Z ) from the joint posterior distribution (18), it becomes relatively
straightforward to obtain samples of θ and φ from the posterior distribution (17).

4
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Implementation using MCMC methods
(a) Initialization step:
Initialize θ (0 ) and φ (0 ) by sampling. ψ (0 ) is generated from the prior distribution, whereas θ (0 ) is generated uniformly within the range of θ .
(b) MCMC step:
For g = 1 to G, repeat the following:
(i) Generate the g-th sample of Z by with the forward-backward sampling method (Scott, 2002).
(ii) Generate the g-th sample of θ using the Gibbs sampling method
(Scott, 2002 ; Geman & Geman, 1984).
(iii) Generate the g-th sample of φ using the Metropolis-Hastings method
(Hastings, 1970). 5
(c) Selection step:

{ }

For the Monte Carlo approximation (19), select the sample set θ (r )

{ }

from θ ( g )

R
r =1

G
6
g =1 .

Fig. 3. MCMC implementation.56

4. Experiments
4.1 Artificial dataset experiment
We conducted an experiment using artificial datasets to evaluate our extended model. These
datasets contain state-independent variables serving as redundant components.
A. Target HMM
In this experiment, we used multi-dimensional data sequences, each data component having
5 symbols. We generated these sequences from a 5-state ergodic HMM in which the hidden
variable transition parameter a∗ and the initial hidden variable parameter π ∗ were
retained:
In actual implementation, a well-known strategy to improve the acceptance rates is to
apply the Metropolis-Hastings method separately to each hyperparameter λk and

5

hyperparameter vector η k . We use proposal distributions designed on the basis of
information from the model, because this approach also improves the efficiency of the
Metropolis-Hastings method in many cases.
We show details of the designed proposal distributions in the appendix.
6 In the MCMC method, it is usually necessary to discard the initial samples. In the
experiments described in Sec. 4, we generated 1000 samples in the MCMC step (b)
(G = 1000), and we used the last 500 samples for the Monte Carlo approximation (R = 500).
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⎡0.70
⎢0.10
⎢
∗
a = ⎢ 0.05
⎢
⎢0.05
⎢0.10
⎣

0.10 0.05
0.70 0.10
0.10 0.70
0.05 0.10
0.05 0.05

T

0.05 0.10 ⎤
⎡0.20 ⎤
⎢0.20 ⎥
⎥
0.05 0.05 ⎥
⎥
⎢
∗
0.10 0.05 ⎥ , �@π = ⎢0.20 ⎥ �
.
⎥
⎢
⎥
0.70 0.10 ⎥
0
20
.
⎥
⎢
⎢0.20 ⎥
0.10 0.70 ⎥⎦
⎦
⎣

The column and row numbers of the matrix representing parameter a ∗ are the next and
current values of the hidden variable. The column number in the matrix representing
parameter π ∗ is equivalent to the index of the initial hidden variable. We explain the
emission probabilities of the target HMM in detail in the following.
B. State-dependent and state-independent components
∗
∗
In this experiment, we considered the following two probability matrices, bDEP
and b IND
,
for the emission probability parameter of the k-th data component, bk∗ :

∗
bDEP

∗
bIND

⎡0.50
⎢0.20
⎢
= ⎢0.05
⎢
⎢0.05
⎢0.20
⎣

⎡0 .20
⎢0 .20
⎢
= ⎢0 .20
⎢
⎢0 .20
⎢⎣0 .20

0.20 0.05 0.05 0.20 ⎤
0.50 0.20 0.05 0.05 ⎥⎥
0.20 0.50 0.20 0.05 ⎥ , �
⎥
0.05 0.20 0.50 0.20 ⎥
0.05 0.05 0.20 0.50 ⎥⎦

0 .20

0 .20

0 .20

0 .20

0 .20

0 .20

0 .20
0 .20

0 .20
0 .20

0 .20
0 .20

0 .20

0 .20

0 .20

0 .20 ⎤
0 .20 ⎥⎥
0 .20 ⎥.�@
⎥
0 .20 ⎥
0 .20 ⎥⎦

(23)

(24)

Here, the column number represents the index of the hidden state, and the row number
∗
represents the index of the observable symbols. It should be noted that the matrix b IND

contains identical probability vectors in each column (state); in other words, the components
∗
∗
with b IND
state-independent, whereas the components with bDEP
are state-dependent.

Using these matrices, we considered the following 5 cases with different numbers of
components:
∗
(i) b1∗ =
b2∗ =
bDEP
,
∗
∗
b2∗ =
bDEP
�@
and�@
b3∗ = b IND
,
(ii) b1∗ =

∗
∗
b2∗ =
bDEP
�@
and�@
b3∗ =
b4∗ =
b IND
,
(iii) b1∗ =

∗
∗
(iv) b1∗ =
b2∗ =
bDEP
b3∗ =
b4∗ =
b5∗ =
b IND
,
�@
and�@

∗
∗
b2∗ =
bDEP
b3∗ =
b6∗ =
b IND
.
�@
and�@
L=
(v) b1∗ =

The first 2 components in each case are state-dependent.
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C. Model settings
In each of the cases described above, we trained and tested the extended model using
various datasets containing 10 independent sequences (T = 100) generated from the target
HMM. We also trained and tested a conventional Bayesian HMM with fixed
hyperparameters with the same datasets for comparison. 7 We trained the conventional
model using an MCMC implementation based on (Scott, 2002). In our extended model and
in the conventional model, we set the number of hidden states to N = 5, i.e. the same number
of hidden states as that of the target HMM.
D. Results
Figure 4 shows the averaged differences between the fitness score (20) of the extended
model and that of the conventional model. When all components were state-dependent (case
(i)), the extended model performed slightly worse than the conventional model. When the
training dataset contained state-independent components (cases (ii) to (v)), however, the
extended model performed better than the conventional one, as indicated by the higher
averaged score differences as the number of state-independent components increased. This
result demonstrates that the extended model is robust against state-independent
components.

All components
Without state-independent components

(i)

Case

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
-5

0

5
10
15
Average of difference between scores

20

25

Fig. 4. The differences between scores (extended model score minus conventional model
score) for all components of the test datasets. Differences based on the scores for the first
two components (state-dependent components) of the test datasets are also shown.
Differences of 10 independent trials were averaged. The error bars indicate the standard
error.
7

Each component of the hyperparameters is fixed at 1.0.
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4.2 Soccer dataset experiment
We used real-world datasets with an additional irrelevant component to verify the
performance of our extended model. This experiment was designed to demonstrate the
ability of our model to discriminate the irrelevant component by Bayesian modeling with
the commonality hyperparameter λk . This hyperparameter is closely related to the

redundancy (state-independency) of a particular data component o k ,t .
This is a preliminary experiment a project involving event detection of Bayesian modeling
for soccer games (Motoi et al., 2007).
A. Target data sequence
In our previous work (Motoi et al., 2007), the original dataset consisted of data sequences for
5 half-games of soccer. Each sequence was composed of 27-dimensional time-series data
obtained from the position sequences of players. These positions were automatically
extracted from video images by tracking the players using a method based on that in (Misu
et al., 2005 ; Misu et al., 2002).
We used the sequence for only 1 half-game (length T = 2390) for the sake of simplicity. This
sequence contained only 6 selected components and 1 additional component.
B. Selected and additional components
We used the following 6 selected variables for modeling: (a) the center of all players in the x
direction; (b) the center of all players in the y direction; (c) the center of the left team players
in the x direction; (d) the center of the left team players in the y direction; (e) the center of
the right team players in the x direction; and (f) the center of the right team players in the y
direction. We also added another variable to the target data sequence as the irrelevant
component: (g) the x center of all the players in another half-game. The x and y directions
correspond to the long axis and short axis of the playing field, respectively.
C. Model settings
In modeling the target data, we discretized all components in the extended model into 10
symbols (in other words, M k = 10 for all components). We also set the number of hidden

states to N = 10. Two examples of the discretized data components are shown in Figure 5.
D. Results
Boxplots of the commonality hyperparameter samples generated from the posterior
distribution are shown in Figure 6 (18). The irrelevant component (g) has the largest
hyperparameter λk , suggesting the possibility of discriminating irrelevant components by

using the hyperparameters {λk } .

5. Application to real event detection
The results described in the previous section demonstrated the capability of our extended
model in an event detection problem in soccer games (Motoi et al., 2007). In this section, we
apply the extended model to event detection in sports videos. Our goal here is to detect
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Fig. 5. Trajectories of the (discretized) variables (a) and (b), plotted in the range t = 1 to 1000
for clarity. The solid line is (a), and the dotted line is (b).
(a)
Component
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Commonality hyperparamter λ k

100

Fig. 6. Boxplots of the commonality hyperparameters {λk } (500 samples) in Experiment 4.2.
The smallest sample, lower quartile, median, upper quartile, and largest sample are shown
for each λk .
target events from data sequences. Such events include kick offs, corner kicks, free kicks,
throw ins, and goal kicks. Details of the data sequences are described in the following.
5.1 Modeling with a given data sequence
In this modeling, the raw dataset consisted of the positions of all players, which were
automatically extracted from videos of 7 half games. Forty components associated with each
target event were contained in the given data sequence.8 We trained both the conventional
and extended HMMs using the sequences for the 40 associated component in all 7 half
games.
5.1.1 Demonstration
In this section, we show the predicted results for a corner kick event in another half game.
This half game was independent from the 7 half games used to train the HMMs. Examples
8First,

1065 candidate components were generated from players’ positions. We then selected
the 40 associated components using standard information-based criteria showing the degree
of the association with each event.
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of the predicted results with our extended model and the conventional in (Motoi et al., 2007)
are shown in Fig. 7. Actual events are indicated in gray. These results show that the
conventional model gives more false alerts compared with the extended model, indicating
the capability of the extended model to reduce the negative influence of redundant
components in the 40 given components.
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(a) Extended model.
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(b) Conventional model.
Fig. 7. Predicted results for corner kick event. The range t = 1250 to 1750 contains 3 of the 4
target events in this half game. The regions of actual events are shown in gray.

6. Conclusions

In this chapter, we have described an extended Bayesian HMM for multidimensional
discrete data sequences including redundant components. For the extended model, we also
described an implementation of Bayesian learning based on a Markov chain Monte Carlo
scheme. We evaluated the performance of the extended model with this implementation
using two example datasets. We also demonstrated its application to an event detection
problem with 40-dimensional data sequences extracted from videos of actual soccer games.
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Our results showed that the extended Bayesian HMM has reasonable performance in the
presence of redundant components in the data.
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Appendix: Proposal distributions
The proposal distribution can be any probability distribution so long as certain conditions
are satisfied. The design of the proposal distribution, however, strongly affects the efficiency.
When applying the Metropolis-Hastings method to each variable separately, a promising
approach is to employ the full conditional (posterior) distribution as the proposal
distribution Q(⋅) . 9 However, it is difficult to use the full conditional distributions of λk and

η k as their proposal distributions in the model, because these distributions do not belong to
any standard families of probability density functions having known direct sampling
methods. Therefore, we use proposal distributions designed based on information from the
full conditional distributions.
A. Proposal distribution of λk

The full conditional distribution of λk is
P (λk |Y , Z ,θ ,{η k′ },{λk′ }k′≠ k ) = P (λk |b k ,η k ).

(25)

Applying the log-normal distribution LN (⋅) , the full conditional distribution (25) can be
approximated by:

(

(

) (

))

P(λk |b k ,η k ) ≈ LN λk ; μ λ(kg -1) ,ν λ(kg -1) .

(26)

Here,

μ (λk ) : logλk + l′k′ (λk )−1 l′k (λk ), �@ν (λk ) : = l′k′ (λ )−1
=

l k (λk ) : = logP(logλk |b k ,η k ) = logP (λk |b k ,η k ) + logλk ,

l′k (⋅) is the first-order derivative of l k (⋅) , and l′k′ (⋅) is its second-order derivative. However,

the approximation (26) is not valid when the previous sample logλ(kg -1) is far from the peak

In this scenario, the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is completely “rejection-less”; in other
words, it is identical to Gibbs sampling.
9
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of P (logλk |b k ,η k ) = λk P(λk |b k ,η k ) . In a number of preliminary numerical experiments, this
proposal distribution (26) showed low acceptance rate. Slightly expanding the logarithm
variance of the proposal distribution is a simple way to improve the low acceptance rate in
such cases. Thus

(

(

)

(

))

Q(λk ;⋅) : =
LN λk ; μ λ(kg -1) , (1 + ε )ν λ(kg -1) ,

(27)

where ε (≥ 0) is a user-settable variable. In the experiments described in this chapter, we
used the proposal distribution (27) with ε = 0.2 . This gave reasonable and stable
performance in our preliminary experiments.
B. Proposal distribution of η k

The full conditional distribution of η k is
P (η k |Y , Z ,θ ,{η k′ }k′≠ k ,{λk′ }) = P (η k |b k , λk ). .

(28)

It is difficult to approximate the distribution (28) itself with basic methods. Therefore, we
consider only a rough approximation of the center of the distribution (28) in this study.
When the parameter b k is given, one of the simplest estimators for the common (average)
1 N
∑ bk ,i . We assume that the center of the distribution (28) can
N i =1
be roughly approximated by this estimator η k (b k ) . In view of this assumption and the

shape of {b k ,i } is η k (b k ) =

simplicity of the implementation, we use the Dirichlet proposal distribution centered on
η k (b k ) :
Q(η k ;⋅) : = D (η k ;νη k (b k )).

(29)

Here, ν (> 0 ) is a user-settable variable. In this study, we set ν = 100 , which resulted in
reasonable performance in a number of preliminary numerical experiments.
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1. Introduction
The application fields of autonomous mobile robots recently extend from indoor uses to
outdoor uses. Rescue systems and planetary explorations are typical examples for such
outdoor mobile robots. In such field, it is required to have both of rapid movement and
adaptive function to rough terrain, while general wheel mechanisms are not suitable for
such rough environments. To move in these environments, the robots need to be flexible to
various environments.
There are many researches concerning rough terrain mobile robots for rescue and planetary
exploration. In such field, the robots require high mobile ability on rough terrain. When we
design such kinds of robot, it become very important to choose the mechanism as a mobile
platform. Several types of mechanisms have been proposed as a mobile platform: Crawler
type, wheel type, leg type, and their combinations.
Wheel type mechanism is the simplest mechanism and can be controlled easily, but in terms
of moving on rough terrains, its performance is obviously inferior to the other two
mechanisms. If we adopt wheel type and try to get enough mobility on slight obstacles, we
have to utilize pretty large wheels.
The leg mechanism is able to adapt various kinds of environment, but, its weak points are
low energy efficiency and complicated mechanism and control, that imply high cost and
product liability problems. Those might be high barrier to develop them as a consumer
product.
The crawler mechanism shows the high mobile ability on various terrains; moreover it is
simple mechanism and easy to control. Therefore a lot of rough terrain mobile robots adopt
a crawler mechanism.
However conventional single track mechanism has also mobility limitations; the limitation
is determined by attacking angle, radius of sprockets, and length of crawler. In order to
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improve its mobility, it is required to adjust the attack angle against the obstacles, enlarge
the radius of its sprockets, and lengthen its crawler tracks. And the mobility on the area like
the stairs is inferior to that of the leg (S. Hirose, 2000). Therefore, a lot of researches have
been done to supplement these weak points. The main theme common to those researches is
to improve the mobility performance on rough terrain. Generally, the method which
changes the form of crawler is adopted as an approach for this main theme. In order to
realize these transformations, many researches proposed the connected crawler mechanism.
The purpose of this chapter is also to develop a connected crawler robot for rough terrain.
The connected mechanism is that; some stages with motor-driven crawler at its left and right
side are serially connected by active joints. When this mechanism is adopted, it becomes
problem that how many crawler stages should be connected.
Lee et al (C.H. Lee et al, 2003) designs the mechanism of two stages one joint type that uses
two triangular crawlers, and shows the high mobility performance by the comparison of
climb-able step height between proposed mechanism and a conventional one track type.
"Souryu-III" (T. Takayama et al, 2004) is the connected crawler robots of 3 stages 2 joints
type, and it shows high mobility by using some basic experiments such as climbing a step
and stepping over a gap. "MOIRA" (K. Osuka & H. Kitajima, 2003) is 4 stages 3 joints type
connected crawler, and it reports the maximum climb-able step height which was measured
by some experiments.
As mentioned above, the mobility performance was improved by the number of stages.
However this number was different in each research. The mobility performance was also
evaluated by using different experiment and criterion.
Although we can observe such researches, there are no researches which show the
standardized relationship between the number of stages and mobility performance. When a
connected crawler mechanism is designed, there is no design guideline which indicates how
many stages would be optimal. That is a big problem, because the number of stages is
influenced to mobility performance strongly.
Therefore this chapter derives the each actuator’s motion which conforms to the
environments, and tries to derive the relationship between the number of stages and
mobility performance. In particular, we set the environment as one step, and derive its
relationship (Fig.1). Because the climbing step ability is important factor as one of the most
fundamental mobility index (T. Inoh et al, 2005), moreover a climbing step experiment is
adopted by many researches as an evaluation experiment for mobility performance on
rough terrain. Thus this chapter shows sub-optimal number of crawler stages for connected
crawler robot which isn't cleared, through deriving the relationship between the number of
stages and maximum climb-able step height and expected value to climb a step. After that, it
proposes the actual connected crawler robot, and show basic experimental result.

2. Deriving the sub-optimal number of crawler stages
In order to find sub-optimal number of crawler stages, we derive the maximum climb-able
step height of n-stages crawler (n=2~10). In this derivation, there is an optimization problem
for the joint motions. Because, if the joint can't realize suitable motion for the step, it might
be impossible to exercise climbing ability which the mechanism has. Therefore, the
optimized joint motions for the step are required. We set the environment to one step (Fig.
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1), and then we try to solve the motion planning of each joint and derive the maximum
climb-able step height.

h
�
�

Fig. 1. The assumed case
The motions of climbing a step are divided into 2 phases which shown in Fig.2.
1.
2.

Lifting up crawlers phase
This motion is strongly influenced by friction forces, contact forces and impact forces
between environments and crawlers.
Passing over phase
In order to generate a crock wise torque at the point of edge of the step and crawlers,
the robot has to change its posture. This motion is strongly influenced by friction,
balance of centre of gravity of the robot and inertia.

Phase 1

Phase 2

Fig. 2. The phases of climbing up a step
In each phase, changing the robot’s posture is important. If the robot can not lift up the body
as high as possible in Phase 1, the maximum climb-able step height can not be derived.
Even if the robot can lift up the body as high as possible in Phase 1, if the robot can not
generate the clock wise moment at the point of step edge, the climbing up a step can not be
realized. Therefore, it is need to consider not only the moment in phase 2 but also both of
Phase 1 and Phase 2. The maximum climb-able step height is distinguished by changes of
postures. That is to say, the problem of driving the maximum climb-able step height is the
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optimization problem of each joint motion. If the each joint can not realize suitable motion to
the environments, it is impossible to exercise the ability of step climbing of the robot as
maximal as possible. Thus the each joint motion is required to realize the suitable motion to
the environments. But it is almost impossible to solve this problem by using analytical
methods, because the amount of patterns of changing postures (from Phase 1 to Phase 2)
becomes fatness by increasing the number of crawler stages. Thus the motion of each joint is
required to be derived by using a certain searching method. However, the round robin-like
searching method isn't so realistic, because the amount of searching becomes fat and
calculation time becomes enormous.
Therefore, we propose the following idea as one of the approach to solve this problem. If
certain approximate function can express an optimal joint motion in a few parameters, the
required joint motion can be derived in shorter time than a round robin-like search.
Therefore we try to express each joint angle function by using approximate function and
search the parameters in this function. Thus the problem of the parameter searching can be
substituted for the problem of the trajectory searching.
Moreover the robot has to change its posture with taking into interactions with environment,
in order to climb a maximum step height.
2.1 Proposed method
In previous section, we described each joint motion are determined by certain approximate
function, and to search parameters in this approximate function. In the following parts, we
will mention the approximate function and how to search parameters, and show the method
to derive maximum climb-able step height.
2.1.1 The approximate function
There are n-order approximation, a tailor progression, a Fourier series, a spline function,
and so on, as an available approximate function. The approximate function must be possible
to differentiate twice, so as to find an angular velocity and angular acceleration. It is also
required that the function is periodic, and has a few parameters, and contains boundary
conditions. Therefore, Fourier series is useful function to satisfy these conditions (Y. Yokose
et al, 2004) . Thus, Fourier series approximates a joint angle functions. And the equation (1)
is Fourier series for this approximation,
j

θn (t ) = ∑ αi cos
i =0

j
i
i
2πt + ∑ βi sin 2πt
T
T
i =0

(1)

Here, n means the number of joints, j refers to the number of order of Fourier series, T
means the period. αi, βi, T are parameters which are searched.
2.1.2 Searching for parameters in the Fourier series
Searching for each coefficient and period in the Fourier series corresponds to the problem
which is to derive the optimized answer in a wide area. There are many approaches to solve
such optimization problems. Many researches proposed to use GA for such a problem
(Mohammed, 1997) ~ (S. Kawaji et al, 2001). Because, GA is able to find comparatively an
excellent answer in the utility time, and fit various problems. Therefore this chapter also
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adopts GA to search unknown coefficients in the Fourier series. We use simple GA (S.
Kobayashi et al, 1995), and set following parameters (Table. 1).
Number of chromosomes
Gene Length for one coefficient[bit]
Crossover rate [%]
Mutation rate[%]
Table 1. Parameters of GA

10
10
25
1

We also set the equation (2) to evaluate the chromosomes.

xi + ∑ in 1 zi
1 ∑ in 1 =
+
E = h +=
t
1000

(2)

Here, h is the step height which the robot could climb up, t is the time for climbing up a step.
Then, it is understood that the evaluation is high when the robot could higher step in shorter
time. On the other hand, when the robot couldn't climb a step, we set h=0, t=100 as a penalty.
However, in these conditions, the evaluation of gene which couldn't climb up a step
becomes equal, and it makes difficult to execute crossover. Therefore the third clause of the
equation (1.2) exists as the valuation item. Here, xn, zn are the centre of gravity coordinates of
each stage. Thousand in the denominator is numerical value to scale it 1000 down .
2.1.3 The method to derive the maximum climb-able step height
In order to evaluate gene, we have to acquire appropriate position of centre of gravity in
each stage and distinguish whether the robot could climb or not. Because mobility
performance of the mobile mechanism concerns with topography characteristic closely, the
consideration of the interaction with the environment is very important. Therefore we
must consider dynamics and an interaction between robot and environment, for appropriate
acquisition of centre of gravity position and distinction of climbing. Thus we adopt
ODE(Open Dynamics Engine)(R. Smith) to calculate these values. ODE is open source
software, and is adopted by many robotic simulators to calculate dynamics. We derived
maximum climb-able step height by integrating ODE and GA. The calculation System is
shown in Fig.3.

GA
α ,β ,T

ODE
θ

n(t):

joint angles, h : step height

Crossover
Mutation
Evolution
Fig. 3. Proposed simulation system

Evaluation
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GA gives joint angles and step height, and ODE calculate dynamics. After that, ODE
distinguishes whether the robot could climb or not, and returns the evaluation to GA. GA
makes a gene evolve, and optimizes joint angle function. Then the robot can climb higher
step in shorter time. A robot is considered to climb a step, when all centres of gravity in each
stage are higher than the height of the step h and it is on the right of A in Fig1.
2.2 Deriving the maximum climb-able step height of n-stages
In this part, we derived maximum step height of n-stages based on the above mentioned
method. We set the conditions and assumption as follows.
Each initial joint angle is set 0.0[rad], and the range is -2.0 ~ 2.0[rad]. The range of Fourier
coefficients is -2.0 ~ 2.0. The range of Fourier series period T is 10 ~ 60[sec], and the order of
Fourier Series is 5. The initial genes are determined randomly. The specifications of the
connected crawler robots are shown in Table. 2 and Fig. 4. Other conditions are as follows.
Total length L [m]
Total mass M [kg]
Radius of the sprocket [m]
Table 2. Parameters of the connected crawler robot

2
2
0.1

L [m]
2 stages
M/2 [kg]

M/2 [kg]

3 stages
M/3 [kg]

M/3 [kg]

M/3 [kg]

n-stages
M/n [kg] M/n [kg]

M/n [kg] M/n [kg]

Fig. 4. The dividing definition of the robot
z
z
z

Each stage is divided in constant total length L by corresponding to the number of
links.
The crawler velocity is constant 0.1[m/s].
The actuators have enough torque for driving joints.
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The range of step height h is 0.5 ~ 2.0[m], because the total length of connected crawler is
L=2.0[m]. By using above conditions, the simulation is done which is 4 stages and the
number of generations is 500. Then the maximum climb-able step height is derived.
2.3 Relationship between mobility and the number of stages
The results are shown in Fig.5 ~ Fig. 7.
In the Fig. 5, we can confirm that the robot could climb higher step when the number of
generations is increased, and time for climbing was shorten.

120

1.8
1.6

100

1.2

Clim b-able step height

1

Tim e for clim bing the step

0.8

60
40

0.6
0.4

20

0.2
0

80

Tim e [sec]

Step height [m ]

1.4

0

100

200
300
Num ber ofthe Generations

400

0
500

Fig. 5. Transition of the climb-able step height derived by GA (4 stages)
Fig.6 and Fig. 7 are snapshot when the robot is climbing up a step. In Fig.6, the height of
step is 0.9[m] and the number of generations is 56. In Fig.7, the height of step is 1.544[m]
(this is the maximum climb-able step height of 4 stages). From these figures, the climb-able
step height becomes higher and the motions of the joins are changed when the number of
generations is increased.
We also derive the maximum climb-able step height of 2 ~ 10 stages by using same method.
The results are shown in Fig.7. It is confirmed that the robot can climb higher step when the
number of generations is increased as well as the case of 4 stages, and maximum climb-able
step height of each link is derived.
Since the maximum climb-able step height of each stage has been shown in Fig.8, the
relationship between the number of stages and mobility performance of connected crawler
is shown in Fig.9.
For this figure, the mobility performance improves by increasing the number of stages. This
is natural result which can be expected. That does not clarify the sub-optimal number of
stages. We, therefore introduce new criteria to derive sub-optimal number.
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Fig. 6. Connected Crawler robot climb the step by using sub-optimized joint motion by GA
(4 stages, h=0.9 m, 56 generations)

Fig. 7. Connected Crawler robot climb the step by using sub-optimized joint motion by GA
(4 stages, h=1.544 m, 500 generations)
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Fig. 8. Transition of the climb-able step height derived by GA (2 ~ 10 stages)
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2.4 Introducing expected value to climb a step
We introduce an expected value to climb a step to clarify the sub-optimal number of stages.
Although the mobility improves by increasing the number of stages, failure probability of
system also increases, because a connected crawler mechanism is one of the complex
mechanical systems. It is considered that the relation between mobility and the number of
stages is trade-off relation. Therefore, by introducing expected value which contains failure
probability, sub-optimal number of stages is derived.
To derive the expected value, a certain probabilistic values P and the maximum step height
hmax of each number of links are needed.

E = hmax × P

(3)

This certain probabilistic value P shows the probability to climb a step. Then we adopt the
robot availability (rate of operation) as this certain probabilistic values.
How can we derive the availability of the system? This problem is categorized into the field
of reliability engineering. And it is almost impossible to derive availability of a complex
system like a robot precisely. Therefore there is a Fault Tree Analysis for deriving
availability of such complex system. Fault Tree Analysis is a method to analyze faults and
troubles, and is called FTA. For analyzing frequency of troubles, this method traces the risk
of the cause theoretically and adds each probability of trouble. This method is one of the top
down analysis method. The failure probability is derived by following steps.
1. First the undesirable event is defined.
2. The cause of the undesirable event is extracted.
3. The FAULT TREE is generated by using logic symbol.
4. The each failure probability is assigned.
The value which derived by FTA is the failure probability of the system. Then the
availability Pa is derived following relationship between failure probability Pf and
availability Pa.

Pa = 1 − Pf

(4)

In order to derive availability, we set following assumption for robot conditions.
z
The joint has an optical encoder and a DC motor.
z
The motor for driving a crawler is in each link.
z
The failure probability of the optical encoder is 0.0155.
z
The failure probability of the DC motor is 0.00924.
Mentioned failure probabilities above are determined by the reference (C. Carreras et
al,2001). From the view point of availability engineering the Fault Tree of the connected
crawler is shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. Fault Tree for n-stages connected crawler robot
Here, J means joint, C is a crawler, M means DC motor, S means optical encoder. Therefore
MJ1 refers to the DC motor on joint J1. SJ1 refers to the optical encoder on joint 1. CM1
represents the DC motor for driving crawlers on link one, C1. AlsoCS1 means the optical
encoder on link one. By combining these value using OR logic, the failure probabilities of
link 1 system or joint 1 system are derived. And each failure probability of joint and crawler
is combined by OR logic, then the total failure probability of the robot is derived. By using
Fig. 10, the availabilities of connected crawler robot are derived which are shown in Fig. 11.
1

Availability
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0.4
0.2
0
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Fig. 11. The availability of each number of stages on connected crawler robot.
2.5 Sub-optimal number of stages
Previous section showed the availability of each number of stages in Fig. 11. Therefore the
expected value of climbing a step can be now derived by using equation (3). Fig. 9. is used
for hmax. The results are show in Fig. 12.
From Fig. 12., it turned out that the peak of expected value of connected crawler is from 2 to
5 links. In case of more than 6 links, the expected value is decreased. Therefore the suboptimal number of stages is 2 to 5.
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Fig. 12. Expected value of connected craweler

3. Constructing the prototype
In the previous section, we have been able to obtain the sub-optimal number of crawler
stages, that is 2 to 5. Based on this conclusion, we have designed and developed the
prototype of connected crawler robot. It is shown in Fig. 13. The length is 0.59 m, width is
0.130 m, mass is 1.28 kg.

0.13[m]

0.59[m]

Fig. 13. Prototype of connected crawler robot
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3.1 Mechanical structure
Our mechanism has 5 connected stages with the motor-driven crawler tracks on each side
(Fig. 14). RC-servo motors are used for driving joints between the stages. The left and right
crawlers are driven by 4 DC motors independently, while the 5 crawlers on each side are
driven by a motor simultaneously. The output of each motor is transmitted to the sprockets
of the three or two crawlers through several gears (Fig.15).

Motors for crawler

RC servo for joints
Fig. 14. The driving structure (Color indicates driving relationship between motors and
crawlers)

Fig. 15. Transmission of motor outputs to the crawlers
3.2 Control structure
The control architecture is hierarchical structure by connecting master controller and servo
unit (Fig .16, and Fig. 17).
The servo units control low level task: crawler velocity and joint angle by PID control law.
Each servo unit consists of one microcontroller (PIC16F873) and 2 DC motor drivers
(TA8440H). One microcontroller is installed to control two RC-servo units for the joint
control, where RC-servo is controlled only by PWM signal. Master controller controls high
level task: such as calculating robot trajectory. Table.3 shows the communication data
format. The command sent by master controller consists of 3 bytes. First byte indicates mode
ID and motor ID. The mode ID distinguishes 2 kinds of control modes: position control and
velocity control. The motor ID is used for selecting motor to control.
Second byte shows the data depends on control modes. The third byte is checksum.
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Fig. 16. The control system

Servo unit for crawlers

Fig. 17. The servo units

Servo unit for joints
1 byte

Data 1
7 6 5 4 3 2 1
Mode=0~2
ID=0~7
Table 3. Communication data format

0

2 byte

3 byte

Data 2

Check Sum
Data1 |
Data2

0~254

4. Experiments
The climbing step experiment is conducted to verify the performance of our prototype. The
height of step is 0.23 m. The master controller sends instructions to each actuator through
servo units. Li-Polimer battery (1320mAh, 11.1V) is embedded to the robot for supplying
electric power. In this experiment, PC is used as master controller. The USB cable is used for
connecting robot to PC. The result is shown in Fig. 18. As we can observe, the robot can
climb up a step. Therefore the mobility of this robot is confirmed.
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5. Conclusion
This chapter showed sub-optimal number of crawler stages for connected crawler robot,
through deriving the relationship between the number of stages and maximum climb-able
step height and expected value to climb a step. After that, it proposed the actual connected
crawler robot, and indicated basic experimental result. The conclusions of this chapter are as
follows.
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

A joint angle function was approximated by Fourier series and parameters were
searched by GA.
Due to fusion of GA and ODE, it has been possible to consider the interactions between
robot and environment.
The relationship between the number of crawler stages and mobility performance was
cleared.
Though mobility performance was raised by increasing the number of stages. However
its increasing rate was small in comparison between before 5 stages and after 6 stages.
To clarify sub-optimal number of stages, the expected value to clime a step was
introduced.
The peak of expected value is from 2 to 5 links.
Therefore the sub-optimal number of stages is 2 to 5.
By basic experimental results, the mobility of the prototype was confirmed.

Fig. 18. Experimental results
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1. Introduction
When we humans start a conversation, we are greeting at first. If computer and robot are
greeting like us, they can communicate smoothly with us because the next subject comes
easily after greeting. That is to say, greeting conversation plays an important part to smooth
communications in speaking. In this report, we describe a method of increase the number of
appropriate greeting sentences for conversation and selecting sentences based on the
situation by machine.
Many of conversation system tend to use templates. Lots of chatter bots (Eliza, A.L.I.C.E.,
Ractor, Verbot, Julia etc.) have been developed. For example, Eliza(Weizenbaum, J 1965)
which is one of the well-known system acts for counselling by a personification therapist
agent. Eliza does not evaluate an answer of a partner for the reply.
It memorizes only a part of the content that the partner spoke in the past and replies by
using the word. It is prepared for several kinds patterns about the topic.
Like these, as for the natural language processing, task processing type conversation (e.g.
automatic systems for tourist information and reservations) becomes the mainstream.
However, even under the limited situation, it is known that it is difficult to make a
knowledge base of all response case. Moreover, a method using only the prepared template
makes monotonous reply and a reply except sentences made by a designer don't appear. So,
to make various sentences automatically by machine is important, more than the method to
select sentences designer prepared.
We herein propose an intelligent greeting processing by which a machine generates various
reply sentences automatically by obtaining information about the surrounding state and
then generating the best conversation response based on the situation.
All sentences are extended automatically from a small quantity of model sentences by using
the concept base which is kind of natural-language ontology/concept networks. Simply
mechanical extension of conversation sentences makes many improper sentences. So, the
proposed method uses language statistics information to delete the improper sentences. In
addition, for greetings conversation, we suggest "status space" expressing a certain situation.
This is a model to give a weight to sentences automatically by taking the consequence at two
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points of view that the appropriate selection that a human being performs unconsciously is
classified in.

2. Requirements for Conversation Sentence
The greeting conversation is a “no insistence conversation” that does not cause argument or
discussion. In the present paper, such greeting conversation sentences are synthesized
automatically by machine.
The requirements for automatic conversation sentence synthesis by machine as follows:
1) Grammatical consistency
2) No contradiction in meaning
3) The use of usual words
4) Situation adaptability
“Grammatical consistency” refers to sentences in which no grammatical mistakes are found.
“No contradiction in meaning” refers to sentences that have a reasonable meaning, e.g., the
sentence “The sun is so bright tonight.” is not reasonable from the point of view of time.
“The use of usual words” indicates words used in daily life, including colloquialisms.
“Situation adaptability” refers to sentences that do not contradict reality. For example, "It's a
rainy today" contradicts the reality if the weather is fair.
Therefore, it is necessary to meet these requirements after a mechanical synthesis. The
proposed system is constructed using the Japanese language and so is adapted to the
characteristics of the Japanese language and Japanese culture.

3. Greeting Conversation System
Figure 1 shows the structure of the greeting conversation system proposed in the present
paper. The greeting conversation system obtains inputs of the surrounding information and
input sentence and then outputs greeting sentences. There are fixed pattern greetings, e.g.,
“Good morning” and “Hello” and greetings for starting a conversation, e.g., “It’s been
raining all day.” and “It’s very hot, isn’t it?”:
Human: “Good morning.”
System: “Good morning.
It’s very hot, isn’t it?”
The former output is a fixed pattern greeting, the system can output sentence matching of
the situation or input-sentences by a fixed pattern knowledge base. This problem can easily
be solved. Thus, the latter greeting for starting a conversation is considered in the present
paper. Greeting sentences indicate the latter.
The proposed method extends the small-scale template database of greeting sentences.
Suitable sentences are then selected automatically from the extension template considering
the situation. This is achieved by using an association knowledge system that will be
described later herein.
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Fig. 1. Structure of greeting conversation system

4. Association System
Humans can interpret received information appropriately because we accumulate basic
knowledge about the language and we have empirical common sense knowledge related to
words. In other words, the ability to relate images to words is thought to be important. In
order to have such common sense judgment ability, a machine must understand the basic
knowledge related to words.
Therefore, the machine must generate modelling knowledge about conversations and
words. This model is useful for achieving a human-like conversation mechanism. The
association system is composed of a concept association system and a common-sense
judgment system. The concept association system defines the common meanings related to
words, and the common-sense judgment system defines common sense related to words.
4.1 Concept Association System
The Concept Association Mechanism incorporates word-to-word relationships as common
knowledge. The Concept Association Mechanism is a structure that includes a mechanism
for capturing various word relationships. In this section, we describe the concept base
(Kojima et al., 2002) and a method of calculating the degree of association (Watabe &
Kawaoka, 2001) using this base.
The concept base is a knowledge base consisting of words (concepts) and word clusters
(attributes) that express the meaning of these words, which are mechanically and
automatically constructed from multiple sources, such as Japanese dictionaries and
newspaper texts. The concept base used in the present study contains approximately 90,000
registered words organized in sets of concepts and attributes. These concept and attribute
sets are assigned weights to denote their degree of importance. For example, an arbitrary
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concept, A, is defined as a cluster of paired values, consisting of attribute, ai, which expresses
the meaning and features of the concept, and weight, wi , which expresses the importance of
attribute ai , in expressing concept A:
A = {( a1 , w1 ), (a2 , w2), ..., (aN , wN )}

(1)

Attribute ai is called the first-order attribute of concept A. In turn, an attribute of ai (taking
ai as a concept) is called a second-order attribute of concept A.
The degree of association is a parameter that quantitatively evaluates the strength of the
association between one concept and another. The method for calculating the degree of
association involves developing each concept up to the second-order attributes, determining
the optimum combination of first-order attributes by a process of calculation using weights,
and evaluating the number of these matching attributes. The value of the degree of
association is a real number between 0 and 1. The higher the number, the greater the
association of the word. Table 1 lists examples of the degree of association.
Concept A
Flower
Flower
Flower
Car

Degree of association
between A and B
0.208
0.027
0.0008
0.23

Concept B
Cherry blossom
Plant
Car
Bicycle

Table 1. Examples of the degree of association
4.2 Common-Sense Judgement System
The common-sense judgment system derives common-sense associations from words in
terms of various factors (e.g., quantity, time, and physical sense). These associations are
constructed using the Concept Association Mechanism. In this section, we describe a time
judgment system, a part of the common-sense judgment system.
The time judgment system (Tsuchiya et al., 2005) assesses elements of time, such as season
and time of day, from nouns, using a knowledge base (Time Judgment KB) of words
indicating the time (time word). The system sorts the relationships between a noun and time
through the construction of the Time Judgment KB and extracts the necessary time words.
We identified a set of basic representative time words—“spring, summer, autumn, winter,
rainy season,” and “morning, daytime, evening, night”—and applied these words to all of
the time words registered in the system.
Output

Input

Time word

Start time

End time

Sunset
Snow
Sea bathing

Evening
Winter
Summer

4 p.m.
December
June

5 p.m.
February
September

Table 2. Examples of the time judgment system
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The system can also handle time words not contained in the time judgment knowledge base
(unknown words) through the use of the concept base of common knowledge. Table 2 lists
examples of this system.

5. Extension of Conversation Sentences
Upon greeting to start a conversation, not all conversation sentences can be gathered in a
database manually. Therefore, all conversation sentences are extended automatically from a
small quantity of model sentences by using the association system. That is to say, if a
machine obtains several model sentences, then the machine can produce several new
sentences by association (Yoshimura et al., 2006).
First, parts (noun) that change are selected from the model sentences. These words are called
element words. Second, all words that have the opposite meaning to these element words
are extracted for getting words of the same affiliate as this element. Third, the number of
these words is increased by synonyms and the attributes of the concept base.
Using this method, the machine associates several words that are related to the element
word. This association word is returned to the beginning model sentence. Thus, several
sentences can be produced.

6. Removal of Erroneous Sentences
Simple mechanical extension of conversation sentences produces several improper
sentences. Therefore, the proposed method uses the association system to delete the
improper sentences.
First, parts of speech are used to refine the sentence. For example, the original model
sentence “It’s a season of cherry-blossoms” produces the extension sentence “It’s a season of
open blossom.” This seems strange. Therefore, association words other than the part of
speech of the original element word.
Second, a thesaurus (NTT Communication Science Laboratory,1997) is used to refine the
sentence. For example, the original model sentence “It’s a beautiful mountain” produces the
extension sentence “It’s a beautiful climax.” In Japanese, the word mountain has many
meanings, including mountain, climax, and important event. In this case, the original
element word, mountain expresses the meaning ‘mountain’. Climax is an extension of
mountain, but the extension is to a meaning that differs from the original element word. The
thesaurus is used to remove such ambiguity.
Next, the degree of association is used to refine the sentence. This is especially important for
words strongly related to the original element word. Therefore, high degree words are
extracted using the degree of association.
Finally, the common sense-judgement system is used to refine the sentence. In the present
paper, strange sentences with respect to time are excluded. For example, simply mechanical
extension of conversation sentences includes improper sentences such as “Tonight is cool
daytime.” This sentence is improper from the point of view of time. The time judgement
system in the common sense judgment system judges the adaptability of tonight and daytime
from the point of view of time.
This technique makes it possible to increase the appropriateness of sentences as greeting.
These sentences include some sentences that can be used under in suitable situations. For
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this reason, we must consider the situation related to greeting when we use these extension
sentences.

7. A State about Greeting Conversation
Situation is important for some topics in greeting when the speaker recognizes some
information. Information sources are divided into verbalized sources and non-verbalized
sources. Verbalized sources are expressed using words such as news and weather. Nonverbalized sources are measurement sources that can measure: temperature, humidity,
brightness, and volume of a sound, etc. When a computer uses a non-verbalized source,
measured information obtained using the computer’s sense organ (sensor) should change
into some word. A situation related to greeting is expressed as mostly non-verbalized
source. This paper pays attention to this non-verbalized source and verbalized source is
used for a part.
Computers do not have sensory organs like humans. Computers recognize surroundings
using mechanical sensors. In the present paper, the proposed method uses sensors such as
thermometers, hygrometers, sound meters (microphones), luminance meters, and clocks
with built-in computers. These are non-verbalized sources. After these non-verbalized
sources are obtained, they are verbalized according to decided rules. Moreover, weather as a
verbalized source is important information for greetings. Humans judge weather by looking
at the sky. However, it is difficult for a machine to judge the weather based on photographs.
Therefore, sources of weather obtain information by verbalized sources from the Web.
Using this situational information, appropriate sentences are selected from among the
extension sentences. When discussing a topic related your situation, you unconsciously
select the most suitable word. In the present paper, we separate this unconscious selection
into two types, based on which the sentences obtain a weight indicating the importance of
the greeting.
The first type is based on degree of peculiarity. When a certain state is considered to be
special, the state is mentioned. For example, if you feel that "It is very hot.", you will
mention the heat. This means that a signal that is different from daily life indicates a
noteworthy topic. The weight given based on this idea is called the "degree of peculiarity".
Simple and comprehensible words are often used for greetings in spoken language. For
example, “It is cloudy." is used more often than "It is cloudy weather." as a greeting. This
means that words generally used in daily conversation, i.e., words of high utilization, are
important. The weight given based on this conceit is called the "degree of importance” of a
word.
Using the degree of peculiarity and the degree of importance of word, a certain situation is
expressed. A space storing relation between a status word and its weight is referred to as a
status space. Figure 2 shows a status space image, including the sensor, the status word, and
its weight. The status space includes all words used in greeting conversation, and the weight
of a word changes according to the state. All words are related to a status word. In a status
space, all words are categorized based on words obtained from status words. A word group
related to a certain status word is called a status word group of the word.
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warm warm / v221 , tepid / v222, …

hot / v211 , sultry / v212, …

hot
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u

cool cool / v231 , wind / v232, …

noisy

silence

silence/ v321 , quietness / v322, …

noisy / v311 , boisterous / v312, …

uij : peculiarity degree

vijk : important degree of word

Fig. 2. Status space image

8. Weight for situation in Greeting
Simple and comprehensible words are often used for greetings in spoken language. The
weight based on this idea is referred to as the degree of importance of the word. Each word
has a weight in status space. To show the degree of usefulness of a word, we use the concept
base Inverted Document Frequency (IDF). The concept base IDF is the weight related to the
frequency of use of a word in the concept base. This technique means that low-frequency
words in the concept base are not used frequently in daily conversation. Such words are
excluded by using the concept base IDF. The concept IDF can be expressed as follows:

idf(t) = log NALL / df(t)
t:
object word
NALL : number of all concept in the concept-base
df(t) :
number of t in an attribute in the concept-base

(2)

Another weight for the situation in greeting is expressed as the degree of peculiarity. When we
feel that a certain state is special, the matter is mentioned. The degree of peculiarity
expresses a noteworthy level as topic, and each status word is assigned a degree of
peculiarity, which takes a discontinuous value of {-1, 0, 1, 2}. A minus value is assigned to a
status word that should not be mentioned as topic. If the state is “hot”, the status word
“hot” is assigned the value of 1, but the status words “cold”, “cool”, and “warm” are
assigned the value of -1. If the state is “very hot”, then status word “hot” is assigned the
value of 2 in order to increase the noteworthy level as the topic. Moreover, if a state is not
hot, cool, warm, or cold, these status words are assigned the value of 0, which expresses a
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state of no feeling and is also used when the machine has no related sensor. All words of a
status word group have the same value as that status word.
These weights depend on the state and are expressed as status-space. The weight of a word
is decided depending on the multiplication of these weights. Extension sentences can have
such weights. If there is some word having a negative value in a sentence, the sentence is
given a weight of negative value. However, when a sentence is given a mean value of all
word weights in the sentence, the sentences corresponding to the corresponding situation
can be selected.

9. Evaluation
This section mentions evaluation of proposal system in this present paper. First, we evaluate
the accuracy and number of extended and refined sentences, and then we evaluate the
appropriateness of sentences based on the situation.
9.1 Increasing the Number of Greeting Sentences for Conversation
This section evaluates the accuracy and the number of sentences that are extended and
refined.
A total of 300 evaluation sentences are chosen at random from among the extension
sentences using the technique described herein. Three individuals evaluated these sentences
based on common sense correctness of the greeting.
Accuracy is the mean value of common sense correctness of the word as judged by these
three individuals. Using the method described herein, we showed that the proposed method
was able to increase the accuracy and number of the greeting sentences, as shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Evaluation of extended greeting sentences
9.2 Greeting Sentence Selection Based on the Situation
This section evaluates the accuracy of the appropriateness of a sentence based on the
situation. An evaluation set is prepared for 20 situations (weather, temperature and
humidity, brightness, time, and volume of sound). In each situation, the status space is
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produced and then extension sentences are assigned a value using the proposed technique.
Six sentences having higher values are used as evaluation sentences. The three individuals
evaluated the sentences and the situation patterns. They evaluated whether the sentences
were appropriate to the situation. In addition, the accuracy is compared with the accuracy of
randomly outputting sentences in order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
This result is shown in Fig. 4.

100%

80.6%

80%
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20%
0%

No situation
processing
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Fig. 4. Evaluation of Greeting Sentence Selection Based on Situation

10. Discussion
With respect to the technique of increasing the accuracy of greeting sentences, the proposed
technique could improve the accuracy to 84%, compared to a simple extension technique,
for which the accuracy is 38%. Moreover, the number of sentences increased from 803
sentences to 23,891 sentences. Table 3 shows examples of extension sentences.

Template
Refined sentence
Extension
Sentences
Deleted sentence
Fig. 5. Example of Extension Sentences

It’s a beautiful river.
It’s a beautiful flow.
It’s a beautiful spectacle.
It’s beautiful scenery.
It’s a beautiful water imp
It’s a beautiful muddy
stream.
It’s a beautiful crime case.

“It’s a beautiful flow” and “It’s a beautiful spectacle” are used as greeting sentences, but
“It’s a beautiful water imp” and “It’s a beautiful muddy stream” are not used. These
sentences were deleted automatically using the proposed method. Therefore, the proposed
method of generating extended greeting sentence is shown to be effective.
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The proposed technique of weighting corresponding to the situation was shown to have an
accuracy of 80.6%, whereas randomly output sentences have an accuracy of 10%. The
proposed technique of weight selection corresponding to the situation was shown to be
effective.

11. Conclusion
Using the method described herein, we show that the proposed method increased the
accuracy of greeting sentences to 84% and increased the number of greeting sentences to
23,891 sentences from 803 model sentences. Moreover, the technique used to select an
appropriate sentence based on the situation was able to achieve an accuracy of 80.6%. When
the situation was not considered, the accuracy was 10%. Thus, the proposed method is
shown to be effective.
When the proposed technique is applied, even for the same situation, the machine does not
reply using the same sentences in different conversations because a different reply can be
chosen for high-weight sentences. As a result, the machine will be able to have an intelligent
conversation with a high level of satisfaction.
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Extending AI Planning to Solve more Realistic
Problems
Joseph Zalaket

Holy Spirit University of Kaslik
Lebanon
1. Introduction
Applying AI planning to solve real-world problems is still difficult despite many attempts
done in this area. Classical planning systems are able to handle a limited number of
symbolic data elements, without taking into account the numerical aspect of many realworld problems. Some recent planners have moved to solve more realistic problems
involving resource consumptions and time management (Bresina et al., 2002; Bacchus &
Ady, 2001; Edelkamp, 2002), but the most of these planners deal with the numerical side of
the planning problem as an assisting feature to a main symbolic problem, without being
able to tightly mix the two sides of the problem to be solved as one homogeneous problem.
However, there are still many real-world problems that involve dominant even absolute
numerical processing (Zalaket & Camilleri, 2004b; Hoffmann et al., 2007) and for which
planning problem representation and data type handling are to be extended. In order to
cover this latter type of problems, we propose many extensions that allow the application of
the planning process evenly over symbolic and numerical data that can constitute any
realistic planning problem.
Despite the multiple extensions that have been made to the Planning Domain Definition
Language (PDDL) (Ghallab et al., 1998; Fox & Long, 2002; Gerevini & Long, 2005), this
language is still insufficient for representing real-world problems that need complex action
representation and complex state transformation expression. This lack motivates the
organizers of the sixth international planning competition (IPC-6) to request a new
extension to PDDL (the PDDL3.1 version). Inspiring from the continuous extensions to
PDDL, we propose our first extension that concerns the data representation, in which we
introduce the concept of using non-invertible functions to update the numerical and nonnumerical data throughout a planning process. This type of functions allows the integration
and the handling in an easy way of uncertainty as well as of temporal and numerical
knowledge into planning.
As non-invertible functions can be only applied in forward traversal in a search space,
hence we focus on the adaptation of forward planning systems to support the application
of this kind of functions. We show that our technique can be used by any forward planner
with a minor expansion, and we detail the extension of the Graphplan (Blum & Furst, 1995)
structure and algorithm to support the execution of functions. The advantage of the
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Graphplan compared to other forward planning algorithms is that: Graphplan is
constructed in progression, thus it can support the application of our proposed functions
like any other forward planning system. Furthermore, the compact structure of Graphplan
and its capability of delaying the search of the plan (the sequence of operators) to the end
of the graph construction process give it the ability of dealing with the effects of our
proposed non-invertible functions during the regression search phase.
As we illustrate in this chapter, it is enough to simply save the effects of functions during
the construction phase of the Graphplan to be able to extract the plan later in backward
search. Saving these effects allows also the application of black-box functions with no side
effects over state variables irrespective of their content. This can lead to the integration of
control structures like conditional and iteration structures into functions in order to
perform more complex computation.
As additional extensions: we present the relaxation of the numeric tasks of planning by
ignoring the effects of actions that move away the values of numeric variables from their
goal values.
We present the calculation of a heuristic function, which can be uniformly derived for
numerical and symbolic facts from a relaxed planning graph-like structure.
We introduce the representation of numerical facts as multi-valued attributes in the relaxed
graph to ease the search of a relaxed plan. In this way, the effects of the applied noninvertible functions will be transparent during the search for a relaxed plan.
Finally, we present some empirical results that show the effectiveness of our extensions to
solve more realistic planning problems.

2. Apply functions in planning
Using functions in planning has been studied in Functional Strips (Geffner, 1999) and
FSTRIPS (Schmid et al., 2002). Functional Strips has argued that the generated literals can be
reduced by replacing relations by functions. We are still supporting this idea in our
extension, but our main interest in functions is their ability to handle complex numerical
and conditional effects, as well as to express complex preconditions and goals. For example,
to plan the motion of a robot that is expected to travel from an initial position to a target
position in the presence of physical obstacles in its environment. To avoid collisions
between the robot and the obstacles, we have to use trigonometric functions that allow the
robot to follow a circular path in its environment (Samson & Micaelli, 1993; BAK et al.,
2000). Trigonometric expressions are simple to be solved by classical programming
languages, but they can not be expressed in classical AI planning languages like PDDL3.0.
For this reason we introduce the extension of AI planning to allow the application of
external functions that can be written in any programming language. Inspiring from the
representation of functions in object-oriented database, we add to the problem definition
written in PDDL3.0 (Gerevini & Long, 2005) the declaration of external functions by
specifying their execution path. In addition to their capabilities of solving numerical
problems like the circular movement of a robot external function are able to handle all kind
of conditional and probabilistic effects.
Non-invertible function can be only applied during a forward traversal in the search space,
as at each state we can apply functions that generate the next state in that space. This
process can continue by testing at each new state the satisfaction of the goal conditions, until
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reaching a state that satisfies the goal or until no more memory space is available to
continue the search. In this way, a function can act as a black-box irrespective of its content,
but domain independent forward planning systems are not able to solve large planning
problems because of the high space and time complexities. So, heuristic functions should be
used to guide the search in forward chaining in order to allow the application of functions
and the resolution of large planning problems. As Graphplan is constructed in forward
chaining traversal, thus it can support the application of this kind of functions. It will be also
possible to extract the plan in backward search from the Graphplan structure by navigating
through the effects of the functions irrespective of their content.
To avoid all kind of side effects during the construction of the planning graph we restrict all
the formal parameters of the functions to be constant, which means, a function can only
return a value without updating any state variable. This returned value can then be affected
to one state variable at a time.
Many real-world problems have complex characteristics, such that durative actions,
temporal or uncertain conditions, resource consumption, numeric functions, etc. Most of
these characteristics can be modeled with the PDDL3.0 language which is the mostly used
by recent planners. PDDL3.0 gives the possibility of expressing optimization criterion such
that maximization or minimization of resource consumption. Many planners have been
extended from propositional versions to deal with optimization problems like Metric-FF
(Hoffmann, 2002) and SAPA (Do & Kambhampati, 2001). The most of these extensions are
paying attention to one or the other of the real world complex characteristics, each time with
a special computation procedure which is added to a classical propositional planner.
We propose an extension to the Graphplan (Blum & Furst, 1995) that allows its structure to
handle all kind of non-invertible functions application. In the next section, we start by
presenting the extension of the planning language to allow the integration of external
functions that we will integrate later to the Graphplan.

3. Language extension
The language that we propose to define a planning problem is an extension to PDDL3.0
language in which we introduce the integration of external functions to update numeric
values in addition to the arithmetic expressions allowed in PDDL3.0. This extension allows
the use of mathematical functions like COS, SIN, SQRT, EXP, ROUND,. . . and user defined
functions instead of simple arithmetic expressions supported by PDDL3.0 in which only
classical arithmetical operators (+, -, /, *) are allowed. The control flow (conditional
statements and loops) can be used within an external function to hold up complex
numerical computation and thus complex conditional effects of actions can be expressed
and handled within the core of external functions. Note that, external functions can also be
used to update non numeric variables such as propositional facts. But, we restrict in this
chapter the use of external functions for updating numeric variables which is more
beneficial for the planning process.
We also introduce the separation of the constraints from the precondition in the definition of
actions, in a way that the constraints will be added to a new separate list that should be
tested before the instantiation of the action. Hence, an action will be instantiated if and only
if its constraint list is satisfied by the current state which can reduce the number of ground
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actions, and consequently useless tests that should be done for precondition satisfaction will
be avoided and the memory space used to store the ground actions will be reduced.
3.1 State space nature and transition
Each distinct instance of the world is called a state, denoted by s. The set of all possible
states is called a state space S.
S is formed by two disjoint sets: a set of logical propositions P and a set of numeric variables
N.
We denote by P(s) the subset of logical propositions of a state s and by N(s) the subset of its
numeric variables.
The transformation of the world from a state s ∈ S into another state s’ ∈ S is done through
the application of a set of actions A, such that s’ = t(s, A) where t is a state transition
function. A state transition function t transforms s by 3 ways:
Adds logical propositions to P(s)
Removes logical propositions from P(s) (when propositions become false)
Assigns new values to existing numeric variables in N(s)
3.2 Action definition
An action a is defined as a tuple (args, con, pre, eff), where:
args is the list of arguments made by variables which represent constant symbols in
S and/or numeric variables in N.
con is the list of constraints. The constraints are tested before the instantiation of
the actions to avoid instantiating actions with incoherent arguments.
Constraints follow the same definition format as preconditions.
pre = preP ∪ preN is the list of preconditions.
o preP defined over P are propositional preconditions
o preN are numerical preconditions, such that: ∀ c ∈ preN, c = (n θ g), where
n ∈ N, θ ∈ {<, ≤, =, >, ≥} and g is an external function or an expression.
Definition-1: An expression is an arithmetic expression over N and the rational numbers, using the
operators +, -, * and /.
Definition-2: An external function f is a constant function written in a high level programming
language on the form of: type f(n1, n2, , nm), where arguments n1, n2, , nm ∈ N.
The function and all its arguments (if exist) are declared as constants in a way that the
function calculates and returns a value without affecting any numeric state variable. By
constant function we mean that the function is not allowed to internally modify the state
variables.
eff = effP ∪ effN is the list of effects.
o effP = effP+ ∪ effP- : defined over P are positive and negative propositional
effects that add or remove literals.
o effN are numeric effects, such that: ∀ e ∈ effN, e = (n := g), where n ∈ N
and g is an external function or an expression.
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Figure-1 illustrates the definition of the water jugs domain using the above extensions to the
planning domain definition language.
Example-1: The water jugs domain definition using condition list and external functions.
(define (domain Jugs)
(:requirements :typing :fluents :external)
(:types jug int)
(:functions ((capacity ?j - jug) – int)
((fill ?j - jug) – int))
(:external java (and ( (path (int max (int, int, int)) (c:/javaplan/WaterJug.max))
(path (int min (int, int, int)) (c:/javaplan/WaterJug.min))))
(:action poor
:parameters
(? j1 ? j2 – jug)
:constraints
(not(= ?j1 ?j2))
:precondition
(and (<(fill ?j) (capacity ?j)) (> (fill ?j) 0))
:effect
(and (assign (fill ?j1) (max ((fill ?j1), (fill ?j2), (capacity ?j2)))
(assign (fill ?j2) (min ((fill ?j1), (fill ?j2), (capacity ?j2))))
External functions written in Java at c:\javaplan\.;
public class WaterJug{
public static final int max (final int v1, final int v2, final int c2){
if (v1+v2 > c2) return v1+v2-c2;
return 0;
}

}

public static final int min (final int v1, final int v2, final int c2){
if (v1+v2 < c2) return v1+v2;
return c2;
}

Fig. 1. The water jugs domain definition
Remark: An external function can be written in any host programming language in this
example we show functions written in java language, but these same functions can be
written in a different programming language like the C++ for example. A special parameter
should be set to allow the planner to know which interpreter should call to execute the
functions as it is the case for functions written in Java or if the functions are directly
executable as for functions written in C or in C++.
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3.3 Planning problem definition
A planning problem is defined as P=<S, A, sI, G>:
1. A nonempty state space S, which is a finite or countable infinite set of states.
2. For each state s ∈ S, a finite set of applicable actions A(s). A state transition
function t produces a state s’ = t(s, A) ∈ S, for every s ∈ S and applicable actions
A(s).
3. An initial state sI ∈ S, where sI is made by initially true logical propositions and
initial values of numeric variables.
4. A set of goal conditions G that should be satisfied at a state sG ∈ S.
The set of goal conditions G = GP ∪ GN, where GP defined over P are propositional
goal conditions and GN are numeric goal conditions that should be satisfied at a
goal
state
sG.
Note that: ∀ l ∈ GN ⇒ l = (n θ c), where n ∈ N, θ ∈ {<, ≤, =, >, ≥} and c is a constant
numeric value, an external function or an arithmetic expression.

4. Graphplan extension
Graphplan (Blum & Furst, 1995) was the subject of many extensions (Smith and Weld, 1999;
Do & Kambhampati, 2000; Cayrol et al., 2000) in which researchers have tried to adapt the
Graphplan to solve more expressive planning problems than those that can be expressed in
pure propositional STRIPS language (Fikes & Nilsson, 1971). The adaptation that we
propose to the Graphplan allows its structure to handle the execution of external functions.
This type of functions allows Graphplan to handle uncertainty and to integrate temporal
and numerical knowledge. Before introducing our extension the the Graphplan and to its
planning graph structure we briefly overview the Graphplan algorithm.
4.1 Graphplan overview
Graphplan solves problems represented in STRIPS language. An action in STRIPS has a
name and a parameter list and it is specified in terms of preconditions and effects.
Preconditions are conjunctions of positive literals and effects are conjunctions of positive
and negative literals that are respectively stored into two separated lists the ADD list and
the DEL list.
Graphplan alternates between two phases: graph construction and solution extraction. In
the graph construction phase Graphplan expands a planning graph in forward chaining
until either a solution is found or it is sure that no solution exists. Then, in solution
extraction phase Graphplan searches for a solution into the planning graph in backward
chaining, if no solution is found then Graphplan will continue by expanding one more level
until a solution is found or until a sufficient condition indicates that there is no solution to
the problem.
A planning graph consists of a sequence of levels, where level0 corresponds to the initial
state. Each level contains a set of literals and a set of actions. The actions of a level are those
that have their preconditions reachable (satisfied and mutually consistent) by the literals of
the same level. The literals of a next leveli+1 are the effects of the applicable actions of
previous leveli. The literals that satisfy the preconditions of action instances at the same level
are connected with these actions via direct edges. Also, the action instances are connected
via direct edges with their literals effects at the next level. ADD edges connect the action to
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its next level added literals and DEL edges relate the action to its next level deleted literals.
To maintain the existence of literals from one level to its successor level Graphplan uses the
“no-op” actions. A “no-op” action is an action that “does nothing”, its only role is to allow
every literal that appears at leveli to also reappear at leveli + 1.
To speed up its solution extraction Graphplan uses binary mutex relations for both actions
and literals during graph expansion.
A mutex relation holds between two actions at a given level if there is:
Inconsistent effects: one action negates an effect of the other.
Interference: one literal effect of one action is the negation of a precondition of the other.
Competing needs: a literal precondition of one action is mutually exclusive with a literal
precondition of the other.
Two literals are mutually exclusive if one is the negation of the other or if each possible pair
of actions that could achieve the two literals has a mutex relation.
Graphplan expands the planning graph up to a level in which all the literals of the goal are
present without mutex relation between any pair of them. Then, it starts the solution
extraction phase in a way that for each sub-goal at the last leveln, it tries to find an action
instance at leveln-1 that has this sub-goal as an add effect and that is not mutually exclusive
with another action instance that is already selected. The preconditions of the selected action
instances become the new set of sub-goals at leveln-1 and so on until reaching the initial state
(level0). If Graphplan fails to find an action that can achieve a sub-goal, it backtracks and tries
to find another path within the planning graph by trying other action instances. Graphplan
uses the ‘memoization’ concept which allows it memorizing its trace to ease the
backtracking process. Therefore, if Graphplan fails to find a set of consistent action instances
at a certain level and backtracking becomes useless, then Graphplan expands an additional
planning graph level and restarts its search until finding a solution or until reaching a
saturated graph that can not be expanded any more.
4.2 Graphplan adaptation for integrating external functions
In algorithm-1 we present the adaptation of the Graphplan algorithm to support the
handling of numeric variables and the execution of external functions. In our
implementation the adapted Graphplan consists of 2 types of levels fact levels and action
levels. Compared to the original Graphplan implementation a fact level is a combination of
propositional and numeric facts, instead of being only propositional. An action level
supports the execution of external functions and the evaluation of arithmetic expressions in
addition to its capability of adding negative and positive propositional effects. Each
numeric variable that belong to a fact level is represented as a multi-valued attribute in the
planning graph structure. When an action updates a numeric variable using an external
function or an arithmetic expression, we add this updated value as a new value to the multivalued concerned attributed. In this way, we consider that the old value is deleted and a
new value is added to the multi-valued attribute. This approach allows us to maintain the
addition and deletion edges of actions for numeric values. An action that updates a numeric
variable is related by an ADD edge to its new returned value and by a DEL edge to its
previous value in the multi-valued attribute.
Numeric domains can be infinite and thus, instantiating actions for all possible values
become impossible. For this reason, we propose an incremental instantiation of actions for
numeric values. To allow incremental instantiation, we introduce the concepts of implicit
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parameters and implicit conditions in order to maintain the precondition edges of the
actions that relate them to numeric facts.
Definition-3: A numeric variable that belongs to arguments of an external function is an implicit
precondition action parameter.
Definition-4: A numeric variable affected by an update function application or assigned to an
arithmetic expression is an implicit precondition action parameter.
Definition-5: An implicit precondition action parameter is related by a precondition edge to its
action.
This incremental instantiation is done by replacing the numeric variables by their
corresponding values from the current fact level, which avoids the flood of numeric values
and can be used for discrete and continuous numeric values. Only the variables that are
parameters of external functions and the right hand side numeric variables of expressions
are instantiated from the current fact level. All these incrementally instantiated variables are
added implicitly to the action preconditions by direct edges. These edges to implicit
preconditions will allow us to follow the trace of the functions application within the
planning graph during the extraction process. Therefore, we run through the planning
graph during the extraction of a plan without making difference between implicit and
explicit preconditions. This technique allows us to use black-box functions, because we will
be only concerned by the parameters and the returned value of a function to be able to
follow its trace through edges during the extraction process.
Algorithm-1 (see Fig. 3) starts by calling an initialization subroutine (see. Fig.2) in which the
construction of the planning graph begins by setting the first fact level to the initial state of
the planning problem, then by testing if the goal conditions are satisfied at the initial state to
return an empty plan, otherwise the algorithm instantiates the propositional variables of all
the actions of the planning domain.
initialization()/* subroutine to initialize the adapted Graphplan algorithm (Fig-2)*/
begin/*initialisation*/
Stop:= false;
/*condition to stop the graph expansion */
i:=0;
/*the planning graph level number*/
Facti := S0;
/*the initial planning graph fact level*/
Facts := {Facti}; /*the collection of all the planning graph fact levels*/
Actions := {};
/*the collection of all the planning graph action levels*/
MutF := {};
/*the set of mutual exclusions between facts*/
MutA := {};
/*the set of mutual exclusions between actions */
Plan := ∅;
A :={}; /* the set of ground actions */
/*test if the goal is satisfied in the initial state*/
Stop=testForSolution(Facts, Actions, MutF, MutA, G, Plan);
/*instantiate propositional action variables*/
for all a ∈ Act do
Instantiate a over P;
if conP(a) = true then A:= A ∪ {a};
end for
end
Fig. 2. Adapted Graphplan initialization subroutine
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Algorithm-1: Adapted Graphplan with external function application
Input: S0: initial state, G: Goal conditions, Act: Set of actions
Output: Plan: sequence of ground actions
begin
call initialization(); /* a subroutine that initializes variables*/
/*planning graph construction iterations*/
while (not Stop) do
Actioni:={};
for all a ∈ A do
InstNumeric(preN(a), Facti);
if conN(a) = true in Facti then
if preP (a) ⊆ Facti and preN (a) are all true in Facti then
InstNumeric(effN (a), Facti);
Actioni:=Actioni ∪ a ;
PointPreconditions(a, Facti);
end if
end if
end for
Actions := Actions ∪ Actioni;
/*Add the facts of previous level with their “no-op” actions”*/
i := i+1;
Facti := Facti-1;
for each f ∈ Facti-1 do
Actioni-1:=Actioni-1 ∪ “no-op”;
end for
/*Apply the applicable instantiated actions*/
for all a ∈ Actioni-1 and a ≠ “no-op” do
Facti:=Facti ∪ effp+ - effp- ;
for each e ∈ effN such that e = (n := g) do
if g is an external function then
call the function g;
else
evaluate the expression g;
end if
n=n ∪ g; /*add a new value to the muli-valued attribute n*/
end for
Connect a to its added or deleted effects;
/* an updated numeric value is considered as being deleted than added*/
end for
Facts := Facts ∪ Facti;
calculate the mutex relations for Actioni−1 and add them to MutA;
calculate the mutex relations for Facti and add them to MutF;
nonStop=testForSolution(Facts, Actions, MutF, MutA, G, Plan);
end while
end
Fig. 3. The adapted Graphplan algorithm to support the application of external functions
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Propositional instantiation is done once before the graph expansion by substituting the
propositional variables by all the possible combinations of the propositional problem objects
and by keeping only the instantiated actions that respect the validity of the list of
propositional constraints (conP list). We call these actions initially instantiated for their
propositional objects the partially instantiated actions. We note that, none of the numeric
variables are substituted before the planning graph expansion process.
Returning back to algorithm-1 (in Fig. 3) after initialization, now at each iteration i of the
planning graph expansion, the algorithm instantiates the numerical variables of the partially
instantiated actions for the actions that respect the validity of the list of numeric constraints
(conN list) and keeps only the actions that have their preconditions (propositional and
numeric) satisfied at the fact level i-1. The obtained actions form the set of applicable actions
at level i-1. The algorithm copies all the facts of level i-1 to the fact level i and adds their
corresponding “no-op” actions to the action level i-1 (one “no-op” for each fact). Each non“no-op” action of the applicable actions of level i-1 is applied at the iteration i, negative and
positive propositional effects are simply added to fact level i, and the numeric effects are
evaluated by interpreting their arithmetic expressions or by executing their external
functions, and then by assigning their returned values to the corresponding numeric
variables. After this step, the mutual exclusions between actions of level i-1 and between
actions of level i are calculated in the same manner as it is done in the original Graphplan
algorithm. At the end of the iteration i, the algorithm tests if the goal conditions are satisfied
at facts level i and there are no mutual exclusions between the facts satisfying the goal,
otherwise the algorithm expands a new graph level until finding a valid plan or a sufficient
condition (i.e. when the algorithms starts generating duplicated levels in the graph) that
indicates that there is no solution to the problem.
In the following we detail the processing of the main functions used by algorithms-1 (Fig. 3):
• boolean testForSolution(Facts: the set of all fact levels, Actions: the set of action levels,
MutF: the set of fact mutexes, MutA: the set of action mutexes,
G: the set of goal conditions, Plan: ordered set of actions to be returned){
/*this function tests if G is satisfied in Facts and if a valid plan can be found*/
if G is satisfied in Facts then
if Actions = {} then
Plan:={};
return true;
elseif the graph is saturated then
Plan:={’failure’};
return true;
else // search for a valid plan
return ExtractPLAN (Facts, Actions, MutF, MutA, G, Plan)
end if
end if
return false;
}
• boolean ExtractPLAN(Facts: the set of all fact levels, Actions: the set of action levels,
MutF: the set of fact mutexes, MutA: the set of action mutexes,
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G: the set of goal conditions, , Plan: ordered set of actions to be returned){

}

In backward-chaining start by the set of goals at the last level n, find a set
of actions (“no-op”s included) at level n-1 that add these goal facts. The
preconditions to these actions form a set of subgoals at level n− 1. Find the
actions at level n-2 that add these subgoals and so forth until reaching the
first level 0. If at a certain level the subgoals can not be reached then try to
find a different set of actions that add these subgoals and continue.
If level 0 is reached then
Plan:= ∪0, n Set of actions that add subgoals;
return true;
end if
//more levels have to be expanded
return false;

• InstNumeric(N: numeric variables set, Fact: fact level){
Instantiate the parameters of the external functions and the numeric variables of
the expressions in N (e.g. numerical effects of actions) by values from Fact
(e.g. Numerical fact level items)
}
• PointPreconditions(a: instantiated action, Fact: fact level){
Add as preconditions pointers to a all the facts from Fact that appear in preP(a) as
well as in preN(a) and in effN(a);
/*A numeric state variable is added implicitly as a precondition to a ground action if it is
assigned to an external function or if it appears in an expression or if it is a parameter of an
external function of this ground action*/
}
In figure 4 (see Fig. 4) we show the structure of the planning graph that handles multivalued numeric variables. The fact level 0 represents the initial state. It contains two
propositional facts “proposition1” and “proposition2” and three numeric variables “n1”,
”n2”, ”n3” that have respectively “v10“, “v20“, “v30“ as single values. We note that, at initial
state each numeric variable has a single value. At action level 0, “Action1” and “Action2” are
considered as having their preconditions satisfied at fact level 0. “Action1” has 2 satisfied
numeric preconditions “n1= v10” and”n2=v20”. “Action2” has one satisfied numeric
precondition ”n2=v20” and one satisfied propositional precondition “proposition2” which is
true at the current fact level.
Applying the two actions at level 0, “Action1” is considered to update the values of numeric
variables “n1” and ”n2” respectively to “v11“ and “v21“ each of which is the result of a
function application or an arithmetic expression evaluation. As “Action1” modifies the value
of “n1= v10” to “n1= v11” (respectively the value of “n2= v20” to “n2= v21”) then it is
considered as adding “n1= v11” (respectively “n2= v21”) and deleting “n1= v10” (respectively
“n2= v20”). “Action2” is considered as adding “proposition3” and deleting “proposition2”.
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All facts that are pre-existed in the previous fact level (level 0) are connected as being added
from this level by “no-op” actions to the next level (level 1).

Fig. 4. Adapted Graphplan construction with multi-valued numeric variables
We remark in this figure that, propositional facts are growing horizontally (by line) from
level to level and numeric facts are growing vertically (by column). Therefore, the number of
numeric variables will not vary during the graph expansion and will stay the same at the
last fact level. However, the number of values of each numeric variable can increase with
each new expanded fact level.

5. Heuristic search
Solving domain independent planning problems is PSPACE-complete (Bylander, 1994). To
reduce this complexity a heuristic function can be used to guide the search for a plan in the
search space instead of using a blind search strategy.
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The idea of deriving a heuristic function consists of formulating a simplified version of the
planning problem by relaxing some constraints of the problem. The relaxed problem can be
solved easily and quickly compared to the original problem. The solution of the relaxed
problem can then be used as a heuristic function that estimates the distance to the goal in the
original problem.
The most common relaxation method used for propositional planning is to ignore the
negative effects of actions. This method was originally proposed in (McDermott, 1996) and
(Bonet et al., 1997) and then used by the most of propositional heuristic planners (Bonet &
Geffner, 2001; Hoffman, 2001; Refanidis & Vlahavas, 2001).
With the arising of planners that solve problems with numerical knowledge such as metric
resources and time, a new relaxation method has been proposed to simplify the numerical
part of the problem. As proposed in Metric-FF (Hoffmann, 2002) and SAPA (Do &
Kambhampati, 2001), relaxing numerical state variables can be achieved by ignoring the
decreasing effects of actions. This numerical relaxation has been presented as an extension
to the propositional relaxation to solve planning problems that contain propositional and
numeric knowledge.
Knowing that, some planning problems contains actions that strictly increase or decrease
numeric variables without alternation, other problems uses numeric variables to represent
real world objects that have to be handled according to their quantity (Zalaket & Camilleri,
2004a) and thus applying the above proposed numerical relaxation method can be
inadmissible to solve this kind of problems. In this section, we start by explaining the
relaxed propositional task as it was proposed for STRIPS problems (McDermott, 1996), we
introduce a new relaxation method for numerical tasks in which we relax the numeric action
effects by ignoring the effects that move away numeric variable values from their goal
values, then we present the calculation of a heuristic function using a relaxed planning
graph over which we apply the above relaxation methods, and finally we present the use of
the obtained heuristic to guide the search for a plan in a variation of hill-climbing algorithm.
5.1 Propositional task relaxation
Relaxing a propositional planning task can be obtained by ignoring the negative effects of
actions.
Definition-6: Given a propositional planning task P=<S, A, sI, G>, the relaxed task P’ of P is

defined as P’=<S, A’, sI, G>, such that: ∀ a ∈ A and effP (a) = effP+ (a) ∪ effP- (a) ⇒ ∃ a’ ∈ A’ / effP
(a’)= effP+ (a)( which means effP (a’)= effP (a) - effP- (a)).
And thus, A’ = { conP(a), PreP(a), effP+ (a) , ∀ a ∈ A }.
The relaxed plan can be solved in polynomial time as it is proven by bylander (Bylander,
1994).
5.2 Numerical task relaxation
Relaxing a numerical planning task can be obtained by ignoring the negative effects of
actions that move away numeric values from the goal values.
Definition-7: Given a numerical planning task V=<S, A, sI, G>, the relaxed task V’ of V is defined
as V’=<S, A’, sI, G>, such that: ∀ a ∈ A and effN (a) = effN+ (a) ∪ effN- (a), such that:
∀ (n:=v) ∈ effN (a), where n is a numeric variable and v is a constant numeric value that can be the
result of an arithmetic expression or an executed external function.
Positive numeric effects effN+ (a) and negative numeric effects effN- (a) are defined as follows:
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∀ (n=vI) ∈ sI, where vI is a constant numeric value that represents the initial value of n.
if

else

(n θ vG) ∈ G, where θ ∈ {<, ≤, =, >, ≥} and vG is a constant numeric or the result of an
arithmetic expression or an executed external function.
if
distance (v, vG,) ≤ distance (vI, vG) and distance (vI, v) ≤ distance (vI, vG)
(the current value v of the numeric variable n is closer to the goal value vG of n
than the initial value vI from the initial value side.)
then
(n:=v) ∈ effN+ (a)
else
(n:=v) ∈ effN- (a)
endif

(n:=v) ∈ effN+ (a) / /(n does not appear in the goal state)
end if
Example of the distance calculation:
Assume that:
We have a numeric variable n which is equal to 0 at the initial state (vI=0) and is
equal to 5 in the goal state (vG=5).
We have an action a, which assigns to n respectively the values v1=-3, v2=-1, v3=1,
v4=5, v5=7, v6=11.
In this case the distance can be calculated as: distance (vj, vi)=|vj - vi|
By testing for relaxed action effects:
distance(vI, vG)= |vG – vI|=5
-

v1=-3: distance(v1, vG)=|vG – v1|=8 > distance(vI, vG) ⇒ (v1=-3) ∈ effN- (a)

-

v2=-1: distance(v2, vG)=|vG – v2|=6 > distance(vI, vG) ⇒ (v2=-1) ∈ effN- (a)

⇒ v1=-3 is ignored in the relaxed task.

-

⇒ v2=-1 is ignored in the relaxed task.
v3=1: distance(v3, vG)=|vG – v3|=4 ≤ distance(vI, vG) and distance(vI, v3)=|v3 – vI|=1≤
distance(vI, vG) ⇒ (v3= 1) ∈ effN+ (a) ⇒ v3=1 is held in the relaxed task.
v4=5: distance(v4, vG)=|vG – v4|=0 ≤ distance(vI, vG) and distance(vI, v4)=|v4 – vI|=5≤

distance(vI, vG)⇒ (v4= 4) ∈ effN+ (a) ⇒ v4=4 is held in the relaxed task.
v5=7: distance(v5, vG)=|v5 - vG |=2 ≤ distance(vI, vG), but distance(vI, v5)=|v5 – vI|=7 >
distance(vI, vG)⇒ (v5= 7) ∈ effN- (a) ⇒ v5=7 is ignored in the relaxed task.

-

v6=11: distance(v6, vG)=|v6

-

vG |=6 >

distance(vI, vG) ⇒ (v6= 11) ∈ effN- (a)

⇒ v6=11 is ignored in the relaxed task.
Remarks:
The distance formula can vary according to the comparison operator used in the goal
state, but it is the same for all numeric values used in the initial and the goal state.
Each numeric variable that appears in the initial state and doesn’t appear in the goal
conditions is automatically added to the positive numeric effects, because the values of
these variables are often used as preconditions for actions and thus, they can not be
ignored.
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Figure 5 (see Fig. 5) shows (in red) how negative numeric effects of an action that updates a
numeric variable n are considered. It also shows (in blue) the positive numeric effects of the
action which are considered according to the initial and the goal values of the variable n.
Note that, exchanging the values of n between initial and goal states will not affect the
ranges of selected positive and negative numeric effects.

Fig. 5. Choosing negative and positive numeric action effects

Fig. 6. Numeric relaxed action effects variation according to goal comparison operators.
Figure 6 (see Fig. 6) shows how the selection of negative (in red) and positive (in blue)
numeric effects depends on the comparison operator used for comparing the numeric
variable n in the goal conditions. Therefore, the distance formula is calculated according to
the operator used irrespective of the values of n in initial and goal states. As can be observed
in this figure, a tighter range of positive numeric effects can be obtained when the equal
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operator is used to compare the value of n in the goal conditions, and consequently a
smaller search space will be generated for the relaxed problem, which accelerates the
process of search for a plan for that problem.
5.3 Mixed planning problem relaxation
Definition-8: Given a mixed propositional and numerical planning problem P=<S, A, sI, G>, the
relaxed problem P’ of P is defined as P’=<S, A’, sI, G>, such that: ∀ a ∈ A and eff(a)= effP(a) ∪
effN(a) and effP (a) = effP+ (a) ∪ effP- (a) and effN (a) = effN+ (a) ∪ effN- (a)⇒ ∃ a’ ∈ A’ /
eff (a’)=
effP+(a) ∪ effN+(a).
And thus, A’ = { conP(a), Pre (a), eff + (a) =effP+ (a) ∪ effN+ (a), ∀ a ∈ A }.
Definition-9: A sequence of applicable actions {a1, a2, …, an} is a relaxed plan for the planning
problem P=<S, A, sI, G> if {a’1, a’2, …, a’n} is a plan of its relaxed problem P’=<S, A’, sI, G>.

6. Relaxed planning graph with functions application
Like the planning graph structure used in the adapted Graphplan algorithm, the relaxed
planning graph consists of 2 types of levels fact levels and action levels. Algorithm-2 (see
Fig. 7) shows how the relaxed planning graph is expanded until reaching a fact level that
satisfied the goal conditions or until obtaining consecutive duplicated fact levels. This test is
done by using the function testForSolution(Facts, Actions, G, Plan), which will be modified
compared to the one used in the adapted Graphplan implementation (Fig. 3).
Compared to algorithm-1 (Fig. 3), algorithm-2 (Fig. 7) applies only the positive propositional
and numeric effects of actions for generating the next fact level, as discussed in sextion-5. An
additional relaxation is added to the planning graph construction in algorithm-2, which
consists of ignoring the mutual exclusion between facts and between actions. Therefore, the
initialization subroutine for algorithm-2 will be the same as in Fig. 2 but without the mutual
exclusion lists. This latter relaxation allows the relaxed planning graph to apply conflicting
actions in parallel, and thus to reach the goal state faster in polynomial time.
The test for solution
• boolean testForSolution(Facts: the set of all fact levels, Actions: the set of action levels,
G: set of goal conditions, Plan: ordered set of the actions to be returned){
/*this function tests if G is satisfied in Facts and if a relaxed plan can be found*/
if G is satisfied in Facts then
if Actions = {} then
Plan:={};
return true;
elseif the graph is saturated then
Plan:={’failure’};
return true;
elseif G is satisfied at Facts[final_level] then
// extract a relaxed plan see algorithm-3
ExtractRelaxedPLAN (Facts, Actions, G, Plan)
end if
end if
return false;
}
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Algorithm-2: Relaxed planning graph with external function application
Input: S0: initial state, G: Goal conditions, Act: Set of actions
Output: Plan: sequence of ground actions
begin

call initialization(); /* a subroutine that initializes variables*/
/*relaxed planning graph construction iterations*/
while (not Stop) do
Actioni:={};
for all a ∈ A do
InstNumeric(preN(a), Facti);
if conN(a) = true in Facti then
if preP (a) ⊆ Facti and preN (a) are all true in Facti then
InstNumeric(effN (a), Facti);
Actioni:=Actioni ∪ a ;
PointPreconditions(a, Facti);
end if
end if
end for
Actions := Actions ∪ Actioni;
/*Add the facts of previous level with their “no-op” actions”*/
i := i+1;
Facti := Facti-1;
for each f ∈ Facti-1 do
Actioni-1:=Actioni-1 ∪ “no-op”;
end for
/*Apply the applicable positive instantiated actions*/
for all a ∈ Actioni-1 and a ≠ “no-op” do
Facti:=Facti ∪ effp+
for each e ∈ effN+ do
if g is an external function then
call the function g;
else
evaluate the expression g;
end if
/*add a new value to the muli-valued attribute n*/
n=n ∪ g;
end for
Connect a to its added effects;
end for
Facts := Facts ∪ Facti;
nonStop=testForSolution(Facts, Actions, G, Plan);
end while

end
Fig. 7. The relaxed planning graph construction algorithm
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6.1 Relaxed plan extraction
Once the relaxed planning graph is constructed using the algorithm-2 (Fig. 7) up to a level
that satisfies the goals, the extraction process can be applied in backward chaining as shown
in algorithm-3 (Fig. 8) which details the ExtractRelaxedPLAN function called by the
testForSolution function of in algorithm-2 as detailed in section-6:
Algorithm-3: Extract plan in backward chaining from the relaxed planning graph
Name: ExtractRelaxedPlan
Input: Facts: Set of fact levels, G: Goal conditions, Actins: Set of action levels
Output: Plan: sequence of ground actions
begin
Plan:={};
Gfinal_level:= { g ∈ Facts[final_level] / g satisfies G};
for i = final_level to 1 do
Gi-1:={};
for each g ∈ Gi do
acts:= {actions at level final_level-1 that add g};
selAct:= get_first_element_of(acts);
if act ≠ “no-op” then
for act ∈ acts do
if act= ‘no-op’ then
selAct:=act;
break;
end if
// Select the action that has the minimum number of preconditions
if nb_preconditions_of(act)< nb_preconditions_of (selAct) then
selAct:=act;
end if
end for
end if
plan:=plan ∪ selAct;
Gi-1:= Gi-1 ∪ { f ∈ Facts[i-1] s.t. f is a precondition of selAct};
end for
end for
end
Fig. 8. Plan extraction from a relaxed planning graph
Each sub-goal in the final fact level (the level that satisfies the goal conditions), is replaced
by the preconditions and by the implicit preconditions (definitions 3 and 4) of the action that
adds it and the action is added to the list of relaxed plan. Normally, a “no-op” action will be
preferred if it adds a sub-goal. If there is not a “no-op” action that adds the sub-goal and
there is more than one action that add it, then we choose the action that has the minimum
number of preconditions and implicit preconditions from these latter. We replace the subgoal fact by the facts that serve as preconditions and implicit preconditions to the chosen
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action. We can backtrack in the graph to choose another action adding the sub-goal if a
selected action doesn’t lead to a solution. Once all goals of the final level are replaced by the
sub-goals of previous level, this previous level becomes the final level and the sub-goals
become the new goals. This process is repeated until reaching the first fact level. The
resulting heuristic is considered as the distance to the goal and it is calculated by counting
the number of actions of the relaxed plan.

h=

final _ level −1

∑| a
i =0

i

|

, where [a0, a1, ...., afinal_level-1] is the relaxed plan.

Note that, during the backward plan extraction, we don’t make any difference between
numeric and propositional facts as all facts even that are results of applied functions are
accessed via action edges that are stored in the planning graph structure.
6.2 Heuristic planner running over the effects of applied functions
The main search algorithm that we use to find a plan in the original problem is a variation of
hill-climbing search guided by the heuristic h detailed in section-6.1. The heuristic is
calculated for each state s in the search space. At each step we select the child having the
lowest heuristic value compared to other children of the same parent to be the next state
step, and so on until we reach a state with a heuristic equal to zero. If at some step,
algorithm-2 doesn’t find a relaxed plan that leads a state s to the goal state then the heuristic
h will be considered as infinite at this step.
Each time a state is selected (except of the initial state) the action which leads to this selected
state is added to the plan list. The variation of hill-climbing is when a child having the
lowest heuristic is selected, if its heuristic value is greater than the parent state heuristic then
the child can be accepted to be the next state step as long as the total number of children
exceeding the parent heuristic value is less than a given threshold number. Another
variation of hill climbing is: The number of consecutive plateaus (where the calculated
heuristic value stays invariable) is accepted up to a prefixed constant. After that a worst-case
scenario is launched. This scenario consists of selecting the child who has the lowest
heuristic greater than the current state heuristic (invariable), and then to continue the search
from this children state by trying to escape the plateau. This scenario can also be repeated
up to a prefixed threshold.
In all the above cases, if hill-climbing exceeds one of the quoted thresholds or when the
search fails to find a plan the hill-climbing is considered as unable to find a solution and an
A* search begins. As HSP and FF, we have added to hill climbing search and to A* search a
list of visited states to avoid calculating a heuristic more than once for the same state. At
each step a generated state is checked to see if it exists in the list of visited states in order cut
it off to avoid cycles. According to our tests, we have noticed that most of the problems can
be solved with hill-climbing algorithm. Only some tested domain problems (like ferry with
capacity domain) have failed with hill-climbing search so early. But, the solution has been
found later with the A* search.

7. Empirical results
We have implemented as prototypes all the above algorithms in Java language. We have run
these algorithms over multiple foremost numeric domains that necessitate non classical
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handling such as the water jugs domain, the manufacturing domain, the army deployment
domain and the numeric ferry domain as introduced in (Zalaket & Camilleri 2004a). We
note that, some of these domains such as manufacturing and army deployment are usually
expressed and solved with scheduling or with mathematical approach.
Our tests can be summarized in three phases: In the first phase, we have started by running
a blind forward planning algorithm that supports the execution of external functions. Our
objective at this phase was only to study the feasibility and the effectiveness of integrating
such functions written in a host programming language to planning in order to accomplish
some complex computation. In the second phase, we have run the adapted Graphplan
algorithm with which we have obtained optimal plans for all the problems, but it was not
able to solve large problems. In the third phase, we have run the heuristic planner over all
the above cited domains. Larger problems are solved with this planner, but the generated
plans were not always optimal as it was the case in the second phase.
We have made minor efforts for optimizing our implementation in the one or the other of
the above phases. Even though, we can conclude that the heuristic algorithm is the most
promising one despite its non-optimal plans. We think that some additional constraints can
be added to this algorithm to allow it generating better plans quality. We also remark that
some planning domains can be modelled numerically instead of symbolically to obtain
extremely better results. For example, in the numeric ferry domain the heuristic algorithm
was able to solve problems that move hundreds of cars instead of tenth with classical
propositional planners.

8. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented multiple extensions for classical planning algorithms in
order to allow them to solve more realistic problems. This kind of problems can contain any
type of knowledge and can require complex handling which is not yet supported by the
existing planning algorithms. Some complicated problems can be expressed with the recent
extensions to PDDL language, but the main lack remains especially because of the
incapacity of the current planners. We have suggested and tested the integration to planning
of external functions written in host programming languages. These functions are useful to
handle complicated tasks that require complex numeric computation and conditional
behaviour. We have extended the Graphplan algorithm to support the execution of these
functions. In this extension to GraphPlan, we have suggested the instantiation of numeric
variables of actions incrementally during the expansion of the planning graph. This can
restrict the number of ground actions by using for numeric instantiation only the problem
instances of the numeric variables instead of using all the instances of the numeric variable
domain which can be huge or even infinite. We have also proposed a new approach to relax
the numeric effects of actions by ignoring the effects that move away the values of numeric
variables from their goal values. We have then used this relaxation method to extract a
heuristic which we have used it later in a heuristic planner.
According to our tests on domains like the manufacturing one, we conclude that scheduling
problems can be totally integrated into AI planning and solved using our extensions. As
future work, we will attempt to test and maybe customize our algorithms to run over some
domains adapted from the motion planning, in order to extend the AI planning to also cover
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the motion planning and other robotic problems currently solved using mathematical
approaches.
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1. Introduction
One of the basic challenges in the design of large systems is how to reduce time spent to
attain the optimal point of the objective function of the design process. The design process
itself includes optimization of the structure of the future system, but since this stage is
related to an artificial intelligence problem still unresolved, in the general case it is
performed “by hand”, and thus is absent in the CAD systems. In other words, the
traditional approach to computer-aided design consists of two main parts: a model of the
system set up in the form of a network described by some algebraic or integro-differential
equations, and the parametric optimization procedure – to seek the optimum of the
objective function corresponding to the sought characteristics of the system under design.
There are some powerful methods that reduce the necessary time for the circuit analysis.
Because a matrix of the large-scale circuit is a very sparse, the special sparse matrix
techniques are used successfully for this purpose (Osterby & Zlatev, 1983). Other approach
to reduce the amount of computational required for the linear and nonlinear equations is
based on the decomposition techniques. The partitioning of a circuit matrix into borderedblock diagonal form can be done by branches tearing as in (Wu, 1976), or by nodes tearing
as in (Sangiovanni-Vincentelli et al., 1977) and jointly with direct solution algorithms gives
the solution of the problem. The extension of the direct solution methods can be obtained by
hierarchical decomposition and macromodel representation (Rabat et al., 1985). Other
approach for achieving decomposition at the nonlinear level consists on a special iteration
techniques and has been realized for example in (Ruehli et al., 1982; George, 1984) for the
iterated timing analysis and circuit simulation. Optimization technique that is used for the
circuit optimization and design exert a very strong influence on the total necessary
computer time too. The numerical methods are developed both for the unconstrained and
for the constrained optimization (Fletcher, 1980; Gill et al., 1981). The practical aspects of use
of these methods are developed for VLSI circuit design, yield, timing and area optimization
(Brayton et al., 1981; Ruehli, 1987; Massara, 1991). It is possible to suppose that the circuit
analysis methods and the optimization procedures will be improved later on. Meanwhile, it
is possible to reformulate the total design problem and generalize it to obtain a set of
different design strategies. It is clear that a finite but a large number of different strategies
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include more possibilities for the selection of one or several design strategies that are timeoptimal or quasi-time-optimal ones. This is especially right if we have infinite number of the
different design strategies.
The time required for optimization grows rapidly as the system complexity increases. The
known measures of reduction of the time for system analysis (in the traditional approach)
turned out to be insufficiently advanced.
By convention, the generally accepted ideas of network design will be called the traditional
strategy of design, meaning that the method of analysis is based on Kirchhoff’s laws. A new
formulation of the network optimization problem without strict adherence to Kirchhoff’s
laws was suggested in (Kashirskiy, 1976; Kashirskiy & Trokhimenko, 1979). This process
was called the generalized optimization and used the idea of ignoring Kirchhoff’s laws for
the whole network or some part of it. In this case, apart from minimization of the previously
defined objective function, we also had to minimize the residual of the equation system
describing the network model. In the extreme case, when the residual function included all
equations of the network mathematical model, this idea was practically implemented in two
CAD systems (Rizzoli et al., 1990; Ochotta et al., 1996). The authors of these works asserted
that overall time of design was reduced considerably. This latter idea may be termed the
modified traditional design strategy. As distinct from the traditional approach proper,
including network model analysis at every step of the optimization procedure, the modified
traditional strategy of deign may be defined as a strategy which does not include at all the
model analysis in the process of optimization.
Another formulation of the network design problem based on the idea proposed in
(Zemliak, 2001) can be introduced by generalization and formulation of this idea to obtain a
set of different design strategies. Here we may pass to the problem of selecting, among this
set, a strategy optimal in some sense – for instance, from the running-time viewpoint. Then
the optimal strategy of design may be defined as a strategy permitting us to reach the
optimal point of the objective function in minimal time. The main issue in this definition is
what conditions have to be fulfilled to construct the algorithm providing for the optimal
time. The answer to this question will make it possible to reduce substantially the computer
time necessary for the design.

2. Problem formulation
By the traditional design strategy we mean the problem of design of an analogue network
with a given topology based on the process of unconditional minimization of an objective
function C ( X ) in a space R K , where K is the number of independent variables.
Simultaneously, we are seeking the solution to a system of M dependent on some
components of the vector X. It is assumed that the physical model can be described by a
system of nonlinear algebraic equation:

g j ( X ) = 0,

j = 1,2 , . . . , M

(1)

X = ( X ′, X ′′) , where the vector X ′ ∈ R K
M
is the vector of independent variables, the vector X ′′ ∈ R , is the vector of dependent

The vector

X ∈ RN

is broken into two parts:
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variables and N = K + M . This partition into independent and dependent variables is a
matter of convention, because any parameter may be considered independent or dependent.
Due to such definition, some parameters of the design process, for example, frequency,
temperature, etc., are beyond our consideration. We can easily include them in the general
design procedure, but here we presume them to be constant and include them the
coefficients of system (1).
In the general case, the process of minimization of the objective function
K

C( X ) in the space

R of independent variables for the two-step procedure can be described by the following
vector equation:

X ′ s+1 = X ′ s + t s ⋅ H s
where s is the iterations number,

t

s

is an iteration parameter,

(2)

t s ∈ R1 , and H is a function
C ( X ) . The constraints for

establishing the direction of lowering the objective function
independent variables can be bypassed easily, which is shown in the examples given in the
second part of this work.
A particular feature of the design process, at least for electronic network applications, is that
we are not obliged to fulfill conditions (1) at every step of the optimization procedure. It is
sufficient to satisfy these conditions at the final point of the design process. In this event the
vector function H depends on the objective function C ( X ) and on some additional
penalty function ϕ ( X ) , whose structure includes all the equations of system (1) and can
be defined, for instance, as:

ϕ (X

s

) = ε1 ∑ g (X )
M

j =1

2
j

s

(3)

In this case we define the design process as an unconditional optimization problem:

X
in the space
function F (

s+1

= X s + ts ⋅ H s

(4)

R N without any additional system of constraints, but for a new
X ) , which can be defined, for instance, as an additive function:

objective

F ( X ) = C( X ) + ϕ ( X )

(5)

Then at the point of minimum of the objective function F ( X ) we also have the minimum
of the objective function C ( X ) , and system (1) is satisfied at the final point of the
optimization process. This method can be called the modified traditional method of design:
it reproduces a different strategy of design and a different trajectory in the space

RN .
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On the other hand, we can generalize the idea of using of an additional penalty function, if
the penalty function is formed only from a part of system (1) while the remaining part is
regarded as a system of constraints. In this event the penalty function includes, for example,
only Z first terms of ϕ

( X s) =

1

ε

Z

∑ g ( X ) , where Z ∈ [ 0, M ] and other M - Z
s

2
i

i=1

equations form, instead of (1), a modified system make up one modification of the
system (1):

g j ( X ) = 0,

j = Z + 1, Z + 2 , ... , M

(6)

Obviously, every new value of the parameter Z generates a new design strategy and a new
trajectory. This notion can be easily extended to a situation when the penalty function

ϕ(X)

includes Z arbitrary equations of system (1). The overall number of different

design strategies in this case equals

2M .

All these strategies exist within the same
K+Z

optimization procedure. The optimization procedure is realized in the space R
. The
number of dependent parameters M grows together with complexity of the system while
the number of different design strategies grows by exponential law. These strategies are
characterized by different numbers of operations and different overall running time.
Accordingly, we may formulate the problem of searching for the design strategy optimal in
time, i.e., having a minimum running time of the processor.
Let us estimate the number of operations for several design strategies. The traditional design
strategy includes two systems of equations. To be specific, assume that the optimization
procedure is based on a gradient method and can be defined by a system of ordinary
differential equations for independent variables in the form

dxi
δ
=−b ⋅
C( X ) , i = 1, 2 , ... , K
δxi
dt
where b is the iterative parameter. The operator

δ
δxi

δ
∂ϕ ( X )
ϕ(X)
=
+
δxi
∂xi

(7)

means that

∂ϕ ( X ) ∂x p
∂ x p ∂ xi
K +1

K+M
=
p

∑

.

Nevertheless, the use of the gradient method does not mean loss of generality of the results
obtained. It is necessary only that we represent the optimization process as a system of
ordinary differential equations for independent variables. The mathematical model of an
electronic system in this case is a system of constraints and is described by equation (1). The
number of operations for solution of system (1) by Newton’s method will be

S ⋅ [ M 3 + M 2 ( 1 + P ) + MP ] , where P

is the average number of operations for
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g j ( X ) , and S
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is the number of iterations in Newton’s method for resolving

system (1). The number of operations in a single step of integration of system (7) by
Newton’s method is

K + C ⋅ ( 1 + K ) + ( 1 + K ) ⋅ S ⋅ [ M 3 + M 2 ( 1 + P ) + MP] , where C is

the number of operations for calculation of the objective function. The overall number of
operations for resolving the problem (1) and (7) by Newton’s method, i.e.,

{

}

N=
L1 K + ( 1 + K ) {C + S ⋅ [ M 3 + M 2 ( 1 + P) + MP] }
1

(8)

where L1 is the overall number of steps in the optimization algorithm.
The modified traditional strategy of design is fully defined by the equation system of the
optimization procedure without any additional limitations. In this case the number of
independent variables equals K+M. The fundamental system has the form

dxi
δ
=−b ⋅
F ( X ) , i = 1,2 , ... , K +
δxi
dt

(9)

M

where F(X) is the generalized objective function: F=
( X ) C( X ) +

1

ε

M

∑g

The overall number of operations for resolving (9) is

j =1

2
j

(X).

N=
L2 { K + M + ( 1+ K + M ) ⋅ [ C + ( P + 1) M] }
2

(10)

A more general strategy of design can be defined as a strategy having a variable number of
independent parameters equal to K+Z. Here we use two systems of equations, (6) and (11):

dx i
δ
F( X ),
=− b ⋅
dt
δ xi
where=
F (X )

C (X

)+

1

ε

Z

∑

j =1

g

2
j

i = 1,2 , ... , K + Z

(11)

(X ).

Then the overall number of operations

N3

for resolution of systems (6) and (11) can be

evaluated as:

=
N3 L3{K + Z + (1+ K + Z){C + (P +1)Z + S ⋅[(M − Z) + (M − Z) (1+ P) + (M − Z)P]}}
3

2

(12)
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This formula turns into (8) if Z=0, and into (10) when Z=M. Analysis of the number of
operations

N3

as a function of the parameter Z permits us to find the conditions for defining

the strategy characterized by a minimum running time. For linear system (1), in the Newton’s
method the number of iterations S=1, and the traditional approach is optimal, but for a
nonlinear system this is not the case. Also, we assume that the iterations number L 3 and the
number of operations C for objective function calculation depend on the number of
independent parameters as L3 = L0 ⋅ ( K + Z ) , C = C0 ⋅ ( K + Z ) . This assumption may be
considered trivial, but the main difficulty consists in indeterminacy of the powers n and m.
On the other hand, the number of iterations S in Newton’s method does not depend, to a first
approximation, on the order of system (12), and represents some constant S 0 . In practice, to
n

obtain the accuracy

δ = 10 −10 − 10 −12 ,

m

this constant value is within 4 - 5. The average

number of operations P for calculation of the function

gj( X )

is invariant to Z in the case of

analysis of an electronic system. This is true, because the conductance matrix of an electronic
network is sparse. We assume that this number of operations is constant and equal to P0 .
Then expression (12) for calculation of the function

N 3 (Z )

can be reduced to the form

(Z ) L0 ⋅ (K + Z ) ⋅{K + Z + (1+ K + Z )[C0 ⋅ (K + Z ) + Z(1+ P0 )]
N3=
n

m

(13)

+ S0 ⋅ ((M − Z ) + (M − Z ) (1+ P0 ) + (M − Z )P0 )]}
3

2

In conformity with the fundamental definition of optimal design strategy, we can find this
strategy from analysis of this formula. We have to find the optimum point
the function

N 3 (Z

is optimal. If

Z opt

) has a minimum value. If the case of

Z opt

Z opt

, in which

=0, the traditional strategy

=M, the modified traditional strategy is optimum. If

Z opt

is confined

within (0, M) interval, then some intermediate strategy is optimal. The derivative of the
function

N 3 (Z ) defined by equation (13) is defined by the formula:

n −1
m
3
2
=
N3′ (Z ) L0n(K + Z ) {K + Z + (1 + K + Z )[C0 (K + M ) + Z (1 + P0 ) + S0 ((M − Z ) + (M − Z ) (1 + P0 )

+ (M − Z )P0 )]}+ L0 (K + Z ) {1 + C0 (K + M ) + (1 + K + 2Z )(1 + P0 ) + S0[(M − Z )
n

m

3

+ (M − Z ) (1 + P0 ) + (M − Z )P0 − (1 + K + Z )(3(M − Z ) + 2(M − Z )(1 + P0 ) + P0 )]}
2

2

To ensure that the optimal point lies within the [0, M] interval, it is necessary and sufficient to
fulfill the following two conditions for the derivative at the interval boundaries: N 3′ ( 0) < 0
and

N 3′ ( M ) > 0 . It is expedient to introduce an additional parameter q = M

value of derivative

K

. Then the

N 3′ (0 ) , under the conditions m=1 and M , K → ∞, can be calculated by
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N 3′ ( 0 ) = L 0 K n + 1 M 2 S 0 ( 1 + n ) q − 3

condition for the parameter n to meet the inequality

] . We have to impose a special

N 3′ ( 0) < 0 . This condition is set by

3
− 1 . In the majority of systems, q ≤ 1 . In this case, for the parameter n
q
the condition is set in the form n < 2 + ε . On the other hand, the derivative N 3′ ( Z ) in the
point Z=M, under the condition M , K → ∞ has the form:
the formula

n<

) L0 ( K + M )
N 3′ ( M=
Provided

that

n=2,

the

n +1

⎤
⎡
( 1 + K + 2 M + nM ) ( 1 + P0 )
⎢ C0 ( 1 + n ) +
− S 0 P0 ⎥ .
K+M
⎦
⎣

N 3′ ( M ) > 0

inequality

provides

the

condition

1+ 4q
(1+ P0 ) − S0 P0 > 0 . When q → 1 and C0 ≈ P0 , this formula turns into
1+ q
P0 ( 55
. − S0 ) + 25
. > 0 . If n=1, then the condition P0( 4 − S0 ) + 2 > 0 is valid. The
condition N 3′ ( M ) > 0 can be fulfilled if the number of iterations S 0 equals 4 or 5.
3C0 +

Consequently, in this case the optimal point

Z opt lies within [0, M] interval.

3. Problem formulation by control theory approach
The most general approach to the problem of construction of the optimal design algorithm
can be worked out based on the optimal control theory. We can define the design strategy
with the aid of equations (4) and (6) with the variable parameter Z during the whole process
of optimization. It means that we may change the number of independent variables and the
number of terms in the penalty function formula at every point of optimization procedure.
Also, it is worth introducing into our consideration a vector of control functions

U = (u1 , u2 ,...,um ) , where u j ∈ Ω and Ω ={0;1} . In other words, every control function
u j can take the value 0 or 1. These functions have the meaning of control functions of the

design process and generalize this process. Particularly, the meaning of the control function
u j is as follows: the equation with the ordinal number j belongs to system (6), while the
term

g 2j ( X )

is eliminated from the right-hand part of formula (3) if

u j = 0 , and vice versa -

the j-th equation is excluded from system (6) and the respective term appears in the righthand part of formula (3) if u j = 1. Then the system model equations and the type of the
penalty function can be rewritten in the form:

0 j = 1,2 , ... , M
(1 − u ) g ( X ) =
j

j

,

(14)
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1

=
ϕ (X )
All the control functions

uj

M

∑u
ε
j =1

j

⋅ g 2j ( X

)

(15)

are functions of a current point of the design process. In this case

(

)

the directed motion vector H = f X , U is the function of the vectors X and U. The
number of various design strategies generated within a single optimization procedure is
virtually unlimited. Among all these strategies, there are one or several strategies, which are
optimal and accomplish all the goals of design in a minimum possible time. Hence, the
problem of search for the optimal strategy is now formulated as a typical problem of
minimization of some functional in the optimal control theory. The functional value
represents the actual running time of the processor. The main difficulty of such definition
consists in unknown optimal dependencies of the control functions u j . However, if we have
an optimal vector of control functions, the optimal design strategy will be realized with the
aid of this vector.
The idea of formulation of optimal design of a system from the viewpoint of time as a
problem of minimization of a functional invoked from the optimal control theory, does not
depend on some specific realization of the optimization algorithm, and can be embedded into
an arbitrary optimization procedure. All this has been shown in (Zemliak, 2001), with
approbation of three different algorithms, which are typical representatives of three major
groups of optimization methods: the gradient method, the Newton’s method and the
Davidon-Fletcher-Powell method (DFP).
Now the process of network optimization is formulated as a controllable dynamic process.
We have possibility to control the design process by means of the control vector U variation.
In the above formulation, every possible design strategy, defined by the vector U, has its own
trajectory in the space of variables. Obviously, the comparison of different trajectories by the
time of moving over them, or by some other parameters, is consistent only in situation when
these trajectories have identical initial and final points. On the other hand, the objective
function C ( X ) has a number of local minima, since design problems are nonlinear in
principle, even if the design concerns a physically linear system. In this case, for consistent
comparison of different strategies and their trajectories, it is desirable to impose additional
conditions of single-valuedness for attainment of one and the same point in the space
parameters. At the same time, the problem of ambiguity is not a peculiar feature of the new
formulation of the design methodology. We face this problem every time when starting the
design process from different initial points. In future, both in theoretical reasoning and in
practical examples, we shall assume that the problem of single-valuedness of the final point is
overcome by imposing some additional conditions on the variables. It should be specially
stressed that this problem is essential only in comparison of different strategies and their
trajectories, while in actual design we do not need any additional conditions except for
feasibility requirements.
The process of system design, formulated in the terms of the control theory, can be described
either in discrete or in continuous form. The continuous form is traditional for the optimal
control theory. To represent the problem in the continuous form, we assume that numerical
equation (2) corresponding to the optimization process can be replaced by a differential
equation:
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dX
= f ( X ,U )
dt
where the right-hand part f ( X , U ) is the vector of directed motion of
the generalized objective function F ( X , U ) .

(16)
H and depends on

What this means is that the design process is formulated as the problem of integration of
system (16) with additional conditions (14). The structure of the function

f ( X ,U )

can be

defined as follows:

f (F ( X , U )) = − F ´( X , U )

(17)

- for the gradient method,

)) − {F ´´( X , U
f (F ( X , U =
- for the Newton method, where F ´´ ( X , U

)}− 1 ⋅ F ´( X , U )

(17´)

) is a matrix of second derivatives,

f (F ( X , U )) = − B ( X , U ) ⋅ F ´( X , U )

(17´´)

- for the DFP method, where B(X,U) is a symmetric, positive definite matrix of the DFP
algorithm.
In this case the problem of construction of the optimal, in terms of running time, design
algorithm is formulated as a typical problem of functional minimization of the control theory
for differential equation system (16). The right-hand part of (16) depends on the particular
method of optimization, for instance, (17), (17´), or (17´´), and has an objective function
defined by formulas (5), (15) and constraints (14). An additional difficulty is that the righthand parts of system (16) are piecewise continuous functions rather than strictly continuous.
Such a problem for system (16) with piecewise continuous control functions can be resolved
most effectively based on the known maximum principle (Pontryagin et al., 1962), but
straightforward application of this principle for nonlinear problems of large dimensionality is
highly problematical. This problem can be resolved based on provisions developed in the
process of approximate solution of control theory problems (Fedorenko, 1969; Pytlak, 1999).
The fundamental system of equations of design process for the three algorithms of
optimization is given below. System (16), which can be rewritten in component-wise form as

dx i
= f i (X , U
dt

),

in combination with (14) defines the design process.

i = 1,2,...,N

(18)
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In the case of gradient method, the right-hand part of (18), i.e.,

) −
f i ( X , U=
f i ( X ,U=) −u i − K

where

δ
F (X , U ),
δxi

(1 − ui − K ) {− x s + η ( X )},
δ
F ( X ,U ) +
i
i
δ xi
ts

(X ,U ) C (X ) +
F=

1

M

∑u
ε
j =1

j

(19)

i = 1,2 , ... , K

i = K +1, K + 2,..., N

(19´)

g 2j ( X ) . The function η i ( X ) , written in an implicit

(

)

xis +1 x is +1 = η i ( X ) obtained after
resolving the system (14), and the control variables u j are the functions of “current time”.

form, defines the current value of the variable

In the case of Newton’s method or DFP, equations (19) and (19´) undergo some
modifications:
N

) − ∑ bik
f i ( X , U=
k =1

f i ( X ,U=)
where

bik

N

−u i − K ∑ bik
k =1

δ
F (X , U ) ,
δxk

(1 − u i − K ) {− x s + η ( X )},
δ
F ( X ,U ) +
i
i
δx k
ts

is an element of the inverse Hessian

=
B s +1 B s +

( )
(R ) Q
Rs R
s T

s

s

s = 0 ,1,... , while R = X

(B Q )(B Q ) ,
(Q ) B Q
− X and Q = F´(X

−
s+1

s

s

s

s T

s

s

s

is

s T
s

i = K + 1, K + 2,..., N

{F ´´( X ,U )}−1 for Newton’s method, or an

element of the matrix B(X,U) in DFP method.
In
the
latter
case
the
matrix
B(X,U)
s T

i = 1,2 , ... , K

where

s+1

defined

B0

by

expressions

is the unitary matrix,

,U s ) − F´(X s ,U s ).

4. Numerical results
Numerical results in conformity with the new approach to formulation of the design process
are presented below. They point to the prospects arising in construction of the optimal (in
terms of minimum running time) algorithm. The primary emphasis is placed on
demonstration of new opportunities appearing due to application of the new methodology.
The number of nodes in the networks taken for illustrations in this part varies from 3 to 5. We
deal with the problem of dc analysis, where the objective function

C(X )

is defined as the

sum of squared differences between the preset and current values of nodal voltages for some
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nodes, supplemented with additional inequalities for some elements of the network. The
calculations presented below correspond to the different optimization methods: the gradient
method, the Newton’s method, and the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell method (DFP).
The basic system of equations (16) was integrated by the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method.
The integration step was variable and optimal for every new strategy to minimize the
processor running time. The processor operation time indicated in the calculations
corresponds to a computer with the processor Pentium 4, 2.2 GHz.
Fig. 1 shows the equivalent circuit of the network to be designed. The circuit has four
independent variables (K=4), conductances y1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 , three dependent variables
(M=3), nodal voltages V1 ,V2 ,V3 , and two nonlinear elements.

Fig. 1. Topology of three-node network
The nonlinear elements are defined as follows:
=
y n1

=
y n 2 a n 2 + bn 2 (V 2 − V 3 )

2

a n 1 + b n 1 (V 1 − V 2 )

. The nonlinearity parameters are

2

bn1 = bn 2 = 1 .

,

The

x12 = y1, x 22 = y 2 , x32 = y3 ,
components x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 by the

components of the vector X are defined by formulas

x42 = y4 , x5 = V1, x6 = V2 , x7 = V3 .

Defining the

above formulas automatically results in positive magnitudes of the conductances, which
eliminates the issue of positive definiteness for each resistance and conductance and make it
possible to carry out the optimization in the whole space of magnitudes of these variables
without any limitations.
In this case we have a system of seven equations playing the role of the optimization
algorithm, while the network model can be expressed by three nonlinear equations:

dxi
δ
= −
F ( X ,U ) ,
δx i
dt

i = 1,2,3,4

(1− ui−4 ) {− x (t − dt) +η ( X )}
dxi
δ
=
−ui−4 ⋅ F( X ,U ) +
, i = 5,6,7
i
i
dt
δxi
dt
3

where

( X ,U ) C ( X ) + ∑ u j g 2j ( X ) ,
F=
j =1

(20)
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g1( X ) ≡ ( x12 + x22 + an1 + bn1x62 ) x5 − ( an1 + bn1x62 ) x6 − x12 =
0

(

) (
+b x )x +(x

) (

)

g2 ( X ) ≡ − an1 + bn1 x62 x5 + x32 + an1 + bn1 x62 + an2 + bn2 x72 x6 − an2 + bn2 x72 x7 = 0

g 3 ( X ) ≡ −( a n 2

2
n2 7

6

2
4

+ an 2 + bn 2 x72 ) x7 =0

(21)

The system (21) can be transformed into the following one:

(1 − u )g (x , x , x , x , x , x , x ) = 0
j

j

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

j = 1,2,3.

The results of analysis of the full structural basis of design strategies, arising in this case at a
fixed value of the controlling vector U, are given in Table 1.
N Control functions
vector
U (u1, u2, u3 )
1
(000)
2
(001)
3
(010)
4
(011)
5
(100)
6
(101)
7
(110)
8
(111)

Gradient method
Newton
method
DFP
method
Iterations Total design Iterations Total design Iterations Total design
number
time (sec)
number
time (sec)
number
time (sec)
59
0.229
8
0.1331
12
0.0853
167
0.273
6
0.0637
17
0.0552
174
0.291
11
0.1193
15
0.0503
185
0.154
11
0.0758
22
0.0421
63
0.122
8
0.0986
22
0.0839
198
0.245
9
0.0905
19
0.0499
228
0.258
15
0.1382
18
0.0442
293
0.176
17
0.0853
33
0.0504

Table 1. Complete structural basis of design strategies for three- nodes passive network

Here we have 8 different strategies. The strategy corresponding to the control vector (0, 0, 0)
is a traditional design strategy (TDS); the strategy with the control vector (1, 1, 1) is a
modified traditional design strategy (MTDS) while the rest are some new intermediate
strategies. Strategy 5 is optimal for the gradient method, strategy 2 is optimal for Newton’s
method and strategy 4 is optimal for the DFP method. Nevertheless, these strategies are not
optimal in the whole. The optimal strategies for all methods have been found due to
application of a special procedure – by variation of the control vector. The respective results
are presented in Table 2.
N Method

Optimal control
Iterations Switching Total
functions vector
number points
design
U (u1, u2, u3 )
time (sec)
1 Gradient method
(101); (000); (111)
81
3; 7
0.0636
2 Newton method
(111); (000); (011)
6
1; 2
0.0492
3 DFP method
(101); (011)
15
2
0.0301
Table 2. Characteristics of optimal design strategy for three optimization methods

The optimal strategy has two points of “switching” for gradient and Newton’s methods and
one “switching” point for DFP optimization methods. The gain in time for the optimal
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strategy, as compared with the traditional one, is 3.6 times for the gradient method, 2.7 for
Newton’s method and 2.83 times for the DFP method.
In the second case we analyze a network (Fig. 2) with five independent variables (K=5),
conductances

y1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 , y5 ,

four dependent variables (M=4), nodal voltages

V1 , V2 ,V3 , V4 , and two nonlinear elements.

Fig. 2. Topology of four-node network
The

nonlinear

elements

are

defined

by

formulas

yn1 = an1 + bn1 ⋅ (V1 −V2 ) ,
2

yn2 = an2 +bn2 ⋅ (V2 −V3) . System (16) includes nine equations, and system’s model includes
2

four equations. The results of analysis of the full set of strategies are presented in Table 3.

N Control functions Gradient method
Newton method
DFP
method
vector
Iterations Total design Iterations Total design Iterations Total design
U (u1,u2,u3,u4 ) number time (sec)
number time (sec)
number time (sec)
1
(0000)
114
0.819
10
0.366
15
0.187
2
(0001)
87
0.388
8
0.251
26
0.207
3
(0010)
51
0.269
10
0.361
11
0.103
4
(0011)
77
0.176
8
0.171
29
0.129
5
(0100)
100
0.526
7
0.251
12
0.112
6
(0101)
217
0.486
9
0.189
14
0.061
7
(0110)
166
0.338
14
0.273
19
0.076
8
(0111)
402
0.596
11
0.182
34
0.104
9
(1000)
111
0.586
5
0.181
11
0.103
10
(1001)
73
0.166
7
0.149
14
0.062
11
(1010)
115
0.256
8
0.167
16
0.104
12
(1011)
135
0.225
10
0.184
20
0.068
13
(1100)
519
1.055
13
0.253
14
0.056
14
(1101)
595
0.882
10
0.166
18
0.055
15
(1110)
159
0.169
15
0.185
20
0.046
16
(1111)
330
0.276
24
0.234
51
0.101
Table 3. Complete set of design strategies for four- nodes passive network
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There are 16 different design strategies for this case. Of interest is the fact that among all the
diversity of the design strategies, for the gradient method we have thirteen strategies, for
Newton’s method – 15, and for DFP – 14 strategies, whose processor time is less than that of
traditional strategy 1 with the vector of controlling functions such as (0, 0, 0, 0). Among the
whole stock of the strategies, the optimal one is strategy 10 for the gradient method, which
provides a gain in time by a factor of 4.93 – compared to the traditional strategy, strategy 10
for Newton’s method with a gain by 2.46, and strategy 14 – for the DFP method, with a gain
by 4.06 times.
The optimal or, to be more exact, quasi-optimal strategies have been found by using a
special procedure, whose application results are given in Table 4.

N Method

Optimal control
Iterations Switching Total
functions vector
number points
design
U (u1, u2, u3, u4 )
time (sec)
1 Gradient method
(1011); (0000); (1110)
53
3; 4
0.0644
2 Newton method
(1010); (1001)
6
3
0.1265
3 DFP method
(0111); (1110)
17
2
0.0405
Table 4. Characteristics of quasi-optimal design strategy for three optimization methods
Here we have two switching point for the gradient method and one – for Newton’s method
and DFP method. These quasi-optimal strategies provide a gain in time by a factor of 12.7
for the gradient method, 2.89 for Newton’s method, and 4.6 for DFP method.
In the next case we analyzed an electronic network of an amplifier in two transistors (Fig. 3).
The design process was performed for dc conditions. The transistors are represented by the
steady-state Ebers-Moll model embedded in the SPICE system (Massobrio & Antognetti,
1993). The objective function was defined as the sum of squared differences between present
and current values of voltages across transistor’s junctions.

Fig. 3. Circuit topology for two-stage transistor amplifier
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For this example we establish five independent variables
dependent variables
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y1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 , y5

(K=5), and five

V 1 , V 2 , V 3 , V 4 , V 5 (M=5). In this case the optimization algorithm is

based on a system of ten equations, and the network model is defined by five
nonlinear equations. The full set of design strategies includes 32 different strategies. Table 5
contains the results of analysis of the TDS, and some other strategies among those requiring
less time for implementation than the traditional one. Strategy 17 is optimal for gradient
method and strategy 13 is optimal for DFP method. It makes possible to obtain a gain in
time, as compared to the traditional one, by 19.7 times for the gradient method, and by 26.2
times for the DFP method. However, as in the previous examples, these strategies are not
“optimal-in-whole”. The results of quasi-optimal strategies are listed in Table 6.

N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Control functions
vector
U (u1,u2,u3,u4,u5)
(00000)
(00100)
(00101)
(00110)
(00111)
(01100)
(01101)
(01110)
(01111)
(10100)
(10101)
(10110)
(10111)
(11100)
(11101)
(11110)
(11111)

G radient m ethod
DFP
m ethod
Iterations Total design Iterations Total design
num ber
tim e (sec)
num ber
tim e (sec)
979
20.466
274
7.361
889
15.396
196
6.381
704
9.571
57
1.474
989
13.455
251
5.818
512
5.405
154
2.986
859
11.861
218
5.631
420
4.503
125
2.522
751
8.011
129
2.591
528
4.228
90
1.371
780
10.745
199
2.956
249
1.734
62
0.462
1253
13.297
135
1.545
386
2.161
30
0.281
1683
17.702
105
1.187
263
1.471
56
1.769
1191
9.459
77
0.656
637
1.039
65
0.296

Table 5. Some design strategies for two-stage transistor amplifier

N Method

Optimal control
Iterations Switching Total
Computer
functions vector
number points
design
time gain
U (u1, u2, u3, u4, u5 )
time (sec)
1 Gradient method
(11101); (11111)
220
11
0.403
50.8
2 DFP method
(10111); (11111)
37
11
0.157
46.9
Table 6. Characteristics of quasi-optimal design strategy for two-stage transistor amplifier
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The optimal strategy in both cases has a single switching point. The gain in time, as
compared to the traditional strategy, in this case is 50.8 times for the gradient method and
46.9 times for DFP method.
The results of analyzed passive circuits for M from 1 to 5 are presented in Fig. 4 for three
different optimization procedures.

Fig. 4. Computer time gain for passive networks
This is the computer time gain of the optimum design strategy with respect to the
traditional design strategy as the function of the dependent parameters' number M. The
traditional design approach is not time-optimal and the time gain increases very fast with
the M increasing.
The results of the active networks optimization for different number of transistor cells NTR
are shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Computer time gain for active networks for different number of transistor cells
This result confirms the rule that the total computer time gain of the time-optimal design
strategy increases when the complexity of the network increases. The obtained results
permit us to make the following current conclusions:
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1) In practice, the traditional design strategy is never optimal in terms of time.
2) The new design strategies form a basis, which can be used for generation of a design
strategy optimal by the running time criterion.
3) The potential gain in time, attained with the aid of optimal strategy, grows as the size
and complexity of the electronic network increase.

5. Acceleration effect
We can obtain the possible gain in the computation time for quasi-optimal strategy.
However, this expected gain can become reality only if we manage to generate the
algorithm making it possible to determine the optimal trajectory of the design process. Thus
the problem of investigation of major intrinsic properties and restrictions of the optimal
trajectory of design is the principal task to be resolved in creation of the optimal algorithm.
Based on the concepts suggested, it is possible to analyze new effects (Zemliak, 2002) arising
in the process of network design by the control theory methods. The inquiries started from a
simplest nonlinear circuit with a single node and two parameters (N=2), which has no
practical applications but serves a good illustration for comprehension of the process in the
network design based on the new methodology. After that an N-dimensional problem will
be considered. All the examples included demonstrate some phenomenon, which may be
called the effect of acceleration of design process. The latter arises because of different
behavior of design trajectories having different control functions. The circuit diagram of the
nonlinear electronic network with a single node is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 6. Simplest nonlinear electronic network
Assume that the element

Rn

is described by a nonlinear function having the form

=
Rn r10 + bn ⋅ V12 . For this example we defined only two parameters: resistance R 1

as

independent parameter (K=1), and nodal voltage V 1 as dependent parameter (M=1). In this
example, as well as in the subsequent ones, we also assume that all the resistances are
positive-valued. For automatically meeting the latter requirement the following definition of
the vector X can be used:

X = ( x1 , x2 ) where x12 ≡ R1

and

x2 ≡ V1.

The structural basis of various design strategies, defined for the control vector U in our case
consists of two strategies – at u1 =0 and u1 =1. The first one is the TDS while the second is the
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MTDS. The design trajectories for the initial point

X 0 = (1,1) , are depicted in Fig. 7a: the

solid line – for TDS, and the dashed one – for MTDS. The number of iterations and the
processor time in the first case are equal to 44 and 0.09210-3 s and in the second case – 78
and 0.14910-3 s. As can be seen, the traditional strategy is preferable. An insignificant
reduction of the designing time (5%) can be obtained if in the process of motion the control
function u1 changes form 0 to 1 at step 18. A different result is observed in the event of
selecting a negative value of initial point for the variable

x2 ,

for instance, -1, i.e.,

=
X 0 (1,−1) . The trajectories corresponding to this situation are depicted in Fig. 7b.

(а)

(b)

Fig. 7. Trajectories for TDS (solid) and for MTDS (dash) for: (a)

X in =(1,1), (b) X in =(1,-1)

The trajectory corresponding to TDS remains almost unchanged. In the first case we have a
jump downward from the initial point to the line corresponding to the matched solution. In
the second case we have the jump to the same line, but upward. Since the jump occurs
instantaneously, the time in both cases is the same. A somewhat different situation is

x 2 ( x 2 = -1) the
first part of the trajectory lies in the unfeasible (negative in terms of the variable x 2 ) half-

observed for MTDS trajectory. At the negative initial value of the variable

space, while the second part – in the positive one. It is pertinent to note that the motion of
the current point over the first part of the trajectory from the point S to point R occurs
rapidly enough, and then slows down. The total time in this event is larger than at the
positive initial approximation. We emphasize that the trajectories of both different strategies
approach the final point F of the design process from opposite sides. There opens a
possibility for accelerating the process by changing the control function u1 from 1 to 0 in the
C, which represents the projection of the final point F on the trajectory corresponding to
MTDS. In this case the optimal strategy has two parts. The first one, described by the curve
SC, corresponds to u1 =1, and MTDS lies in the physically unreal space. In the point C the
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value of the control function u1 takes the zero value, and we make a jump to the final point
F or close to it, which depends on the step of integration and on prescribed accuracy. The
second part of the trajectory, starting in the point C and corresponding to u1 =0, and TDS
either degenerates into a jump, so that we have a single step in addition to the first part of
the trajectory, or into several (few in number) additional steps corresponding to TDS. The
number of iterations for our example, corresponding to u1 =1, is equal to 9, plus a single step

(a jump) corresponding to u1 =0. The time for this optimal trajectory is 0.019410-3 s, which
means acceleration of the process by a factor of 4.7. The effect of acceleration can be also
observed for more complex examples. However, in this case the trajectories lie in the Ndimensional space, and we must analyze various projections of N-dimensional curves. Some
different passive and active nonlinear networks were investigated to observe an additional
acceleration effect. The potential computer time gain of the optimum design strategy with
an additional acceleration as the function of the transistor cell number NTR is presented in
Fig. 8 for two different optimization procedures (gradient and DFP methods).

Fig. 8. Computer time gain for active networks with acceleration effect for different number
of transistor cells. 1-Gradient method, 2-DFP method
Fig. 8 shows that the time gain for three-stage transistor amplifier increase till 500-600 due to
the acceleration effect.
The analysis of acceleration effect shows that this effect appears with special initial
conditions. For instance for the network in Fig. 6 this effect exists when the initial point has a
negative value of the coordinate x 2 , and the value of this coordinate itself, corresponding to
the position under the special line - separatrix, are the sufficient conditions for obtaining the
acceleration effect. A more detailed analysis shows that in reality these conditions are not
necessary. Fig. 9 shows the phase portrait of design process, corresponding to MTDS for the
network in Fig. 6, but for all possible values of the coordinate x 2 .
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Fig. 9. Design trajectories for MTDS and separatrix for one-node network
The portrait includes two types of separatrix. The first one is separatrix AFB separating the
trajectories approaching the final point from the left and from the right. The second type
separatrix CTFB divides the phase space in two other subspaces. The points of the subspace
surrounded by this separatrix do not give trajectories permitting to realize the acceleration
effect. Conversely, the points lying outside the separatrix correspond to trajectories able to
produce the acceleration effect. The jump to the final point can be performed from below as
well as from above the separatrix CTFB along the extension of the line TF. These geometric
conditions are necessary and sufficient for existence of the acceleration effect.
The examples given below refer to design of a transistorized amplifier in one and two
transistors presented in Fig. 3. The design of the single- and two-stage amplifiers has been
performed separately. In the case of the single-stage amplifier, there are three independent
variables

y1 , y 2 , y3

(K=3), and three dependent ones

includes six components:

V1 , V2 , V3

(M=3). The vector X

x12 = y1 , x 22 = y 2 , x32 = y3 , x 4 = V1 , x5 = V2 , x6 = V3 .

For the two-stage amplifier, the vector X contains 10 components. Fig. 10 shows twodimensional projections of phase portraits of the design process for MTDS in both cases: a, b
– for the single stage, and c, d – for the two-stage amplifier. Fig. 10a,b illustrate behavior of
the trajectories on the plane
values

x3 − x6

at initial values

xi0 =1,0,

i =1,2,3 (case a) and at initial

xi0 =2,0 (case b). We can see a pronounced difference in behavior of phase trajectories

for passive and active networks.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
(d)
Fig. 10. Family of curves that correspond to MTDS and separatrix for: (a), (b) one-stage;
(c), (d) two-stage amplifier
Projections of the separatrix SL1 and separatrix SL2 are clearly expressed in the case of

xi0 =1,0, which is indicative of the presence or absence of the trajectories offer the possibility
of the “jump” into the final point of the design process. Of interest is the fact that an increase
in network complexity results in expansion of the domain of existence of acceleration effect,
which can be seen in Fig 10c for the two-stage amplifier. Here we analyze the behavior of
projections of trajectories on the plane

x5 − x10 at xi0 =2,0, i =1,2,…,5. The zone confined by

the separatrix, where the acceleration effect is absent, becomes narrower for the two-stage
0

amplifier. An increase in initial values of originally independent variables xi up to 3,0, i
=1,2,…,5 for the two-stage amplifier (Fig. 10d) results in disappearance of separatrix
projections – as in the case of the single-stage network. Based on analysis of the above
examples we come to the conclusion that complication of electronic network structure and
an increase in initial values of originally independent variables expands the domain of
existence of the acceleration effect of design process.
The optimal choice of the initial point of the design process permits to realize the
acceleration effect with a larger probability. Analysis of trajectories for different design
strategies shows that the separatrix concept is useful for comprehension and determination
of necessary and sufficient conditions of existence of the design acceleration effect. The
separatrix divides the whole phase space of design into a domain where we can achieve the
acceleration effect, and a domain in which this effect does not exist. The first domain may be
used for constructing the optimal design trajectory. Selection of the initial point of design
process outside the domain encircled by separatrix constitutes the necessary and sufficient
conditions for existence of the acceleration effect. In the general case, a separatrix is a hyper
surface having an intricate structure. However, the real situation is simplified in the most
important case, corresponding to active nonlinear networks, because of narrowing the area
inside the separatrix, or its complete disappearance – at the initial values of the originally
independent variables large enough. It means that the acceleration effect can be realized
almost in any case for the networks of large complexity.
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6. Stability analysis
Basic concepts of a new methodology in analogue networks optimization in terms of the
control theory were stated in previous sections. It was shown that the new approach
potentially allows to significantly decreasing the processor time used to design the circuit.
This quality appears due to a new possibility of controlling the design process by
redistributing computational burden between the circuit’s analysis and the procedure of
parametric optimization. It may be considered to be a proven fact that traditional design
strategy (TDS) including the circuit’s analysis at every step of its design is not optimal with
respect to time. More over the benefit in time used to design the circuit for some optimal or
more precisely quasi-optimal strategy compared to TDS increases with increasing size and
complexity of the designed circuit. This optimal strategy and corresponding design’s
trajectory were obtained using special search procedure and serve only as a proof existing
strategies which are much more optimal than TDS. However, it is clear that the problem lies
in the ability to move along an optimal trajectory of the circuit’s design process from the
very beginning of designing the circuit. Only in this case it is possible to obtain the
mentioned potentially tremendous advantage in time, which corresponds to the optimal
design strategy. During the building the optimal strategy and its corresponding trajectory at
the present moment it is necessary to analyze their most significant characteristics. The
study of the optimal trajectory’s qualitative characteristics and their differences from those
of the other trajectories appears to be the only possible way to solve the problem.
The discovery of an effect expecting additional acceleration of the design process and
exploration of conditions determining this effect’s existence lead to increased time
advantage and serve as an initial point of quasi-optimal design strategy building. The
analysis of this effect allowed to state three most significant moments: 1) to obtain the
acceleration effect the initial point of the design process should be chosen outside the
domain limited with a special hypersurface (separatrix), 2) the acceleration effect appears
during a transition from a trajectory corresponding to a modified traditional design strategy
(MTDS) to the trajectory which corresponds to TDS and from any trajectory similar to MTDS
to any trajectory similar to the trajectory of TDS, 3) the most significant element of the
acceleration effect is an exact position of the switch point corresponding to a transition from
one strategy to another.
To obtain an optimal sequence of switching points during the design process it is necessary
to select a special criterion, which depends on the internal properties of the design strategy.
The problem of searching for the optimal with respect to time design strategy deals with a
more general problem of convergence and stability of each trajectory. On the basis of
experiment, the design time for each strategy determines by properties of convergence and
stability of corresponding trajectory. One of the common approaches of analysis of dynamic
systems stability is based on the direct Lyapunov method (Barbashin, 1967; Rouche et al.,
1977). We consider that the time design algorithm is a dynamic controlled process. In this
case, the main control aim is determined as minimization problem of transient time of this
process. As result, the analysis of stability and characteristics of transient process (process of
designing is one of these) for each trajectory are possible on the basis of the direct Lyapunov
method. Let’s introduce Lyapunov function of process of designing. It will be used for
analysis of properties and structure of optimal algorithm and for searching of optimal
switch point positions of control vector particularly.
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There is a certain freedom of Lyapunov function choice as the latter has more than one form.
Let’s denote the Lyapunov function of process of designing (1)–(5) in form:

V

( X ) = ∑ (x i
i

)2

(22)

xi . The set of all coefficients ai is the main
result of process of designing as the minimum of target function C ( X ) is achieved at these
where

ai

− ai

is a stationary value of coordinate

values of coefficients, i.e. the aim of designing is succeeded. It is clear, that these coefficients
are accurately known only at the end of designing. The other variables
be determined instead of

xi

y i = xi − ai

could

variables. In this case equation (5) takes the form:

V (Y ) = ∑ y i2

(23)

i

Taking into account the new variables

y i , the process of designing (1)–(5) remains the same

form. However, equation (23) satisfies all conditions of Lyapunov function definition.
Indeed, this function is piecewise continuous function having piecewise continuous first
partial derivatives. In addition, three main properties of function (23) V(Y)>0, 2) V(0)=0, and
3)

V (Y ) → ∞

for

Y → ∞ ) are presented. In this case we obtain the possibility to

analyze the stability of equilibrium position (point Y=0) by Lyapunov theorem. On other

a = (a1 , a 2 ,..., a N ) analyzes on basis of (22). It is clear, both of
these problems are identical. The point a = (a1 , a 2 ,..., a N ) can be defined only at the end

hand, the stability of point

of the process of designing that is inconvenience of equation (22). As result, we could
analyze the stability of various designing strategies by the equation (22) if the problem’s
solution (i.e. point a) was determined already in another way. Moreover, the possibility to
control the stability of process during optimization procedure is of interest. In this case we
have to determine another form of Lyapunov function which would be irrespective of final
stationary point a. Let’s define Lyapunov function in the form:

V ( X , U ) = [F ( X , U )]

r

V

(X

,U

)= ∑
i

⎛ ∂ F (X , U
⎜⎜
∂xi
⎝

(24)

) ⎞⎟
⎟
⎠

2

(25)

where F( X,U ) is a generalize target function of process of designing and r > 0. Under
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additional conditions both of these equations determine Lyapunov function having
properties similar to (23) in the sufficiently great neighborhood of stationary point.
Meanwhile the dependence on control vector U appears too. Indeed, we can see that the
value of (24) is equal zero in the stationary point if the target function of this process C ( X )
in the same point is equal zero as well. The equation (24) is positive defined function in all
points distinct from a stationary point as the function C ( X ) is nonnegative. The function

V ( X ,U ) increases without bound when we are going away from the stationary point.
The equation (25) also determines Lyapunov function if ∂F / ∂xi = 0 in the stationary point

a = (a1 , a 2 ,..., a N )

and V(a,U)=0. On the other hand, V(X,U)>0 for all X. In conclusion,

Lyapunov function determined by (25) is a function of vector U i.e. all coordinates

xi

depend on U. The third property of Lyapunov function is proven wrong as the behavior of
function V(X,U) when

X → ∞ is unknown. However, as known a posteriori, the

function V(X,U) is the increasing function in the sufficiently great neighborhood of a
stationary point. According to Lyapunov method, the information about trajectory stability
is connected with time derivative of Lyapunov function. Direct calculation of time
•

derivative of Lyapunov function V lets estimate the dynamic system stability. The process
of designing and a corresponding trajectory is stable if this derivative is negative. On the
other part, the direct Lyapunov method gives sufficient but not necessary stability
conditions. This implies that the process can lose stability or can remain stable in the case of
•

positive derivative. The appearance of positive values of derivative V on set of positive
measure only states the instability displaying in a few growth of Lyapunov function instead
of decreasing latter. If such process exists far from the stationary point, then the process of
designing is divergent function and we cannot obtain the solution of this trajectory. In this
case the initial point of process of designing or strategy should be changed. If the positive
•

derivative V appears at the end of process of designing (i.e. not far from the stationary
point), then we could say that the process of designing significantly decelerates. This
designing strategy is going round in a circle and cannot provide required accuracy. As
result, the engineering time substantially grows. This effect is well known in practical
designing. If we obtain the unacceptable accuracy, the strategy of designing or initial point
have to be changed. The detailed behavioral analysis of Lyapunov function and its
derivative for different strategies of designing makes it possible to choose the perspective
strategies. This analysis also allows determining on qualitative level the relationship
between design time and Lyapunov function and its derivative being the main factors of the
process of designing.
Two-stage transistor amplifier, depicted in Fig.3, is used for stability analysis of different
•

strategies of design. The direct calculation of time derivative V of Lyapunov function,
determined by (29) for r=0.5, shown that the derivative is negative in the initial point of
design for all trajectories, i.e., all possible design’s strategies and its trajectories are stable at
the beginning if integration step of system (1) is enough small. In the same time, when the
current point of trajectory reaches some ε -neighbourhood of the stationary point
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the derivative of Lyapunov function comes positive and the current

design’s strategy loses stability. This implies that this strategy dose not ensure the
convergence of trajectories to the stationary point (a 1 , a 2 ,..., a N ) starting from some

value of ε -neighbourhood, i.e. achievement of minimum of target function F(X,U) and so
function C(X) with accuracy to ε dose not guarantee. In fact, each trajectory has eigen ε neighbourhood determining maximum available accuracy for this one and the convergence
problem arises inside this area. The process of designing significantly decelerates for current
strategy before approaching of the critical value of ε -neighbourhood. Alias, the derivative
•

V remains negative but has enough small absolute value. The results for two-stage

amplifier are presented in Table 7. The design realized on the basis of strategies coming into
structural basis 2M and determined by control vector U. The appearance of positive values of
•

derivative V on set of positive measure determines the termination of process of designing.
Process optimization realized on the basis of equation (18) and gradient method with a
variable optimal step

ts

hereupon this step

ts

could be both small and large. As result, we

have non-smooth behavior of derivative from one step to other.

N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Control vector
Iterations Computer Critical value of
U(u1,u2,u3,u4,u5) number
time (sec) ε -neighborhood
(00000)
3177
7.25
2.78E-08
(00001)
3074
8.02
3.36E-07
(00011)
11438
26.36
8.18E-07
(00101)
799
1.16
9.38E-09
(00110)
1798
2.61
1.61E-08
(01011)
43431
76.89
3.16E-05
(01100)
1378
2.25
1.67E-08
(01101)
571
0.72
6.83E-09
(01110)
1542
2.03
2.05E-08
(10011)
11839
21.37
1.68E-05
(10100)
2097
3.57
5.47E-07
(10110)
6026
8.31
4.94E-07
(11100)
6602
8.84
7.41E-07
(11101)
935
0.71
1.33E-08
(11110)
2340
2.31
1.62E-07
(11111)
1502
0.38
1.09E-08

Table 7. Critical value of the

ε -neighborhood for design strategies for two-stage amplifier
•

For smoothing of derivative V the value averaging on the interval 30 steps was used. The
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analysis of results of Table 7 has shown some important laws. First of all, the strong
correlation between processor time and critical value of ε -neighbourhood, after which the
•

value of derivative V stays positive, is presented. As a rule, the fewer available value of ε
-neighbourhood corresponds to the fewer processor time. We could order all strategies in
Table 7. from the smallest processor time (0.38 sec, No. 16) to the longest one (76.89 sec, No.
6).
On the other hand, the strategies in ascending order of critical value of ε -neighbourhood
are presented in Table 8.

Number
1 2
Number of strategies
regulated by the
computer tim
16 14
Number of strategies
regulated by the
ε -neighborhood

8

3

4

5

6

8

4

9

7 15

4 16 14

5 15

7

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

5 11

1

9

2 12 11 13

1

Table 8. Strategies’ ordering by processor time and by critical value of

2 12 13 10

3

6

3 10

6

ε -neighborhood

The No. of each strategy in Table 8 determined by two different ways of order is slightly
different. Two strategies (13 and 6) have the same number. Seven strategies have the
difference in one place, four ones – in two places, and three strategies – in three places. The
average difference is equal to 1.5. Taking into account that the critical values of ε neighbourhood are obtained approximately by the averaging during integration of system
(1) we can see that the correspondence of processor time with critical value of ε neighbourhood is enough acceptable. Contrariwise, the parameters of ε -neighbourhood
are obtained on the basis of Lyapunov function and its derivative analysis. Therefore, we
could say that the strong correlation between processor time and properties of Lyapunov
function is presented.
From the analysis above the assumption is induced: Lyapunov function of process of
designing and its derivative are enough informative source to select more perspective
design strategies.

7. Conclusion
The traditional approach for the analogue network optimization is not time-optimal. The
problem of the minimal-time design algorithm construction can be solved adequately on the
basis of the control theory. The network optimization process in this case is formulated as a
controllable dynamic system. Analysis of the different examples gives the possibility to
conclude that the potential computer time gain of the time-optimal design strategy increases
when the size and complexity of the system increase. The Lyapunov function of the
optimization process and its time derivative include the sufficient information to select more
perspective strategies. The above-described approach gives the possibility to search the
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time-optimal algorithm as the approximate solution of the typical problem of the optimal
control theory.
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